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Abstract. In this article, we describe how to fit panel-data ordered logit mod-
els with fixed effects using the new community-contributed command feologit.
Fixed-effects models are increasingly popular for estimating causal effects in the
social sciences because they flexibly control for unobserved time-invariant hetero-
geneity. The ordered logit model is the standard model for ordered dependent
variables, and this command is the first in Stata specifically for this model with
fixed effects. The command includes a choice between two estimators, the blow-
up and cluster (BUC) estimator introduced in Baetschmann, Staub, and Winkel-
mann (2015, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series A 178: 685–703) and
the BUC-τ estimator in Baetschmann (2012, Economics Letters 115: 416–418).
Baetschmann, Staub, and Winkelmann (2015) showed that the BUC estimator
has good properties and is almost as efficient as more complex estimators such
as generalized method-of-moments and empirical likelihood estimators. The com-
mand and model interpretations are illustrated with an analysis of the effect of
parenthood on life satisfaction using data from the German Socio-Economic Panel.

Keywords: st0596, feologit, panel data, ordered dependent variables, logistic mod-
els, fixed effects, blow-up and cluster estimator

1 Introduction

While originating in the biometrics literature, regression models for ordered responses
are now ubiquitous in the social sciences (Boes and Winkelmann 2006). One factor
contributing to the widespread use of ordered responses is that Likert-type scales are
the default way in which individual, household, and firm surveys collect information on
issues that are otherwise difficult to measure, such as attitudes and beliefs. By far, the
most common cross-sectional regression models for ordered responses are the ordered
logit and ordered probit models. When analyzing ordinal panel data, researchers are
frequently interested in applying extensions of these models that somehow account for
the longitudinal nature of the data. The simplest approach, which we consider in this
article, is specifying an additional unobservable individual-specific error term. Under

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC st0596



254 Fixed-effects ordered logit models

the assumptions that this error term is normally distributed and independent of the
regressors, the models are known as the random-effects ordered logit or random-effects
ordered probit (see, for example, Cameron and Trivedi [2005]), and they are imple-
mented in Stata with the commands xtologit and xtoprobit, respectively.

Often, however, these distributional and independence assumptions on the individu-
al-specific error term are undesirable. Fixed-effects models relax them: the distribution
of the individual-specific error term and its dependence on the regressors are left com-
pletely unrestricted (compare, for example, Wooldridge [2010]). This feature of fixed-
effects models is useful for the estimation of causal effects because it accounts for any
potential endogeneity stemming from time-invariant characteristics. But because no
default approach for fitting fixed-effects models for ordered responses exists, researchers
are often faced with the choice of either fitting linear models, which are often inappro-
priate for ordinal data, or fitting random-effects ordered logit or probit models, which
impose the strong assumptions mentioned above.

Because a fixed-effects estimator exists for the binary logit model, several different
estimators for fixed-effects ordered logit models can be obtained using the binary logit
model as a building block: the ordinal response variable can be transformed into bi-
nary responses, which then can be used for estimation and combined back differently
to provide a single set of estimates. For the ordered probit model, in contrast, a similar
approach is infeasible because no fixed-effects estimator for the binary probit model
exists. Baetschmann, Staub, and Winkelmann (2015) studied several approaches avail-
able for the fixed-effects ordered logit model and showed that the so-called blow-up and
cluster (BUC) estimator has good properties and is almost as efficient as more complex
estimators such as generalized method-of-moments and empirical likelihood estimators.
In this article, we discuss the BUC estimator as well as a more restricted version of it
that makes it possible to fit additional model parameters—the BUC-τ estimator intro-
duced in Baetschmann (2012)—and show how these estimators can be implemented in
Stata using the community-contributed command feologit.

An integral part of our discussion focuses on the various potential objects of interest
in this model, such as marginal effects (MEs), odds ratios, etc., and on whether they
can or cannot be estimated, and if so, how. We further introduce a new specification
test of the more restrictive assumptions relating to the additional threshold parameters
estimated by BUC-τ . The test is simple to implement, and we show in an example
using Stata syntax how BUC and BUC-τ estimates can be used to this end. Finally, we
illustrate the use of feologit and the interpretation of the estimates in an application of
the effect of motherhood on women’s life satisfaction, which uses data from the German
Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP).

We review the fixed-effects ordered logit model and the BUC and BUC-τ estimators
in the next section. The syntax for feologit is presented in section 3.1. Next, section 4
gives a guide on how to interpret estimates. Section 5 exemplifies the use of feologit
and possible interpretations of the estimates in the application to life satisfaction and
provides a test of the BUC versus BUC-τ estimates. Section 5 offers some concluding
remarks.
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2 Fixed-effects ordered logit models

The fixed-effects ordered logit model uses the latent variable y∗ to relate the observable
characteristics x to the observable ordered dependent variable y, which can take values
1, . . . ,K. The latent variable y∗it for individual i at time t depends linearly on xit and
the two unobservable characteristics αi and εit:

y∗it = x′
itβ + αi + εit i = 1, . . . , N t = 1, . . . , T

The vector of covariates xit does not include an intercept because the αi act as
individual-specific intercepts. We use a balanced panel for notational simplicity; but
extending the model to imbalanced panels (t = 1, . . . , Ti) is trivial, and the application
in section 5 uses such an imbalanced panel. The time-invariant, individual-specific
part of the unobservables (αi) is called the fixed effect and can statistically depend on
xit. The following observation rule ties the latent variable y∗it to the observed ordered
variable yit through the thresholds τik:

yit = k if τik < y∗it ≤ τik+1 k = 1, . . . ,K

In the most flexible version of the model, the thresholds can vary between individuals,
as indicated by the subscript i in τik. Besides the stipulation of the lowest and highest
thresholds as plus and minus infinity, the only assumption about the individual-specific
thresholds is that they are increasing for each person:

τi1 = −∞; −∞ < τik < τik+1 < ∞, ∀k = 2, . . . ,K−1; τiK+1 = ∞ (1)

Moreover, the fixed-effects ordered logit model assumes that the time-varying unob-
servable terms, εit, are independent and identically distributed with standard logistic
cumulative density function, hence the name of the model:

F (εit|xit, αi) = F (εit) =
1

1 + exp(−εit)
≡ Λ(εit)

The probability of observing outcome k for individual i at time t is therefore

Pr(yit = k|xit, αi) = Λ(τik+1 − x′
itβ − αi)− Λ(τik − x′

itβ − αi) (2)

This probability depends on xit and β, the parameter of primary interest. However, it
also depends on αi, τik, and τik+1. As can be seen from (2), without further assumptions
on the thresholds, only τik − αi ≡ αik is identified because we can always define τ̃ik =
τik + η and α̃i = αi − η for any η ∈ R.1

1. On a more fundamental level, the parameters β and αik are identified only by the normalizing
assumption that εit follows a standard (rather than any) logistic distribution, which fixes εit’s
variance. Without this normalization, only β/var(εit) and αik/var(εit) are identified. Thus, iden-
tification and consistent estimation in this article refer to identification and consistency up to scale,
as is the case for most standard latent-variable models, such as logit, probit, and their ordered and
multinomial generalizations.
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Direct estimation of αik is difficult. Generally, estimation of αik uses only informa-
tion of the T observations of individual i. Thus, if the time dimension T is fixed—as
is generally assumed in short panels—there are only a finite number of observations to
estimate αik even when the total number of observations NT grows to infinity. Con-
sequently, the fixed effects αik cannot be estimated consistently, and, in general, their
inconsistency spills over to inconsistency of β, the parameters common to all obser-
vations. This situation is known as the incidental parameters problem (Neyman and

Scott 1948; Lancaster 2000). In short panels, the resulting bias in β̂ can be substantial
(Abrevaya 1997; Greene 2004). A consistent estimator of β can be obtained by collaps-
ing yit into a binary variable and then applying the well-known conditional maximum
likelihood (CML) estimator (Andersen 1970; Chamberlain 1980).

2.1 CML estimator

The CML estimator is well known. But because the BUC estimator for the fixed-effects
ordered logit model is based on the CML, we present it in some detail to fix notation.
In Stata, this estimator is implemented in the command clogit and in the panel-data
command xtlogit with the option fe, which relies on clogit. Similarly, feologit
also relies on clogit.

Let dkit denote the binary variable that results from dichotomizing the ordered vari-
able at the cutoff point k: dkit = 1(yit ≥ k). This is the dependent variable of the CML

estimator. Let

gki =

T∑
t=1

dkit

be the observed number of ones of the dependent variable for individual i. Now, consider
the probability of observing dk

i = (dki1, . . . , d
k
iT )

′ conditional on observing gki ones. It
can be shown that this probability is

Pk
i (β) ≡ Pr

(
dk
i

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑

t=1

dkit = gki

)
=

exp(dk′
i xiβ)∑

j∈Bi
exp(j′xiβ)

(3)

where j denotes a vector of dimension T with each element jt equal to 0 or 1 and with∑T
t=1 jt = gki . Further, Bi denotes the set of all possible j-vectors with gki ones and

T − gki zeros. There are
(
T
gk
i

)
= T !/{gki !(T − gki )!} such combinations. Crucially, this

probability (3) does not depend on αi and the thresholds. Chamberlain (1980) showed
that maximizing the conditional log likelihood (LL)

LL
k(b) =

N∑
i=1

logPk
i (b) (4)

results in a consistent estimator for β. Therefore, β of the fixed-effects ordered logit
model can be fit by first dichotomizing the ordered dependent variable into a binary
one and then applying the standard CML estimator. However, different cutoff points
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k can be used, and using only one of them leads to loss of information and, therefore,
to inefficiency. Further details of the CML estimator such as first-order conditions and
asymptotic variance can be found, for example, in Baetschmann, Staub, and Winkel-
mann (2015).

2.2 BUC estimator

Several ideas exist to combine the information of the CML estimators obtained from
dichotomizing samples at different cutoff points (see Baetschmann, Staub, and Winkel-
mann [2015]). The BUC estimator presented here combines the LL functions resulting
from different cutoff points, leading to a one-step estimator of β. The LL function for
this estimator is

LL
BUC(b) =

K∑
k=2

LL
k(b) (5)

where LLk(b) is defined as in (4) and the BUC estimator is the one that maximizes (5).
It can also be regarded as a restricted CML estimator because it imposes the restriction

that β̂
2
= · · · = β̂

K
. We call this the BUC estimator because this describes how

the estimator is implemented: first, every individual’s observations in the sample are
replaced with K−1 copies or clones of itself (“blow up” the sample size); and, then, each
clone is dichotomized at a different cutoff point. We then use the entire inflated sample
to estimate β by applying the CML estimator. Because the clones of the same individual
are not independent of each other, we have to compute standard errors that are clustered
at the individual level. Baetschmann, Staub, and Winkelmann (2015) have shown that
combining the likelihoods leads to a large efficiency gain compared with using only one
cutoff. In addition, the BUC estimator has less convergence problems compared with
efficient estimators like a two-step generalized method-of-moments estimator, and the
efficiency loss in finite samples is negligible.

2.3 BUC-τ estimator assuming constant thresholds

The standard ordered logit model for cross-sectional data assumes that the thresholds
are constant across individuals. The BUC estimator is conformable with a more general
class of models because it is also consistent with models where each individual has
different thresholds. If we are willing to make the additional assumption of constant
thresholds, Baetschmann (2012) suggested a procedure based on the BUC estimator
that allows us to estimate the thresholds, too. We will call this estimator BUC-τ . The
additional assumption for the more restrictive model is that τik = τjk = τk for all
individuals i and j. Because the rest of the model is unchanged, the probability of
observing outcome k for individual i at time t is

Pr(yit = k|xit, αi) = Λ(τk+1 − x′
itβ − αi)− Λ(τk − x′

itβ − αi)

As in the more flexible model described above, we cannot distinguish between terms
that are constant within an individual. So if all thresholds (τ) increase by the same
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amount as the individual fixed effect (α), the same probability results. We deal with
this underidentification by restricting the second threshold to 0. Assumption (1) of the
model therefore changes to

τ1 = −∞; τ2 = 0; 0 < τk < τk+1 < ∞, k = 3, . . . ,K−1; τK+1 = ∞

Without the restriction τ2 = 0, only the differences between the thresholds are identified.

The idea of the BUC-τ estimator is to dichotomize the observations within a person
at different cutoff points and then to apply the standard CML estimator. This allows us
to estimate the thresholds, too. Let di denote the resulting vector of the dichotomized
dependent variable for individual i and gi the number of ones in di. In addition, define
τ cut
i as the vector of thresholds used as cutoff points for person i. The conditional

probability of observing di conditional on gi, when di results from dichotomizing at
different cutoff points, is

Pr

(
di

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑

t=1

dit = gi

)
=

exp{d′
i(xiβ − τ cut

i )}∑
j∈Bi

exp{j′(xiβ − τ cut
i )}

(6)

where j denotes again a vector with zeros and ones with
∑T

t=1 dit = gi and Bi the set
of all possible j-vectors with gi ones and T − gi zeros.

As an example, consider a person who is observed for two time periods. For the
BUC estimator, we would produce K − 1 copies of this person’s observations—that is,
K − 1 clones of the person—and dichotomize each clone at a different cutoff point.
Thus, one of these clones, say, i, would be dichotomized at the cutoff point 3, resulting
in di = {1(yi1 ≥ 3), 1(yi2 ≥ 3)}′ with corresponding τ cut

i = (τ3 , τ3)
′. The next clone,

j, dichotomized at 4, would result in dj = {1(yj1 ≥ 4), 1(yj2 ≥ 4)}′ with corresponding
τ cut
j = (τ4 , τ4)

′.

In contrast, for the BUC-τ estimator, the first observation of clone i might be di-
chotomized at the cutoff point 3 and the second observation at the cutoff point 4,
resulting in the vectors di = {1(yit ≥ 3), 1(yit ≥ 4)}′ and τ cut

i = (τ3 , τ4)
′. Thanks to

this heterogeneity in the cutoff point within a conditional likelihood contribution (that
is, within a clone), the expression depends also on the thresholds, as can be seen in (6).

In the case of the BUC estimator, we combine the (K − 1) possible clones of each
person to estimate β. However, if different cutoff points within a clone are allowed as
with BUC-τ , the number of possible clones of each person is (K − 1)T , and the sample
size of the inflated dataset would be N(K − 1)T . In standard applications, this would
result in more observations than most of today’s computers can handle. Therefore, not
all possible clones can be included in the inflated estimation sample, and a selection has
to be made. We propose to include all clones with no variation in the cutoff point (that
is, the clones corresponding to the sample used by the BUC estimator) and use a limited
number of clones with random variation in the cutoff points. The program feologit,

threshold is implemented accordingly, where the default is to include 10 clones of each
individual with randomly chosen cutoffs. The user can change the number of additional
clones by using the option clones(). The process of randomly selecting cutoff points
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can be influenced by the option seed(#). With replicability of results in mind, the
feologit command has been programmed so that running the BUC-τ estimator twice
leads to the same results. This should not deflect from the fact that cutoff points are
selected randomly.

3 The feologit estimation command

3.1 Syntax

The command feologit is called with the following syntax:

feologit depvar indepvars
[
if
] [

in
] [

weight
]
, group(varname)

[
thresholds

clones(#) keepsample seed(#) cluster(clustvar) or otheropts
]

where depvar is an ordered categorical variable. Time-series operators are not allowed.
fweights, iweights, and pweights are allowed (see [U] 11.1.6 weight), but they are
interpreted to apply to groups as a whole, not to individual observations.

3.2 Description

feologit fits fixed-effects ordered logit models using the BUC estimator of Baetschmann,
Staub, and Winkelmann (2015). It does so by replacing each observation in the dataset
by K − 1 copies of the observation (where K is the number of categories of the or-
dered dependent variable) and then applying the CML estimator clogit, clustering the
standard errors at the level of the original panel unit. After estimation, the dataset is
returned to its original form (unless the option keepsample is specified). With the op-
tion threshold, feologit applies the BUC-τ estimator of Baetschmann (2012), which
assumes that thresholds are constant across panel units.

3.3 Options

group(varname) is required if xtset panelvar has not been specified; it specifies an
identifier variable (numeric or string) for the matched groups. If a panel identifier
has been set with xtset, the option group(varname) may be omitted; in this case,
feologit will use the panel identifier and provide a warning. strata(varname) is
a synonym for group().

thresholds calls the BUC-τ estimator, which includes estimates of the thresholds.

clones(#) specifies the number of clones used in the estimation when thresholds has
been specified. The default is clones(10). A clone is a copy of all observations of
a panel unit.
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keepsample specifies that the estimation sample be kept. The estimation sample in-
cludes the original data as well as additional observations consisting of copies of the
original data. The option keepsample generates the following new variables:

dkdepvar, the dichotomized dependent variable used in the clogit estimation step;

dkthreshold, a variable that indicates at which cutoff point each observation of the
ordered dependent variable was dichotomized (to result in dkdepvar);

bucsample, a binary variable that indicates whether the observation forms part of
the estimation sample of the BUC estimator—this variable exhibits variation only
if the option thresholds has been specified;

clonegroup, an integer-valued variable that identifies observations corresponding to
each panel unit and clone in the estimation sample; and

clone, a binary variable that indicates whether an observation is part of the original
sample (clone = 0) or a copy (clone = 1).

For instance, after BUC-τ estimation of feologit with the option keepsample, the
corresponding BUC estimates can be obtained by issuing the following command:

clogit dkdepvar indepvars if bucsample==1, group(clonegroup) cluster(clustvar)

where indepvars and clustvar are the variables that were used in the BUC-τ estima-
tion.

seed(#) specifies the pseudo-random-number seed used in the estimation when the
option thresholds has been specified. The default is seed(79846512).

cluster(clustvar) sets the identifier variable for clustering standard errors. Standard
errors are always clustered; specifying this option overrides the default clustering
variable, which is the group identifier.

or reports the estimated coefficients transformed to odds ratios, that is, exp(b) rather
than b. Standard errors and confidence intervals are similarly transformed.

otheropts; see help feologit.
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3.4 Stored results

Many of the results stored in e() are similar to clogit or ologit. Stored results specific
to feologit are

Scalars
e(N) number of observations including observations of clones
e(N true) number of authentic observations (without observations of clones)
e(N group) number of panel units specified by group()
e(cut1) rescaling factor used for predict and margins postestimation com-

mands (if option thresholds is specified; see sections 3.5 and 4.4
for details)

e(clones) number of clones (additional to dichotomized sample)
e(seed) seed for random-number generator

Macros
e(estopt) estimation type option (basic or thresholds)
e(group) name of group() variable

3.5 Postestimation

The following postestimation commands are available after feologit:

• logitmarg calculates statistics of MEs from sample averages. logitmarg uses
a routine provided with the feologit installation. It uses sample averages to
calculate MEs (see section 4.3 for details). It provides standard errors using the
Delta method. The following options allow users to modify the reported results:

– outcome(outcome) displays estimated MEs only for the category selected by
outcome, which should be either one value of the dependent variable or an
indicator of the ordered category (#1, #2, etc.).

– dydx(varlist) displays estimated MEs only for the variables listed by varlist.

– eretstore stores estimates in e() instead of r(). Existing e() results will
be lost.

• predict creates a new variable containing linear predictions (option xb) or predic-
tions of probabilities (called using the same syntax as after ologit). Predictions
of probabilities are available only after estimation with the option thresholds.
Estimates of probabilities are calculated assuming all fixed effects are equal to
e(cut1) (see section 4.4 for details).

• margins estimates margins of response for probabilities and linear predictions.
Margins for probabilities are available only after estimation with the thresholds
option. Margins of response for probabilities are calculated assuming a value of
e(cut1) for all fixed effects (see section 4.4 for details).

• test and testnl conduct Wald tests of simple and composite linear hypotheses
and tests of nonlinear hypotheses. These commands cannot be used on estimates
of the second threshold, which is constrained (τ2 = 0). The second threshold τ2
is the first finite threshold and is called /cut1 in the estimation output.
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4 Interpretation

In empirical applications, the interest usually lies in the effect of the covariates x on the
dependent variable, and the interpretation of β is of primary interest. However, because
the ordered logit model is a nonlinear model, this parameter does not reflect MEs of x
on the ordered dependent variable y. There exist different possibilities of interpreting
the regression results, some of which are discussed below.

4.1 Direction and compensating variation

The sign of β indicates the direction in which an increase of x influences the cumulative
distribution of the dependent variable. If βl > 0, an increase of the regressor xl will lead
to an unambiguous decrease in the probability of the lowest category Pr(yit ≥ 1|xit, αi)
and an increase in the probability of the highest category Pr(yit ≥ K|xit, αi). Moreover,
the single crossing property of the ordered logit model implies that there will be exactly
one change from the probabilities of lower categories, which decrease, to probabilities of
higher categories, which increase (see Winkelmann and Boes [2010]). Without knowing
the thresholds, one cannot determine at which category this switch from decrease to
increase will take place.

The β can be interpreted as MEs of x on the latent variable y∗. Because the interest
often lies on the ordered dependent variable y rather than the latent y∗, this interpre-
tation is rarely used. Another simple interpretation of β with wider application is to
compute the compensating variation between variables, for example, the change in two
regressors such that the latent variable, and therefore the ordered dependent variable,
remains unchanged. The compensating variation of two variables is given by the ratio
of the corresponding β: an increase of xl by 1 has the same effect as an increase of xr

by βl/βr.

4.2 Odds ratio

The effect size in logit models is often interpreted using odds, which refers to the ratio
between the probability of a certain event and the complementary probability. In the
case of ordered logit, the odds of individual i in period t having a yit above category k
relative to below or equal to k is

Odds(k,xit) ≡
Pr(yit > k|xit)

Pr(yit ≤ k|xit)
= exp(x′

itβ − τik)

The odds are independent of the fixed effects but still depend on the thresholds. How-
ever, the change in the odds if the lth regressor is modified solely depends on β and the
shift of the regressor:

Odds ratio(k,∆xitl) ≡
Odds(k,xit +∆xitl)

Odds(k,xit)
= exp(∆x′

itlβ)
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Therefore, an increase of xl by 1 increases the odds ratio by exp(βl) for all categories
except the first one, everything else being equal. Or in other words, a unit increase in xl

changes the odds by about βl × 100 percent (for small βl) or by exactly {exp(βl)− 1}×
100 percent. The option or displays the results as exp(β) as in the standard commands
for logit models.

4.3 Marginal effects

In empirical applications, the interest often lies in the marginal probability effects, that
is, the change in the probabilities of observing yit = k if a covariate l is changed by a
small amount:

MEitkl ≡
∂ Pr(yit = k|xit, αi)

∂xitl
=

∂ Pr(yit ≤ k|xit, αi)

∂xitl
− ∂ Pr(yit ≤ k − 1|xit, αi)

∂xitl

Because the probabilities depend on the thresholds and the individual fixed effects,
any marginal probability effects will generally also depend on these parameters. And
because they are not estimated, estimates for MEs cannot generally be obtained either.
For the ordered logit model, the ME has the specific form

MEitkl = [Λ(τik+1−xit−αi) {1− Λ(τik+1−xit−αi)}
−Λ(τik−xit−αi) {1− Λ(τik−xit−αi)}]βl

= [Pr(yit ≤ k|xit, αi) {1− Pr(yit ≤ k|xit, αi)}
−Pr(yit ≤ k − 1|xit, αi) {1− Pr(yit ≤ k − 1|xit, αi)}]βl (7)

Thus, we see immediately that the relative size of the MEs of two covariates l and r is
equal to the relative size of their β coefficients,

MEitkl/MEitkr = βl/βr

a quantity that can readily be estimated from β̂l/β̂r.

Moreover, from the second equality in (7), it is clear that for given probabilities
of the dependent variable yit, the ME is just a function of βl and straightforward to
calculate with an estimate β̂l. One can therefore calculate MEs for any interesting
probabilities of the dependent variable. An obvious choice for such probabilities is the
sample proportions. We called this the ME at the average, and it can be computed by
the feologit postestimation command logitmarg for each regressor and each possible
outcome category. Then, an estimate of the ME of regressor l for category k is

MEkl =
{
d
k+1

(
1− d

k+1
)
− d

k
(
1− d

k
)}

β̂l

where d
k
is the sample average of dkit. Standard errors for MEkl can be obtained via the

Delta method. Depending on whether one is interested in MEkl as an estimate of the
ME at the sample average or as an estimate of the ME at the population mean, standard
errors need to account for sampling variation from estimation of only β or, in addition,
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from estimation in d
k+1

and d
k
. The command logitmarg provides standard errors for

the ME at the sample average.

This is a simple and arguably useful object of interest. However, it is different from
the average ME, E(MEitkl), which is infeasible. It is also different from the ME at the
average of the regressors, defined as (7) evaluated at x =

∑
i

∑
t xit/(NT ), which is also

infeasible. Both of these more widely used objects of interest depend on the unavailable
individual thresholds and fixed effects [see the expression after the first equality of (7)],
while the ME at the average of the dependent variable that we propose circumvents this
problem by focusing instead on the expression after the second equality of (7).

Finally, another potentially useful quantity that is identified and easily estimable
is the average semielasticity of the continuation probability at category k with respect
to regressor l. The identification and estimation of the average semielasticity in binary
fixed-effects logit models was demonstrated by Kitazawa (2012) (see also Santos Silva
and Kemp [2016]), and here we generalize it to the ordered case:

E

(
∂ lnP (yit ≥ k|xit, αi)

∂xitl

)
= βl

(
1− d

k
)

4.4 Thresholds

The assumption of constant thresholds for all individuals used by the BUC-τ estimator
allows for additional interpretations. A model with constant thresholds can be fit with
feologit by using the option threshold. For the interpretations that follow, we change
our conceptual perspective: up to this point, all interpretations were cast in terms of
probabilities. The εit was treated as a random variable. Now, we keep εit fixed, and
a change of a regressor leads to a deterministic effect of either pushing the ordered
variable to a different category or staying in the same category.

If the spaces between adjacent thresholds are almost equal, a change of the regressors
has similar effects independently of the specific category. This does not apply, however,
for the tails of the distribution, that is, the lowest and the highest category. If the
spaces are unequal, a change of a regressor has a smaller effect for categories where the
thresholds are far apart.

Regarding the effects of covariates, even a marginal change can lead to a switch
of category because we do not know the exact value of the latent variable. However,
because an estimate of the differences between the thresholds is available, we can also
compute the change in the regressors, which surely leads to a switch of category. For
example, a person in the third category will surely rise up to the next higher category
if xitl increases by (τ3 − τ4)/βl, everything else being equal.

When both the thresholds and β are known, the only unknown parameter in the
formula for the ME (7) is αi. For such situations in fixed-effects models, Stata’s margins
postestimation command assumes αi = 0 for all i. This is the case, for instance, when
using margins after xtlogit with the option fe (the binary fixed-effects logit).
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If αi 6= 0 for all i, the object estimated assuming αi = 0 for all i will, in general,
not be consistent for the average ME. Nevertheless, we have equipped feologit with
a similar postestimation capability. When margins is called after feologit with the
option thresholds, an average ME is computed assuming that αi is constant across
individuals. Because of the underidentification of τik and αi, and the normalization
τ2 = 0, calculating probabilities at αi = 0 for all i is often a particularly poor choice.
Therefore, we use αi = α̃ for all i instead, which is defined as the estimate of the
constant in a binary (cross-sectional) logit of the dichotomized dependent variable at

the first cutoff (d2it) with a single regressor zit ≡ xitβ̂ whose coefficient is restricted to 1:

α̃ = max
a

∑
i

∑
t

d2it log Λ(a+ zit) +
(
1− d2it

)
{1− Λ(a+ zit)}

with first-order condition

d
2
= (NT )−1

∑
i

∑
t

Λ(α̃+ zit)

The estimate α̃ is stored in e(cut1) after feologit with the option thresholds. A
potentially better estimate for α̃ could be obtained by using all dk instead of basing
it only on d2. However, our intention here is to provide such an estimate only as a
suggestive result, and we caution against relying on these MEs (see also, for example,
Santos Silva and Kemp [2016], who argue persuasively against using MEs based on
αi=0).

5 Application: Effect of motherhood on life satisfaction

To illustrate the empirical application of the feologit command, we analyze the effect
of the birth of the first child on his or her mother’s life satisfaction using the SOEP, a
large representative household survey (Wagner, Frick, and Schupp 2007). The data were
collected yearly between 1984 and 2009, and it is therefore possible to follow a person up
to 26 years. The sample includes women between the ages of 20 and 60 who either were
mothers or became mothers during the observation period. The application is based
on data from Baetschmann, Staub, and Studer (2016), where additional information
about data and estimation of causal effects can be found.2 The dependent variable is
life satisfaction, an ordinal variable that ranges from 0 (completely dissatisfied) to 10
(completely satisfied). Below, we tabulate its distribution.

2. While all results shown below were obtained using the original SOEP data, the accompanying
dataset (bbsw.dta) (Baetschmann, Staub, and Studer 2016) has been modified by artificially adding
errors for anonymization purposes and reducing it slightly so that permission could be obtained
for it to be shared publicly without restrictions. Consequently, results using the dataset differ
somewhat from the ones presented here. For reference, the results obtained with the dataset can
be obtained by running the application bbsw.do file. SOEP data are publicly available—access
can be requested through DIW Berlin.
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. tabulate lifesat

life satisfaction Freq. Percent Cum.

0. Completely dissatisfied 0 650 0.52 0.52
1 498 0.40 0.92
2 1,485 1.19 2.11
3 3,332 2.67 4.79
4 4,657 3.74 8.53
5 16,464 13.22 21.74
6 13,979 11.22 32.97
7 26,793 21.51 54.48
8 36,127 29.00 83.48
9 13,669 10.97 94.45

10. Completely satisfied 10 6,908 5.55 100.00

Total 124,562 100.00

About two-thirds of the responses lie in the upper part of the distribution (seven or
higher). The modal answer is category 8 with a proportion of around 29%. We want
to analyze the effect of the first child on a mother’s life satisfaction and are especially
interested in the evolution of a woman’s general life satisfaction in the first years after
the birth of her first child. Our specification also includes a small set of additional
regressors: age, logarithm of household income, and a dummy indicating whether the
respondent is working. While controlling for potentially endogenous factors such as
income and labor-force participation can lead to biases in the estimates of the effects of
interest, we include these variables here only to illustrate the regression output of the
feologit command.

. describe lifesat kidage01 age lhinc work

storage display value
variable name type format label variable label

lifesat byte %31.0g p1110109 life satisfaction
kidage01 byte %9.0g age of first child
age byte %9.0g age
lhinc float %9.0g log of monthly houshold income
work byte %8.0g worked last week

To estimate the effect of having the first child on life satisfaction and the following
dynamics, we include five dummy variables, representing the age of the first child in
years. For example, the variable kidage01 2 is equal to 1 when the first child’s age is 2
and 0 otherwise. Such a flexible form approach is common in the literature on adaptation
to life events (for example, Clark et al. [2008]). Women who are happier might be more
likely to get married and have children (Stutzer and Frey 2006). To control for this
selection into motherhood, we want to control for time-invariant characteristics like a
genetic disposition to happiness. And because the dependent variable is ordered, we
use a fixed-effects ordered logit model fit with the BUC estimator. First, we declare the
panel variable with the xtset command,

. xtset idpers
panel variable: idpers (unbalanced)
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and then fit the model with the BUC estimator using feologit. We issued the following
command:

. feologit lifesat kidage01_0-kidage01_4 age lhinc work
note: group() not specified; assuming group(idpers) from panel identifier

note: multiple positive outcomes within groups encountered.

Iteration 0: log conditional likelihood = -172931.52
Iteration 1: log conditional likelihood = -170560.88
Iteration 2: log conditional likelihood = -170558.47
Iteration 3: log conditional likelihood = -170558.47

Fixed-effects ordered logistic regression

N. of obs. (inc. copies) = 469318
N. of observations = 115257
N. of panel units = 11247
Wald chi2(8) = 1356.60
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Log conditional likelihood = -170558.47 Pseudo R2 = 0.0222
(Std. Err. adjusted for 11,247 clusters in idpers)

Robust
lifesat Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

kidage01_0 .7795942 .0526895 14.80 0.000 .6763246 .8828637
kidage01_1 .6458431 .0514869 12.54 0.000 .5449306 .7467555
kidage01_2 .2123843 .0488413 4.35 0.000 .1166571 .3081115
kidage01_3 .1570779 .0457228 3.44 0.001 .0674628 .246693
kidage01_4 .0118047 .0426905 0.28 0.782 -.0718671 .0954765

age -.059859 .0022636 -26.44 0.000 -.0642956 -.0554224
lhinc .5426902 .0262043 20.71 0.000 .4913307 .5940497
work .2002279 .0212617 9.42 0.000 .1585558 .2419

The output shows that the algorithm for maximizing the log conditional likelihood
converged after three steps. For fitting the model parameters, only individuals (panel
units) who have variation in their dependent variables are informative. Individuals who
are observed only once or have always the same life satisfaction scores over time are
excluded by the program (because their LL contribution is zero). This condition is met
by 11,247 individuals, which results in 115,257 observations. On average, people in the
estimation sample are therefore observed about 10 times. The ordered dependent vari-
able has 11 categories, so 10 different dichotomizations are possible. However, because
not all dichotomizations lead to copies with variation in the binary dependent variable,
we end up with 469,318 copies that contribute to the estimation procedure. Because the
copies are not independent of each other, feologit calculates cluster-adjusted standard
errors at the individual level (11,247 individuals).

The Wald test indicates that all eight included variables are jointly statistically sig-
nificant. Regarding the effect of having the first child, the effect is highest in the year
of birth (coefficient on kidage01 0). Thereafter, the effect decreases and reaches a
nonsignificant level after four years. Age has a negative effect after controlling for time-
invariant characteristics and the other variables in the model. As expected, household
income and working have a positive effect on life satisfaction. The compensating varia-
tion between work and log household income is about 0.37, meaning that log household
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income has to increase by 0.37 to compensate for not working. This is equivalent to say-
ing that household income has to increase by 45% [exp(0.37)−1] to offset a nonworking
status.

Odds ratios for interpreting the effect sizes can be obtained by using the option or.
Below are the code and an excerpt of the output:

. feologit, or

(output omitted )

Robust
lifesat Odds Ratio Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

kidage01_0 2.180587 .1148941 14.80 0.000 1.966636 2.417814
kidage01_1 1.907595 .0982161 12.54 0.000 1.724489 2.110143
kidage01_2 1.236623 .0603983 4.35 0.000 1.123734 1.360853
kidage01_3 1.170087 .0534997 3.44 0.001 1.06979 1.279786
kidage01_4 1.011875 .0431974 0.28 0.782 .9306546 1.100183

age .9418973 .0021321 -26.44 0.000 .9377277 .9460854
lhinc 1.720629 .0450879 20.71 0.000 1.63449 1.811309
work 1.221681 .025975 9.42 0.000 1.171817 1.273667

Having the first child increases the odds ratio by about 118% in the year of birth,
about 91% in the first, about 24% in the second, and about 17% in the third year
thereafter. In the fourth year, the effect is essentially no longer present.

Marginal effects at the average can be obtained by using the postestimation com-
mand logitmarg after fitting the model. They are computed using the relative frequen-
cies of the corresponding categories in the estimation sample. Below are the code and
the output. We specified the option dydx(kidage01 0) to limit the output to the MEs
of the year of birth.

. logitmarg, dydx(kidage01_0)

Marginal effects at the average N. of observations= 115257
N. of panel units = 11247

Margin Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

1 -.0039435 .0002665 -14.80 0.000 -.0044659 -.0034211
2 -.0031271 .0002113 -14.80 0.000 -.0035414 -.0027129
3 -.0090451 .0006113 -14.80 0.000 -.0102433 -.007847
4 -.0196532 .0013283 -14.80 0.000 -.0222566 -.0170498
5 -.0253752 .001715 -14.80 0.000 -.0287365 -.0220139
6 -.0718074 .0048532 -14.80 0.000 -.0813194 -.0622954
7 -.0401357 .0027126 -14.80 0.000 -.0454523 -.0348191
8 -.0197687 .0013361 -14.80 0.000 -.0223874 -.0171501
9 .0881895 .0059604 14.80 0.000 .0765074 .0998716

10 .0661833 .0044731 14.80 0.000 .0574163 .0749503
11 .0384832 .0026009 14.80 0.000 .0333855 .0435809

Note that logitmarg enumerates categories starting at 1 and ignores the actual
(arbitrary) labels of the dependent variable, which in our case starts at 0. Because
having a child has a positive effect on life satisfaction in the first year, the marginal
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probability effects at the average are negative for the lower categories and positive for the
ninth and higher categories. For example, in the first year having a child decreases the
probability of falling into the sixth category by 7.2% points and increases the probability
of having the highest rating by 3.8% points for this average person, everything else being
equal. The effects for the lowest categories are small because only a few people have
such a low life-satisfaction status.

Estimating the thresholds is possible by using the option thresholds, which calls the
BUC-τ estimator. This requires the assumption that the spacing between the thresholds
is the same for all individuals. Below is the output:

. feologit lifesat kidage01_0-kidage01_4 age lhinc work, group(idpers) threshold

note: multiple positive outcomes within groups encountered.

Iteration 0: log conditional likelihood = -335358.34
Iteration 1: log conditional likelihood = -317080.65
Iteration 2: log conditional likelihood = -316611.97
Iteration 3: log conditional likelihood = -316611.28
Iteration 4: log conditional likelihood = -316611.28

Fixed-effects ordered logistic regression

N. of obs. (inc. copies) = 1544471
N. of observations = 116665
N. of panel units = 11725
Wald chi2(17) = 33921.94
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Log conditional likelihood = -316611.28 Pseudo R2 = 0.5250
(Std. Err. adjusted for 11,725 clusters in idpers)

Robust
lifesat Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

kidage01_0 .7835162 .0537423 14.58 0.000 .6781832 .8888491
kidage01_1 .6396636 .052942 12.08 0.000 .5358992 .743428
kidage01_2 .2046826 .0501304 4.08 0.000 .1064288 .3029365
kidage01_3 .1624746 .047537 3.42 0.001 .0693037 .2556455
kidage01_4 .0107345 .0432988 0.25 0.804 -.0741297 .0955986

age -.0578395 .002264 -25.55 0.000 -.0622769 -.0534021
lhinc .5471535 .0269294 20.32 0.000 .4943729 .5999342
work .200715 .021935 9.15 0.000 .1577232 .2437068

/cut1 0 (constrained)
/cut2 .7284609 .0615201 .6078836 .8490381
/cut3 1.637104 .0677637 1.504289 1.769918
/cut4 2.666144 .0709232 2.527137 2.805151
/cut5 3.424063 .0726216 3.281727 3.566399
/cut6 4.872104 .0734364 4.728172 5.016037
/cut7 5.696417 .0749376 5.549542 5.843292
/cut8 7.036473 .0766951 6.886153 7.186792
/cut9 9.097256 .0807096 8.939068 9.255444

/cut10 10.65767 .0872651 10.48663 10.8287

In contrast with the procedure without thresholds, the cutoff point within a like-
lihood contribution (clone) can change. Therefore, even when the ordered dependent
variable is constant, the resulting dichotomized dependent variable with different cutoff
points can vary. This increases the number of individuals in the estimation sample
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slightly to 11,725 and the number of observations to 116,665. The estimator includes all
contributions of the BUC estimator plus 10 copies of each individual with random vari-
ation in the cutoff point. Therefore, the number of included copies increases noticeably
to over 1.5 million.

The regression coefficient β has the same interpretation as before. One can also
display the odds ratios. From the output, we see that the exact estimates changed
only slightly. Because life satisfaction can take 11 different values and the first finite
threshold /cut1 (corresponding to τ2) is normalized to zero, the output shows estimates
for the 2nd to the 10th threshold. Careful inspection of the spaces shows that there
is a moderate tendency that differences increase toward the top. Where the difference
between the first and second, and second and third, is 0.728 and 0.909, respectively, the
two spaces at the upper end are 2.06 and 1.56. This implies that changes of regressors
have a larger effect on the observed ordered dependent variable for unhappy individuals
compared with happy individuals.

The spaces range from 0.73 to 2.06, where the second smallest difference is 0.76. The
size of the MEs of the different regressors are rather small compared with these spaces.
Except for the unhappiest people (lowest category), having a child can never increase
life satisfaction by more than one point, everything else being equal. The same is true
for doubling the income [exp(0.547) = 1.73]. Regarding age, for a person with a life
satisfaction score of 9, 26 years need to pass for her to surely change to the next lower
category [(10.35− 8.91)/0.057].

The BUC and BUC-τ estimator are both consistent under the additional assump-
tion of constant thresholds. Therefore, we can test this assumption in the form of a
generalized Hausman specification test by comparing the two estimates. If they are sta-
tistically different, we can reject the null hypothesis of constant thresholds.3 There are
different possibilities to implement such a test in Stata. The most obvious way would
be to use the command suest. Using this command requires fitting the model without
clustered standard errors and, in a second step, computing a joint covariance matrix of
both estimators adjusting for clusters. However, because computing the BUC estimator
without clusters can be misleading and adjusting them after using clogit can lead to
error messages if the group variable is not properly nested within the cluster variable,
we decided to work with interaction terms. In a first step, the command feologit,

threshold with the additional option keepsample is used:

. quietly: feologit lifesat kidage01_0-kidage01_4 age lhinc work, group(idpers)
> threshold keep

The option keepsample, here shortened to keep, keeps the inflated dataset of clones
that is used to compute the BUC-τ estimator after the estimation. In addition, the
dichotomized dependent variable is stored under dkdepvar, the corresponding cutoff
point under dkthreshold, and the variable bucsample indicates whether the cutoff
varies within the clone (bucsample = 0) or not (bucsample = 1). Observations with
bucsample = 1 constitute the sample of the BUC estimator. The remaining observations

3. The precision of the test might be improved by increasing the number of clones used in estimation.
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are primarily used to estimate the thresholds but contribute to the estimates of β,
too. Under the null hypothesis of constant thresholds, both samples (bucsample = 0
and bucsample = 1) can be used to estimate β. Statistical differences between the
two estimates indicate that the thresholds are not constant. Thus, after having used
feologit with the options thresholds and keepsample, we can implement this test by
interacting the variable bucsample with all regressors and fitting the model with clogit

while grouping on the clone variable and clustering on the individual level. Finally, we
test whether the differences of the interaction terms are jointly equal to zero.

As an auxiliary step, we first use a small loop to create the interaction variables
(prefixed tau ) and store them in the local macro interact:

. local interact=""

. foreach i of var kidage01_0-kidage01_4 age lhinc work {
2. quietly: generate tau_`i´ =`i´*(bucsample==0)
3. local interact="`interact´ tau_`i´"
4. }
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We then fit the model with interactions using the clogit command, grouping on
the clone variable and clustering on the individual level:

. clogit dkdepvar kidage01_0-kidage01_4 age lhinc work `interact´ i.dkthreshold,
> group(clonegroup) cluster(idpers)
note: multiple positive outcomes within groups encountered.
note: 132,242 groups (827,909 obs) dropped because of all positive or

all negative outcomes.

Iteration 0: log pseudolikelihood = -335337.34
Iteration 1: log pseudolikelihood = -317228.3
Iteration 2: log pseudolikelihood = -316599
Iteration 3: log pseudolikelihood = -316594.58
Iteration 4: log pseudolikelihood = -316594.58

Conditional (fixed-effects) logistic regression

Number of obs = 1,544,470
Wald chi2(25) = 34242.88
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Log pseudolikelihood = -316594.58 Pseudo R2 = 0.5251

(Std. Err. adjusted for 11,725 clusters in idpers)

Robust
dkdepvar Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

kidage01_0 .7795942 .0526894 14.80 0.000 .6763248 .8828635
kidage01_1 .6458431 .0514868 12.54 0.000 .5449308 .7467553
kidage01_2 .2123843 .0488412 4.35 0.000 .1166573 .3081113
kidage01_3 .1570779 .0457228 3.44 0.001 .0674629 .2466928
kidage01_4 .0118047 .0426904 0.28 0.782 -.0718669 .0954764

age -.059859 .0022636 -26.44 0.000 -.0642956 -.0554225
lhinc .5426902 .0262043 20.71 0.000 .4913307 .5940496
work .2002279 .0212616 9.42 0.000 .1585559 .2418999

tau_kidage01_0 .008167 .0306995 0.27 0.790 -.052003 .068337
tau_kidage01_1 -.013622 .029474 -0.46 0.644 -.07139 .0441459
tau_kidage01_2 -.0168844 .0268302 -0.63 0.529 -.0694707 .0357018
tau_kidage01_3 .0119503 .0251759 0.47 0.635 -.0373935 .0612941
tau_kidage01_4 -.0023741 .024214 -0.10 0.922 -.0498327 .0450844

tau_age .0040727 .0008054 5.06 0.000 .0024942 .0056513
tau_lhinc .0093463 .0121449 0.77 0.442 -.0144573 .0331498
tau_work .0009298 .0102628 0.09 0.928 -.0191849 .0210444

dkthreshold
2 -.7305085 .061547 -11.87 0.000 -.8511384 -.6098786
3 -1.638868 .0678167 -24.17 0.000 -1.771786 -1.505949
4 -2.667425 .0709832 -37.58 0.000 -2.80655 -2.5283
5 -3.424848 .072681 -47.12 0.000 -3.567301 -3.282396
6 -4.871923 .0734845 -66.30 0.000 -5.01595 -4.727896
7 -5.695513 .0749785 -75.96 0.000 -5.842468 -5.548557
8 -7.034464 .0767388 -91.67 0.000 -7.184869 -6.884058
9 -9.093563 .0807186 -112.66 0.000 -9.251769 -8.935358

10 -10.65302 .0873042 -122.02 0.000 -10.82414 -10.48191
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As can be seen, the estimates of the noninteracted regressors are numerically equiv-
alent to the previous BUC estimates. The estimates of the interaction terms mirror the
differences between the BUC and the BUC-τ estimates but are not identical because the
thresholds adjust to the additional regressors. The differences are small, and most of
them are not individually significant. To formally test whether they are jointly different,
we can use Stata’s test command:

. test `interact´

( 1) [dkdepvar]tau_kidage01_0 = 0
( 2) [dkdepvar]tau_kidage01_1 = 0
( 3) [dkdepvar]tau_kidage01_2 = 0
( 4) [dkdepvar]tau_kidage01_3 = 0
( 5) [dkdepvar]tau_kidage01_4 = 0
( 6) [dkdepvar]tau_age = 0
( 7) [dkdepvar]tau_lhinc = 0
( 8) [dkdepvar]tau_work = 0

chi2( 8) = 39.13
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Despite the differences being small, the joint hypothesis that all these terms are
equal to zero can be rejected at the 0.1% level [χ2(8) = 39.13] because of the large
sample. Therefore, formally we reject the null hypothesis of constant thresholds and
should use the BUC instead of the BUC-τ estimator to interpret the results. However,
given that differences in the estimates in this case are so small, the thresholds might
still shed some light on the data-generating process but should not be overinterpreted.

6 Conclusion

In this article, we presented and discussed the BUC and BUC-τ estimators of the fixed-
effects ordered logit model and introduced a new community-contributed command that
implements these estimators in Stata, feologit.

BUC and BUC-τ both offer consistent estimates of the slope parameters β. In ad-
dition, BUC-τ obtains consistent estimates of the thresholds τ , under the slightly more
restrictive assumption that they do not vary between individuals. While the calculation
of average MEs is not possible with these estimators, useful identified objects of interest
include odds ratios, compensating variation, and other quantities. Of particular inter-
est is a particular ME at the average, which we proposed in this article and for which
a dedicated postestimation command is available with feologit. Finally, we also pre-
sented a new specification test that can be used to evaluate the assumption of constant
thresholds by comparing BUC and BUC-τ estimates and that can be easily implemented
with a few lines of code in Stata.
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8 Programs and supplemental materials

To install a snapshot of the corresponding software files as they existed at the time of
publication of this article, type

. net sj 20-2

. net install st0596 (to install program files, if available)

. net get st0596 (to install ancillary files, if available)
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Abstract. In this article, we present a new command, qcte, that implements
several methods for estimation and inference for quantile treatment-effects models
with a continuous treatment. We propose a semiparametric two-step estimator,
where the first step is based on a flexible Box–Cox model, as the default model of
the command. We develop practical statistical inference procedures using boot-
strap. We implement some simulations to show that the proposed methods perform
well. Finally, we apply qcte to a survey of Massachusetts lottery winners to esti-
mate the unconditional quantile effects of the prize amount, as a proxy of nonlabor
income changes, on subsequent labor earnings from U.S. Social Security records.
The empirical results reveal strong heterogeneity across unconditional quantiles.

Keywords: st0597, qcte, continuous treatment, quantile treatment effects, quantile
regression

1 Introduction

The effect of policy variables on distributional outcomes are of fundamental interest in
empirical economics and of importance for policymakers. The treatment-effects (TE)
literature has been extensively used in economics to analyze how treatments or social
programs affect selected outcomes of interest. On the binary TE models, Hahn (1998);
Heckman et al. (1998); Hirano, Imbens, and Ridder (2003); Abadie and Imbens (2006);
and Li, Racine, and Wooldridge (2009) study efficient estimation of the average TE.
The Stata teffects command can be used to implement these. There is also a lot of
literature on exploring effects of heterogeneity using unconditional quantiles, quantile
TE. See, for example, Chernozhukov and Hansen (2005) and Firpo (2007). Many of
these can be implemented following Frölich and Melly’s (2010) package, ivqte. See also
Hasebe (2013) for an alternative estimator.

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC st0597
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There is also literature on estimation of multivalued TE, which can be implemented
with the package poparms; see, for example, Imbens (2000); Lechner (2001); Cattaneo
(2010); and Cattaneo, Drukker, and Holland (2013). It is known, however, that catego-
rizing or discretizing continuous treatments generally leads to several serious problems,
such as loss of power in testing, misclassification (which is associated with potential
bias), problems with prediction, and even problems with interpretation of the results
and coefficients of interest. See, for example, Cox (1957); Cohen (1983); van Belle
(2008); and Fedorov, Mannino, and Zhang (2009) for more comprehensive discussions
on problems associated with discretizing continuous variables. Recently, there has been
a growing interest in continuous TE. Continuous treatments (such as those indexed by
dose, exposure, duration, or frequency) arise often in practice, especially in observational
studies. More importantly, such treatments lead to effects that are naturally described
by curves (for example, dose–response curves as functionals of the treatment dose)
rather than scalars (for example, point estimators) as in discrete treatments. Many
articles in the literature on unconditional TE concentrate on discrete treatments, that
is, binary or multivalued treatment assignments. Among others, Hirano and Imbens
(2004) and Imai and van Dyk (2004) develop a generalized propensity score for con-
tinuous average treatment models to estimate average dose–response functions (ADRF)
and average continuous TE (ACTE). Other estimators were proposed by Flores (2007)
and Flores et al. (2012). Bia and Mattei (2008) and Bia et al. (2014) propose two
commands, gpscore and drf, that compute the ADRF and ACTE using parametric and
semiparametric techniques.

Galvao and Wang (2015) and Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018) derive a two-
step estimator for practical estimation and inference for quantile TE with continuous
treatment. A parameter of interest in the presence of continuous treatment is the entire
curve of quantile potential outcomes or quantile dose–response functions (QDRF). The
QDRF summarizes the potential responses of each dose of magnitude t ∈ T on a specified
outcome of interest at the unconditional quantile τ ∈ (0, 1). Another parameter of inter-
est is the quantile continuous treatment effect (QCTE), which corresponds, for any fixed
quantile, to the difference between two QDRF at given levels of treatment. Identification
of the parameters of interest is based on the ignorability or weak unconfoundedness as-
sumption (see, for example, Rubin [1977], Heckman et al. [1998], or Dehejia and Wahba
[1999]), applying the methodology of Galvao and Wang (2015). The estimators are
implemented as two-step estimators. In the first step, one estimates a ratio of condi-
tional densities. In the second step, one performs a simple weighted quantile regression
estimation where the weights are given by the ratio of conditional density functions.
Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018) propose a flexible Box–Cox density estimation
procedure. This approach has important advantages. The first advantage is that the
first step of the Box–Cox procedure is simple to implement in practice. The second
advantage is that the Box–Cox procedure allows for many covariates and satisfies the
required convergence rates for the first step. The Box–Cox procedure is thus flexible
to accommodate empirical settings where the ignorability assumption is valid only after
conditioning on a rich (possibly large) set of covariates. The numerical simulations show
that the Box–Cox procedure is a flexible procedure that correctly estimates QDRF and
QCTE functions for alternative data-generating processes.
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In this article, we present a new command, qcte, that estimates both QDRF and
QCTE. Unconditional quantile heterogeneity thus complements the results of ADRF and
ACTE.

We evaluate the finite-sample performance of the proposed estimator in two ways.
First, we implement Monte Carlo simulation exercises. In particular, we evaluate loca-
tion shift and scale-location shift data-generating processes. Second, to illustrate the
methods, we estimate the effects of nonlabor income changes on labor earnings. We use
the survey of Massachusetts lottery winners and estimate the effect of the prize amount,
as a proxy of exogenous nonlabor income changes, on subsequent labor earnings (from
U.S. Social Security records). This database was originally used by Imbens, Rubin, and
Sacerdote (2001) and then by Hirano and Imbens (2004). The lottery prize, being un-
related with labor market performance, conditional on a rich set of observables, serves
as an income shock that may be used to measure the income effect on labor market
decisions. In this example, we have interest in identifying the effect of the lottery prize,
which is a continuous variable, on labor earnings, and as such in estimating the QDRF

and QCTE curves. That is, rather than studying the effect on a treatment group (that
is, with income shock) with respect to a comparable control group, we are interested in
the curve linking labor market variables with the size of the shock. We focus on yearly
income size years after the prize was received. The quantile process shows important
heterogeneity in the marginal effects of the lottery prize. In particular, higher quantiles
of future labor market earnings are less responsive to an increment in the lottery prize
than lower quantiles. These results are important for analyzing the effect of general
income transfers as conditional cash transfer programs in developing countries because
the quantile heterogeneity reveals that those that are more likely to opt out of the labor
market are the ones in the lower part of the income distribution.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the
QCTE estimator of Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018). In section 3, we describe
the qcte syntax. In section 4, we illustrate the procedure by applying the command to
Monte Carlo simulation and to the empirical application of the survey of Massachusetts
lottery winners used by Hirano and Imbens (2004). In section 5, we conclude with
practical suggestions on the proper use of the command.

2 Continuous treatment effects

We want to learn how an outcome variable changes as the dose of some treatment
variable varies. The dose is denoted by t, where t ∈ T , an interval in R, and the
outcome is denoted by Y (t). More specifically, for each t ∈ T , Y (t) is the outcome
when the dose of treatment is t. Thus, define the random process Y (t) as t varies in T .
In the binary treatment case, T = {0, 1}. For practical convenience, we assume T to
be an interval [t0, t1], and therefore the dose values of interest will be on that compact
set.
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An important parameter of interest when the treatment is continuous is the QDRF,
which is defined as

qτ (t) ∈ inf{q : FY (t)(q) ≥ τ} τ ∈ (0, 1)

the unconditional τth QDRF, where FY (t) is the distribution function of Y (t). Thus,
the QDRF summarizes the potential responses of each dose of magnitude t ∈ T on a
specified outcome of interest, Y (t), at its unconditional quantile τ .

From the QDRF, one can learn about another interesting parameter, the QCTE, which
is defined as

∆τ (t, t
′) := qτ (t)− qτ (t

′) (1)

for t′ < t. The QCTE, as defined in (1), captures the difference of the τth quantile at
two given different levels of treatment, t and t′. This QCTE function is the same as
defined in Lee (2018) and describes the difference between the two potential responses
of Y (t) at doses of magnitude t and t′, at a given unconditional quantile τ . Note that in
this article, the QCTE is defined as the difference of the τth quantile at different levels
of treatment. This definition does not require the assumption of rank preservation,
and it is regarded as a convenient way to summarize interesting aspects of marginal
distributions of the potential outcomes. However, if rank preservation holds, then the
QCTE defined above has a causal interpretation, that is, the effect of changing the level of
the treatment for any particular subpopulation. See Firpo (2007) and Cattaneo (2010)
for detailed discussions on rank preservation in quantile TE and definitions of concepts.
Of particular interest is analyzing the QCTE for a fixed change in the dose, say, δ > 0,
over the doses t ∈ T as

Dτ (t, δ) := ∆τ (t+ δ, t) = qτ (t+ δ)− qτ (t) (2)

Unfortunately, as is usual in the TE literature, one cannot observe Y (t) for all t ∈ T .
Rather, only a single Y (t0) can be observed, where t0 is the realization of a random
variable T . Hence, if assignment to treatment status depends on potential outcomes,
as is usual in economic and other nonexperimental problems, then selection biases arise
because the observed outcomes might not be the result of the dose itself but of self-
assignment into treatment. To solve this problem, it is common in the TE literature
to assume the existence of a set of random variables X, conditional on which Y (t) is
independent from T for all t ∈ T . Thus, conditional on observable variables, observed
outcomes can be given a causal interpretation. This is the ignorability condition or weak
unconfoundedness assumption in the literature. Finally, we need to combine the results
for X to obtain an unconditional TE. By the law of iterated expectations, unconditional
expectations can be recovered.

Define m{Y (t); qτ (t)} = τ − 1{Y (t) < qτ (t)} for each t and let

E[m{Y (t); qτ (t)}] = 0 (3)

Thus, qτ (t) is defined as the solution to the moment condition given by (3). If this
problem has a unique solution, the identification result relies on the following equality,

E[m{Y (t); qτ (t)}] = E [m{Y ; qτ (t)}w0(U ; t)]
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for each t ∈ T , where w0(u; t) := {fT |X,Y (t|x, y)}/{fT |X(t|x)}, and for notational

convenience, we denote u := (x>, y)> and U := (X>, Y )>. Consequently,

E [m{Y ; qτ (t)}w0(U ; t)] = 0 (4)

if and only if qτ (t) = qτ0(t).

This result is a direct application of theorem 1 in Galvao and Wang (2015), who
extended the propensity-score method to general dose–response functions in a setting
with continuous treatment. The intuition behind the result is that Y (t) being unob-
served is replaced with observables (X, Y, T ) equipped with a proper estimation of the
density function of the treatment conditional on (X, Y ).

As in the TE literature, the identification induces an estimating equation with two
pieces, the function m(·) with a weighting function w0(·). In our case, the weights
are given by {fT |X,Y (t|x, y)}/{fT |X(t|x)}. The intuition of this result is similar to
the discrete case, where the propensity score is replaced by the corresponding density
function. Also note that the weights could be written as {fY |X,T (y|x, t)}/{fY |X(y|x)}.
In either case, we need to work with a ratio of two conditional densities. Note that
this approach seems different from Hirano and Imbens (2004) and other articles that
followed, where they estimate only fY |X(y|x), the so-called generalized propensity score.
However, Hirano and Imbens’s approach also requires one to estimate E[Y |X,T ], or in
fact, E[Y |fT |X(t|x), T ]. Thus, Hirano and Imbens’s procedure and ours involve two
different functional estimates to compute the parameter of interest.

Finally, because the QCTE is the difference between the QDRF at two different treat-
ment doses, identification of QCTE, ∆τ (t, t

′), is as straightforward as the previous result.

2.1 Two-step estimator

Using the identification expression (4), Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018) propose
a two-step estimator for both QDRF and QCTE, in (1) and (2), respectively, as in Firpo
(2007), Cattaneo (2010), and Galvao and Wang (2015). In the first step, one estimates
the weights, that is, the ratio of densities, w(u; t) := {fT |X,Y (t|x, y)}/{fT |X(t|x)}.
The second step is given by a reweighted version of the standard quantile estimation
procedure (Koenker and Bassett 1978). Below, we describe the details of estimation.

We have a random sample of units (Xi, Yi, Ti), indexed by i = 1, . . . , n. For each
unit i, Xi is a vector of covariates, and the level of the treatment received is Ti ∈
[t0, t1]. We observe the vector Xi, the treatment received Ti, and the observed outcome
corresponding to the level of the treatment received, Yi.

First step: Estimation of w0

To implement the estimator, we need an estimator for w0. In practice, one estimates
fT |X,y(t|x, y) and fT |X(t|x) separately and then computes the ratio to estimate w0.
Galvao and Wang (2015) suggest a potential nonparametric estimation for the first
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step. However, there are important issues with its practical implementation. The most
important is that in several empirical applications, the number of variables in X is
relatively large, and because it is well known in the literature, it has an adverse effect
on nonparametric methods because of the curse of dimensionality. Therefore, there
are compelling reasons to use flexible parametric models to estimate the ratio of the
conditional density functions. Following the results of Carroll and Ruppert (1984),
Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018) suggest a flexible Box–Cox estimation. This
approach has important advantages. The first advantage is that the first step of the
Box–Cox procedure is quick and simple to implement in practice. The second advantage
is that the Box–Cox procedure allows for many covariates and satisfies the required
convergence rates for the first step.

To estimate the conditional density fT |X,Y (t|x, y), we use the model

Λ(T, λ1) = Λ{(X), λ2}βX + Λ(Y, λ2)βY + ε

where ε|X, Y ∼ N(0, σ2
ε ) and Λ(·, λ) is the Box–Cox transformation function, which

is defined as Λ(Z, λ) = logZ if λ = 0 and = (Zλ − 1)/λ otherwise. Using maximum
likelihood estimation, we obtain the unknown set of parameters µ := (λ1, λ2,βX , βY , σ

2
ε )

and finally the conditional density f̂T |X,Y (t|x, y) (see appendix A.1 for more details on

density formulas). Moreover, we obtain f̂T |X(t|x) similarly using the Box–Cox model

Λ(T, λ1) = Λ{(X), λ2}βX + ε

The Box–Cox transformation applies only to variables in a positive domain (exclud-
ing zero). Nevertheless, this could be implemented if we define, for a given variable x,
x∗ = ex, where we could thus have negative, zero, and positive values of x, and we allow
the Box–Cox parameters to transform x∗. In this case, if the estimated parameter λ is
indeed zero, then the variable would require no transformation. Note that the normality
assumption is a simplifying condition. The Monte Carlo simulations in Alejo, Galvao,
and Montes-Rojas (2018) show that the Box–Cox Gaussian model performs well for a
large family of distributions.

As noted by an anonymous referee, the QDRF and QCTE models rely on the assump-
tion that the true conditional density fT |X,Y (t|x, y) or fT |X(t|x) can be consistently
estimated with the Box–Cox procedure. Because we do not know the structure of the
conditional models, goodness-of-fit procedures can be used to evaluate the adequacy
of the proposed models. In particular, because the Box–Cox estimator is maximum
likelihood, the likelihood-ratio test or Akaike and Bayesian criteria can be used to select
the best model.
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Second step: Estimation of qτ0 and ∆τ0

Following (3), the identification condition for qτ0(t) is E([τ − 1{Y < qτ0(t)}]w0(U ; t))
= 0. Thus, an estimator for the QDRF qτ0(t) is

q̂τ (t) = argmin
q

1

n

n∑
i=1

ŵ (ui; t) ρτ (yi − q) (5)

where ρτ (·) := ·(τ − 1{· < 0}) is the check function as in Koenker and Bassett (1978).
Practical implementation of the estimator is simple. In practice, given the random
sample (X, T, Y ), one first computes ŵ in the first step as described previously. Then,
in the second step, one computes a simple weighted quantile regression of Y on a constant
term using ŵ as weights as given in (5), for each given t taken over a discretized subset
(that is, grid) of T .

Estimation of the QCTE parameter, ∆τ0(t, t
′), is also easy. Given the QDRF q̂τ (t),

the estimator ∆̂τ (t, t
′) can be computed as

∆̂τ (t, t
′) = q̂τ (t)− q̂τ (t

′)

for any (t, t′) ∈ T 2.

2.2 Inference procedures

Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018) show uniform consistency and weak conver-
gence of this two-step estimator. In this section, we turn our attention to inference
on both the QDRF and QCTE. First, for testing QDRF, we consider the general null
hypothesis

H0 : qτ0(t)− r(t) = 0 t ∈ T

uniformly, where r(t) is assumed to be known, continuous in t over T , and r ∈ `∞(T ).
Inference is carried out uniformly over the set of treatment levels, T . The basic inference
process is

Qn(t) := q̂τ (t)− r(t) t ∈ T

General hypotheses on the vector qτ (t) can be accommodated through functions of
Qn(·). We consider the Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Cramér–von Mises test statistics,
Tn = f{Qn(·)}, where f(·) represents the functionals for those two test statistics, as

T1n :=
√
n sup

t∈T
|Qn(t)| T2n :=

√
n

∫
t∈T

|Qn(t)| dt

These statistics and their associated limiting theory provide a natural foundation for
testing the null hypothesis. It is possible to formulate many tests using variants of
the proposed tests. Note that inference for a single point estimation for a fixed level
of treatment can be seen as a particular case of uniform inference with r(t) = q0 and
T = t. Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018) show that simple hypotheses testing
for fixed t can be based on Wald statistics.
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For uniform inference for QCTE, we consider general null hypothesis

H0 : ∆τ0(t, t+ δ)− s(t) = 0 t ∈ T

uniformly, where δ is a fixed treatment increment, s(t) is assumed to be known (con-
tinuous in t over T ), and s ∈ `∞(T ). Inference is carried uniformly over the set of
treatment levels, T . The basic inference process is

Dn(t) := ∆̂τ (t, t+ δ)− s(t) t ∈ T

As before, we consider Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Cramér–von Mises test statistics,
Tn = f{Dn(·)}, where f(·) represents the functionals for those two test statistics, as

T3n :=
√
n sup

t∈T
|Dn(t)| T4n :=

√
n

∫
t∈T

|Dn(t)| dt

Note that point inference for two different treatment values, say, t and t′, can be stated
as a particular case with δ = t′ − t, r(t) = ∆0, and T = t. Again, the Wald statistic is
valid in this particular case.

In practice, the procedure is implemented in a discretized subset, most conveniently
on intervals of equal size, T = [t1, . . . , tm], t1 < · · · < tm. The weak limits of T1n, T2n,
T3n, and T4n are functionals of Gaussian processes, and the estimation of their covariance
kernel is difficult to compute. Therefore, to make practical inference, Alejo, Galvao,
and Montes-Rojas (2018) suggest using simple bootstrap techniques to approximate the
limiting distribution.

3 The qcte command

3.1 Syntax

The command syntax is

qcte depvar treatvar
[
if
] [

in
] [

, xvar(varlist) zvar(varlist) t0(real) t1(real)

dt(real) quantile(#) ynotrans reps(#) nograph notest
]

3.2 Options

xvar(varlist) specifies the transformed control variables (Box–Cox model).

zvar(varlist) specifies the nontransformed control variables.

t0(real) sets the value of t0. The default is the first percentile of T .

t1(real) sets the value of t1. The default is the last percentile of T .

dt(real) sets the value of δ. The default is (t1 − t0)/19.

quantile(#) specifies the quantile to estimate. The default is quantile(50).
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ynotrans specifies to not transform the dependent variable.

reps(#) specifies the number of bootstrap replications to be performed. The default
is reps(50).

nograph suppresses the display of QDRF and QCTE plots.

notest suppresses the table display of statistics for uniform inference.

3.3 Stored results

qcte stores the following in r():

Scalars
r(LRx) likelihood ratio of Box–Cox model for T as a function of X
r(AICx) Akaike information criterion of Box–Cox model for T as a function of

X
r(BICx) Bayesian information criterion of Box–Cox model for T as a function

of X
r(LRxy) likelihood ratio of Box–Cox model for T as a function of X and Y
r(AICxy) Akaike information criterion of Box–Cox model for T as a function of

X and Y
r(BICxy) Bayesian information criterion of Box–Cox model for T as a function

of X and Y

Matrices
r(QDRFplot) matrix with numerical coordinates of the QDRF plot and their confi-

dence intervals
r(QCTEplot) matrix with numerical coordinates of the QCTE plot and their confi-

dence intervals
r(UITest) matrix with the results of the uniform inference tests

Matrices r(QDRFplot) and r(QCTEplot) are useful to replicate the output plot with
other graph formats. r(UITest) stores the statistics T1n, T2n, T3n, and T4n, the critical
values, and the p-values computed by bootstrap using r(t) = 0 and s(t) = 0.

4 Examples

In this section, we present the syntax of the qcte command, which implements the
methodology suggested by Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018) using two examples.
First, we show some exercises with simulated data to show the basic output of the
command on the screen. Second, we use qcte with real data using the base of winners
of the lottery of Massachusetts.

4.1 Example 1: Simulations

For comparison, we develop some examples in Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018)
by drawing random samples from data-generating processes: X = 20+ v1, T = X + v2,
and Y = T +X + {1+α(20− t)2}v3 with v1, v2, and v3 independent random variables.
The parameter α determines whether the treatment effect is a pure location shift (α = 0)
or a scale-location shift α 6= 0.
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First, we evaluate the performance for a location shift treatment effect with standard
normal distributions for v1, v2, and v3:

. * Location effect

. set seed 010101

. set obs 500
number of observations (_N) was 0, now 500

. generate control = rnormal(20,1)

. generate treat = control + rnormal(0,1)

. generate result = treat + control + rnormal(0,1)

. qcte result treat, xvar(control) quantile(25) reps(200) t0(15) t1(25) dt(2)
> nograph notest
(running qcte_est on estimation sample)

Bootstrap replications (200)
1 2 3 4 5

.................................................. 50

.................................................. 100

.................................................. 150

.................................................. 200

Dose-Response Function
treat ADRF QDRF25 SE [95% Conf. Interval]

r1 15.0000 35.9034 35.5822 1.2021 33.2262 37.9383
r2 17.0000 37.4851 36.0936 0.5767 34.9632 37.2240
r3 19.0000 39.0709 38.2071 0.1389 37.9348 38.4794
r4 21.0000 41.0310 40.0430 0.1602 39.7291 40.3569
r5 23.0000 43.4251 42.3897 0.6795 41.0580 43.7214
r6 25.0000 45.2178 44.4872 0.8209 42.8783 46.0961

Treatment Effect
treat ACTE QCTE25 SE [95% Conf. Interval]

r1 17.0000 1.5817 0.5114 1.1948 -1.8304 2.8531
r2 19.0000 1.5858 2.1135 0.5489 1.0377 3.1893
r3 21.0000 1.9601 1.8359 0.1920 1.4596 2.2122
r4 23.0000 2.3941 2.3467 0.6497 1.0732 3.6202
r5 25.0000 1.7927 2.0976 1.0195 0.0995 4.0957

. drop _all

Second, we consider a random sample from a scale-location shift (α = 1/5) of the
treatment with standard normal distributions for v1, v2, and v3:

. * Scale-location effect

. set seed 010101

. set obs 500
number of observations (_N) was 0, now 500

. generate control = rnormal(20,1)

. generate treat = control + rnormal(0,1)

. generate result = treat + control + (1+0.2*(treat-20)^2)*rnormal(0,1)
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. qcte result treat, xvar(control) quantile(25) reps(200) t0(15) t1(25) dt(2)
> nograph notest
(running qcte_est on estimation sample)

Bootstrap replications (200)
1 2 3 4 5

.................................................. 50

.................................................. 100

.................................................. 150

.................................................. 200

Dose-Response Function
treat ADRF QDRF25 SE [95% Conf. Interval]

r1 15.0000 39.3953 38.1531 3.2391 31.8046 44.5016
r2 17.0000 40.3706 41.2223 2.0013 37.2998 45.1449
r3 19.0000 40.4440 39.8571 1.2084 37.4886 42.2255
r4 21.0000 40.7902 39.7543 0.2426 39.2788 40.2299
r5 23.0000 43.2189 41.1529 0.7866 39.6111 42.6946
r6 25.0000 48.1000 46.0331 2.0495 42.0162 50.0501

Treatment Effect
treat ACTE QCTE25 SE [95% Conf. Interval]

r1 17.0000 0.9754 3.0692 2.4149 -1.6639 7.8024
r2 19.0000 0.0734 -1.3653 1.2595 -3.8338 1.1033
r3 21.0000 0.3461 -0.1027 1.0657 -2.1915 1.9861
r4 23.0000 2.4287 1.3985 0.7618 -0.0946 2.8916
r5 25.0000 4.8811 4.8803 1.9811 0.9974 8.7632

. drop _all

Third, we consider a scale-location shift model (α = 1/5) with a standardized χ2
3 for

v3. This case is characterized by the asymmetry due to a large mass of probability on
the right tail of the distribution.

. * Scale-location effect (chi2)

. set seed 010101

. set obs 500
number of observations (_N) was 0, now 500

. generate control = rnormal(20,1)

. generate treat = control + rnormal(0,1)

. generate result = treat + control + (1+0.2*(treat-20)^2)*(rchi2(3)-3)/sqrt(6)

. qcte result treat, xvar(control) quantile(25) reps(200) t0(15) t1(25) dt(2)
> nograph notest
(running qcte_est on estimation sample)

Bootstrap replications (200)
1 2 3 4 5

.................................................. 50

.................................................. 100

.................................................. 150

.................................................. 200

Dose-Response Function
treat ADRF QDRF25 SE [95% Conf. Interval]

r1 15.0000 30.7218 29.6082 3.5341 22.6815 36.5349
r2 17.0000 38.6519 36.4843 2.9177 30.7656 42.2029
r3 19.0000 41.0636 39.1163 1.7686 35.6499 42.5827
r4 21.0000 41.2719 39.8111 0.3268 39.1706 40.4516
r5 23.0000 43.9633 43.5101 1.0506 41.4510 45.5692
r6 25.0000 45.0840 44.5534 0.8333 42.9202 46.1867
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Treatment Effect
treat ACTE QCTE25 SE [95% Conf. Interval]

r1 17.0000 7.9302 6.8761 3.4414 0.1310 13.6212
r2 19.0000 2.4117 2.6320 1.9486 -1.1871 6.4512
r3 21.0000 0.2083 0.6948 1.7034 -2.6438 4.0335
r4 23.0000 2.6914 3.6990 0.9776 1.7829 5.6151
r5 25.0000 1.1207 1.0433 1.0853 -1.0839 3.1704

. drop _all

The output shows two tables: the top with the estimates for the dose–response func-
tion and the bottom for TE. Each treatment value is shown with its standard errors and
the 95% confidence intervals computed via bootstrap. Note that in the three examples,
we have set a grid of values for T = {15, 17, . . . , 25}. By default, the QDRF in the output
table is evaluated at 20 equidistant points between the first and last percentile of T .
The estimated QCTE is the difference between each of the QDRF points. For simplicity,
the plots and the uniform inference statistics have been omitted using options nograph
and notest, respectively. The following example shows those command options.

4.2 Example 2: Real data

We illustrate the qcte command using the survey of Massachusetts lottery winners to
estimate the effect of the prize amount (as a proxy of nonlabor income) on subsequent
labor earnings from U.S. Social Security records. The prize amount is a continuous
variable, so we apply the command to measure its effect on the quantiles of the distri-
bution of earnings. This database is described in Imbens, Rubin, and Sacerdote (2001)
and is also used as an empirical application in Hirano and Imbens (2004), Bia and
Mattei (2008), and Bia et al. (2014) for estimating ADRF because the lottery prize is a
continuous treatment variable.

Although the lottery prize is obviously randomly assigned, there is substantial cor-
relation between some of the background variables and the lottery prize in our sample.
The main source of potential bias is the unit and item nonresponse. In the survey, unit
nonresponse was about 50%. To remove such biases, we make the weak unconfounded-
ness assumption that, conditional on covariates, the lottery prize is independent of the
potential outcomes.

The sample we use in this analysis is the “winners” sample of 237 individuals who
won a major prize in the lottery. For each individual, we observe social security earnings
for six years before the lottery and six years after. The outcome of interest is year6

(earnings six years after winning the lottery), denoted Y , and the treatment is prize,
the prize amount, denoted T . Control variables X are age, gender, years of high school,
years of college, winning year, number of tickets bought, work status after winning,
and earnings s years before winning the lottery (with s = 1, 2, . . . , 6). Of these 237
individuals, we keep a sample of 202 for whom we have income information on income
Y . Detailed descriptive statistics can be found in Imbens, Rubin, and Sacerdote (2001)
and Hirano and Imbens (2004).
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As noted above, the correct estimation of the QDRF and QCTE models requires
that the Box–Cox implementation in the first step produce consistent estimators of
the conditional densities. After each model, the proposed command stores the Akaike
information criterion and Bayesian information criterion values after each Box–Cox
estimation. The user can use these goodness-of-fit measures as a guide to select a model
specification. Appendix A.3 shows an example of model selection comparing some usual
specifications with these goodness-of-fit measures. Below, we use the specification that
emerges from that simple algorithm.

A feature of the data to be considered is that about half the sample has Y = 0 (52%,
which corresponds to 47% for male and 59% for female). That is, about half the sample
is not working and receives no income six years after winning the lottery. We follow
Hirano and Imbens’s (2004) and Bia and Mattei’s (2008) approach, who consider that
a zero value corresponds to an observed level of income and it requires no truncation
analysis. We find that for low quantiles, that is, τ < 0.5, QDRFτ (t) = 0,∀t ∈ T . Thus,
we report only the QDRF for τ = 0.75, 0.95:

. use lotterydataset12

. drop if year6==.
(35 observations deleted)

. generate agew2=agew^2

. generate yearw2=yearw^2

. set seed 123

. qcte year6 prize, quantile(75) ynotrans xvar(agew agew2 yearw yearw2)
> zvar(male ownhs owncoll tixbot workthen yearm1 yearm2 yearm3 yearm4 yearm5
> yearm6) reps(200)
(running qcte_est on estimation sample)

Bootstrap replications (200)
1 2 3 4 5

x...x...x...x....x........x....x.x....xx...xx..x.x 50
xx.x..x..xxxx...x.x..x....x.........xxx...x...x... 100
x......x.x...xxx....x..x...x..x.....x..x...xxx..x. 150
xx...x.x......xx..xx....xx.x..xx...xx....x..xxxx.x 200

Uniform inference
Stat c95-value p-value

T1n 2.86e+05 2.15e+05 0.0150
T2n 1.34e+05 1.15e+05 0.0150
T3n 1.04e+05 1.43e+05 0.3409
T4n 2.32e+04 2.87e+04 0.2500

. graph save qdrf75.gph, replace
(note: file qdrf75.gph not found)
(file qdrf75.gph saved)

. qcte year6 prize, quantile(95) ynotrans xvar(agew agew2 yearw yearw2)
> zvar(male ownhs owncoll tixbot workthen yearm1 yearm2 yearm3 yearm4 yearm5
> yearm6) reps(200)
(running qcte_est on estimation sample)

Bootstrap replications (200)
1 2 3 4 5

..x...x.x..x.x...x.x........x....x.x....x.x.x..... 50

....x....x.x..xx..x.x...x....x.......x...x....xx.. 100

..xx.x.xx.x...xx.x......x.x....x....xx..x...x..xx. 150
x..x.........x.x....x...x...x.x..x.....x........x. 200
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Uniform inference
Stat c95-value p-value

T1n 1.86e+05 1.65e+05 0.0069
T2n 1.11e+05 1.03e+05 0.0276
T3n 4.64e+04 9.68e+04 0.4621
T4n 1.09e+04 1.72e+04 0.8414

. graph save qdrf95.gph, replace
(note: file qdrf95.gph not found)
(file qdrf95.gph saved)

. graph combine qdrf75.gph qdrf95.gph, xsize(20) ysize(17) row(2)

. graph export QDRFrealdata.png, replace width(1000)
(file QDRFrealdata.png written in PNG format)

. erase qdrf75.gph

. erase qdrf95.gph

Figure 1 reports the ADRF with the QDRF for selected quantiles. The upper plot
on the left corresponds to τ = 0.75 QDRF estimates, and the bottom plot on the left
corresponds to τ = 0.95. The graph shows that Y (t) is a decreasing function of t, and
the quantile analysis has the same shape as the average effects. As in Imbens, Rubin,
and Sacerdote (2001), the effects show a convex relationship suggesting a marginally
decreasing effect of the lottery prize on labor earnings.
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Figure 1. Empirical application: The Imbens–Rubin–Sacerdote lottery sample
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Now consider inference on the point estimates and uniformly over the range of treat-
ment values. The QDRF graph for τ = 0.75 shows that the estimates are different from
0 up to a treatment value of approximately 150 (that is, for those values of t, 0 is
not included in the constructed confidence interval). The QDRF for τ = 0.95 and its
95% confidence interval are always above 0 for the entire treatment range. When we
look at the uniform inference (T1n and T2n), the QDRF is different from zero uniformly
throughout the evaluated range of treatment values for both τ = 0.75 and τ = 0.95.
For the QCTE, the results in the graphs show that the effect of the amount won in the
lottery has a nonzero treatment effect for only a few values of the continuous treatment
variable. The uniform inference on QCTE (T3n and T4n), however, cannot reject the
null of 0 QCTE for τ = 0.75, but it rejects the null hypothesis of 0 effect at the 5% level
for τ = 0.95.

Finally, we compare the ADRF and ACTE estimated by our qcte command with
those obtained using Bia and Mattei’s (2008) doseresponse command and Bia et al.’s
(2014) drf command. For comparison, we use the same sample (prize below its 95th
quantile) and range for T as in those articles. These two commands require the previous
installation of the moremata package (see Jann [2005] and Bia et al. [2014]). The codes
used to make the comparison are shown in appendix A.2. The results are shown in
figure 2. Note that qcte estimates are smoother than the others and that they are in
between the other two. Therefore, the average effects obtained with qcte are consistent
with the previous commands for estimating ADRF and ACTE.
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5 Conclusion

In this article, we presented a new command, qcte, that estimates the quantile TE

models with a continuous treatment by using a semiparametric two-step estimator sug-
gested by Galvao and Wang (2015). Following Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018),
we used a simple Box–Cox model to compute the propensity score and a bootstrap
approach to implement these methods for many testing procedures.

Our estimates replicated the results of Alejo, Galvao, and Montes-Rojas (2018) and
showed that this convexity is homogeneous in the rest of the labor earnings distribu-
tion and then showed that the threshold value was monotonic in the quantiles. The
application illustrated that this method is an important tool to study continuous TE.
The quantile analysis also revealed that larger prizes produce lower labor earnings, but
a larger prize is required for individuals in the upper part of the distribution of unob-
servables. The command also provided a graphical alternative to explore heterogeneity
of a continuous treatment variable.

6 Programs and supplemental materials

To install a snapshot of the corresponding software files as they existed at the time of
publication of this article, type

. net sj 20-2

. net install st0597 (to install program files, if available)

. net get st0597 (to install ancillary files, if available)
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A Appendix

A.1 Density formulas

To compute the estimates of the densities of interest, we implement the Box–Cox re-
gression model for both fT |X(t|X) and fT |X,Y (t|X,Y ), with different variables’ trans-
formation parameters for the dependent variable and the independent variables. Thus,
we implement the estimators

f̂T |X(t|X) =
tλ̂1X−1√
2πσ̂2

T |X

exp

(
− [Λ(t, λ̂1X)− {β̂0X + β̂1XΛ(X, λ̂2X)}]2

2σ̂2
T |X

)

f̂T |X,Y (t|X,Y ) =
tλ̂1Y X−1√
2πσ̂2

T |X,Y

exp

(
− [Λ(t, λ̂1Y X)− {β̂0Y X + β̂1Y XΛ(Y, λ̂2Y X) + β̂2Y XΛ(X, λ̂2Y X)}]2

2σ̂2
T |X,Y

)

where (λ̂1X , λ̂2X , β̂0X , β̂1X , σ̂2
T |X) and (λ̂1Y X , λ̂2Y X , β̂0Y X , β̂1Y X , β̂2Y X , σ̂2

T |X,Y ) are the

corresponding Box–Cox parameter estimators for densities fT |X(t|X) and
fT |X,Y (t|X,Y ), respectively. We estimate the ratio of the densities as

ŵ(X,Y, t) = f̂T |X,Y (t|X,Y )/f̂T |X(t|X)

We implement the second step with a weighted average for ADRF and weighted
quantile for QDRF, where in both cases we use the corresponding ŵ(X,Y, t) as weights.
Finally, we compute ACTE and QCTE as the difference of the estimated unconditional
average or quantile, respectively.

A.2 Comparison code

Below are the codes used to compare the commands. Only the point estimates are
compared, so we use 25 bootstrap replications to give speed when running the algorithm.
The outputs have been omitted for a better reading of the code.

. summarize prize, detail

(output omitted )

. drop if prize > r(p95)
(10 observations deleted)

. generate cut = 23 if prize<=23
(126 missing values generated)

. replace cut = 80 if prize>23 & prize<=80
(90 real changes made)

. replace cut = 485 if prize>80
(36 real changes made)
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. ** Alejo, Galvao, and Montes Rojas (2018)

. qcte year6 prize, quantile(75) t0(10) t1(100) dt(10) ynotrans xvar(agew agew2
> yearw yearw2) zvar(male ownhs owncoll tixbot workthen yearm1 yearm2 yearm3
> yearm4 yearm5 yearm6) reps(25)
(running qcte_est on estimation sample)

(output omitted )

. matrix PLOT = r(QDRFplot)

. ** Bia and Matei (2008)

. matrix define tp = (10\20\30\40\50\60\70\80\90\100)

. doseresponse agew ownhs male tixbot owncoll workthen yearw yearm1 yearm2
> yearm3 yearm4 yearm5 yearm6, outcome(year6) t(prize) gpscore(pscore)
> predict(hat_treat) sigma(sd) cutpoints(cut) index(p50) nq_gps(5)
> t_transf(ln) dose_response(dose_response) tpoints(tp) delta(1)
> reg_type_t(quadratic) reg_type_gps(quadratic) interaction(1)
> bootstrap(yes) boot_reps(25) filename("output-Bia2008")

(output omitted )

. ** Bia et al. (2014)

. bootstrap _b, reps(25): drf agew ownhs owncoll male tixbot workthen
> yearm1 yearm2 yearm3 yearm4 yearm5 yearm6, outcome(year6) treatment(prize)
> test(L_like) tpoints(tp) numoverlap(3) method(radialpspline)
> family(gaussian) link(log) nolog(1) search nknots(10) det delta(1)
(running drf on estimation sample)

(output omitted )

. matrix drfBia2014 = e(b)

. matrix cteBia2014 = drfBia2014[1,11..20]´

. matrix drfBia2014 = drfBia2014[1,1..10]´

A.3 Model-selection example

. cap program drop ics

. program define ics
1. scalar LR = e(chi2)
2. scalar AIC = 2*e(df_m) -2*e(ll)
3. scalar BIC = ln(e(N))*e(df_m)-2*e(ll)
4. display "Akaike´s information criterion and Bayesian information

> criterion"
5. scalar list LR AIC BIC
6. scalar drop LR AIC BIC
7. end

. use lotterydataset12, clear

. generate agew2=agew^2

. generate yearw2=yearw^2

. * Model for T|X

. quietly boxcox prize, notrans(male ownhs owncoll tixbot workthen yearm1 yearm2
> yearm3 yearm4 yearm5 yearm6)

. ics
Akaike´s information criterion and Bayesian information criterion

LR = 25.07667
AIC = 2339.4307
BIC = 2387.9835
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. quietly boxcox prize agew, notrans(male ownhs owncoll tixbot workthen yearm1
> yearm2 yearm3 yearm4 yearm5 yearm6)

. ics
Akaike´s information criterion and Bayesian information criterion

LR = 34.743097
AIC = 2331.7642
BIC = 2383.7852

. quietly boxcox prize yearw, notrans(male ownhs owncoll tixbot workthen yearm1
> yearm2 yearm3 yearm4 yearm5 yearm6)

. ics
Akaike´s information criterion and Bayesian information criterion

LR = 25.100804
AIC = 2341.4065
BIC = 2393.4274

. quietly boxcox prize agew yearw, notrans(male ownhs owncoll tixbot workthen
> yearm1 yearm2 yearm3 yearm4 yearm5 yearm6)

. ics
Akaike´s information criterion and Bayesian information criterion

LR = 34.747187
AIC = 2333.7602
BIC = 2389.2491

. quietly boxcox prize agew agew2 yearw, notrans(male ownhs owncoll tixbot
> workthen yearm1 yearm2 yearm3 yearm4 yearm5 yearm6)

. ics
Akaike´s information criterion and Bayesian information criterion

LR = 37.738754
AIC = 2332.7686
BIC = 2391.7256

. quietly boxcox prize agew yearw yearw2, notrans(male ownhs owncoll tixbot
> workthen yearm1 yearm2 yearm3 yearm4 yearm5 yearm6)

. ics
Akaike´s information criterion and Bayesian information criterion

LR = 38.171793
AIC = 2332.3356
BIC = 2391.2926

. quietly boxcox prize agew agew2 yearw yearw2, notrans(male ownhs owncoll
> tixbot workthen yearm1 yearm2 yearm3 yearm4 yearm5 yearm6)

. ics
Akaike´s information criterion and Bayesian information criterion

LR = 40.820478
AIC = 2331.6869
BIC = 2394.112
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Abstract. In this article, we present the eqregsel command, which estimates
and provides bootstrap inference for sample-selection models via extremal quantile
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1 Introduction

In this article, we present the command eqregsel, which estimates and provides boot-
strap inference of endogenous sample-selection models and implements the procedures
developed in recent work by D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang (2018). Prior methods
to estimate endogenous sample-selection models proposed in the econometric literature
rely on instruments, large support regressors, or both. For the former, see, among oth-
ers, Heckman (1974, 1979, 1990); Ahn and Powell (1993); Donald (1995); Buchinsky
(1998); Chen and Khan (2003); Das, Newey, and Vella (2003); Newey (2009); and Vella
(1998) for a survey. Chamberlain (1986) and Lewbel (2007) developed identification
strategies for sample-selection models in the absence of an instrument for selection.
These alternative methods rely on the existence of a large support regressor. However,
in practice, valid instruments and large support regressors are often difficult, if not
impossible, to find.

Unlike prior methods, the method implemented in eqregsel does not require the
presence of instruments or large support regressors.1 Identification relies instead on
the strategy initially proposed by D’Haultfœuille and Maurel (2013), which is based on

1. See Honoré and Hu (2018) for a related recent work also motivated by the difficulty of finding
instruments for sample selection. As is the case here, they do not require exclusion restrictions or
large support regressors. However, their approach is based on a different set of assumptions and,
in contrast with our framework, delivers set rather than point identification.

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC st0598
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the idea that, provided that selection is endogenous, one can expect the effect of the
outcome on selection to dominate that of the covariates for large values of the outcome.
eqregsel builds on the estimation method proposed by D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and
Zhang (2018) and implements a series of quantile regressions in the tails of the outcome
distribution (extremal quantile regressions).2 The command outputs estimates for a set
of user-specified coefficients of interest, their standard errors (estimated via bootstrap),
and a p-value for the specification test described in D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang
(2018).

eqregsel complements the existing Stata command heckman for the estimation of
sample-selection models. In terms of underlying assumptions, eqregsel has at least
three distinctive features compared with heckman. First, it does not require normality
of the error term in the selection equation or linearity of the conditional expectation of
the error term in the outcome equation. Second, it does not restrict the selection process
apart from an independence-at-infinity condition. Third, it allows for heterogeneous
distributional effects of other control variables.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In section 2, we recall the setup
of the semiparametric endogenous sample-selection model considered in D’Haultfœuille,
Maurel, and Zhang (2018) and describe the data-driven procedure used to choose the
quantile index for the extremal quantile regression. In section 3, we describe how to
implement the method in practice. In section 4, we present the eqregsel command. In
section 5, we illustrate the use of eqregsel by estimating the black–white wage gap on
U.S. young males of the 1979 and 1997 National Longitudinal Surveys of Youth (NLSY79

and NLSY97). In section 6, we conclude.

2 The framework and estimation method

2.1 Model and estimation

We consider the outcome equation

Y ∗ = X′
1β1 + ε

where Y ∗ ∈ R and X1 ∈ Rd1 are the outcome and covariates of interest, respectively.
In the following, we seek to identify and estimate β1. For that purpose, we rely on two
key conditions. The first is that for any τ ∈ (0, 1), the τth conditional quantile of ε
satisfies

Qε|X(τ |X) = β0(τ) +X′
2β2(τ) (1)

where X = (X′
1,X

′
2)

′ and X2 denotes other covariates. Then

QY ∗|X(τ |X) = X′
1β1 + β0(τ) +X′

2β2(τ) (2)

2. See Chernozhukov, Fernández-Val, and Kaji (2018) for an overview of extremal quantile regression
methods and recent applications.
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The effect of X1 is thus assumed to be homogeneous across different quantile indices,
while the effect of the other covariates X2 is allowed to be heterogeneous across the
distribution of Y ∗.

Y ∗ is not directly observed. Instead, and denoting by D the selection dummy, the
econometrician observes only D, Y = DY ∗, and X. The second key condition is that,
conditional on having “large” outcomes, selection is independent of the covariates. More
precisely, we assume that there exists a constant h ∈ (0, 1] such that for all x ∈ Supp(X),

lim
y→∞

P (D = 1|X = x, Y ∗ = y) = h (3)

In some cases, it may be more plausible to impose that, conditional on having “small”
outcomes (Y ∗ → −∞), selection is independent of the covariates. This case can be
handled simply by replacing Y with −Y and X with −X hereafter.

Combining (2) and (3), D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang (2018, theorem 2.1) show
that, under some regularity conditions on the upper tail of ε, as τ → 0,

Q−Y |X(τ |X) = Q−Y ∗|X(τ/h|X) + o(1)

= −X′
1β1 − β0(1− τ/h)−X′

2β2(1− τ/h) + o(1) (4)

Therefore, (4) suggests that we can estimate β1 by running a quantile regression of
−Y on −X with a sufficiently small quantile index τ ; that is,{

β̂
′
1, β̂0(1− τ/h), β̂

′
2(1− τ/h)

}′
= argmin

β

n∑
i=1

ρτ

(
−Yi +X

′
iβ
)

where ρτ (u) = (τ − 1{u < 0})u is the check function used in quantile regressions, n

denotes the sample size, and Xi = (X′
1i, 1,X

′
2i)

′. Intuitively, for β̂1 to be consistent, τ
should depend on n and tend to 0 as n tends to infinity. However, it should not tend too
quickly to 0; otherwise, the extremal quantile regression would be unstable. Formally,
and letting τn denote the quantile index, D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang (2018)

establish that if τn → 0 and nτn → ∞,3, and under additional technical restrictions, β̂1

is consistent and asymptotically normal.

As is standard with extremal quantile regressions (see Chernozhukov, Fernández-Val,
and Kaji [2018]), the rate of convergence is not the usual parametric root-n rate.
Moreover, in this case, this rate depends on unknown features of the distribution of
(D,Y ∗,X).4 Importantly, D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang (2018) show that the
bootstrap is consistent for inference and does not require the knowledge of the rate of
convergence. To illustrate this, let q∗γ denote the quantile of order γ of the bootstrap

estimator β̂
∗
1, assuming for simplicity that X1 is a scalar (d1 = 1). Then theorem 2 in

3. This corresponds to the so-called intermediate order case in extreme value theory, in contrast with
the extreme order case, where one would have nτn → k for some k > 0.

4. We refer to the definition of the rate above theorem 2.2 in D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang
(2018).
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D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang (2018) implies that the percentile bootstrap confi-
dence interval (CI) [q∗α/2, q

∗
1−α/2] of β1 has an asymptotic coverage rate of 1 − α. Such

an interval does not require the knowledge of the rate of convergence.

The results above rely on two main conditions, namely, (2) and (3). Importantly,
we can develop a specification test of these conditions based on the implication that
the coefficients β1 are the same across different extremal quantile indices τn [see (4)].

Then, if the model is correctly specified, the two estimators β̂1(`τn) (with 0 < ` < 1)

and β̂1(τn) of β1, obtained respectively with τ = `τn and τ = τn, should be close.
Following this idea, consider the J-test statistic

TJ(`) = {(1/`)− 1}2
{
β̂1(τn)− β̂1(`τn)

}′
Ω̂

−1
{
β̂1(τn)− β̂1(`τn)

}
(5)

where Ω̂ is a (bootstrap) estimator of the asymptotic covariance of β̂1(τn), properly
normalized by the rate of convergence in view of the discussion above. Then we reject
the test at the nominal level α whenever TJ(`) > qd1

(1 − α), where qd1
(1 − α) is the

(1 − α)th quantile of a χ2 distribution with d1 degrees of freedom. Theorem 2.3 in
D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang (2018) establishes that for any 0 < ` < 1, the test
has an asymptotic level of α. It also proves that under some local alternatives, the local
power is maximized at `∗ = argmax`∈[0,1] `{ln(l)}2/(1− `) ' 0.2.

2.2 Choice of the quantile index

The performance of extremal quantile estimators depends on a tradeoff between bias
and variance, which is governed by the quantile index τn used in the extremal quantile
regression. In the following, we present the algorithm outlined in D’Haultfœuille, Mau-
rel, and Zhang (2018), which selects a suitable quantile index based on estimators of

the bias and the variance of β̂1.

Specifically, consider the same test statistic as in (5), but where (`τn, τn) are replaced
by (`1τn, `2τn), with `1 < 1 < `2:

TJ(τ) = (1/`1 − 1/`2)
2
{
β̂1(`2τ)− β̂1(`1τ)

}′
Ω̂

−1
{
β̂1(`2τ)− β̂1(`1τ)

}
D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang (2018) show that the difference between the median
of TJ(τ) and the median of a chi-squared distribution with d1 degrees of freedom can
serve as a proxy for the bias of the estimator.

The idea, then, is to estimate this difference using subsampling.5 For each subsample
and each quantile index τ within a grid G, one can compute TJ(τ). Let Msub(τ) denote
the median of these test statistics over different subsamples for a given τ , and let Md1

denote the median of the chi-squared distribution with d1 degrees of freedom. Then,
the proxy of the bias is defined as

5. We recall that subsampling corresponds to a bootstrap without replacement of size bn < n. Though
often less accurate than the standard bootstrap, subsampling has the advantage of being consistent
under much weaker conditions. See Politis, Romano, and Wolf (1999) for an introduction.
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d̂iffn(τ) =
|Msub(τ)−Md1

|√
bnτ

where bn denotes the subsample size.

Similarly, the asymptotic covariance matrix is estimated by the covariance matrix
of the subsampling estimator of β1, multiplied by the normalizing factor bn/n. Denote

by V̂arn(τ) the sum of the diagonal elements of this covariance matrix. The quantile
index is selected to optimize the bias-variance tradeoff,

τ̂n = argmin
τ∈G

V̂arn(τ) + d̂iffn(τ)

where G denotes a finite grid within (0, 1). This procedure results in undersmoothing
compared with a more standard tradeoff between variance and squared bias. As with
the case of nonparametric regressions, this is needed to control the asymptotic bias
that would otherwise affect the limiting distribution of the estimator. We refer to
D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang (2018) for simulation-based evidence that this choice
leads to estimators that are both accurate and only very mildly biased, thus leading to
reliable inference on β1.

3 Implementation

We summarize how we implement the method described above in eqregsel.

1. Draw B bootstrap samples and B subsamples of size bn.

2. For each τ ∈ G:

a. Compute the estimator of β(τ) = {β′
1, β0(1− τ/h),β′

2(1− τ/h)}′:

β̂(τ) = argmin
β

n∑
i=1

ρτ

(
−Yi +X

′
iβ
)

Let β̂1(τ) denote the vector comprising the first d1 components of β̂(τ).

b. Compute

Ω̂(τ) =
1

B

B∑
b=1

{
β̂
b

1(τ)− β̂1(τ)
}{

β̂
b

1(τ)− β̂1(τ)
}′

with β̂
b

1(τ) being the bootstrap estimator of β1 on the bth bootstrap sample.
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c. Compute, for each subsample s = 1 . . . S, the estimator of β1 [β̂
s

1(τ)], and
the J-test statistic:6

T s
J (τ) = (bn/n)(1/`1 − 1/`2)

2
{
β̂
s

1(`2τ)− β̂
s

1(`1τ)
}′

Ω̂(τ)−1
{
β̂
s

1(`2τ)− β̂
s

1(`1τ)
}

d. Compute d̂iffn(τ) = {|Msub(τ)−Md1 |}/(
√
bnτ), where Msub(τ) denotes the

median of {T 1
J (τ), . . . , T

B
J (τ)}.

e. Compute V̂arn(τ) = (bn/n)
∑d1

k=1 Σ̂(τ)kk, where Σ̂(τ)kk is the kth diagonal
term of

Σ̂(τ) =
1

S

S∑
s=1

{
β̂
s

1(τ)− β1(τ)
}{

β̂
s

1(τ)− β1(τ)
}′

with

β1(τ) =
1

S

S∑
s=1

β̂
s

1(τ)

3. Compute τ̂n = argminτ∈G V̂arn(τ) + d̂iffn(τ).

4. Define β̂1 = β̂1(τ̂n) and Ω̂ = Ω̂(τ̂n). CI1−α(β1k) of level 1− α on the kth compo-
nent of β1 are then equal to

CI1−α(β1k) =

[
β̂1k − z1−α/2

√
Ω̂kk, β̂1k + z1−α/2

√
Ω̂kk

]
where Ω̂kk is the kth diagonal term of Ω̂ and z1−α/2 is the quantile of order 1−α/2
of a standard normal variable.

5. Compute β̂1(0.2τ̂n) and then TJ(0.2), as defined in (5), to perform the specification
test of the model.

In practice, we consider an equally spaced grid G with lower bound min(0.1, 80/bn),
upper bound 0.3, and a number of points equal to nG . The lower bound is motivated by
the fact that if the effective subsampling size τbn becomes too small, then the interme-
diate order asymptotic theory is likely to be a poor approximation (see Chernozhukov
and Fernández-Val [2011] for a related discussion). To compute T s

J (τ) in step 2c above,
we use (`1, `2) = (0.9, 1.1).

4 The eqregsel command

We describe below the syntax, options, and stored results associated with the eqregsel
command. Note that it relies on the moremata package (Jann 2005). If the latter is
not already installed, one must type ssc install moremata in the Stata Command
window. The eqregsel command is compatible with Stata 14 and later versions.

6. The term bn/n accounts for the fact that the rate of convergence of the J statistic on the subsample
is bn/n times the rate of convergence on the whole sample.
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4.1 Syntax

The syntax of eqregsel is as follows:

eqregsel Y X1 X2
[
if
] [

in
] [

, hom(#) subs(#) grid(#) rep(#) small
]

4.2 Description

eqregsel computes β̂1 in (2) based on the data-driven τn detailed in section 2.2 above.
It also reports its standard errors and 95% CIs. Finally, it computes the p-value of this
specification test using ` = `∗.

X1 is the list of variables entering in X1 in (2).

X2 is the list of variables entering in X2 in (2).

4.3 Options

hom(#) specifies d1, the number of variables in X1. The code then returns their esti-
mated effects and standard errors. The default is hom(1).

subs(#) specifies the subsample size bn. Following D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and Zhang
(2018), and letting x+ = max(0, x), the default value is set to

bn = 0.6n− 0.2(n− 500)+ − 0.2(n− 1000)+ − 0.2

{
1− ln(2000)

ln(n)

}
(n− 2000)+

grid(#) specifies nG , the number of grid points. The default is grid(40).

rep(#) specifies B, the number of bootstrap and subsampling replications. The default
is rep(150).

small specifies that (3) holds when Y ∗ → −∞ rather than when Y ∗ → ∞.

4.4 Stored results

eqregsel stores the following in e():

Scalars
e(tau0) quantile index τ̂n
e(specificationtest) p-value of the specification test
e(subs) subsample size when selecting the quantile index
e(homvar) number of variables with homogeneous effects on the outcome

Matrices
e(beta hom) a d1 × 1 matrix containing the estimated coefficient or coefficients of

interest
e(std b) a d1 × 1 matrix containing the standard error of the estimator or

estimators
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5 Example

We use the command eqregsel to estimate the black–white wage gap among young
males from NLSY79 and NLSY97, revisiting the work of D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and
Zhang (2018) on this question. We are particularly interested in the evolution of the
gap between these two cohorts.

We use the same samples and definitions of variables as D’Haultfœuille, Maurel,
and Zhang (2018). In particular, we consider that an individual in the NLSY79 is a
nonparticipant if he did not work in 1990 or in 1991. The outcome of interest is the
(potential) log-wage, which is defined as the log of the mean real wages in 1990 and
1991 for workers who worked both years and the log of the real wage in the year of
employment for those who worked only one year. We apply the same rules with the
years 2007 and 2008 for individuals in the NLSY97.

In our specification, we estimate for the two samples the effect of the black dummy on
the log of wages (log wage), controlling for the Hispanic dummy (hispanic), age (age),
Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) score (afqt), and AFQT squared (afqt2). The
AFQT scores cannot be directly compared across both NLSY cohorts, partly because of
changes in how the test was administered. To handle this issue, we use a modified
version of the AFQT constructed using the equipercentile mapping proposed by Altonji,
Bharadwaj, and Lange (2012). We also restrict the samples to the respondents who
took the test when they were 16 or 17, to address the issue that the rank within the
AFQT distribution may vary with the age of the respondent at the time of the test. The
final sample sizes are equal to 1,077 and 1,123 for the NLSY79 and NLSY97 cohorts, re-
spectively. The overall labor force participation rates for the two corresponding samples
are equal to 95.1% and 89.7%. However, they reach only 90.6% and 81.4% for black
males.

We report below the output of the eqregsel procedure applied to the NLSY79 and
NLSY97 samples, respectively. We use the default parameters. We can see from the
estimation output that the default subsample sizes used in bootstrapping are 515 and
524, given the total sample size of 1,077 and 1,123. The procedure also displays the
estimated computing time along with a progress bar. Although in this example estima-
tion is performed at a limited computational cost, this feature makes it possible for the
user to stop the execution of the command. If needed, one can then save on execution
time by setting a lower number of bootstrap and subsampling replications or a lower
number of grid points.7

7. The computation times reported in these examples are obtained on an Intel Xeon CPU 2.40 GHz
processor with 128 GB of RAM, using Stata/MP 14.2.
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. use "bw_nlsy7997.dta"

. generate afqt2= afqt^2

. eqregsel log_wage black hispanic age afqt afqt2 if cohort79

The estimation will take about 5.333333 minutes.
|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|--------------|
0 20 40 60 80 100
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of observations = 1077
Optimal quantile index = .245
J test(p-value) = .81287468
Subsampling size used in bootstrapping = 515
Number of variables of interest = 1

Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

black -.1185019 .0431142 -2.75 0.006 -.2030043 -.0339996

. eqregsel log_wage black hispanic age afqt afqt2 if cohort97

The estimation will take about 5.333333 minutes.
|---------------|---------------|---------------|---------------|--------------|
0 20 40 60 80 100
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of observations = 1123
Optimal quantile index = .29
J test(p-value) = .77565885
Subsampling size used in bootstrapping = 524
Number of variables of interest = 1

Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

black -.1588783 .0406563 -3.91 0.000 -.2385632 -.0791935

The estimation results point to statistically and economically significant black–white
wage gaps for the two cohorts. We also observe a wider black–white wage gap for the
1997 cohort relative to the 1979 cohort, with an increase in the estimated gap from
about 11.9% to 15.9%. Note, however, that the difference is not significant at usual
levels (p-value = 0.51). Interestingly, the p-values of the specification tests imply that
one cannot reject our specification for either cohort at any standard statistical level.
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It is interesting to compare the estimated black–white wage gap with the results of
a simple ordinary least-squares regression of the log of hourly wages on a black dummy
and the same set of controls. The estimated black–white wage gap drops from 11.9%
and 15.9%, for our specifications, to 8.1% and 9.7% (with standard errors equal to 0.035
and 0.041), for the ordinary least-squares specification that ignores selection. That the
estimated wage gap is larger in magnitude when we use our method is consistent with
the underlying sample-selection issue. Indeed, among males, blacks are significantly
more likely to drop out from the labor market (Juhn 2003). Because dropouts tend to
have lower potential wages, one can expect that not controlling for endogenous labor
market participation will result in underestimating the black–white wage differential.8

6 Conclusion

In this article, we have discussed how to use the eqregsel command to estimate and
conduct inference on sample-selection models, following D’Haultfœuille, Maurel, and
Zhang (2018). Unlike alternative estimation methods that have been proposed in the
literature, the method does not require the presence of instruments or large support
regressors. The estimator is simply based on a quantile regression in the tail but with
a quantile index chosen in a data-driven fashion. eqregsel makes it possible to easily
use this procedure.
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8 Programs and supplemental materials

To install a snapshot of the corresponding software files as they existed at the time of
publication of this article, type

. net sj 20-2

. net install st0598 (to install program files, if available)

. net get st0598 (to install ancillary files, if available)

8. We also estimate the wage gap using the Heckman two-step estimator without any instrument. We
obtain imprecisely estimated gaps of 24.2% and −21.2%, with standard errors of 0.48 and 0.68.
This could be expected: in the absence of an instrument, this estimator strongly relies on functional
form restrictions and is often unstable.
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Abstract. Coefficient plots are a popular tool for visualizing regression estimates.
The appeal of these plots is that they visualize confidence intervals around the
estimates and generally center the plot around zero, meaning that any estimate
that crosses zero is statistically nonsignificant at least at the alpha level around
which the confidence intervals are constructed. For models with statistical sig-
nificance levels determined via randomization models of inference and for which
there is no standard error or confidence intervals for the estimate itself, these plots
appear less useful. In this article, I illustrate a variant of the coefficient plot for
regression models with p-values constructed using permutation tests. These vi-
sualizations plot each estimate’s p-value and its associated confidence interval in
relation to a specified alpha level. These plots can help the analyst interpret and
report the statistical and substantive significances of their models. I illustrate us-
ing a nonprobability sample of activists and participants at a 1962 anticommunism
school.

Keywords: gr0083, permutation tests, visualization, coefficient plots, p-values

1 Introduction

Visual alternatives to traditional estimate tables have become increasingly popular in
the social sciences, especially with the growing interest in data science and computa-
tional social science (Healy 2019; Wickham and Grolemund 2017). One visualization
that is supplanting more traditional regression tables is the coefficient plot (Gelman
et al. 2018; Jann 2014; Lander 2018). Coefficient plots can provide a more parsimo-
nious method for reporting regression coefficients, especially when many independent
variables (IVs), models, or both make tables difficult to read or present. Thus, these plots
have become quite popular in sociological research, ranging in application from cultural
sociology (for example, Lizardo and Skiles [2016a,b]; Stewart, Edgell, and Delehanty
[2018]) and social networks (Bähr and Abraham 2016) to the sociology of education
(Schührer, Carbonaro, and Grodsky 2016) and the sociology of work and occupations
(Friedman and Laurison 2017; Laurison and Friedman 2016).

Coefficient plots visualize the confidence intervals (CIs) and their corresponding re-
gression estimates. The graphs are generally centered around zero—meaning that any
estimate that crosses zero is statistically nonsignificant at least at the alpha level around

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC gr0083
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which the CIs are constructed. Consider, for example, the coefficient plot in figure 1
below, which was generated from a basic linear-additive multiple ordinary least-squares
(OLS) model regressing systolic blood pressure readings on a vector of covariates using
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey data available from StataCorp.
The plot is interpreted like a regular regression table: black individuals, for example,
have systolic blood pressure readings that, on average, are about 2.333 mm/Hg. higher
than white individuals’ readings, net of their weight, height, sex, age, and self-reported
health. The plot also shows that this difference is statistically significant with at least
an α = 0.001 because the thinnest band does not cross zero (the vertical line).

0.463

−0.315

−2.945

2.333

2.294

0.580

−0.865

R
a
c
e

Weight (kg.)

Height (cm.)

Female

Black

Other

Age

Health

−4 −2 0 2 4 6

99.9% CI 99% CI 95% CI

Figure 1. Coefficient plot of OLS estimated effects on systolic blood pressure.
note: Constant = 127.028 (p < 0.001). n = 10335. Race reference category = White.
Unstandardized coefficients are reported. CIs are two sided.

For all their utility, coefficient plots still come with assumptions about the infer-
ence statistics accompanying the estimates—namely, coefficient standard errors (SEs)
and their CIs. This is, of course, a valid assumption for the majority of analysts us-
ing probability samples and relying on the asymptotic properties of random sampling
distributions. However, analysts using nonprobability samples must adopt a different in-
ference model. Such an alternative—the “randomization model” (Ernst 2004; Ludbrook
and Dudley 1998) or what might be termed the “process inference” model (Darlington
and Hayes 2017, 513–514)—allows for sample-specific inferences by using Monte Carlo
permutation tests to derive empirical p-values. These p-values indicate the proportion
of test statistics—say, a specific coefficient—from the models computed from the ran-
domly permuted samples that are greater than or equal to the observed test statistic
(in the case of a right-tailed test).
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The randomization model poses problems for the standard coefficient plot. Specifi-
cally, unlike the conceptually similar bootstrap technique, SEs derived from Monte Carlo
permutation tests are with respect to the p-value—not the coefficient itself. Thus, there
are no coefficient-specific CIs to report and no way to visualize the effect’s proximity to
zero without explicit reference to the effect’s p-value.

In this article, I illustrate a variant of the coefficient plot for regression models
with p-values constructed using permutation tests and discuss its utility in interpreting
and presenting research. These visualizations, which I refer to as permutation p-value
(PPV) plots, plot each estimate’s p-value and its associated CI in relation to an alpha
level of the analyst’s choice. These plots can help the analyst interpret and report
the statistical and substantive significances of their models with permutation-based
inference without recourse to tables. This article unfolds as follows: First, I overview
the logic behind Monte Carlo permutation tests and how they can be used to construct
sample-specific inferences, noting especially how they introduce complications for how
regression estimates and their associated predicted values are visualized. Second, I
introduce PPV plots, illustrate how they can be generated, and demonstrate their utility
for visualizing regression estimates and predicted values. PPV plot illustrations are made
using a series of models predicting heightened perceptions of communist threat among
a nonprobability convenience sample of people who participated in the CACC’s San
Francisco Bay Region School of Anti-Communism in January and February of 1962
(Wolfinger 1992). I then conclude with an outline of how PPV plots can be further
expanded for data visualization.

2 Randomization inference

2.1 Using Monte Carlo permutation tests to generate p-values

The traditional “population model” (Ernst 2004; Ludbrook and Dudley 1998) of sta-
tistical inference with which most social scientists are accustomed is not always ap-
propriate when the sample is constructed using nonprobabilistic procedures or when
the sample suffers from nonrandom systematic error that cannot be mitigated with
bias-correcting statistical adjustments. When such “prestatistical” methodological con-
straints are present, a different model must be adopted if the analyst wishes to use the
language of inferential statistics. One option is the “randomization” (Ernst 2004; Lud-
brook and Dudley 1998; Manly 2007, 1–4) or “process inference” (Darlington and Hayes
2017, 513–514) model—a strategy that has, unfortunately, been slow to gain ground in
sociological research using observational data,1 save for work in social network analysis.2

1. The lack of a probability sample can often lead researchers to avoid the language of statistical
inference altogether. In reviewing work using qualitative comparative analysis (QCA), for example,
Thomann and Maggetti (Forthcoming, 12) note that “[f]ew QCA applications resort to statistical
inference, partly because its use on full or purposive samples yields nonsensical inference to a
nonexistent population.”

2. Permutation-derived p-values have been a common characteristic in statistical models for networks,
because the interdepencies inherent in relational data necessarily violate the observational indepen-
dence assumptions behind asymptotic test statistics (see, for example, Butts [2007]; Krackhardt
[1988]).
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The key distinction between the population model and the randomization model is the
“thing” to which statistical inferences are being made. In both cases, the p-value, its
associated CI (for the coefficient in the population model and the p-value itself in the
randomization model), or both are used to assess the confidence in the inference.3

Consider the following simple OLS estimation equation:

Ŷi = â+ β̂Xi

On one hand, if p is the p-value attached to some estimated coefficient β̂, then under
the population model and assuming a two-tailed test, p can be expressed as

pβ̂ = p
(
|β| ≥

∣∣∣β̂∣∣∣ |H0 : β = 0
)

(1)

where β is the true but unobserved estimate of the effect of X on Y . This p-value
expresses the probability that (if the coefficient was truly generated from a random
sample from the target population and with no systematic error) an effect of at least

the absolute size of β̂ would be observed from a sample of that population if the true
effect β = 0.

On the other hand, under the randomization model with 1,000 Monte Carlo per-
mutation tests and again assuming a two-tailed test, p̂ indicates the proportion of β̂∗

estimates from the 1,000 permutations with an absolute value greater than or equal to
the absolute value of β̂ observed prior to randomly permuting the data (see also Baker
and Hubert [1981, 347]).4 (The hat over the p will be explained in the next section.) In
other words, this p-value can be written as

p̂β̂ =

∑
i=1 I

(∣∣∣β̂∗
i

∣∣∣ ≥ ∣∣∣β̂∣∣∣)
k

3. Randomization inference is often (if not usually) discussed within the context of randomized ex-
periments (for example, Aronow [2012]; Edgington and Onghena [2007]; Ludbrook and Dudley
[1998]), where random assignment of participants into treatment and control groups is assumed
but not necessarily random sampling. Nonetheless, as Manly (2007, 180) notes, justification for
using permutation tests for establishing statistical inference in multivariate cases can come in three
forms: 1) in the case of random sampling, when the H0 is that Y ⊥ X; 2) in the case of random
assignment to treatment and control conditions (but not necessarily in conjunction with random
sampling); and 3) when, with observational data that are neither from a random sample nor after
an experimental design, “the mechanism generating the data makes any of the Y values equally
likely to occur with any of the sets of X values.” This article adopts the “data-generating mecha-
nism” justification for using permutation tests, given the prevalence of observational data relative
to experimental data in sociology.

4. The variable that is permuted may vary. In experimental settings, the treatment variable, X, is
often permuted while keeping the outcome vector, Y , the same. Others promote incorporating
some form of the model residuals into the permutation procedure (for example, Freedman and
Lane [1983]; O’gorman [2006]). Still others suggest simply permuting the Y vector (Manly 2007;
Stoltz and Taylor 2017). For an overview of different permutation techniques, see Anderson and
Robinson (2001).
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where k is the number of permutations,
∣∣∣β̂∗

i

∣∣∣ denotes the ith estimate derived from one

of the k permutations that is greater than or equal in absolute value to
∣∣∣β̂∣∣∣, and I (·) is

an indicator function that tallies the total number of times
∣∣∣β̂∗

i

∣∣∣ ≥ ∣∣∣β̂∣∣∣ (Ernst 2004, 679;
Stoltz and Taylor 2017, 33). Making generalizations to some population is, of course,
not possible under the randomization model (at least on statistical grounds) because the
asymptotic properties that come with assuming a probability sample free of nonrandom
error is a luxury not enjoyed for most analysts who adopt the randomization model
over the population model. Instead, working from a null hypothesis that β̂ can be
accounted for by randomness, a p̂ under some alpha level would indicate that, whatever
the data-generating process that created β̂ might be, it is likely not a purely random
process. In other words, we reject the null hypothesis when randomness as a mechanism
for generating the observed effects can be ruled out at some level of confidence. In this
case, we test “randomness” by creating it artificially: that is, by using the permutation
procedure to randomly shuffle the observed Yks across the Xks and therefore “forcing”
the association between Yk and Xk to be stochastic (Manly 2007, 2). When the p̂

associated with the observed β̂ is under a specified α, then β̂ was likely generated
from a systematic process because its absolute size is larger than or equal to at least

1−α% of the total
∣∣∣β̂∗
∣∣∣, which were generated via an artificial random data-generating

process. The emphasis on quantifying the likelihood of a random versus systematic
data-generating process as opposed to estimating the probability of observing a given
observed effect of at least that size in some population under the condition that there is
not one is the defining feature that differentiates the process model from the population
model of inference.

2.2 Complicating the coefficient plot

Regression estimates generated under the randomization model pose unique problems
for visualization. For the popular coefficient plot, the problem is quite fundamental:
there are no SEs or CIs for the coefficient, β̂, so a visualization such as the one in fig-
ure 1 above is not possible. SEs and CIs are instead computed for the coefficient p-value,
p̂β̂ . Importantly, though SE(β̂) and CI(β) cannot be calculated without again assuming

asymptotic distributional properties of β̂, SE(p̂β̂) and CI(pβ̂) can be computed because

they are with respect to k and not n (the observation sample size). Assuming that k
is a random subset of the total number of possible permutations K, then SE(p̂β̂) in-

dicates the average deviation of any randomly sampled p-value p̂β̂ from the true but

unobserved pβ̂ if every possible permutation was considered.5 CI(pβ̂) then provides the

5. Of course, p
β̂
could be observed if every possible permutation can be accounted for.
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range of p-values within which the true pβ̂ would be located with a 1 − α degree of

confidence.6

The fact that SEs and CIs for p-values are still valid provides leverage for constructing
a new type of coefficient plot for visualizing regression estimates and their subsequent
predicted values under the randomization model. This new series of plots, which I refer
to collectively as PPV plots, is outlined in the following section.

3 The PPV plot toolkit

A PPV plot can be thought of as a coefficient plot for regression models with signif-
icance levels determined via permutation tests. Its structure is quite simple: instead
of arraying model coefficients within a variable-by-Y -unit space, the p-values for each
model coefficient are arrayed within a variable-by-[0, 1] space. Unlike a traditional coef-
ficient plot centered around 0 to indicate no statistically significant effect, the PPV plot
is centered around an analyst-determined alpha level. In this article, I use a combina-
tion of Stata’s permute (see [R] permute) command and a modified version of Jann’s
(2014) coefplot command to construct PPV plots. The code to reproduce all tables
and visualization is available as supplementary material.

I illustrate how PPV plots can be used to visualize regression coefficients and postes-
timation predicted values. Each strategy is addressed in turn below. First, however, I
provide a brief overview of the case that I use for illustration: perceptions of communist
threat among a nonprobability convenience sample of far-right activists who partici-
pated in the 1962 San Francisco Bay Region School of Anti-Communism (Wolfinger
1992).

3.1 The case: An anticommunism school

The Christian Anti-Communism Crusade (CACC) was founded in 1953 by Fred Schwarz.
Schwarz, an Australian originally trained in medicine, spearheaded the “second wave of
religious anti-Communism” in the United States (Herzog 2011, 207) and started CACC in
an attempt to illuminate and teach on the insidious activities of communism—which he
believed to be “the very mask of Satan” (The Schwartz Report 2018). CACC generated
considerable funds by “promoting the belief that no bilateral negotiation could exist
with communism” (Aiello 2005), largely through their tax-exempt and tuition-based
“anti-Communism schools” that the organization would put together. In these schools,

6. SE(p̂
β̂
) can be found with the SE formula for a proportion because p

β̂
is necessarily bound between

0 and 1:

SE
(
p̂
β̂

)
=

√√√√ p̂
β̂

(
1− p̂

β̂

)
k

CI(p
β̂
) is then found with

CI
(
p
β̂

)
= p̂

β̂
±

{
z × SE

(
p̂
β̂

)}
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Schwarz and other organizers would teach on the un-American perils of communism
and put on fundraising activities (Wolfinger et al. 1964, 22).

The fleeting nature of these meetings posed problems for academic researchers wish-
ing to survey the attendees at these “schools”. No clearly definable sampling frame of
participants existed—and, even if it did, it was unlikely that such a list would have been
provided to researchers given the high skepticism of colleges and universities amid the
McCarthyism of the time. Nonetheless, Wolfinger and colleagues wished to know just
who these school attendees were and what they believed. To this end, they adopted
purposive sampling techniques to gather data from attendees at the San Francisco Bay
Region School of Anti-Communism, held from January 29, 1962, to February 2, 1962,
at the Oakland Auditorium in Oakland, California. Wolfinger and colleagues describe
their data-collection process as follows:

We were able to conduct a study of the personal characteristics and political
attitudes and activities of several hundred people who attended this Crusade
school. Under our direction two dozen Stanford undergraduates interviewed
members of the audience and distributed questionnaires (similar to the in-
terview forms) which could be completed later and mailed back to Stanford.
(Wolfinger et al. 1964, 23)

As the excerpt suggests, respondents constituted a convenience (and clearly non-
probabilistic) sample. Given that participants were not known beforehand and were
there for activities completely unrelated to data-collection efforts, data had to be gath-
ered in a way that was not optimally systematic. Using the population model to draw
statistical inferences with this dataset would be inappropriate because the sample was
not a random “draw” from a defined target population of American anticommunists (or
even the “population” of anticommunism school attendees), meaning that asymptotic
distributional properties of probability sampling cannot be assumed. The randomiza-
tion model, however, can be used to draw sample-specific inferences on the likelihood
that statistical associations and relationships could arise from a random data-generating
process. These data (Wolfinger 1992) are used in the remainder of this article to illus-
trate the utilities of the PPV plot toolkit. More specific information on the variables
used are discussed below.

3.2 PPV plots and regression coefficients

Consider the following pseudo-research question: Among the participants at this school,
what were some of the sociodemographic factors that predicted a heightened perception
of impending communist threat (given, of course, an already heightened baseline per-
ception of communist threat relative to the general population because they self-selected
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into an anticommunism school)?7 To address this question, I constructed factor scores
from a series of dummy variables related to different perceptions of communist dangers
(for example, communism in academia and communism in the Democratic Party). De-
tails on how these variables were constructed can be found in appendix A; higher scores
indicate higher perceptions of communist threat. This variable was then regressed on
the following variables: degree of political engagement, party identification, level of ed-
ucational attainment, union member status, and whether the respondent was strictly
self-employed.8 All predictor variables were observed variables, save for the political en-
gagement score, which was also constructed using factor analysis on a series of dummy
variables. (Details on how these factor scores were constructed are in appendix A.)

The results from this OLS model could be arranged within a table, as shown in
table 1. This table is similar to a traditional regression table, with the only consequen-
tial difference being that the coefficient p-values rather than SEs are reported in the
parentheses.

7. This research question is “pseudo” in the sense that, from the tradition of quantitative sociology,
it identifies only one half of what would be expected from a proper question: the outcome, that
is, heightened perceptions of communist threat. The “missing piece” here would be the specific
IV (or IVs) that we theorize will account for variation in that outcome. For illustrative purposes,
however, this will suffice.

8. I qualify self-employment with “strictly” because, in addition to the “self-employed” category, the
survey also included an option for those who were self-employed and employed by someone else. I
collapsed this “dual employment” category with those who were employed but not self-employed,
retired, unemployed, or students.
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Table 1. OLS model predicting height-
ened perceptions of communist threat
(std) with permutation-derived p-values

IV Model

Political engagement (std) −0.236
(0.091)

Self-employed −0.175
(0.547)

Republican −0.525
(0.377)

Other −0.670
(0.328)

Union member 0.268
(0.469)

Grammar school 0.155
(0.839)

College −0.580
(0.133)

Constant 1.021
(0.114)

n 56

R2 (adj.) 0.042
Root mean squared error 0.979
# of permutations of DV 1,000

note: p-values in parentheses. Reference cate-
gories for the party and schooling variables are
Democrat and high school, respectively. All
schooling categories are “some/complete” for
the corresponding level.

Alternatively, the model could be represented graphically as a simple PPV plot, as
illustrated in figure 2. Like figure 1, the y axis lists the predictor variables. Unlike
figure 2, the x axis can vary within the [0, 1] interval and is used to plot the coefficient
p-values and their associated CIs. The markers are the p-values, and the numbers above
them are the coefficients themselves. The vertical line represents α = 0.05—meaning
that any coefficient with a p-value to the left of the line is statistically significant at least
at the 0.05 level. For instance, consider the self-employment coefficient, β̂SE = −0.175,
which has a p̂ = 0.547. This p-value indicates that after randomly permuting the per-
ception of communist threat variable across observations 1,000 times and recomputing
the difference in intercept between those who were strictly self-employed and those who
were not each time, 54.7% of the permutation estimates had absolute sizes that were
greater than or equal to the absolute size of the observed estimate of −0.175; thus, one
could say that at an alpha level of at least 0.05, it is highly possible that randomness
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can account for the association between self-employment and perceptions of communist
threat in this sample. Further, the p-value’s 95% CI is far to the right of the verti-
cal line—suggesting the p-value itself is not statistically significant (that is, it is likely
greater than 0.05 if all permutations were accounted for and not just 1,000 of them).
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Figure 2. PPV plot of OLS estimated effects on perception of communist threat.
note: n = 56. Party reference category = Democrat; Schooling reference category =
high school. All schooling categories are “some/complete” for the corresponding level.
CIs are two sided and based on 1,000 permutation tests. Vertical line = 0.05. Dependent
variable (DV) is standardized.

Conceptually, a PPV plot such as figure 2 is constructed in the following simple steps.
First, the regression model is fit. Assume, for instance, the following linear-additive
estimation model,

Ŷi = â+ β̂1X1i + β̂2X2i + · · ·+ β̂mXmi

Second, the data (in the examples in this article, the DV) are randomly permuted

k number of times, with the p-value for each β̂1, β̂2, . . . , β̂m determined following (1)
above and the CIs following the equation in footnote 6. These statistics are then used
to construct an m-by-3 matrix, D,
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D =


p̂
β̂1

LL

(
pβ̂1

)
UL

(
pβ̂1

)
p̂
β̂2

LL

(
pβ̂2

)
UL

(
pβ̂2

)
...

...
...

p̂β̂m LL

(
pβ̂m

)
UL

(
pβ̂m

)


where UL(pβ̂m) is the upper CI limit [p̂β̂ + {z × SE(p̂β̂)}] for pβ̂m and LL(pβ̂m) is the

lower limit [p̂β̂ − {z × SE(p̂β̂)}].

Lastly, any coefficient plot function can be used to plot D—such as the coefplot

command in Stata (Jann 2014) or R (Lander 2018) or the arm package in R (Gelman
et al. 2018). The goal is to simply map each p-value and its CI into a variable-by-[0, 1]
space and with a clear demarcation of the alpha level (on whichever axis represents the
[0, 1] interval) around which the CIs were constructed.

The fact thatD is treated like any other coefficient matrix means that the analyst can
take advantage of virtually any visualization strategies that are available with coefficient
plots. Nested models, for instance, can also be reported in the same PPV plot. If we treat
the regression in figure 2 as nested within a larger model that also conditions perceptions
of communist threat on sex, age, whether the respondent was Protestant, income level,
and industry of employment, then we can combine the plots, as shown in figure 3. This
PPV plot illustrates that, after controlling on this new set of control variables, none of
the effect p-values from model 1 goes to the left of the 0.05 line—meaning that none of
the estimates reaches statistical significance under the randomization model at α = 0.05.
However, the dashed vertical line—indicating α = 0.1—shows that, while a respondent’s
level of political engagement is not associated with perceptions of communist threat
beyond what we would expect under the condition of a random data-generating process
before conditioning on the variables added in model 2, the observed estimate β̂PE2 =
−0.281 in model 2 is less likely to be due to random association when we relax our alpha
level to 0.1.
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Figure 3. Nested PPV plot of OLS estimated effects on perception of communist threat.
note: n = 56 for both models. Party reference category = Democrat; Schooling refer-
ence category = high school; Industry reference category = service; reference category
for Protestant is “Other”. All schooling categories are “some/complete” for the corre-
sponding level. CIs are two sided and based on 1,000 permutation tests. Solid vertical
line = 0.05; dashed vertical line = 0.1. DV is standardized.

Similarly, the analyst can reconfigure the matrix of p-values and CIs into other plot
types. For example, figure 3 can be displayed as a bar chart (figure 4), where a p-value
below 0.05 (now a horizontal solid line) indicates statistical significance with at least
α = 0.05. In this plot, spikes above the 0.05 reference line indicate an observed coefficient
(β̂) that was smaller in absolute size than at least 5% of the coefficients (β̂∗) derived
from rerunning the model after we randomly permuted the perceptions of communist
threat values across observations 1,000 times.
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Figure 4. PPV plot reconfigured as a bar chart.
note: Solid horizontal line = 0.05; dashed horizontal line = 0.1. All other interpreta-
tion notes are the same as those for figure 3.

The substantive significance of the estimates can also be incorporated into PPV plots
using standard graphical options. For example, assume an analyst is interested in the
gap in perceptions of communist threat between those who were strictly self-employed
and those who were not. They include an interaction between the political engagement
scale and the dichotomous self-employment variable. They use 1,000 permutation tests
and construct the PPV plot in the top panel of figure 5, which shows a statistically sig-
nificant interaction (β̂PE×SE = 0.862; p̂PE×SE = 0.007, where 0.003 ≤ pPE×SE ≤ 0.014).
This PPV plot can also be reconfigured so that the marker shape indicates whether the
effect is positive or negative and the color intensity represents the effect size of the stan-
dardized coefficient. The bottom panel of figure 5 introduces effect-size visualizations in
lieu of the estimates themselves, with squares indicating negative estimates, circles in-
dicating positive estimates, and the hue of the marker and CIs corresponding to the size
of the standardized effect size. As the plot suggests, the interaction between political
engagement and self-employment status was not only the only statistically significant
predictor of the extent to which an attendee perceived heightened communist threats,
but also one of the substantively strongest predictors (as indicated by the darker markers
for the political engagement main effect and the engagement×employment cross-product
term).
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Figure 5. Multiplicative model with and without effect-size visualization.
note: n = 56. Party reference category = Democrat; Schooling reference category =
high school; Industry reference category = service; reference category for Protestant
is “Other”. All schooling categories are “some/complete” for the corresponding level.
CIs are two sided and based on 1,000 permutation tests. Vertical line = 0.05. Bottom
panel hues based on effect size of standardized estimates; however, estimates reported in
the top graph are unstandardized. Darker markers in the bottom panel indicate larger
absolute effect sizes.
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3.3 PPV plots and predicted values

p-values for postestimation predicted values may be of little use under the population
model of inference when zero is not a meaningful value in the units of Y . This is be-
cause the prediction p-values are typically derived from one-sample t- or z-tests of the
null hypothesis that the “true” value for the hypothetical case in question is zero. The
(two-tailed) prediction p-value, then, is just the probability of generating a predicted
value of at least that absolute size if the true value for a case with that profile of IV

characteristics were zero—again assuming that the sample used to derive that predic-
tion is a random draw from the target population. This means that for DVs without
a meaningful zero, most empirically plausible predictions with reasonable SEs will gen-
erate large test statistics and therefore small p-values. Further, because a statistically
nonsignificant predicted value under the population model simply indicates a 1 − α or
greater probability of observing that predicted value for that case when the “true” value
is 0, a predicted value for a DV with a meaningful zero (such as a standardized variable)
could easily have p < 0.05 but still indicate a “nonzero” prediction.

With that said, it might be important for scholars basing statistical significance
on permutation-based p-values to report the p-values for predictions. This is because
permutation-based p-values are based on the differences between the observed prediction
and the predictions from the permuted models and not on the difference of the prediction
from zero. Thus, a two-tailed permutation-based p-value for a single observed prediction
following a regression model indicates the proportion of predictions from the regressions
on the permuted samples that are greater than or equal in absolute size to that observed
prediction.9 This p-value, then, provides an estimate of the extent to which the observed
prediction deviates from the predictions generated from models where the association
between the DVs and IVs are random by design.

PPV plots can also be used to visualize these permutation-based prediction p-values.
One can accomplish this by first writing a program that adds the calculation of pre-
dicted values as an extra step to each of the 1,000 permutation tests. Consider again,
for instance, the multiplicative model used to construct the PPV plots in figure 5, which

9. Unless the predictions from the permuted samples take signs in the opposite direction of the ob-
served prediction, then, for permutation-based p-values for predictions, the two-tailed and one-
tailed tests will have the following equivalencies. If the observed prediction is positive and all of
its k predictions from the permuted samples are positive, then I

(∣∣∣β̂∗
t

∣∣∣ ≥ ∣∣∣β̂∣∣∣)
k

|
(
∀β̂∗

t ∈ β
) ≡

I
(
β̂∗
t ≥ β̂

)
k

And, if the observed prediction is negative and all of its k predictions from the permuted samples
are negative, then  I

(∣∣∣−β̂∗
t

∣∣∣ ≥ ∣∣∣−β̂
∣∣∣)

k
|
(
∀ − β̂∗

t ∈ β
) ≡ 1−

I
(
−β̂∗

t ≤ −β̂
)

k

In other words, the two-tailed test will be equivalent to the one-tailed test to the right for positively
valued predictions and the inverse of the one-tailed test to the left for negatively valued predictions.
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showed a statistically significant interaction between an attendee’s level of political en-
gagement and their self-employment status when it comes to heightened perceptions
of communist threat. The analyst can now add one additional step to his or her per-
mutation procedure for obtaining permutation-derived p-values for postestimation pre-
dictions: after the analyst randomly permutes the DV k times and fits the regression
model, a series of predictions can be generated for each permutation and compared
with the predictions from the observed regression model. This analysis could result in
something akin to table 2, which presents predicted perceptions of communist threat
(on a standardized scale) for both the self-employed and those who are not, within a
standard deviation (SD) of the sample mean political engagement scale.

Table 2. Predicted standardized perceptions of
communist threat (std) from OLS model

IV Model

Not S-E’s political engagement (std)
−1 SD 0.771**

(0.002)
Mean 0.051

(0.789)
+1 SD −0.669*

(0.033)
S-E’s political engagement (std)

−1 SD −0.411
(0.224)

Mean −0.269
(0.224)

+1 SD −0.127
(0.672)

n 56
# of permutations of DV 1,000

note: p-values in parentheses. S-E is “self-employed”.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 (two-tailed tests)

Alternatively, these predictions could be displayed as a PPV plot that allows for
a visual comparison of the relative statistical significance levels, as shown in figure 6.
These predicted-value PPV plots can also be easily reconfigured into other plot types—
for example, as a bar chart (figure 7) similar to the coefficient PPV bar chart in figure 4.
Or, alternatively, the prediction p-values can be displayed as a line graph for continuous
variables. Figure 8 provides an example, with separate political engagement p-value
“slopes” for hypothetical respondents of each employment category.
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Figures 6, 7, and 8 indicate that higher levels of political engagement are negatively
associated with higher perceptions of communist threat for those who are not strictly
self-employed (according to the switch in signs for marker labels in figure 6 and the x-axis
labels in figures 7 and 8 for those that are not self-employed), while the estimate remains
negative for the self-employed but loses some of its effect size (as indicated by the smaller
negative effect sizes for those that are self-employed). However, these figures suggest
that this interaction may be asymmetric. Among these 56 school attendees, only those
who are not strictly self-employed with lower than average and higher than average levels
of political engagement have predicted levels of perceptions of communist threat that
deviate from what would be expected under the condition of a random data-generating
process. Non–self-employed (NSE) respondents with lower than average levels of political

engagement exhibit slightly above average perceptions of threat (ŶNSE = 0.771; 0.000 ≤
pŶNSE

≤ 0.007), and those with higher than average levels of political engagement exhibit

slightly below average perceptions (ŶNSE = −0.669; 0.023 ≤ pŶNSE
≤ 0.046).

The NSE with average levels of political engagement and the self-employed at any
level of political engagement have predicted threat perceptions that never deviate from
what we would expect if the predictions were computed from a model of random asso-
ciations. If this hypothetical analyst were hoping to draw substantive conclusions from
these results—and assuming a properly specified regression model (which these mod-
els, because they are for illustrative purposes, may not be)—he or she may conclude
something to the following effect: Among these 56 school attendees, those who were not
strictly self-employed but who were less politically engaged than the average participant
were more likely to have higher than average perceptions of a communist threat—but,
when they were more politically engaged than the average participant, they tended to
have some of the weakest perceptions of communist threat.

The asymmetry of this interaction would likely have been more difficult to pick up
without adding prediction calculations to the permutation tests, and PPV plots certainly
make this task of comparing effects across groups that much easier.

4 Summary and conclusions

Recent interest in data analytics and computational social science has sparked a flurry
of activity in data visualization among social scientists (Healy 2019; Wickham and
Grolemund 2017). One popular graph type for displaying regression models is the
coefficient plot. While coefficient plots are useful for simultaneously visualizing both
the statistical and substantive significance of the estimates, their applicability assumes
that statistical significance is determined under the population model of inference—that
is, that the coefficients have SEs and CIs, derived either with reference to theoretical
sampling distributions or to some asymptotically based resampling technique such as the
bootstrap or jackknife (Shao and Tu 1995). The PPV plot “toolkit” introduced in this
article offers a way of leveraging the intuitiveness, parsimony, and aesthetic simplicity
of the coefficient plot for regression models with statistical significance levels derived via
the randomization model of inference, where SEs and CIs are reported for the coefficient
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p-values rather than the coefficients themselves and where a plot centered at zero is less
useful.

In this article, I illustrated the utility of PPV plots for visualizing permutation-based
regression estimates and postestimation predictions using the case of heightened percep-
tions of threat among 56 anticommunists at an anticommunism school. In both cases,
PPV plots leverage the same benefits of coefficient plots in that they visualize the direc-
tion and size of the estimates while concomitantly incorporating estimate uncertainty
into the graph. For coefficient plots, the uncertainty is captured with the CIs around
the estimates: the wider the interval, the more uncertainty there is about where the
true population parameter may be. For PPV plots, the uncertainty is captured with the
CI around the p-value. Specifically, the wider the interval, the more uncertainty there is
about where the true p-value would be had every possible permutation been accounted
for. Accounting for this uncertainty is particularly important for boundary estimates:
that is, when a p-value indicates a statistically significant estimate with a CI that spans
across alpha levels or a nonsignificant estimate that spans to the left of the alpha level
necessary to establish statistical significance. PPV plots can be particularly helpful in
the case of a model with many predictors because they can simultaneously display the
number of boundary estimates. Importantly, because the size of the p-value CIs is a
function of the number of permutations performed, PPV plots in this case can also pro-
vide a general sense of how much closer the analyst should approximate an exact test
(that is, account for every possible permutation) to shrink the CIs so that the number
of boundary estimates is minimized.

There will undoubtedly be the question of how much traction visualization strategies
for randomization inference will get in sociology, where this type of statistical inference
is not the disciplinary norm. Indeed, if the population model is far and away the
more common mode of inference, then what real leverage do PPV plots provide? This
concern is itself symptomatic of a fundamental question about quantitative inferential
reasoning: namely, is it really inference if there is no population to which one can infer
things (compare Ludbrook and Dudley [1998, 128])? Such a perspective is likely a partial
function of the fact that the inferential statistics curricula for most statistics courses
in sociology are predicated on the logic that inference is synonymous with generalizing
to a population. Ironically, though, it is the other type of inference that seems to
predominate the actual practice of sociological research, because, as network analysts
have observed for some time, “most social science aims at studying mechanisms rather
than describing specific populations” (Snijders 2011, 135). Perhaps to no surprise,
this implicit reliance on mechanistic reasoning seems particularly important in subfields
where datasets constructed using rigorous probabilistic sampling procedures are by far
the exception rather than the norm—for example, cultural sociology, social movement
studies, and organizational sociology. Following this, I conclude this article with a more
general call for quantitative sociologists to reflect critically on what sort of statistical
inferences are appropriate given their sample design and, by extension, on how they
choose to “see” this significance.
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5 Supplemental materials

A replication repository for this article can be found at https://github.com/Marshall-
Soc/PPV.
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A Principal factor analyses

Six variables were used to construct a “perception of communist threat” variable.
The variables were all dichotomous; thus, tetrachoric correlations were decomposed
to extract the principal factors (Gadermann, Guhn, and Zumbo 2012; Kubinger 2003).
“Communist danger” indicates whether the respondent sees American communists as a
danger to the country at that moment, where 0 = no/some/little danger and 1 = a great
or very great deal of danger. “Communist professors” indicates whether the respondent
believes communist professors have a lot of influence in U.S. higher education, where
0 = no and 1 = yes. “Communist Democrats” indicates whether the respondent sees
communists as having a lot of influence in the U.S. Democratic Party, where 0 = no
and 1 = yes. “Communist speech” indicates whether the respondent believes the U.S.
Communist Party should be allowed to speak on radio or TV, where 0 = no and 1 = yes.
“Communist neighbor” indicates whether the respondent believes there are communists
living in their neighborhood, where 0 = no and 1 = yes. Table 3 provides the interitem
tetrachoric correlations.

Table 3. Tetrachoric correlations between “perceptions of communist threat” variables

C
danger

C
professors

C
Democrats

C
speech

C
neighbor

Local
C

C danger 1
C professors 0.560 1
C Democrats 0.580 0.739 1
C speech −0.415 −0.213 −0.011 1
C neighbor 0.235 0.446 0.256 −0.056 1
Local C 0.752 0.426 0.497 −0.079 0.559 1
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Table 4 contains the loadings for the first principal factor after orthogonal varimax
rotation. All variables load in the expected direction (positive) for a “perceptions of
communist threat” latent variable. This factor explains as much variance as approx-
imately 1.821 of the raw indicator variables (eigenvector, λ = 1.821)—that is, about
45.67% of the total variance. Factor weights were derived using the regression method
(Thomson 1951). Higher values indicate heightened perceptions that communists pose
a clear and imminent threat.

Table 4. Factor loadings for table 3

Variable Loadings

Communist danger 0.367
Communist professors 0.600
Communist Democrats 0.594
Communist speech 0.168
Communist neighbor 0.674
Local communism 0.707

λ 1.821
% variance explained 45.67%

n 116

note: Principal factor loadings are with or-
thogonal varimax rotation.
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Six dichotomous variables were also used to create a “political engagement” variable,
again using tetrachoric correlations and principal factor analysis. The interitem corre-
lations are presented in table 5. “Attend meetings” indicates whether the respondent
goes to political rallies, meetings, and dinners, where 0 = no and 1 = yes. “Write polit-
ical letters” indicates whether the respondent, in the past year before being surveyed,
ever wrote letters or sent telegrams to the president, congressperson, or state politician,
where 0 = no and 1 = yes. “Organizational member” indicates whether the respondent
was a member of a political organization, where 0 = no and 1 = yes. “Influence vot-
ers” indicates whether the respondent ever tried to convince people to vote one way or
another, where 0 = no and 1 = yes. “Give money/buy tickets” indicates whether the
respondent ever gave money or bought tickets to try to help a candidate or his or her
campaign or party. Finally, “work for the candidate” indicates whether the respondent
did any other work for a candidate or party, where 0 = no and 1 = yes.

Table 5. Tetrachoric correlations between “political engagement” variables

Attend Letters
Org

member Voters
Money/
tickets Work

Attend 1
Letters 0.466 1
Member 0.658 0.120 1
Voters 0.318 0.145 0.442 1

Money/tickets 0.698 0.329 0.630 0.347 1
Work 0.554 0.222 0.802 0.423 0.582 1

note: Correlations based on 190 valid cases after listwise deletion. All variables are
dichotomous.
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Table 6 lists the loadings for these variables on the first principal factor after orthog-
onal varimax rotation. All variables load in the direction consistent with a “political
engagement” latent variable (that is, they are all positive). This “political engagement”
factor explains as much variance as approximately 2.297 raw indicator variables (about
72.55% of the total variance). The regression method was used to compute the factor
weights. Higher scores indicate that the respondent is more politically active.

Table 6. Factor loadings for table 5

Variable Loadings

Attend meetings 0.541
Write political letters 0.071
Organizational member 0.888

Influence voters 0.459
Give money/buy tickets 0.588

Work for candidate 0.808

λ 2.297
% variance explained 72.55%

n 190

note: Principal factor loadings are with or-
thogonal varimax rotation.
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Abstract. markdoc is a general-purpose literate programming package for gen-
erating dynamic documents, dynamic presentation slides, Stata help files, and
package vignettes in various formats. In this article, I introduce markdoc ver-
sion 5.0, which performs independently of any third-party software, using the
mini engine. The mini engine is a lightweight alternative to Pandoc (MacFarlane
[2006, https://pandoc.org/]), completely written in Stata. I also propose a proce-
dure for remodeling package documentation and data documentation in Stata and
present a tutorial for generating help files, package vignettes, and GitHub Wiki
documentation using markdoc.

Keywords: pr0072, markdoc, mini, Pandoc, statistics software, software documen-
tation, literate programming, social coding

1 Introduction

Writing good documentation is one of the oldest recommendations of software devel-
opment (Walsh 1969). However, despite the importance of software documentation
(Vasilescu et al. 2014; Sousa and Moreira 1998) and the time needed to write and up-
date it (de Souza, Anquetil, and de Oliveira 2005), no author earns any admiration
or credits for the endeavor (Brown 1974). Therefore, programs that facilitate writing
and updating documentation, such as Javadoc (Kramer 1999; Leslie 2002) and Doxygen
(van Heesch 1997), are favorable. These programs implement a procedure called literate
programming (Knuth 1992; Cordes and Brown 1991; Ramsey and Marceau 1991; Leisch
2002). In this approach, the documentation is written within code files using special
comment signs. Subsequently, anytime the code is changed, the documentation can also
be updated within the same file. Next, a program extracts and renders the documenta-
tion and updates the documents (Knuth 1983). For statistical software developed with
R, roxygen2 (Wickham, Danenberg, and Eugster 2019) mimics a similar approach to
generate R documentation files. For Stata, markdoc offers similar capabilities (Haghish
2016b,c) that are addressed in this article.

For publishing statistical packages on the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN)
and the Boston College Statistical Software Components archive, you must document in-
dividual functions (R Core Team 2006; Leisch 2008; Baum 2011). However, a statistical
package might include several help files, each corresponding to an individual function.
Therefore, a long-form package vignette, which not only includes the help files but also
adds a detailed description of the package with a tutorial, can be rewarding (Wickham
2015).

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC pr0072

https://pandoc.org/
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In this article, I provide a tutorial on how to use markdoc to write and update soft-
ware documentation in various file formats (.sthlp, .pdf, .html, and .docx) from the
same documentation source. Moreover, I demonstrate how individual help files can be
organized and combined to generate a package vignette or GitHub Wiki documentation
within the Stata command line. Finally, I introduce the new features of markdoc 5.0
that make it independent of any third-party software.

Proposing an agenda for remodeling software documentation implies that this article
is chiefly aimed at advanced users, who are accustomed to Stata programming and
package development. Moreover, to escape repetition, I assume the reader is familiar
with the syntax and workflow of markdoc 4.0, as well as its journal article (Haghish
2016d). Supplementary documentation can also be found on the markdoc Wiki.1

2 markdoc 5.0

markdoc is a general-purpose literate programming package for Stata. It implements
a literate programming procedure for writing documentation within Stata code and
includes a multipurpose engine that supports generating Stata help files, dynamic doc-
uments, and dynamic presentation slides, using the same documentation source. mark-
doc 4.0 was published in 2016, with a tutorial for writing dynamic analysis documents
in Stata. In this section, I introduce the new features of markdoc 5.0 and recap the
essential points that are relevant to this article.

markdoc 5.0 is accompanied by a new lightweight engine—called mini—that will
free the package of any third-party software such as Pandoc (MacFarlane 2006) or
wkhtmltopdf (Kulkarni and Truelsen 2015). The mini engine is optional and requires
Stata 15 or above. As shown in figure 1, the mini engine offers the same versatility
and flexibility for generating dynamic documents, dynamic presentation slides, help
files, and package vignettes in various formats. Therefore, it allows markdoc to be
fully functional on restricted machines or servers, where the user lacks administrative
privileges to install third-party software.

1. https://github.com/haghish/markdoc/wiki

https://github.com/haghish/markdoc/wiki
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Dynamic documents

Presentation slides

Package documentation

markdoc
mini

html

docx

pdf

htm

sthlp help files

package vignette

md

html

docx

pdf

md

Figure 1. Documents supported by the mini engine

2.1 Supported markup languages

A full installation of markdoc with its dependencies supports three notation markup
languages: Markdown (Gruber 2004), HTML, and LATEX. The mini engine, however,
supports only Markdown (see section 3.1 for exception).

2.2 Installation

markdoc is hosted on GitHub and should be installed using the github command
(Haghish 2016a, Forthcoming), which is a powerful tool for installing and managing
Stata packages hosted on GitHub with their Stata dependencies. To install github
modules, type

. net install github, from("https://haghish.github.io/github/")

Next, the latest stable release2 of markdoc can be installed by typing the command
below. Without specifying the stable option, you will install the development version
(main branch) of the package:

. github install haghish/markdoc, stable

2. Stable releases are included on GitHub: https://github.com/haghish/markdoc/releases.

https://github.com/haghish/markdoc/releases
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Dependencies

After you install the markdoc repository, the github install command installs three
dependency packages, which are specified in a file named dependency.do.3 The depen-
dency packages are weaver (Haghish 2016e), md2smcl (Haghish 2016c), and datadoc

(Haghish 2019a). The weaver package includes the txt, img, and tbl commands, used
for writing dynamic text, capturing and adding figures, and creating dynamic tables,
respectively. The md2smcl package, as the name suggests, converts Markdown to Stata
Markup and Control Language (SMCL), which is needed for generating Stata help files.
The datadoc command produces a help file template for a dataset that is currently
loaded in Stata (see section 3.2).

2.3 Syntax

The syntax and procedure of markdoc 5.0 remain identical to those of version 4.0, which
can be summarized as follows. Table 1 shows the options that are used throughout the
examples of this article.

markdoc filename
[
, options

]
Table 1. The essential options of the markdoc command

options Description

mini run markdoc independent of any third-party software
install install Pandoc and wkhtmltopdf software, if not found
export(name) format; name can be docx, pdf, html, sthlp, slide, md, or tex
replace replace exported document, if exists
statax activate statax (Haghish 2019b) syntax highlighter
helplayout append a Markdown help layout template to a script file

2.4 Initiating the mini program

As noted earlier, mini is an alternative to Pandoc. There are a few ways to ask markdoc

to use mini for document conversion instead of Pandoc. The easiest way is to launch
the graphical user interface created for the lightweight engine by typing

. db mini

3. Declaring dependencies within the dependency.do file is the standard procedure for the github

package.
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Figure 2. The mini graphical user interface

Alternatively, as shown in table 1, the mini option can be passed to markdoc:

markdoc filename
[
, mini . . .

]
The mini engine can also be called independently to convert a Markdown file to any of
the supported formats (.sthlp, .html, .docx, .pdf, and .slide). This enables other
Stata packages to call mini to convert a Markdown file to other document formats.
Because mini was written for markdoc, it takes the same options as markdoc (see help
mini for more details).

mini filename
[
, export(name) . . .

]
For example, if we have a Markdown file named markdown.md4, we can convert it to

a help file or PDF file within Stata:

. mini markdown.md, export(sthlp)

. mini markdown.md, export(pdf)

4. For example, see https://github.com/haghish/markdoc/wiki/markdown.

https://github.com/haghish/markdoc/wiki/markdown
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2.5 Package structure and workflow

To make markdoc a general-purpose package, I designed two separate workflows. The
active procedure executes the do-file in a clean workspace5 to examine the reproducibil-
ity of the code and generate a dynamic analysis document. In contrast, the passive
procedure extracts only the documentation from a Stata file, converts the notation, and
generates a document. The workflow, as shown in figure 3, is chosen automatically
based on the given file extension.

df

sthlp.ado mdconvert.ado

md

do ado mata smcl

docx pdfsthlp

html
htm

markdoc

Active
Executing the source code

Passive
Extracting the documentation

Figure 3. Structure and workflow of the mini engine

5. When a do-file is executed, markdoc ignores the currently loaded dataset, ensuring that the script
file is reproducible.
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2.6 Example

The example below is borrowed from markdoc’s (Haghish 2016b) publication and is ex-
ecuted with the mini engine. The example demonstrates using dynamic text—specified
within the <!scalar!> marker—and a dynamic table.

Example

//-------------------- beginning of the example1.do --------------------
/***
In this example, I will demonstrate how to create headings, style text, insert
a graph, and create dynamic tables with the __markdoc__ package. I will also
demonstrate how to hide a chunk of code and output from the SMCL log file.
I will use __auto.dta__ and practice some of the most basic Stata commands
on the __weight__ variable, which indicates the weight of the vehicle. I
begin by summarizing the __weight__ variable.
***/

//OFF
sysuse auto, clear
histogram weight, frequency scheme(sj)
quietly graph export graph.png, width(130) replace
//ON

summarize weight

/***
As shown in the output of the __summarize__ command, the __weight__ variable
includes <!r(N)!> observations with a mean of <!r(mean)!> and a standard
deviation of <!r(sd)!>. Alternatively, I could create a loop for several
variables to create a dynamic table with a better appearance and less detail.
***/

//OFF
foreach var of varlist weight price mpg {

summarize `var´
local `var´_mean : display %9.2f r(mean)
local `var´_sd : display %9.2f r(sd)

}
//ON

tbl ("Variable Name", "Mean", "SD" \ ///
"__weight__", `weight_mean´, `weight_sd´ \ ///
"__price__", `price_mean´, `price_sd´ \ ///
"__mpg__", `mpg_mean´, `mpg_sd´), ///
title("Table 1. Summary of __weight__, __price__, and " ///
"__mpg__ variables")

/***
Inserting a figure
------------------

To demonstrate how to insert a figure in the dynamic document, I create
a histogram of the __weight__ variable and export it to __.png__,
which is a widely used lossless format.

![Figure 1. Distribution of the __weight__ variable](graph.png)
***/
//-------------------- end of the example1.do --------------------------
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This example is prepared for the active procedure; that is, markdoc executes a do-file
to generate the analysis report. If the example is saved in example1.do, typing the
command below will execute the do-file, test its reproducibility, and generate a Word
document, independent of any third-party software.

. markdoc example1.do, mini export(docx) replace

Figure 4. The example1.do output from the Word file

The passive procedure begins by initiating a SMCL log file. Then, the log file is
given to markdoc to convert it to any format. This procedure is shown in the example
below, which produces HTML-based slides within Stata. In addition to the mini option,
markdoc also utilizes the statax syntax highlighter for Stata code.
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Example

//-------------------- beginning of the example.do --------------------
quietly log using "passive", replace

/***
Passive procedure
=================

The passive procedure does not ensure reproducibility of the code. However, it
provides a convenient procedure to examine your report as you write it interactively.

---

To add a new slide, apply the Markdown´s horizontal line syntax, as shown below.

---

Writing dynamic content
=======================

The __txt__ and __tbl__ commands can be used to write dynamic text or create
dynamic tables respectively. The __img__ command or Markdown syntax can also
be used to add a figure in the report. The example below demonstrates using the
__txt__ command to write dynamic text.
***/

summarize price
return list
txt "There are " r(N) " rows in the dataset. "

// calling markdoc to generate the slides from the log file
qui log c
markdoc passive, mini export(slide) statax replace
//-------------------- end of the example.do --------------------------

Limitations of mini

For generating the Word documents and PDF files, the mini program uses two sets
of Stata commands, which are putdocx and putpdf. Therefore, it is bound by their
limitations as well. For Stata 15, the following limitations can restrict Word documents
and PDF files:

1. generating a hyperlink,

2. styling options within each cell of the table,

3. creating an ordered or unordered lists, and

4. drawing a horizontal line.

In Stata 16, however, these limitations are no longer relevant. Consequently, the
mini program was updated to take advantage of the new features of Stata 16. For
Stata 15 users, the html and docx formats are recommended.
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3 Writing package documentation

When applying the literate programming paradigm, you can write software documen-
tation within Stata script files using simplified notations such as Markdown (see sec-
tion A.1 in the appendix for Markdown syntax reference). Compared with writing
software documentation with SMCL, writing it with Markdown offers three main advan-
tages:

1. Writing the documentation within the script files allows updating the documen-
tation as soon as a change is made in the program, which simplifies updating the
documentation.

2. Compared with Markdown, the SMCL markup looks rather complex (see figure 5),
which makes reading and writing the documentation difficult.

{smcl}
{it:v. 1.0.0} 

{title:Title}

{p 4 4 2}
{bf:xxx} - a program that does ...

{title:Syntax}

{p 8 8 2} {bf:xxx} {it:varlist} [, opt1 opt2 ]

{p 4 4 2}{bf:Options}

{p 4 4 2}
the {bf:xxx} takes the following options:

{col 5}{it:option}{col 16}{it:Description}
{space 4}{hline 35}
{col 5}{bf:opt1}{col 16}option one explnation
{col 5}{bf:opt2}{col 16}option two explanation
{space 4}{hline 35}

/***
_v. 1.0.0_ 

Title
=====

__xxx__ - a program that does ...

Syntax
------ 

> __xxx__ _varlist_ [, opt1 opt2 ]

### Options

the __xxx__ takes the following options:

| _option_  |  _Description_         |
|:----------|:-----------------------|
| __opt1__  | option one explnation  |
| __opt2__  | option two explanation |

***/

Figure 5. From left: SMCL documentation (example2.sthlp) and its Markdown source
notation (example2.ado)

3. With Markdown notation, the documentation can be converted not only to Stata
help files but also to a variety of other formats, facilitating the project dissemina-
tion.

The procedure for writing Markdown documentation for help files in markdoc is
identical to writing dynamic documents. The documentation text is written within
special comment blocks in the ado-file or Mata file, starting with /*** and ending with
***/ signs, each on a separate line. There is no limit on how many times such notation
blocks can be used throughout the script file, although writing the documentation at
the outset of the script file is recommended, as shown in example2.ado in figure 5. The
markdoc command can extract the documentation from example2.ado and generate a
help file:
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. markdoc "example2.ado", mini export(sthlp)

v. 1.0.0 

Title

    xxx - a program that does ...

Syntax

        xxx varlist [, opt1 opt2 ]

    Options

    the xxx takes the following options:

    option     Description
    
    opt1       option one explnation
    opt2       option two explanation
    

Figure 6. The help file extracted from example2.ado

3.1 Writing with Markdown and SMCL

markdoc is capable of distinguishing Markdown from SMCL. Thus, if needed, the SMCL

markup language can be used with the Markdown language concurrently. Nevertheless,
when the documentation is rendered to another document format, such as HTML, the
SMCL markup will dissolve into plain text. Therefore, writing documentation with a
combination of SMCL and Markdown is not encouraged.

3.2 Help file templates

Talking about how documentation should be written is simpler than saying what should
be included in software documentation (Briand 2003; de Souza, Anquetil, and de Oliveira
2005). Reviewing Stata’s and CRAN’s guidelines (R Core Team 2006) for documenting
functions and programs, I present a structured documentation template in this article.
The template not only serves as an example of Markdown documentation but also
reminds the user of a few structural key points to consider. The template is organized
in several sections, as shown below. The complete template is included in the appendix
(see section A.2).
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1. Declaration of the version of the software at the top of the help file

2. Title of the software, with a short description

3. Syntax of the program

4. Table summarizing the options

5. Detailed description of the command

6. Detailed description of the options

7. Technical remarks about the program, if any

8. Examples

9. Description of the scalars, matrices, etc., returned by the program

10. Acknowledgment or acknowledgments

11. Author information

12. Software license

13. Reference or references

markdoc can append the program documentation template to the outset of a script
file, using the helplayout option. For example, if example3.ado is an empty script
file, running the commands below will append the program documentation templates
to the file and also render the help file, creating example3.sthlp (see figure 7).

. markdoc "example3.ado", mini export(sthlp) helplayout
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v. 1.0.0 

Title

    commandname - explain your command briefly.  You can use simplified
    syntax to make text italic, bold, emphasized, or add hyperlink

Syntax

        XXX varlist =exp [if] [in] [weight] using filename [, options]

    option             Description
    
    minabbrev          whatever does yak yak
    breakline          whatever does yak yak
    export(arg)        whatever does yak yak
    

    by is allowed; see [D] by
    fweight is allowed; weight

Description

    XXX does ... (now put in a one-short-paragraph description of the
    purpose of the command)

Options

    whatever does yak yak

        Use > for additional paragraphs within and option description to
        indent the paragraph.

    2nd option etc.

Remarks

    The remarks are the detailed description of the command and its nuances.
    Official documented Stata commands don't have much for remarks, because
    the remarks go in the documentation.

Example(s)

    explain what it does
        . example command

Figure 7. The help file template, completely written with Markdown
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3.3 Data documentation template

In contrast with the Boston College Statistical Software Components archive, CRAN re-
quires R packages to document the datasets and offers a structured template, indicating
how a dataset should be documented. Such a template can be adopted for Stata as well;
however, Stata offers several additional features for data documentation that are lacking
in R. For example, a dataset can include a label and multiple notes; furthermore, each
variable can also include several notes.

The datadoc6 (Haghish 2019a) command, which is automatically installed as a de-
pendency of markdoc, merges Stata documentation features within the template sug-
gested by R and generates a documentation layout and a help file for the data loaded
in Stata. The file is named after the data’s name, with a .do extension. If no data
are loaded in the memory, datadoc creates a data documentation template named ex-

ample.do. After you update the created Markdown document, markdoc or mini can
update the Stata help file. The Markdown documentation template for datasets is in-
cluded in the appendix (section A.3). The data documentation template includes the
following:

1. Title, the label of the dataset, and where it was published (package name)

2. Description

3. Format, including a table summarizing the variables’ types and labels

4. Notes attached to the dataset or the variables

5. The source of the data; that is, where they are coming from

6. References, if any

7. Examples, if needed

In the example below, a few notes are added to auto.dta and its variables. Next,
the datadoc command is called, which generates a do-file named auto.do and a help
file named auto.sthlp (see figure 9 in the appendix).

. sysuse auto, clear

. notes : this data set is included in Stata 15

. notes : add another second note to the dataset

. notes price : add a note to the price variable

. notes make : add a note to the make variable

. notes weight : add a note to the weight variable

// generates auto.do template and auto.sthlp help file
. datadoc, replace

// edit the template, and then replace the Stata help file with mini
. mini "auto.do", export(sthlp) replace

6. See help datadoc for details.
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4 Example

To demonstrate how a Stata package can be documented using Markdown, I created the
echo repository on GitHub. The repository includes one ado-program named echo.ado,
which displays the given string character in Stata and includes a few styling options to
print the text in red color or to display it as bold or italic. You may fork the repository7

as well as its Wiki8 to inspect the documentation and follow the example. Below, the
documentation of echo.ado is shown, which is written within the script file.

// documentation written for markdoc software; visit github.com/haghish/markdoc

/***
_version 1.0_

echo
====

a program that displays the given string in Stata

Syntax
------

> __echo__ _"character string"_ [, _red_ _bf_ _it_ ]

### Options

| _option_ | _Description_ |
|:----------|:----------------------------|
| __red__ | print the text in red color |
| __bf__ | bold face text |
| __it__ | italic face text |

Description
-----------

__echo__ is a simple Stata program that is documented using Markdown format, in order to
facilitate software documentation, particularly on social coding sites such as GitHub.
the documentation can be extracted as _Markdown_ file for GitHub wiki or as _STHLP_ file
using [__markdoc__](https://github.com/haghish/markdoc) software.

Example
-------

Display "Hello World" in red color

. echo "Hello World", red

Author
------

E. F. Haghish
_haghish@med.uni-goesttingen.de_
[https://github.com/haghish/echo](https://github.com/haghish/echo)

License
-------

MIT License
***/

7. https://github.com/haghish/echo.git
8. https://github.com/haghish/echo/wiki

https://github.com/haghish/echo.git
https://github.com/haghish/echo/wiki
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Calling markdoc can extract the Markdown documentation and convert it to SMCL,
generating a help file named echo.sthlp.

. markdoc "echo.ado", mini export(sthlp) replace

version 1.0

echo

    a program that displays the given string in Stata

Syntax

        echo "character string" [, red bf it ]

    Options

    option     Description
    
    red        print the text in red color
    bf         bold face text
    it         italic face text
    

Description

    echo is a simple Stata program that is documented using Markdown format,
    in order to facilitate software documentation, particularly on social
    coding sites such as GitHub.  the documentation can be extracted as
    Markdown file for GitHub wiki or as STHLP file using markdoc software.

Example

    Display "Hello World" in red color

     . echo "Hello World", red

Author

    E. F. Haghish
    haghish@med.uni-goesttingen.de
    https://github.com/haghish/echo

License

    MIT License

Figure 8. The echo.sthlp generated by markdoc
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5 Package vignette and GitHub Wiki

Statistical packages often include several script files, which are documented separately.
A holistic overview of the package, known as a vignette, can provide a fruitful overview
of the package in a single document. In this section, I demonstrate how to use markdoc
to generate a package vignette, as well as GitHub Wiki documentation.

5.1 Wiki

GitHub is a site for hosting not only source code but also software documentation
called Wiki. The Wiki documentation is written with Markdown. We can use markdoc
to generate Markdown files. For instance, in the example above, one can export the
documentation written in echo.ado to a Markdown file by executing

. markdoc "echo.ado", mini export(md)

Next, we can move the generated Markdown files to the Wiki repository to update
the documentation. To improve the Wiki repository, you should organize the generated
Markdown files within a single document named Home.md, which is the homepage of
Wiki repositories. The Home.md document can index and link the generated Markdown
files, serving as a convenient start page for the documentation. GitHub uses double
square brackets to link to pages uploaded to the Wiki repository, as shown below.

//---------------------- beginning of the Home.md ----------------------
Documentation files
===================

- [[echo]]
//---------------------- end of the Home.md ----------------------------

5.2 Vignette

markdoc provides several possibilities for producing a package vignette. The easiest
procedure would be the following:

1. Export Markdown documentation from each ado-file, as shown above.

2. Create a do-file that imports the generated Markdown files.

3. Typeset the prepared do-file to generate the package vignette.

The mini engine is capable of typesetting such a document in HTML, Word, or PDF

format. A full installation of markdoc and its third-party dependencies would provide
greater flexibility for styling the package vignette using LATEX, with Markdown. As
shown in the example below, markdoc distinguishes LATEX from Markdown notations
and allows additional LATEX markup to be added to the Markdown documentation. This
will allow the user to keep the LATEX markup to the bare minimum and write most of
the documentation with Markdown.
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In the example below, vignette.do is created to write the vignette documentation.
The file includes LATEX notation for adding page breaks and partitioning the vignette.

//-------------------- beginning of the vignette.do --------------------

/***
\part{Introduction}
\newpage

Summary
=======

The __echo__ package is a tutorial repository for documenting
and hosting Stata package on GitHub. ...

Installation
------------

To install the package, first install __github__ module. If
[github](https://github.com/haghish/github) is not installed,
type the following command:

. net install github, from("https://haghish.github.io/github/")

Next, install the latest stable release of the __echo__ repository:

. github install haghish/echo, stable

\newpage
\part{Documentation files}
\newpage
***/

//IMPORT echo.md

/***
\part{Tutorial}
\newpage
***/

//-------------------- end of the vignette.do --------------------------

Next, the vignette can be exported by typing

markdoc "vignette.do", export(tex) toc replace master ///
title("ECHO package vignette") ///
author("E. F. Haghish") ///
affiliation("University of Goettingen") ///
address("haghish@med.uni-goettingen.de")

The resulting vignette PDF file9 includes a title page and table of contents, and the
vignette is ready to be included within the repository for a quick review of the entire
package documentation.

9. https://github.com/haghish/echo/blob/master/vignette.pdf

https://github.com/haghish/echo/blob/master/vignette.pdf
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Technical note

In the example above, echo.md was included in the document using the //IMPORT

filename command. This is one of the markers10 recognized by markdoc, and it appends
a text file to the main document.

6 Discussion

In this article, I touched on two main topics about markdoc. On the one hand, I intro-
duced new features of markdoc 5.0. On the other, I prepared a tutorial demonstrating
how to use the package for documenting Stata programs and datasets, as well as for
generating package vignettes or GitHub Wiki documentation. Below, I discuss the main
points of the article.

6.1 Using markdoc without third-party software

Lab computers or laptops provided by universities often have restrictions for installing
new software, which could make installing and using markdoc problematic. With the
new release of markdoc and its lightweight mini engine, this problem is completely
solved. Nevertheless, the mini engine is not a replacement for Pandoc, and I recommend
that users install the binary dependencies when possible. A full installation of markdoc
and its third-party dependencies provides heartwarming features, for example, including
mathematical notations, changing the Word template by providing an example Word
file, generating highly customizable dynamic PDF presentation slides, etc.11

6.2 Software documentation

As long as software is intended to be used by someone other than its programmer,
there is a need for a user manual. However, writing such a document, and particularly
keeping it updated, is labor intensive. In this article, I presented a detailed tutorial of
how markdoc can be used for generating Stata help files, package vignettes, and Wiki
documentation.

10. https://github.com/haghish/markdoc/wiki/markers
11. Type db markdoc to review the features within the dialog box.

https://github.com/haghish/markdoc/wiki/markers
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With the mini engine, markdoc enables writing documentation with Markdown and
exporting it to Stata help files or other document formats. This is already a considerable
improvement for documenting Stata software given that, to date, the only possible
markup language for Stata help files was SMCL. Comparatively, Markdown has a simpler
syntax, is easy to read and write, and is more versatile. Studies have shown that using
Markdown for documentation can also improve the quality of the documents, allowing
the author to focus on the content (Voegler, Bornschein, and Weber 2014). This is
particularly important if the documentation is written within the script file, which not
only makes the code file look better but also provides readable documentation at the
outset of the file for anyone who wishes to understand or update the code.

I also proposed a Markdown template for documenting Stata programs that can be
appended to an ado-file or a Mata file. Using Markdown instead of SMCL and writing
the documentation within script files is a considerable shift from the common practice
of writing help files in Stata. However, learning this approach is not time consuming
and, more importantly, reduces the time and effort needed for writing and updating
software documentation. As a bonus, of course, markdoc uses the same procedure for
generating dynamic analysis documents and dynamic presentation slides. This makes
markdoc a general and intuitive literate programming package for Stata users at any
level.

6.3 Real-world examples

The examples of section 4 are based on an elementary ado-file with a few options.
For the interested reader, more complex packages can serve as more intricate examples
of documenting Stata software with Markdown and generating package vignettes and
Wiki documentation. The datadoc12, md2smcl13, weaver14, github15, markdoc16, and
rcall17 packages—sorted by their ascending level of complexity—are fully documented
using the procedure explained in this article and are real-world examples of software
documentation with markdoc. Each of these repositories has a file named make.do—as
recommended by the github package (Haghish Forthcoming)—that includes the code
for not only building the package installation files but also generating the Stata help
files and the package vignettes.

12. https://github.com/haghish/datadoc
13. https://github.com/haghish/md2smcl
14. https://github.com/haghish/weaver
15. https://github.com/haghish/github
16. https://github.com/haghish/markdoc
17. https://github.com/haghish/rcall

https://github.com/haghish/datadoc
https://github.com/haghish/md2smcl
https://github.com/haghish/weaver
https://github.com/haghish/github
https://github.com/haghish/markdoc
https://github.com/haghish/rcall
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A Appendix

A.1 Markdown reference

Table 2. A subset of Markdown syntax supported in SMCL format

Markdown syntax Results

Heading 1 Heading 1
=========

Heading 2 Heading 2
---------

###Heading 3 Heading 3

####Heading 4 Heading 4

plain text paragraph plain text paragraph

> text block quote
> > text nested block quote

__Bold__ text Bold text
_Italic_ text Italic text
**Underline** text Underline text *

- - - or --- horizontal rule

1. Ordered item1 1. Ordered item1
2. Ordered item2 2. Ordered item2

- Unordered item1 • Unordered item1
- Unordered item2 • Unordered item2

~~~

text preserving white space
~~~

[Text](http://url) Inserting a hyperlink

a line beginning with four white spaces preserving white space
a line ending with two white spaces line break

note: * only in Stata help files. In other documents, it will be rendered as bold.

http://haghish.com/
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A.2 Complete help file template

/***

_version 1.0.0_

XXX

===========

explain the XXX command briefly...

Syntax

------

> __XXX__ _varlist_ =_exp_ [_if_] [_in_] [_weight_] using _filename_ [, _options_]

### Options

| _option_ | _Description_ |

|:------------------|:------------------------|

| **em**phasize | explain whatever does |

| **opt**ion(_arg_) | explain whatever does |

Description

-----------

describe __XXX__ in more details ...

Options

-------

describe the options in details, if the options table is not enough

Remarks

-------

discuss the technical details about __XXX__, if there is any

Example(s)

----------

explain the example

. XXX example command

second explanation

. XXX example command

Stored results

--------------

describe the Scalars, Matrices, Macros, stored by __XXX__, for example:

### Scalars

> __r(level)__: explain what the scalar does

### Matrices

> __r(table)__: explain what it includes

Acknowledgments

----------------

If you have thanks specific to this command, put them here.

Author(s)

---------

Your Name

Your affiliation

Your email address, etc.

License

-------

Specify the license of the software

References

----------

Author Name (year), [title & external link](https://github.com/haghish/markdoc/)

***/
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A.3 Data documentation template

The template below mimics CRAN’s criteria for data documentation. I recommend
that you load the dataset in Stata, update the variable labels, and then apply the
datadoc command to generate a customized template that already includes the intended
Markdown table.

/***

YYY.dta

=======

data label and to which package it belongs

Description

-----------

The __YYY__ data is about ...

Format

------

The __YYY__ dataset includes ??? observations on ??? variables.

### Summary of the variables

| _Variable_ | _Type_ | _Description_ |

|:------------|:---------|:-----------------------|

| __var1__ | numeric | explain var1 |

| __var2__ | string | explain var2 |

Notes

-----

### Dataset

1. list the data notes

### Variables

| _Variable_ | _Notes_ |

|:------------|:----------------------------------|

| __var1__ | note of var1 |

| __var2__ | note of var2 |

Examples

--------

if there is a necessity to provide examples about the dataset usage ...

Source

------

cite the source ...

References

----------

cite the reference ...

***/
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A.4 Data documentation example

auto.dta

    1978 Automobile Data ... included in XXX package

Description

    The auto.dta dataset is about ...

Format

    auto.dta data set includes 74 observations and 12 variables.

    Summary of the variables

    Variable       Type    Description
    
    make           str18   Make and Model
    price          int     Price
    mpg            int     Mileage (mpg)
    rep78          int     Repair Record 1978
    headroom       float   Headroom (in.)
    trunk          int     Trunk space (cu. ft.)
    weight         int     Weight (lbs.)
    length         int     Length (in.)
    turn           int     Turn Circle (ft.)
    displacement   int     Displacement (cu. in.)
    gear_ratio     float   Gear Ratio
    foreign        byte    Car type
    

Notes

    Dataset

    1. from Consumer Reports with permission
    2. this data set is included in Stata 15
    3. add another second note to the data set

    Variables

    Variable      Note
    
    make          add a note to the make variable
    price         add a note to the price variable
    weight        add a note to the weight variable
    

Source

    cite the source ...

References

    cite the references ...

Figure 9. The results of the datadoc command for auto.dta
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Abstract. Cluster randomized trials, where clusters (for example, schools or
clinics) are randomized to comparison arms but measurements are taken on indi-
viduals, are commonly used to evaluate interventions in public health, education,
and the social sciences. Analysis is often conducted on individual-level outcomes,
and such analysis methods must consider that outcomes for members of the same
cluster tend to be more similar than outcomes for members of other clusters.
A popular individual-level analysis technique is generalized estimating equations
(GEE). However, it is common to randomize a small number of clusters (for ex-
ample, 30 or fewer), and in this case, the GEE standard errors obtained from the
sandwich variance estimator will be biased, leading to inflated type I errors. Some
bias-corrected standard errors have been proposed and studied to account for this
finite-sample bias, but none has yet been implemented in Stata. In this article, we
describe several popular bias corrections to the robust sandwich variance. We then
introduce our newly created command, xtgeebcv, which will allow Stata users to
easily apply finite-sample corrections to standard errors obtained from GEE mod-
els. We then provide examples to demonstrate the use of xtgeebcv. Finally, we
discuss suggestions about which finite-sample corrections to use in which situations
and consider areas of future research that may improve xtgeebcv.

Keywords: st0599, xtgeebcv, cluster randomized trials, bias-corrected variances,
sandwich variance, generalized estimating equations, finite-sample correction

1 Introduction

The cluster randomized trial (CRT) is a study design used in many fields of research.
In a CRT, randomization to intervention arms is carried out at the cluster level (for

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC st0599
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example, schools or clinics) and outcomes are assessed for each member of each cluster.
The cluster randomization design is typically chosen when there is a high chance of
treatment spillover across study arms, when the intervention is group based, or when
individual randomization is not feasible (Turner et al. 2017a). For example, a recent
trial in Ghana is evaluating an intervention designed to assist mothers with children
that are under two years old to become more resilient and more effectively manage
daily stress (Baumgartner 2018). The trial adopts a cluster randomized design because
the intervention is designed to be delivered to groups of women. As another example,
in the Thinking Healthy Program Peer-Delivered Plus study, the researchers recruited
depressed women in their third trimester of pregnancy from 40 villages in Pakistan,
with each village then being randomized to receive either the intervention or enhanced
usual care (Sikander et al. 2015; Turner et al. 2016). Because this was a public health
intervention delivered by community health workers, the risk of contamination (that is,
the intervention being transmitted to women in the control group) would be too high if
individual women were randomized, given that many of the women within each village
live relatively close to one another.

Randomizing clusters instead of individuals poses unique challenges to the data anal-
yses because the outcomes for members of the same cluster tend to be more similar than
those for members of different clusters. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) is a
quantity that measures the degree of similarity for within-cluster observations and plays
a central role in the design and analysis of CRTs (Murray 1998). Appropriate statistical
methods used for trial analyses should properly reflect the within-cluster correlation and
mainly include two classes of regression models: the cluster-specific (conditional) model
and the population-averaged (marginal) model (Fitzmaurice, Laird, and Ware 2011).
Although each modeling strategy has its own advantages, an important distinction be-
tween them is the difference in interpretation of the regression parameters (Preisser et al.
2003). A conditional model, such as the generalized linear mixed model, induces the
within-cluster correlation through the latent random effects. Thus, the interpretation
of the treatment effect is the average change in outcomes from control to intervention,
conditional on the unobserved random effect. By contrast, marginal models separately
specify a mean structure and a “working” correlation structure, and the interpretation
of the corresponding treatment effect is the average change in outcomes due to inter-
vention among the population defined by all participating clusters. Because CRTs are
often conducted to evaluate public health intervention and inform policy decision, the
marginal model carries a straightforward population-averaged interpretation and may
be preferred (Li, Turner, and Preisser 2018). Furthermore, the estimation and infer-
ence of marginal models are often conducted through generalized estimating equations
(GEE) (Liang and Zeger 1986), a multivariate extension of the quasilikelihood inference
(Wedderburn 1974).

In addition to straightforward interpretation of estimated model parameters, GEE

maintains a robustness property in that the treatment-effects estimates are consistent
even if the working correlation model deviates from the true correlation model. In this
case, the sandwich variance estimator (Liang and Zeger 1986) remains consistent to
the true variance. However, the approximate unbiasedness of the sandwich variance
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holds only when there are many clusters (a rule of thumb is ≥ 30, although this rule is
sometimes given as ≥ 40 or even ≥ 50), whereas a frequent practical limitation of CRTs
is that few clusters are available, because of resource constraints. In fact, a recent review
by Fiero et al. (2016) found that, of the 86 studies included, about 50% randomized 24
or fewer clusters. In CRTs related to cancer published between 2002 and 2006, Murray
et al. (2008) found similar results, with about 50% randomizing 24 or fewer clusters.
Additionally, in their review of 300 CRTs published between 2000 and 2008, Ivers et al.
(2011) found that, of the 285 studies reporting the number of clusters randomized, at
least 50% randomized 21 or fewer clusters. Often, randomizing such few clusters is
done because every cluster included in the study adds strain to limited financial and
human resources. For example, in a study examining an intervention targeted at early
childhood development among HIV-exposed children in Cameroon, only 10 total clusters
were randomized because of resource and practical limitations (Baumgartner 2017).

When fewer than 30 to 40 clusters are randomized, the GEE sandwich variance esti-
mator tends to be biased toward zero, leading to inflated type I error rates when testing
for the intervention effect (Hayes and Moulton 2009). Proper analyses of CRTs should
account for such finite-sample bias in variance estimation and adopt the bias-corrected
variance estimator (Turner et al. 2017b). Several proposals for correcting such finite-
sample bias have appeared in the statistical literature; see, for example, Mancl and
DeRouen (2001); Kauermann and Carroll (2001); Fay and Graubard (2001) among oth-
ers. These proposals have existed for over 15 years, but to our knowledge none has yet
been implemented in Stata. Introducing the bias-corrected variance estimators to Stata
has significant practical implications because Stata is a popular software tool for CRT

analysts. The availability of this routine will help promote better statistical practice by
allowing future analysts to report appropriate p-values and confidence intervals.

The remainder of this article is organized into four sections. In section 2, we in-
troduce the theory of bias-corrected sandwich variance estimators for GEE analyses of
CRTs. In section 3, we present our newly created command, xtgeebcv, which computes
parameter estimates and bias-corrected variance in GEE models. In section 4, we present
two examples of its use. We conclude in section 5 with recommendations to xtgeebcv

users and ideas for future additions to the functionality of the program.

2 Statistical methods

2.1 GEE

We consider a parallel-arm CRT consisting of n clusters allocated into two intervention
arms and note that the methods are generalizable to CRTs with more than two inter-
vention arms. The outcome of each participant is typically measured at the end of the
study and represented by Yij (i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,mi), where mi is the number
of individuals in cluster i. We denote the p × 1 design vector by Xij , which includes
1 (intercept), the cluster-level binary indicator for treatment assignment, and possibly
additional p− 2 baseline covariates. Note that, for CRTs with more than two arms, one
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could include additional dummy variables in the design vector Xij , and the following
discussions remain unchanged. The marginal model parameterizes the marginal mean
through a generalized linear model, E(Yij |Xij) = µij = g−1(X ′

ijβ), where g is the link
function and β is the p-vector of coefficients. The intervention effect is the component of
β that corresponds to the treatment indicator. To characterize the similarity between
individual responses within each cluster, we often employ the exchangeable working
correlation so that corr(Yij , Yij′) = α for j 6= j′. The parameter α is interpreted as
the ICC, a quantity that is vitally important for both the design and analysis of CRTs
(Murray 1998). The exchangeable correlation structure is assumed for observations
within the same cluster, while the observations from different clusters are assumed to
be uncorrelated.

Let Yi = (Yi1, . . . , Yimi
)′ and µi = (µi1, . . . , µimi

)′ be the mi × 1 vector of outcomes
and marginal means for cluster i, respectively, where mi is the ith cluster size. The GEE

method is used to estimate the parameter β from the marginal mean model with a speci-
fied working correlation matrix (Liang and Zeger 1986). We defineDi = ∂µi/∂β

′ and let

Vi = A
1/2
i RiA

1/2
i be a working covariance matrix for Yi, whereAi is themi-dimensional

diagonal matrix with elements φν(µij), φ is the dispersion parameter, and ν is the vari-
ance function; Ri(α) is a working correlation matrix whose dimension may vary across
clusters but is specified by the common parameter α. With the exchangeable work-
ing correlation structure, we can succinctly write Ri(α) = (1 − α)Imi

+ αJmi
, where

Imi
is the mi × mi identity matrix and Jmi

is an mi × mi matrix of ones. From the
results given in Li, Turner, and Preisser (2018) and Li et al. (2019), Ri(α) has two
distinct eigenvalues, λ1 = 1−α and λi2 = 1+ (mi − 1)α. Valid values of α guarantee a
positive definite correlation matrix and can be easily determined from the set of linear
constraints given by min{λ1, λ12, . . . , λn2} > 0. In other words, the plausible range of
ICC is provided by −(maxni=1{mi} − 1)−1 < α < 1 ∀ mi ≥ 2.

The GEE estimators β̂, α̂, and φ̂ are jointly obtained by solving the set of estimating
equations

n∑
i=1

D′
iV

−1
i (Yi − µi) = 0

with a Newton-type algorithm implemented in the xtgee command. Furthermore, when

the number of clusters is sufficiently large (n ≥ 30), the variance–covariance of β̂ can
be consistently estimated by

Σ̂ = Ω̂

(
n∑

i=1

D′
iV

−1
i rir

′
iV

−1
i Di

)
Ω̂ (1)

where Ω̂ = (
∑n

i=1D
′
iV

−1
i Di)

−1 is the model-based variance (what Stata terms the
“conventional” variance) and ri = Yi − µ̂i is the residual vector of cluster i. Equation
(1) is referred to as the robust sandwich variance. Under mild regularity conditions, the
sandwich variance estimator is consistent even if the correlation structure is misspecified
(Liang and Zeger 1986). In practice, the sandwich variance is often preferred over the
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model-based variance (whose consistency is dictated by the correct specification of the
working correlation) because of this robustness property.

2.2 Bias-corrected sandwich variance estimators

A practical limitation of CRTs is that fewer than 30 to 40 clusters are often randomized,
mainly because of availability or resource constraints (Ivers et al. 2011; Fiero et al. 2016).
When the number of clusters is small, it is known that the residuals, ri, tend to be too
small, and therefore the sandwich variance tends to underestimate the true variability of
β̂ (Mancl and DeRouen 2001). One simple correction is known as the degrees-of-freedom

(DF) correction, defined as Σ̂DF = KΣ̂/(K− p), where K is the number of clusters and
p is the number of parameters. Such an ad hoc correction lacks theoretical motivation
and does not provide satisfactory performance in empirical simulation studies designed
to reflect characteristics expected in cluster randomized designs (Li and Redden 2015).1

To improve finite-sample variance estimation, we consider four additional bias-corrected
sandwich variance estimators that facilitate the implementation of the state-of-the-art
recommendations for the analysis of CRTs (Li and Redden 2015; Ford and Westgate
2017).

Define the cluster leverage to be Hi = DiΩ̂D′
iV

−1
i (Preisser and Qaqish 1996).

Kauermann and Carroll (2001) used the cluster-leverage-adjusted residuals to estimate
the sandwich variance given by

Σ̂KC = Ω̂

{
n∑

i=1

D′
iV

−1
i (Imi

−Hi)
−1/2rir

′
i(Imi

−H ′
i)

−1/2V −1
i Di

}
Ω̂ (2)

Because elements of Hi are between zero and one, Σ̂KC is expected to inflate the
uncorrected sandwich variance Σ̂. In practice, because the calculation of (I −Hi)

−1/2

tends to be unstable compared with (I−Hi)
−1, we approximate the summation within

the curly brackets of (2) by{
n∑

i=1

D′
iV

−1
i (Imi

−Hi)
−1rir

′
iV

−1
i Di +

n∑
i=1

D′
iV

−1
i rir

′
i(Imi

−H ′
i)

−1V −1
i Di

}/
2

Mancl and DeRouen (2001) devised a similar bias correction by using

Σ̂MD = Ω̂

{
n∑

i=1

D′
iV

−1
i (Imi

−Hi)
−1rir

′
i(Imi

−H ′
i)

−1V −1
i Di

}
Ω̂ (3)

1. We note that Stata allows a somewhat similar correction in xtgee but only for Gaussian distribu-
tions (that is, when the family(gaussian) option is specified) through the use of the rgf option.
However, this correction multiplies the robust standard error by (n − 1)/(n − p), where n is the
number of individual observations rather than the number of clusters. So this “correction” does
not match the DF correction as defined by Li and Redden (2015), or as implemented in our newly
created command.
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Because elements of the cluster leverage Hi are less than one, Σ̂MD further inflates
Σ̂KC. Fay and Graubard (2001) corrected the finite-sample bias in variance estimation
by scaling the contribution from each cluster to the empirical variance

Σ̂FG = Ω̂

(
n∑

i=1

CiD
′
iV

−1
i rir

′
iV

−1
i DiCi

)
Ω̂ (4)

whereCi = diag([1−min{r, (Qi)jj}]−1/2) andQi = D′
iV

−1
i DiΩ̂. The bound parameter

r < 1 can be specified by the user but usually takes the default value 0.75 to avoid
overcorrection of the bias. Finally, we implement the bias correction proposed by Morel,
Bokossa, and Neerchal (2003). Their bias-corrected variance is given by

Σ̂MBN =
(N − 1)n

(N − p)(n− 1)
Ω̂

(
n∑

i=1

D′
iV

−1
i rir

′
iV

−1
i Di

)
Ω̂+ δnϕΩ̂ (5)

where N =
∑n

i=1mi is the total sample size, δn = min{0.5, p/(n− p)} is the correction
factor that converges to zero as n increases to infinity, and

ϕ = max

[
1, tr

{(
n∑

i=1

D′
iV

−1
i rir

′
iV

−1
i Di

)
Ω̂

}/
p

]

quantifies the design effect (Morel 1989). Of note, the additive bias correction (5)
ensures a positive-definite covariance matrix, while the multiplicative bias corrections
(2), (3), and (4) do not guarantee the positive definiteness of the estimated covariance
(Morel, Bokossa, and Neerchal 2003), which was argued to be an additional benefit of
(5). Once the variance estimator for the intervention effect is obtained using one of
these bias-corrected variance formulas, we could conduct a test of no intervention effect
by using the standard Wald z test or the Wald t test with DF n− p.

2.3 Computations with large cluster sizes

When the cluster sizes mi become large (greater than 1,000), calculation of the bias-
corrected variance estimators may become computationally inefficient because of nu-
merical inversion of large matrices. To alleviate such a concern, we first note that a
closed-form expression is available for the inverse of the exchangeable correlation struc-
ture (Li, Turner, and Preisser 2018; Li et al. 2019) and is given by

R−1(α) =
1

1− α
Imi

− α

(1− α){1 + (mi − 1)α}
Jmi

Furthermore, Preisser, Qaqish, and Perin (2008) noted that inverting the asymmet-
ric matrix Imi

− Hi is computationally demanding with large cluster sizes. Instead,

they recommend working with its equivalent form (Vi − DiΩ̂D′
i)V

−1
i and efficiently

calculate the inverse of the symmetric matrix Vi −DiΩ̂D′
i by iteratively applying the

Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury formula (Sherman and Morrison 1950; Henderson and
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Searle 1981). Preisser, Qaqish, and Perin (2008) demonstrated huge computational
advantage of their algorithm over standard numeric inversions, and therefore we imple-
ment their algorithm in obtaining the multiplicative bias-correction factor (Imi

−Hi)
−1

for Σ̂KC and Σ̂MD. See Preisser, Qaqish, and Perin (2008) for additional computational
details.

3 The xtgeebcv command

The xtgeebcv command was created to provide easy computation of finite-sample bias-
corrected variances (hence the “bcv” in xtgeebcv) in Stata. In this section, we explain
the available options in detail and examine the inner workings of the command.

The user should first specify a variable list (varlist) with an outcome (dependent)
variable followed by predictor (independent) variables, just as one would do with the
xtgee command. The user must tell xtgeebcv what the outcome variable and cluster
indicator variable are by using the options outcome() and cluster(), respectively.
Options are also available to specify the distribution family, link function, and type of
finite-sample correction, as described in section 3.2.

Inside the command, the user-supplied data are passed to the xtgee command, with
the command running xtset on the variable provided in the cluster() option before
running xtgee. The xtgee command is specified with the option nmp. The nmp option
tells xtgee to divide the scale parameter by n − p, where n is the number of clusters
and p is the number of coefficients estimated. Although without the nmp option, Stata
defaults to dividing only by n, n− p is the form of the divisor used in Liang and Zeger
(1986), so we use this option by default for the first set of output produced by xtgee,
which reports the conventional (model-based) standard errors.

xtgeebcv allows use of either the independence or exchangeable working correlation
matrices using the corr() option. Exchangeable is usually the most appropriate corre-
lation structure to characterize the similarity between individual responses within each
cluster in a cluster randomized design.

The design matrix, coefficient estimates, and variance–covariance matrix of the pa-
rameters output by the xtgee command are then passed to a mata command, which is
used to compute and output the desired finite-sample corrected standard errors of the
parameter estimates. As described below, the option stderr() is used to specify which
of five finite-sample bias-corrected standard errors (Σ̂DF, Σ̂MD, Σ̂FG, Σ̂KC, or Σ̂MBN)
to use for the output of standard errors, confidence intervals, and p-values.
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3.1 Syntax

xtgeebcv varlist, outcome(varname) cluster(varname)
[
family(string)

link(string) stderr(string) statistic(string) corr(string) xtgee options
]

varlist contains the regression specification: the dependent variable (outcome) followed
by independent variables (predictors). Note that all categorical variables with more
than two levels will need to be dummy coded by the user before supplying them to the
command.

3.2 Options

outcome(varname) specifies the name of the outcome variable. outcome() is required.

cluster(varname) specifies the name of the cluster indicator variable. cluster() is
required.

family(string) specifies the distributional family. The default is family(binomial).

link(string) specifies the link function. The following table gives more information
on the available family() and link() combinations. The default depends on the
specification of family(). The default for Gaussian, binomial, and Poisson are
link(identity), link(logit), and link(log), respectively.

family() link()

binomial logit

binomial log

binomial identity

poisson log

poisson identity

gaussian identity

stderr(string) gives the standard error to compute; the default is Kauermann–Carroll
(stderr(kc)). The table below gives a complete list of specifications. Note that the
robust standard errors provided by xtgeebcv will differ from Stata’s default robust
standard errors by a factor of (K−1)/K, where K is the number of clusters. This is
because Stata automatically applies a correction of K/(K−1) to the robust standard
errors produced by xtgee when using the vce(robust) option. We do not follow
this Stata-specific convention of applying this correction in this command, because
1) the robust sandwich variance of Liang and Zeger (1986) does not involve this
correction; 2) this robust variance of Liang and Zeger (1986) is the one upon which
the literature on bias-corrected sandwich variances is built (Mancl and DeRouen
2001; Kauermann and Carroll 2001; Fay and Graubard 2001); and 3) other statistical
software programs do not apply this K/(K − 1) correction to their robust standard
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errors. Thus, all the bias-corrected standard errors we implement in this command
are based on the robust standard error without the K/(K − 1) correction.

string Description

rb Robust (sandwich) standard errors
df DF correction
md Mancl and DeRouen (2001) correction
fg Fay and Graubard (2001) correction
kc Kauermann and Carroll (2001) correction
mbn Morel, Bokossa, and Neerchal (2003) correction

statistic(string) specifies the test. Specifying statistic(t) requests the Wald t test
(the default). Alternatively, the user may specify statistic(z) to report the Wald
z test instead of the Wald t test.

corr(string) specifies the type for the working correlation. The default is corr(exch)
(the exchangeable correlation). The user may instead specify ind (the independent
correlation matrix).

xtgee options are any of the options documented in [XT] xtgee. For example, the
option eform will provide exponentiated coefficients. Note that invoking the Stata
command xtset (used to declare the clustering variable) is not necessary, because
the command will automatically run xtset based on the variable supplied to the
cluster() option.

4 Illustrative examples

In this section, we illustrate the use of xtgeebcv with two example datasets that are
available to download along with the command. In the first example, we analyze syn-
thetic data simulated from a CRT with clusters of equal size; in the second example,
we analyze a real CRT evaluating the effect of a sexual health intervention on outcomes
related to HIV.

4.1 Equal-sized clusters

First, we simulated correlated binary data using the method of Lunn and Davies (1998).
We created a dataset with 80 clusters, 2 treatment arms (treatment and control), and
exactly 14 individuals per cluster. The data were simulated so that the probability of
outcome in the treatment group would be approximately 65%, while the probability in
the control group would be 45%. This corresponds to a risk ratio of 1.44 or an odds
ratio of 2.08, comparing treatment with control. After this, 20 clusters were randomly
sampled from the dataset, 10 in treatment and 10 in control, to mimic a CRT with few
clusters. To obtain an estimate of the risk ratio with Mancl–DeRouen finite-sample
correction to the standard error, we use a log-binomial regression model by specifying
a binomial distribution with a log-link function.
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. use dat_sim

. xtgeebcv yij t, family(binomial) link(log) outcome(yij) cluster(cluster)
> stderr(md) statistic(z) eform nolog

Note: Family is binomial and link is log
Using exchangeable working correlation
with scale parameter divided by K - p

GEE population-averaged model Number of obs = 280
Group variable: cluster Number of groups = 20
Link: log Obs per group:
Family: binomial min = 14
Correlation: exchangeable avg = 14.0

max = 14
Wald chi2(1) = 4.62

Scale parameter: 1 Prob > chi2 = 0.0316

yij exp(b) Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

treatment 1.460317 .257182 2.15 0.032 1.034044 2.062318
_cons .45 .0663456 -5.42 0.000 .3370667 .6007713

Mancl-DeRouen bias-corrected standard errors

exp(b) Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

treatment 1.460317 .3027435 1.83 0.068 .9727063 2.192365
_cons .45 .0840296 -4.28 0.000 .3120797 .6488726

The first set of estimates comes from the GEE model with the scale parameter
estimated using the n − p DF, as discussed in section 3, and uses the conventional
(model-based) standard errors. The second table gives the parameter estimates and
Mancl–DeRouen corrected standard errors. We chose this bias correction because Lu
et al. (2007) suggested that it performs adequately along with a z test if the number of
clusters is in the range of 10 to 20.

The variance–covariance matrix of the parameter estimates for the chosen finite-
sample correction is stored in e(V). All other variance–covariance matrices are stored
in e(varname), where name is the name of the correction. Names of matrices can be
retrieved using ereturn list.

. matrix list e(V)

symmetric e(V)[2,2]
treatment _cons

treatment .04297887
_cons -.034869 .034869

. matrix list e(varfg)

symmetric e(varfg)[2,2]
c1 c2

r1 .04054132
r2 -.03236501 .03148758
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. matrix list e(varkc)

symmetric e(varkc)[2,2]
c1 c2

r1 .03868099
r2 -.0313821 .0313821

Below, we also output the robust standard errors not multiplied by K/(K − 1),
where K is the number of clusters.2 Because the bias corrections are applied to this
robust (sandwich) variance, we want to compare the standard-error estimates of the
Mancl–DeRouen finite-sample correction with this robust variance, rather than with
the conventional (model-based) standard-error estimates output from xtgee by default.

. xtgeebcv yij t, family(binomial) link(log) outcome(yij) cluster(cluster)
> stderr(rb) statistic(z) eform nolog

(output omitted )

Robust standard errors not multiplied by K/(K-1)

exp(b) Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

treatment 1.460317 .2724691 2.03 0.042 1.013044 2.105069
_cons .45 .0756266 -4.75 0.000 .3237131 .6255539

In this instance, if the researchers were using a strict 0.05 cutoff for significance,
their conclusion about the statistical significance of the treatment effect would change
if using the bias-corrected standard errors compared with the robust standard-error
estimates.

4.2 Unequal-sized clusters

In this section, we use data from the MEME kwa Vijana (MKV) CRT in Tanzania,
which is described in Hayes and Moulton (2009, 23) and is also published in Ross et al.
(2007). The data are publicly available online (Hayes and Moulton 2016). In brief,
the goal of the trial was to evaluate the impact of a sexual health intervention on
various HIV-related outcomes. The publicly available dataset includes data from male
participants at follow-up, with the main outcome provided being “good knowledge of
HIV acquisition”, a binary variable. In this dataset, there are 20 communities that
were randomized to receive either intervention or “standard activities”. The number of
participants per community ranges from 169 to 257, with a mean of 205 and a standard
deviation of 26.3. The coefficient of variation of cluster sizes is 0.128. In this dataset,
65.3% of the intervention group has good knowledge of HIV acquisition at follow-up
versus 44.9% in control, corresponding to an (unadjusted) odds ratio of 2.32 and risk
ratio of 1.46.

The goal of the analysis is to estimate the odds ratio comparing intervention with
control, while demonstrating the use of the Kauermann–Carroll finite-sample correction.

2. Multiplying by K/(K − 1) is the default in Stata when requesting robust standard errors in xtgee

through the vce(robust) option. Please see the discussion of this point in section 3.2.
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In addition to including intervention group (arm) in the statistical model, we adjust for
strata defined based on community HIV risk (three levels: high, medium, and low)
on which the randomization was stratified (stratum, a community-level covariate with
three levels, which is dummy coded before being included in the list of variables) and
ethnic group (ethnicgp, a binary individual-level covariate).

. use mkvtrial, clear

. quietly tabulate stratum, generate(stratum)

. xtgeebcv know arm stratum2 stratum3 ethnicgp, family(binomial) link(logit)
> outcome(know) cluster(community) stderr(kc) eform nolog

Note: Family is binomial and link is logit
Using exchangeable working correlation
with scale parameter divided by K - p

GEE population-averaged model Number of obs = 4,100
Group variable: community Number of groups = 20
Link: logit Obs per group:
Family: binomial min = 169
Correlation: exchangeable avg = 205.0

max = 257
Wald chi2(4) = 43.75

Scale parameter: 1 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

know Odds Ratio Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

arm 2.286608 .338949 5.58 0.000 1.710079 3.057506
stratum2 1.051687 .1885727 0.28 0.779 .7400511 1.494552
stratum3 1.133454 .2181231 0.65 0.515 .7773161 1.652761
ethnicgp .737854 .0648754 -3.46 0.001 .6210536 .8766209

_cons .9892138 .1624665 -0.07 0.947 .7169527 1.364865

Note: _cons estimates baseline odds (conditional on zero random effects).

Kauermann-Carroll bias-corrected standard errors
t-statistic with K - p degrees of freedom

exp(b) Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

arm 2.286608 .3808982 4.97 0.000 1.603225 3.261287
stratum2 1.051687 .2259479 0.23 0.818 .6652899 1.662501
stratum3 1.133454 .2373591 0.60 0.559 .7253637 1.771136
ethnicgp .737854 .0759666 -2.95 0.010 .5924699 .9189134

_cons .9892138 .1957989 -0.05 0.957 .6487352 1.508387
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. xtgeebcv know arm stratum2 stratum3 ethnicgp, family(binomial) link(logit)
> outcome(know) cluster(community) stderr(rb) eform nolog

(output omitted )

Robust standard errors not multiplied by K/(K-1)
t-statistic with K - p degrees of freedom

exp(b) Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

arm 2.286608 .3406765 5.55 0.000 1.664475 3.141277
stratum2 1.051687 .2018406 0.26 0.796 .6986018 1.583227
stratum3 1.133454 .2094824 0.68 0.508 .7644029 1.680681
ethnicgp .737854 .0728592 -3.08 0.008 .5978122 .9107016

_cons .9892138 .1760339 -0.06 0.952 .6769598 1.445498

In this case, with 20 clusters and many participants per cluster, although the finite-
sample correction inflates the standard error by about 12% above the robust standard
errors, any conclusion about significance of the effect based on the p-value would not
change.

To see the potential impact of finite-sample corrections, suppose the researchers are
interested in the intervention effect only in stratum 2. To this end, we subset the dataset
to the 8 communities in stratum 2. This dataset has cluster sizes ranging from 187 to
243, with a mean of 214 and standard deviation of 21.1, which gives a coefficient of
variation of cluster sizes of 0.099. In this dataset, 63.2% of the intervention group has
good knowledge of HIV acquisition at follow-up versus 45.7% in control. Because we
have subset on the stratum, we no longer adjust for this variable.

. keep if stratum == 2
(2,388 observations deleted)

. xtgeebcv know arm ethnicgp, family(binomial) link(logit) outcome(know)
> cluster(community) stderr(kc) eform nolog

Note: Family is binomial and link is logit
Using exchangeable working correlation
with scale parameter divided by K - p

GEE population-averaged model Number of obs = 1,712
Group variable: community Number of groups = 8
Link: logit Obs per group:
Family: binomial min = 187
Correlation: exchangeable avg = 214.0

max = 243
Wald chi2(2) = 18.07

Scale parameter: 1 Prob > chi2 = 0.0001

know Odds Ratio Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

arm 1.870034 .4094975 2.86 0.004 1.217459 2.872397
ethnicgp .6190309 .0988164 -3.00 0.003 .4527249 .8464285

_cons 1.337813 .2828975 1.38 0.169 .8838899 2.02485

Note: _cons estimates baseline odds (conditional on zero random effects).
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Kauermann-Carroll bias-corrected standard errors
t-statistic with K - p degrees of freedom

exp(b) Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

arm 1.870034 .4815623 2.43 0.059 .964633 3.625241
ethnicgp .6190309 .1072287 -2.77 0.039 .3965803 .9662591

_cons 1.337813 .4277156 0.91 0.404 .588128 3.043121

. xtgeebcv know arm ethnicgp, family(binomial) link(logit) outcome(know)
> cluster(community) stderr(rb) eform nolog

(output omitted )

Robust standard errors not multiplied by K/(K-1)
t-statistic with K - p degrees of freedom

exp(b) Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

arm 1.870034 .4214707 2.78 0.039 1.047698 3.337819
ethnicgp .6190309 .0959661 -3.09 0.027 .4155684 .9221089

_cons 1.337813 .3798498 1.03 0.352 .6447855 2.77572

From the GEE model with robust standard errors, we estimate an adjusted odds ratio
of 1.87 (95% confidence interval [1.05, 3.34]). This estimate is significant at the 0.05 level.
After we apply the Kauermann–Carroll bias correction to the robust standard errors,
inflating the standard error of the intervention effect by 14.3%, the 95% confidence
interval widens to [0.96, 3.63]. The Kauermann–Carroll correction and the t-test statistic
were chosen in this case given that Li and Redden (2015) suggested that they maintain
close to the nominal type I error rate when the coefficient of variation of cluster sizes
is less than 0.6. Compared with the p-value associated with the robust standard errors
(p = 0.039), this estimate is not significant at the 0.05 level (p = 0.059).

5 Discussion

Many CRTs randomize fewer than 40 clusters, and cluster size is often highly variable.
Many researchers use Stata to analyze their CRTs. Current GEE routines in Stata may
not properly account for the small-sample bias in the robust standard errors and so
may risk an inflated type I error rate when used in the analysis of small CRTs. We
have introduced the xtgeebcv command to facilitate the analysis of CRTs with few
clusters. This command is simple to use and does not require advanced programming
skills, making it accessible to many researchers.

Although we have enabled the implementation of bias-corrected sandwich variance
estimators in Stata, we have not attempted to make specific recommendations as to
which correction works best in small CRTs. Several suggestions have been put forward
in the statistical literature. For example, Li et al. (2017) found that the Wald t test

with Σ̂KC carries the nominal type I error rate under both simple and constrained
randomization designs with binary outcomes and equal cluster sizes. Lu et al. (2007)

showed in a simulation study that the 95%Wald z confidence interval with Σ̂MD provides
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close to the nominal coverage when cluster sizes are balanced and the number of clusters
is small to moderate (for example, 10 to 20). Li and Redden (2015) found that a

Wald t test with Σ̂KC maintains the correct test size (that is, a type I error rate)
when the coefficient of variation of cluster sizes is below 0.6, while a Wald t test with
Σ̂FG maintains the nominal test size otherwise in small CRTs with binary outcomes.
Ford and Westgate (2017) further demonstrated that the t test based on the average

of Σ̂MD and Σ̂KC achieves the nominal test size in CRTs with both continuous and
binary outcomes. These specific recommendations may be informative for analyzing
small CRTs. In any case, as the bias-corrected sandwich variance becomes closer to the
uncorrected variance with increasing numbers of clusters, it should preferably always
be reported along with the uncorrected sandwich variance as a sensitivity check. The
investigation of finite-sample corrections in various small CRT settings is currently an
area of active research, and our programs may also facilitate future simulation studies
to generate recommendations specific to a research study.

There are some limitations to xtgeebcv. We have specifically designed xtgeebcv to
accommodate the exchangeable working correlation structure most commonly used in
parallel CRTs while also allowing for the simpler independent working correlation matrix.
In more complex cluster randomization designs with multiple levels of clustering, nested
exchangeable working correlation structures may be more appropriate (Li, Turner, and
Preisser 2018; Li et al. 2019; Teerenstra et al. 2010), and we may extend our command
accordingly as a next step. In terms of variance estimation in small CRTs, these authors
have found that a z test with Σ̂MD or a t test with Σ̂KC carries a correct type I
error rate in CRTs, although the former generally requires many clusters (at least 20)
to work well. On the other hand, the extension requires additional efforts because
estimating more than one correlation parameter requires an additional set of estimating
equations (Prentice 1988; Preisser, Qaqish, and Perin 2008) and is not accommodated
by standard xtgee routines. Another future extension of our command is to incorporate
the first-order autoregressive correlation structure to enable the appropriate analysis of
longitudinal studies with a limited number of subjects. The GEE analysis of longitudinal
data is generally similar to the analysis of CRTs, although the cluster size (defined as the
number of repeated measurements per individual) is frequently much smaller than that
in CRTs, and finite-sample corrections may require additional considerations. Recent
empirical studies (Ford and Westgate 2018; Wang et al. 2016) have already found that
bias-corrected variance works reasonably well in this setting, so such an extension is an
important avenue for future research.
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7 Programs and supplemental materials

To install a snapshot of the corresponding software files as they existed at the time of
publication of this article, type

. net sj 20-2

. net install st0599 (to install program files, if available)

. net get st0599 (to install ancillary files, if available)
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Abstract. In this article, we describe how to test for the presence of measure-
ment error in explanatory variables. First, we discuss the test of such hypotheses
in parametric models such as linear regressions and then introduce a new com-
mand, dgmtest, for a nonparametric test proposed in Wilhelm (2018, Working
Paper CWP45/18, Centre for Microdata Methods and Practice, Institute for Fis-
cal Studies). To illustrate the new command, we provide Monte Carlo simulations
and an empirical application to testing for measurement error in administrative
earnings data.
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1 Introduction

In this article, we describe how to test for the presence of measurement error in ex-
planatory variables. Specifically, consider an outcome Y (for example, earnings) that
depends on an explanatory variable X∗ (for example, schooling). We do not observe
X∗ directly, but only two variables, X and Z, that are related to X∗. We suspect X
is an error-contaminated measurement of X∗ (for example, schooling as reported in a
survey) and Z is a variable related to X∗, perhaps an instrument (for example, distance
to college) or a repeated measurement (for example, schooling as reported in another
survey). The hypothesis of no measurement error in X is

H0 : P (X = X∗) = 1 (1)

In the schooling example, testing H0 could be useful as a first-step model specification
test to tell the researcher whether measurement error is an important feature of the
data that should be modeled. However, testing H0 may be of direct economic interest
because, for example, the null of no measurement error can often be shown to be implied
by the absence of frictions in a structural economic model (for example, Chetty [2012];
Wilhelm [2018]). Therefore, a test of H0 can be interpreted as a test of the absence of
such frictions.

In a finite sample, we may not be able to detect measurement error even though X is
in fact mismeasured, because measurement errors might be small relative to the overall
sampling noise. In this sense, we can interpret the test of H0 as finding out whether

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC st0600
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measurement error is severe enough for the data to tell the difference between models
with and without measurement error.

In this article, we describe how to test for the presence of measurement error without
imposing any parametric restrictions and, in fact, without requiring the model to be
identified. Both of these aspects are important for empirical practice. First, when one
tests for measurement error, it is important to allow for nonlinearities in the relationship
of Y and X∗ because measurement error in X can make the relationship appear nonlin-
ear when it is not and make it appear linear when it is not (Chesher 1991). Therefore, to
disentangle measurement error from nonlinearities requires a procedure that can allow
for nonlinearities. Second, nonparametric measurement error models are identified only
under fairly strong conditions, and their estimation involves complicated procedures
such as Fourier transforms and operator inversions (Schennach 2013, 2016; Hu 2017).
However, Wilhelm (2018) shows that testing for the presence of measurement error does
not require identification of the model and is thus possible without such strong assump-
tions. In particular, the test can detect many nonclassical measurement error models,
that is, models in which the measurement error depends on the true latent variable.
Another by-product of avoiding identification of the model is that complicated estima-
tion techniques are not necessary. In fact, the test we describe employs only standard
nonparametric regression techniques.

The null hypothesis depends on the latent variable X∗ and thus cannot directly be
tested. In section 2, therefore, we first describe how to convert the null hypothesis into
a testable restriction in terms of the observable variables Y,X,Z in a simple example,
a linear regression model. In this model, H0 can easily be tested using existing Stata
commands following Hausman (1978). Section 3 then describes the extension of such
ideas to the nonparametric framework as recently proposed by Wilhelm (2018). We also
introduce a new command, dgmtest, that implements a test of H0 without imposing
any parametric restrictions. Section 4 reports the results of Monte Carlo simulations
for dgmtest, and section 5 concludes with an empirical example in which we show how
to test for measurement error in administrative earnings data.

Related literature. Mahajan (2006) proposes a test for the presence of measurement
error when the explanatory variable X∗ and the observed measure X are binary. There
are some existing tests for the presence of measurement error in parametric models
that require identification and consistent estimators of the model: Hausman (1978);
Chesher (1990); Chesher, Dumangane, and Smith (2002); Hahn and Hausman (2002);
and Hu (2008). Related to Hausman (1978), in empirical work it is common to estimate
linear regressions by ordinary least squares (OLS) and instrumental variables (IV) and
then attribute a difference in the two estimates to the presence of measurement error,
treating the IV estimate as the consistent and unbiased one. Of course, this strategy is
valid only if the true relationship of interest is actually linear, the measurement error
is classical, and the model is identified. None of these assumptions is required in the
nonparametric approach described in this article.
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In principle, one could imagine constructing a test for the presence of measurement
error by comparing an estimator of the model that accounts for the possibility of mea-
surement error with one that ignores it, similar in spirit to the work by Durbin (1954),
Wu (1973), and Hausman (1978). If the difference between the two is statistically sig-
nificant, then one could conclude that this is evidence for the presence of measurement
error. However, this strategy would require identification and consistent estimation of
the measurement error model, which leads to overly strong assumptions, the necessity
of solving ill-posed inverse problems in the continuous variable case, and potentially
highly variable estimators. These difficulties can all be avoided by the nonparametric
approach described in this article.

2 Linear regression model

Consider the linear regression model for an outcome Y and an explanatory variable
X∗, assuming for simplicity that there are no further regressors (the extension to the
presence of additional controls is straightforward and discussed below),

Y = α+ βX∗ + ε E(εX∗) = 0 (2)

Instead of X∗, we observe a measurement X of X∗ and IV Z, which depends on X∗

[that is, E(X∗Z) 6= 0], but is excluded from the outcome equation [that is, E(εZ) =
0]. Testing for the presence of measurement error in this context is straightforward
(Hausman 1978). Under the null of no measurement error, OLS consistently estimates
β, but under the alternative of some measurement error, it is inconsistent. The IV

estimator, however, is consistent under both the null and the alternative. Therefore, one
can simply compute both estimators and compare them. If their difference is statistically
significant, that indicates the presence of measurement error.

To better understand the connection to the nonparametric test described in the
next section, note that the test based on the difference of OLS and IV estimators is
equivalent to testing significance in an expanded regression. To see this, suppose there
is no measurement error in X, then

Y = α+ βX + ε E(εX) = 0

Therefore, when we regress Y onto both X and Z, the exclusion of the IV implies that
the coefficient of Z must be zero;1 that is, we test the hypothesis of no measurement
error by instead testing

γ = 0 (3)

in the regression
Y = α+ βX + γZ + ε

In conclusion, we have shown that the null of no measurement error, (1), implies (3) in
the linear regression model. The only assumption for this to be true is that (2) holds

1. Hausman (1978) suggests running a regression of Y on X and the projection X̂ of X onto Z. Then,

H0 implies that the coefficient of X̂ must be zero.
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and that the IV is excluded from the outcome equation; that is, E(εZ) = 0. Therefore,
a rejection of the restriction (3) implies a rejection of the hypothesis of no measurement
error, (1).

However, without further assumptions, failing to reject (3) does not necessarily imply
failing to reject the null of no measurement error, (1). Suppose X = X∗ + ηX so that
ηX represents the measurement error in X. If the measurement error in X is assumed
to be classical [that is, it is uncorrelated with the latent regressor, E(X∗ηX) = 0]
and uncorrelated with the regression error, E(εηX) = 0, and if some further regularity
conditions hold, then it is easy to see that the null hypothesis H0 not only implies but
also is in fact implied by (3). Therefore, failing to reject (3) may be interpreted as
failing to reject H0, and rejecting (3) may be interpreted as rejecting H0.

Consider the following simulated example that illustrates the finite sample perfor-
mance of the test by Hausman (1978). First, we simulate data without measurement
error in the regressor (X = X∗),

. set obs 200
number of observations (_N) was 0, now 200

. set seed 982

. generate double z = rnormal(0,1)

. generate double u = rnormal(0,0.5)

. generate double e = rnormal(0,0.5)

. generate xs = 0.5*z + u

. generate x = xs

. generate y = xs + e

Then, we regress Y on X and Z (and a constant),

. regress y x z

Source SS df MS Number of obs = 200
F(2, 197) = 172.63

Model 89.3262231 2 44.6631115 Prob > F = 0.0000
Residual 50.9680314 197 .258720971 R-squared = 0.6367

Adj R-squared = 0.6330
Total 140.294254 199 .704996254 Root MSE = .50865

y Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

x 1.061784 .0757504 14.02 0.000 .9123978 1.211169
z -.0311242 .0490469 -0.63 0.526 -.1278486 .0656002

_cons -.0275876 .0360182 -0.77 0.445 -.0986184 .0434431

to find that Z is not significant at any reasonable confidence level (p-value is 0.526).
Therefore, we fail to reject the null of no measurement error as expected. Now, we
generate a measurement error contaminated regressor (X 6= X∗),

. generate double eta = rnormal(0,0.5)

. drop x

. generate x = xs + eta
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Again, we regress Y on X and Z (and a constant),

. regress y x z

Source SS df MS Number of obs = 200
F(2, 197) = 83.07

Model 64.1865952 2 32.0932976 Prob > F = 0.0000
Residual 76.1076593 197 .386333296 R-squared = 0.4575

Adj R-squared = 0.4520
Total 140.294254 199 .704996254 Root MSE = .62156

y Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

x .514337 .0630711 8.15 0.000 .3899559 .6387181
z .1963299 .0528932 3.71 0.000 .0920204 .3006393

_cons -.0329208 .0441275 -0.75 0.457 -.1199437 .0541021

to find that now Z is significant at every reasonable confidence level (p-value is 0.000).
Therefore, we strongly reject the null of no measurement error.

In the presence of additional, correctly measured controls in the regression model,
we would proceed exactly as above except that we would include the additional controls
in the regression command.

3 Nonparametric model—The new dgmtest command

While the approach to testing H0 in the previous section is straightforward and intu-
itive, its validity relies on strong assumptions: linearity in the outcome equation and
classical measurement error in X. Because nonlinearities in the regression equation and
measurement error in X may manifest themselves similarly (Chesher 1991), it is impor-
tant to allow for nonlinearities in the relationship between Y and X∗ when testing for
measurement error. In addition, a large literature has documented that measurement
error in economic data is rarely classical (see the survey by Bound, Brown, and Math-
iowetz [2001], for example). In this section, we describe how to test H0 in nonlinear
models with nonclassical measurement error.

Suppose the variable Z is related to X∗, but the measurement X is excluded from
the outcome model in the sense that

E(Y |X∗, X, Z) = E(Y |X∗) a.s. (4)

That is, they can affect outcomes only through the true explanatory variable X∗. Then,
it is easy to see that, under H0, Z must be excluded from the outcome equation condi-
tional on the observed X,

E(Y |X,Z) = E(Y |X) a.s. (5)

Unlike H0, this is a restriction that depends only on observables and can directly be
tested without making any parametric assumptions about how the conditional mean
of Y depends on X∗. The test by Delgado and González Manteiga (2001) introduced
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in the next subsection and implemented in the new command, dgmtest, for instance,
directly tests the restriction (5). Because of the above argument, it can be interpreted
as a test of the original null of interest, the null of no measurement error in (1).

The exclusion restriction (4) is standard in the literature on identification and esti-
mation of measurement error models (Carroll et al. 2006; Chen, Hong, and Nekipelov
2011; Schennach 2013, 2016; Hu 2017) and has already been justified in many em-
pirical applications. Because the assumption is central to the validity of the test for
measurement error, we now provide a few examples.

Consider a generic production problem in which Y is an output that is produced
from a vector of inputs X∗. The inputs are measured by the vectors X and Z alterna-
tively. In this context, the exclusion restriction is often a natural assumption because
it requires the “true” inputs X∗ to be the factors that matter for production, not the
measurements (X,Z). Therefore, conditional on knowing X∗, the measurements X and
Z should not provide any additional information about the output Y . Cunha, Heckman,
and Schennach (2010); Heckman, Pinto, and Savelyev (2013); Attanasio et al. (2015);
and Attanasio, Meghir, and Nix (2017) are examples of empirical articles in the skill-
formation literature that have justified the exclusion restriction in this fashion. The
same argument applies to many other production problems in which inputs are difficult
to measure (for example, Olley and Pakes [1996]).

In the empirical part of Wilhelm (2018) and in section 5 below, Y , X, and Z are
three measurements of earnings, but Y and (X,Z) come from two different data sources,
one from a survey and the other from an administrative dataset. We then argue the
exclusion restriction holds because the error in Z has a different origin from the error
in Y , at least conditional on X∗.

There are many other empirical applications that impose the exclusion restriction
(4): For instance, Altonji (1986) studies labor supply; Kane and Rouse (1995) and Kane,
Rouse, and Staiger (1999) study the returns to education; Card (1996) studies the effect
of unions on the wage structure; Hu et al. (2013) study auctions with unobserved het-
erogeneity; Feng and Hu (2013) study unemployment dynamics; and Arellano, Blundell,
and Bonhomme (2017) study earnings dynamics.

Wilhelm (2018) actually shows that, under additional assumptions, H0 not only
implies but also is implied by the observable restriction (5). Therefore, failing to reject
(5) may be interpreted as failing to reject H0, and rejecting (5) may be interpreted as
rejecting H0.

The main assumptions required for this equivalence result are first, the exclusion re-
striction (4); second, a relevance condition that ensures Z is sufficiently strongly related
to X∗; and third, monotonicity of the conditional mean function x∗ 7→ E(Y |X∗ = x∗).

To satisfy the relevance condition, we need to find two values of Z, say, z1, z2, such
that the probability mass functions of X∗|Z = z1 and X∗|Z = z2 do not cross more
than once. This assumption is testable under the additional assumption that X and X∗

are sufficiently strongly monotonically related because, in that case, we must have that
the probability mass functions of X|Z = z1 and X|Z = z2 do not cross more than once
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(see appendix A.3 in Wilhelm [2018]). Finally, monotonicity of the relationship between
the outcome and the explanatory variable is a weak assumption that is often directly
implied by economic theory, for example, when the conditional mean E(Y |X∗ = x∗)
is a production, cost, or utility function. Examples can be found in Matzkin (1994);
Olley and Pakes (1996); Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach (2010); Blundell, Horowitz,
and Parey (2012, 2017); Kasy (2014); Wilhelm (2015); Hoderlein et al. (2015); and
Chetverikov and Wilhelm (2017), among many others.

We now heuristically explain why the exclusion restriction, the relevance condition,
and the monotonicity condition together guarantee equivalence of H0 and (5). We have
already argued why H0 implies (5) under the exclusion restriction, so we need to show
only that the reverse holds as well.

Consider the special case when X∗ and X are continuously distributed and X∗, X,
and Z are scalars. Suppose the observable implication (5) holds. Then, for any two
values z1, z2, we have E(Y |X,Z = z1) = E(Y |X,Z = z2). Then, by the exclusion
restriction, ∫

E(Y |X∗) d(PX∗|X,Z=z1 − PX∗|X,Z=z2) = 0

if E(Y |X∗ = ·) is differentiable, then integration by parts yields∫ {
PX∗|X=x,Z=z1(x

∗)− PX∗|X=x,Z=z2(x
∗)
} ∂E(Y |X∗ = x∗)

∂x∗ dx∗ = 0 (6)

We want to show that this equation implies the null hypothesis H0. On the contrary,
assume that this is not the case. To generate a contradiction, we want to ensure that (6)
does not hold under the alternativeH1. This is the case, for example, when E(Y |X∗ = ·)
is monotone (and not constant) and PX∗|X=x,Z=z2 first-order stochastically dominates
PX∗|X=x,Z=z1 (and they are not equal) under H1. The relevance condition of Wilhelm
(2018) ensures that this first-order stochastic dominance holds. The monotonicity as-
sumption, on the other hand, implies that the derivative of the conditional expectation
does not change sign (and is nonzero somewhere), and the dominance condition implies
that the difference of the conditional distributions is nonnegative (and positive some-
where). In conclusion, the integral in (6) is nonzero under H1, yielding the desired
contradiction, so the null of no measurement error must hold. For more details on the
exact assumptions and arguments, see Wilhelm (2018).

In some applications, Z may be excluded from the outcome equation only after
conditioning on some additional, correctly measured controls W ; that is, the exclusion
restriction (4) is replaced by

E(Y |X∗,W, X, Z) = E(Y |X∗,W) a.s. (7)

This additional conditioning on W is necessary, for example, in cases in which W
determines both Y and (X,Z). Under (7), the null hypothesis H0 then implies

E(Y |X,W, Z) = E(Y |X,W) a.s. (8)
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The null hypothesis is, in fact, equivalent to (8) under conditions like those required for
the equivalence of H0 and (5). In the implementation of the test, we allow for two types
of additional controls, say, W = (W1,W2), where the vector W1 is included in the
conditional mean in a nonseparable fashion and the vector W2 is additively separable
and linear,

E(Y |X,W) = g(X,W1) + π′W2 (9)

for some function g and some vector of coefficients π.

There exist many nonparametric tests of the conditional mean independence in (5)
and (8), for example, Gozalo (1993); Fan and Li (1996); Delgado and González Manteiga
(2001); Mahajan (2006); and Huang, Sun, and White (2016). Therefore, any of those
could be used for nonparametrically testing for the presence of measurement error. In
the presence of several additional covariates W, however, the curse of dimensionality
may cause fully nonparametric tests to be infeasible. Therefore, we recommend the
semiparametric, partially linear model in (9) as a more practical approach in such cases.

In the following subsections, we introduce a new command, dgmtest, that imple-
ments the test by Delgado and González Manteiga (2001). This test has some desirable
properties such as relatively simple implementation and its ability to detect alternatives
at the

√
n-rate.

3.1 The test by Delgado and González Manteiga (2001)

We briefly describe the approach by Delgado and González Manteiga (2001) for testing
the conditional mean independence (5). There are many other reasons why one might
want to test such a restriction, and the test for the presence of measurement error as
described in this article is only one of these. To simplify the description, we focus on
the case in which there are no additional controls W .

The authors rewrite the null hypothesis of conditional mean independence, (5), as

E{T (X,Z)} = 0

where
T (x, z) := E

[
fX(X)

{
Y − E(Y |X)

}
1{X ≤ x}1{Z ≤ z}

]
1{A} is equal to 1 if the event A holds, 0 otherwise, and fX is the density of X.
Given a random sample {(Yi, Xi, Zi)}ni=1 from the distribution of (Y,X,Z), consider
the empirical analogue Tn(x, z) of T (x, z),

Tn(x, z) :=
1

n2

∑
i

∑
j

1

h
K

(
Xi −Xj

h

)
(Yi − Yj) 1{Xi ≤ x}1{Zi ≤ z}

where h is a bandwidth parameter and K a kernel function. Delgado and González
Manteiga (2001) propose two test statistics: the Cramér–von Mises statistic Tn :=
n
∑n

i=1 Tn(Xi, Zi)
2 and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic Tn := supx,z |

√
nTn(x, z)|.

Critical values of the test are computed using the bootstrap procedure described in
Delgado and González Manteiga (2001).
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Testing the version with additional controls, (8), is a simple extension of the above
test. In the presence of additively separable controls W2, we perform the test in two
steps. First, we compute an estimator π̂ of π as in Robinson (1988). Then, we apply
Delgado and González Manteiga’s (2001) test as described above, replacing Yi by Yi −
π̂′W2i.

3.2 Syntax

The dgmtest command implements the test by Delgado and González Manteiga (2001).
The syntax of the command is

dgmtest depvar expvar
[
if
] [

in
] [

, qz(#) qw2(#) teststat(string)

kernel(string) bootdist(string) bw(#) bootnum(#) ngrid(#) qgrid(#)
]

The two required arguments of the command are depvar (the outcome variable Y ) and
expvar (a list of variables containing all elements of X, W1, W2, and Z). Therefore,
expvar should consist of at least two variables, in which case the first is taken to be X
and the second to be Z. If there are more than two variables, then the options qz()

and qw2() determine which variables in the list are X, W1, W2, and Z. For instance,
if expvar contains 6 variables, qz() equals the default value of 1, and qw2() is equal to
2, then the first 3 variables in the list are interpreted as (X,W1) (which one is X and
which one is W1 does not matter because the test treats both types of variables exactly
the same), the fourth and fifth variables are interpreted as W2, and the sixth variable
as Z.

3.3 Options

qz(#) is the dimension of Z. The default is qz(1).

qw2(#) is the dimension of W2. The default is qw2(0), which means there are no
additional controls W2.

teststat(string) is the type of test statistic to be used: CvM and KS represent the
Cramér–von Mises and Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistics, respectively. The default is
teststat(CvM).

kernel(string) is the kernel function. The default kernel is the Epanechnikov kernel
(epanechnikov). Alternatively, we can choose one among two other Epanechnikov
kernels order of 2 and 4 with the support [−1, 1] (epan2 and epan4), biweight kernel
(biweight), Gaussian kernel (normal), rectangle kernel (rectangle), and triangular
kernel (triangular).

bootdist(string) is the distribution of the bootstrap multiplier variable. Following
Delgado and González Manteiga (2001), it should have a zero mean and unit vari-
ance. The default is bootdist(mammen) in Härdle and Mammen (1993), which is
the two-point distribution attaching masses

(√
5 + 1

)
/2
√
5 and

(√
5− 1

)
/2
√
5 to
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the points −
(√

5− 1
)
/2 and

(√
5 + 1

)
/2, respectively. Alternatively, we can choose

the Rademacher distribution (rademacher) or the continuous uniform distribution
on
(
−
√
3,
√
3
)
(uniform).

bw(#) is the bandwidth h, taken to be the same for every component of (X,W1). The
default is n−1/3q, which is a rule of thumb in Delgado and González Manteiga (2001),
where n is the sample size and q is the dimension of (X,W1).

bootnum(#) is the number of bootstrap samples for the computation of the test’s critical
value. The default is bootnum(500).

ngrid(#) is the number of equally spaced grid points used to compute the supremum
of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic if that statistic is chosen via the option test-

stat(). The default is ngrid(0), which means that the sample serves as the grid.
ngrid(0) is required for calculating the exact Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic, but it
is a burden when we perform a simulation with a large sample, so one might want to
choose a positive number smaller than the sample size in that case. The user need
not specify this if teststat(CvM) is used.

qgrid(#) is a quantile probability between 0 and 1 to set the minimum and maxi-
mum values of the grid points in the previous option. If qgrid() is smaller than
0.5, the minimum value is the qgrid() quantile, and the maximum value is the
1-qgrid() quantile. The default is grid(0), so in that case, the grid ranges from
the minimum to the maximum value in the sample. The user need not specify this
if teststat(CvM) is used.

3.4 Stored results

dgmtest stores the following in e():

Scalars
e(N) number of observations
e(dimXW1) dimension of (X,W1)
e(dimW2) dimension of W2

e(dimZ) dimension of Z
e(stat) test statistic value
e(btcv1) 1% bootstrap critical value
e(btcv5) 5% bootstrap critical value
e(btcv10) 10% bootstrap critical value
e(btpv) bootstrap p-value
e(bw) bandwidth h
e(bootnum) number of bootstrap samples
e(ngrid) number of grid points
e(qgrid) quantile probability for minimum or maximum values of grid points

Macros
e(cmd) dgmtest
e(title) Nonparametric Significance Test
e(teststat) type of test statistic
e(kernel) type of kernel function
e(bootdist) distribution of bootstrap multiplier variable
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3.5 A simple example

Consider again the simple simulated example from section 2. First, perform the non-
parametric test for measurement error on the correctly measured explanatory variable,
using the default settings of the dgmtest command:

. dgmtest y xs z
-----------------------------------------------------
Delgado and Manteiga test

-----------------------------------------------------

H0: E[Y | X,W1,Z] = E[Y | X,W1]

----- parameter settings -----

Test statistic: CvM (default)
Kernel: epanechnikov (default)
bw = n^(1/3q) (default)
bootstrap multiplier distribution: mammen (default)

number of observations: 200
bandwidth: .17099759
dimension of (X,W1): 1
dimension of W2: 0
dimension of Z: 1
number of bootstrap samples: 500

----- test results -----

CvM = .00769912
bootstrap critical value at 1%: .02114236
bootstrap critical value at 5%: .017298
bootstrap critical value at 10%: .01347117
p(CvM < CvM*) = .314

The p-value of the Cramér–von Mises version of the test is 0.314, which means we fail
to reject the null of no measurement error at all reasonable confidence levels.
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Now, we perform the test on the mismeasured explanatory variable, again using the
default settings of the command:

. dgmtest y x z
-----------------------------------------------------
Delgado and Manteiga test

-----------------------------------------------------

H0: E[Y | X,W1,Z] = E[Y | X,W1]

----- parameter settings -----

Test statistic: CvM (default)
Kernel: epanechnikov (default)
bw = n^(1/3q) (default)
bootstrap multiplier distribution: mammen (default)

number of observations: 200
bandwidth: .17099759
dimension of (X,W1): 1
dimension of W2: 0
dimension of Z: 1
number of bootstrap samples: 500

----- test results -----

CvM = .02530518
bootstrap critical value at 1%: .01854303
bootstrap critical value at 5%: .01139063
bootstrap critical value at 10%: .00871101
p(CvM < CvM*) = .004

As expected, the nonparametric test detects the measurement error and strongly rejects
the null of no measurement error (p-value is 0.004) at all reasonable confidence levels.

4 Monte Carlo simulation

In this section, we present a small simulation study investigating the finite sample
performance of the measurement error test.
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We consider the outcome equation

Y = X∗2 +
1

2
X∗ +N

(
0, σ2

ε

)
with different models for the measurement system:

Model I : X = X∗ +D ×N
(
0, σ2

ME

)
, Z = X∗ +N

(
0, 0.32

)
Model II : X = X∗ +D ×N

(
0, σ2

ME

)
e−|X∗−0.5|, Z = X∗ +N

(
0, 0.32

)
Model III : X = X∗ +D ×N

(
0, σ2

ME

)
e−|X∗−0.5|, Z = X∗ +N

(
0, 0.32

)
e−|X∗−0.5|

Model IV : X = X∗ +D ×N
(
0, σ2

ME

)
, Z = − (X∗ − 1)

2
+N

(
0, 0.22

)
The value for σε is 0.5 for models I, II, and III and 0.2 for model IV. In all four
models, X∗ ∼ U [0, 1], and the random variable D is Bernoulli(1− λ), where 1 − λ is
the probability of measurement error (ME) in X occurring. 1−λ = 0 means there is no
measurement error in X, which represents the null hypothesis. To generate alternatives,
we increase 1−λ on a grid up to 1. We vary the standard deviation of the measurement
error in X, σME, in {0.2, 0.5, 1}. Therefore, alternatives get closer to the null as we
decrease 1− λ or σME, or both. We vary the sample size n ∈ {200, 500}, but all models
are simulated on 1,000 Monte Carlo samples (we set the seed at 1234). Following
Delgado and González Manteiga (2001), we use the bandwidth rule-of-thumb value
n−1/3. Simulation results for different choices of bandwidths, which are not presented
here, are similar.

The Cramér–von Mises statistics are generated by

. dgmtest Y X Z, kernel(epan2) bootnum(100)

The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistics with 10 grid points are generated by

. dgmtest Y X Z, teststat(KS) kernel(epan2) bootnum(100) ngrid(10) qgrid(0.05)
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Table 1 shows the rejection frequencies of the test. Overall, the test controls size
well and possesses power against all alternatives. These findings are consistent with the
Monte Carlo simulation results in Wilhelm (2018).

Table 1. Rejection frequencies from the simulation experiment

n = 200 n = 500

σME 1− λ 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

Model I

0.2 0.158 0.371 0.602 0.767 0.266 0.673 0.919 0.983

0.5 CvM 0.049 0.394 0.857 0.981 0.995 0.049 0.772 0.996 1.000 1.000

1.0 0.322 0.846 0.994 0.999 0.680 0.996 1.000 1.000

0.2 0.140 0.317 0.546 0.691 0.243 0.610 0.870 0.973

0.5 KS 0.054 0.374 0.836 0.974 0.994 0.053 0.703 0.995 1.000 1.000

1.0 0.322 0.813 0.988 0.998 0.653 0.995 1.000 1.000

Model II

0.2 0.123 0.245 0.382 0.520 0.185 0.430 0.710 0.886

0.5 CvM 0.049 0.316 0.765 0.956 0.991 0.049 0.625 0.985 1.000 1.000

1.0 0.366 0.878 0.996 0.998 0.745 0.999 1.000 1.000

0.2 0.105 0.214 0.330 0.475 0.162 0.378 0.641 0.855

0.5 KS 0.054 0.292 0.714 0.936 0.987 0.053 0.562 0.973 1.000 1.000

1.0 0.353 0.842 0.990 0.998 0.693 0.995 1.000 1.000

Model III

0.2 0.147 0.310 0.518 0.689 0.234 0.589 0.851 0.963

0.5 CvM 0.049 0.400 0.875 0.986 1.000 0.055 0.779 0.997 1.000 1.000

1.0 0.463 0.954 1.000 1.000 0.869 1.000 1.000 1.000

0.2 0.127 0.284 0.439 0.622 0.200 0.521 0.818 0.950

0.5 KS 0.051 0.379 0.852 0.985 0.998 0.052 0.738 0.996 1.000 1.000

1.0 0.443 0.953 0.999 1.000 0.843 1.000 1.000 1.000

Model IV

0.2 0.582 0.942 0.997 1.000 0.940 1.000 1.000 1.000

0.5 CvM 0.074 0.910 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.061 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

1.0 0.830 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000

0.2 0.457 0.890 0.991 0.998 0.846 0.999 1.000 1.000

0.5 KS 0.061 0.903 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.053 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000

1.0 0.809 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000
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5 Example: Testing for the presence of measurement
error in administrative earnings data

In this section, we test for measurement error in the U.S. Social Security Administra-
tion’s measure of earnings. While measurement error in survey responses is a widespread
concern that has occupied a large literature (Bound, Brown, and Mathiowetz 2001), only
recently empirical researchers have emphasized concerns about the reliability of admin-
istrative data (for example, Fitzenberger, Osikominu, and Völter [2006]; Kapteyn and
Ypma [2007]; Abowd and Stinson [2007]; Groen [2012]).

The data come from the March 1978 Current Population Survey/Social Security
Summary Earnings (U.S. Census Bureau 2009). The sample selection is similar to
Wilhelm (2018), except that we consider only white singles between ages 25 and 60
who work full time the full year. The sample size is 2,683 individuals. The dataset
contains a survey measure of earnings in 1977 (repearn77) from the Current Population
Survey and two administrative measures of earnings in 1977 and in 1976 (ssearn77 and
ssearn76), the earnings records of the social security administration. We denote by
Y the survey measure and by X and Z the administrative measures in 1977 and 1976,
respectively. A test for the presence of measurement error in X as in H0 is then a test
of the presence of measurement error in administrative earnings in 1977.

Figure 1 shows nonparametric density estimates of survey and administrative earn-
ings. Figure 2 plots the nonparametric density estimate of the difference between admin-
istrative and survey earnings. There is substantial probability mass within USD ±1,000,
which is a large deviation relative to the maximum earnings in the sample (USD 16,500).
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Figure 1. Nonparametric density estimates of administrative earnings (ssearn77) and
survey earnings (repearn77) in 1977, using cross-validated bandwidths
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Figure 2. Nonparametric density estimate of the difference in administrative and survey
earnings in 1977, using a cross-validated bandwidth

The exclusion restriction (4) is likely to hold in this context because the measure-
ment errors in survey and administrative earnings come from different sources (see
the more detailed discussion in Wilhelm [2018]). To assess the relevance of the second
measurement Z, which here is lagged administrative earnings, we plot the density of ad-
ministrative earnings in 1977 given those in 1976. Figure 3 shows this density for those
individuals with lagged earnings in the 10th and 90th percentile of the 1976 earnings
distribution. The graph shows that the second measurement Z, lagged administrative
earnings, shifts the earnings distribution in the next period to the right as we go from
the 10th to the 90th percentile. In particular, the two densities seem to cross only once,
which is consistent with the relevance condition that is needed for the equivalence of
H0 and the observable restriction (5).
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Figure 3. Nonparametric estimate of the conditional density of administrative earn-
ings in 1977 given lagged administrative earnings being in the 10th or 90th percentile.
Bandwidths are chosen by cross-validation.

Figure 4 shows nonparametric estimates of the conditional mean E(Y |X = x,Z = z)
as a function of z for three values of x. If there was no measurement error in X, then
(5) implies that this conditional mean should not vary with z. The graph suggests that
there is some variation in that dimension, particularly for small and large values of
earnings, but the graph does not contain any information about whether this variation
is statistically significant, so we will now discuss the results of the formal test of H0.
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Figure 4. Nonparametric estimate of E(Y |X,Z), where Y is survey earnings in 1977
and X and Z are administrative earnings in 1977 and 1976, respectively. Bandwidths
are chosen by cross-validation.

The test is performed using the new command, dgmtest, with its default settings,
except we increase the number of bootstrap samples to 5,000:

. set seed 1977

. dgmtest repearn77 ssearn77 ssearn76, bootnum(5000)
-----------------------------------------------------
Delgado and Manteiga test

-----------------------------------------------------

H0: E[Y | X,W1,Z] = E[Y | X,W1]

----- parameter settings -----

Test statistic: CvM (default)
Kernel: epanechnikov (default)
bw = n^(1/3q) (default)
bootstrap multiplier distribution: mammen (default)

number of observations: 2682
bandwidth: .07197479
dimension of (X,W1): 1
dimension of W2: 0
dimension of Z: 1
number of bootstrap samples: 5000

----- test results -----

CvM = .51238949
bootstrap critical value at 1%: .62569854
bootstrap critical value at 5%: .42202155
bootstrap critical value at 10%: .33858164
p(CvM < CvM*) = .0238
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The test produces a p-value of 0.0238, so we reject the null of no measurement error
in administrative earnings at high confidence levels. Table 2 shows the test results
for the full sample as well as for subsamples with the same gender and education. The
p-values for the low and high education groups are about 8%, which is some evidence for
the presence of measurement error but is weaker than in the full sample. For individuals
in the middle education group, there is no evidence of measurement error. Similarly, we
cannot reject the null on the subsamples of males and females. Of course, the sample
sizes on the subsamples are significantly smaller than on the full sample, so it may be
harder to reject the null for that reason.

Table 2. Test results

test cval cval cval sample
p-value stat. 1% 5% 10% h size

full sample 0.024 0.512 0.626 0.422 0.339 0.072 2,682

males 0.131 0.276 0.571 0.400 0.307 0.102 944
females 0.109 0.318 0.640 0.424 0.327 0.083 1,738

< high school 0.081 0.290 0.759 0.759 0.111 0.169 206
high school 0.203 0.143 0.615 0.455 0.208 0.091 1,329
> high school 0.082 0.818 1.466 0.979 0.753 0.096 1,147

6 Conclusion

This article describes how to test for the presence of measurement error in covariates.
While in linear regression models with classical measurement error, testing the null of
no measurement error can be carried out using simple linear regression techniques, we
introduce the dgmtest command, which implements a nonparametric test that does not
rely on linearity nor on the measurement error (if there is any) to be classical.

The command is an implementation of the Delgado and González Manteiga (2001)
test of conditional mean independence, a hypothesis that might be of interest in appli-
cations other than testing for the presence of measurement error.

7 Programs and supplemental materials

To install a snapshot of the corresponding software files as they existed at the time of
publication of this article, type

. net sj 20-2

. net install st0600 (to install program files, if available)

. net get st0600 (to install ancillary files, if available)
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Abstract. In this article, I describe the lclogit2 command, an enhanced version
of lclogit (Pacifico and Yoo, 2013, Stata Journal 13: 625–639). Like its predeces-
sor, lclogit2 uses the expectation-maximization algorithm to fit latent class con-
ditional logit (LCL) models. But it executes the expectation-maximization algo-
rithm’s core algebraic operations in Mata, so it runs considerably faster as a result.
It also allows linear constraints on parameters to be imposed more conveniently
and flexibly. It comes with the parallel command lclogitml2, a new stand-alone
command that uses gradient-based algorithms to fit LCL models. Both lclogit2

and lclogitml2 are supported by a new postestimation command, lclogitwtp2,
that evaluates willingness-to-pay measures implied by fitted LCL models.

Keywords: st0601, lclogit2, lclogitml2, lclogitpr2, lclogitcov2, lclogitwtp2, latent
class model, conditional logit, expectation-maximization algorithm, lclogit, fmm,
finite mixture, mixlogit, mixed logit, willingness to pay

1 Introduction

The latent class conditional logit (LCL) model extends the conditional logit model
(clogit in Stata) by incorporating a discrete representation of unobserved preference
heterogeneity. Algebraically, the LCL likelihood function is a finite mixture of C different
conditional logit likelihood functions. Stata 15 introduced the fmm command, which fits
many finite mixture models; as of Stata 16, however, fmm does not support clogit as
a component model. The community-contributed lclogit command (Pacifico and Yoo
2013) allows Stata users to fit LCL models. But it underuses Stata’s computing capabil-
ities available via the Mata environment and does not allow the component conditional
logit models to share any parameter in common.

In this article, I describe lclogit2, an enhanced version of lclogit. Like its pre-
decessor, lclogit2 applies Bhat’s (1997) expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to
obtain the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of LCL. The EM algorithm is an attrac-
tive method to maximize the nonconcave log-likelihood function of LCL because it offers
greater numerical stability than the usual Newton-type techniques that ml maximize

applies. Train (2008) provides a masterful summary of the source of this advantage.

lclogit2 comes with a parallel command, lclogitml2, that fits LCL models using
the usual techniques for maximum likelihood estimation. While lclogitml2 is fully
functional as a stand-alone command, it may be also used as a postestimation tool for

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC st0601
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lclogit2. The EM algorithm used by lclogit2 (and by lclogit) produces coefficient
estimates without standard errors. To draw statistical inferences, users may pass active
lclogit2 estimates as starting values to lclogitml2 and obtain the usual ml maximize

output table with standard errors.

Major differences between the lclogit2 and lclogit commands may be summa-
rized as follows. To facilitate discussion, let βc denote a vector of coefficients for the
c th clogit component, or latent class, of LCL.

First, lclogit2 estimates a given LCL specification considerably faster than lclogit

by using Mata to execute the core algebraic operations of the EM algorithm. lclogit

executes the same operations in the regular Stata environment.

Second, lclogit2 allows βc to include homogeneous coefficients that are identical
across classes, as well as heterogeneous coefficients that vary across classes. Hole’s
(2007c) mixlogit command can fit a mixed logit model that includes a combination of
nonrandom coefficients and multivariate normal random coefficients. The new feature of
lclogit2 allows estimation of a latent class counterpart to such a model specification.
lclogit assumes that every coefficient is heterogeneous.

Third, lclogit2 can incorporate any set of linear constraints on βc for c = 1, 2,
. . . , C, defined using Stata’s constraint command. The constraints may apply within
a class (for example, two different coefficients in β1 are equal to 0) as well as across
different classes (for example, a coefficient in β1 and the corresponding coefficient in β2

are the same). lclogit can incorporate within-class constraints only and has peculiar
syntax requirements for inputting the constraints.

Fourth, lclogitml2 is a stand-alone estimation command. lclogitml, which ac-
companies lclogit, is simply a wrapper that passes lclogit estimates to another
community-contributed command, gllamm (Rabe-Hesketh, Skrondal, and Pickles 2002).
This difference brings about several advantages:

a. lclogitml2 uses a log-likelihood evaluator coded in Mata. It estimates a given
LCL specification considerably faster than gllamm, which uses an evaluator coded
in the regular Stata environment.

b. lclogitml2 can inherit linear constraints defined for lclogit2. In contrast, to
impose the same constraints across lclogit and lclogitml, users must define a
set of constraints to comply with the syntax requirements of lclogit and another
set of constraints to comply with those of gllamm.

c. lclogitml2 is better suited to fitting a model with many heterogeneous coeffi-
cients. Suppose that each βc consists of K heterogeneous coefficients so that there
are a total of C × K heterogeneous coefficients to estimate. In ml model’s ver-
nacular, lclogitml2 will add C “equations”, where each equation comprises K
coefficients for a particular class. In contrast, gllamm will add C ×K equations,
where each equation’s intercept is a particular coefficient. With a large C × K,
a call to gllamm (via lclogitml) may fail with an error message stating that
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some equation is not found, presumably because there is a limit on the number of
equations that ml model can receive from gllamm.

Finally, when lclogit2 or lclogitml2 results are active, a new postestimation
tool, lclogitwtp2, can calculate willingness-to-pay (WTP) measures implied by the
coefficient estimates. Within each class c, the WTP for attribute k is calculated as the
ratio of the coefficient on that attribute to another coefficient that can be interpreted
as the marginal utility of money. In nonmarket valuation studies, such WTP measures
are often the main parameters of interest. To derive the WTP measures from lclogit

or lclogitml estimates, users need to write their own postestimation programs.

2 Latent class conditional logit

Consider decision maker n making a choice from J alternatives in each of T choice
occasions, where n = 1, 2, . . . , N . Alternative j, available to him or her in occasion t,
is described by a row vector of K attributes, xnjt. Denote by ynjt a binary indicator
that equals 1 if his or her choice is alternative j, and 0 otherwise. Under the conditional
logit model (clogit in Stata), the joint likelihood of his or her T choices is given by

Pn(β) =

T∏
t=1

J∏
j=1

(
exp(xnjtβ)∑J

h=1 exp(xnhtβ)

)ynjt

(1)

where β is a column vector of K coefficients, which can be interpreted as the marginal
utilities of the corresponding entries in xnjt. As a matter of fact, clogit (as well
as lclogit2 and lclogitml2) can also accommodate datasets with T varying across
decision makers and J varying across decision makers, choice occasions, or both. While
T and J in (1) must be more accurately written as Tn and Jnt, the subscripts will be
omitted for notational simplicity.1

The LCL extends the conditional logit by incorporating a discrete representation of
unobserved preference heterogeneity across decision makers. Specifically, LCL assumes
that there are C distinct types, or “classes”, of decision makers and that each class c
makes choices consistent with its own clogit model with utility coefficient vector βc.
Suppose that the probability that decision maker n belongs to class c is given by a
fractional multinomial logit specification

πnc(Θ) =
exp(znθc)

1 +
∑C−1

l=1 exp(znθl)
(2)

where zn is a row vector of decision maker n’s characteristics and the usual constant
regressor (that is, 1); θc is a conformable column vector of membership model coefficients
for class c, with θC normalized to 0 for identification; and Θ = (θ1,θ2, . . . ,θC−1)

1. Stata’s User’s Guide also omits the subscripts from T and J when explaining conditional logit and
related models.
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denotes a collection of the C − 1 identified membership coefficient vectors. Under LCL,
the joint likelihood of decision maker n’s choices is given by

Ln(B,Θ) =

C∑
c=1

πnc(Θ)Pn(βc) (3)

where B = (β1,β2, . . . ,βC) denotes a collection of the C utility coefficient vectors and
each Pn(βc) is obtained by evaluating (1) at β = βc.

The sample log-likelihood function under LCL can be constructed by adding up
the natural log of Ln(B,Θ) across N decision makers in the sample. The command
lclogit2 computes the MLE of B and Θ by using Bhat’s (1997) EM algorithm to maxi-
mize the sample log-likelihood function. The command lclogitml2 computes the MLEs
of the same coefficients by using gradient-based maximization techniques that Stata’s
ml programs rely on. Unless the EM algorithm has been terminated prior to achieving
convergence, lclogitml2 must produce the same estimates as the existing lclogit2

estimates when the gradient-based maximization run uses the latter set of estimates as
initial values. Train (2008) provides a lucid explanation for this equivalence.2

3 Estimation: lclogit2 and lclogitml2

Both lclogit2 and lclogitml2 require the same data structure as clogit and its
extensions, such as mixlogit (Hole 2007c) and lclogit (Pacifico and Yoo 2013). To
aid clarification, let us consider the notation introduced in section 2. The data ynjt,
xnjt, and zn for each distinct triplet of indices {n, j, t}must be organized into a separate
row in the dataset (that is, an observation in Stata’s vernacular). Within a block of data
rows associated with consumer n, ynjt and xnjt thus vary from row to row, whereas zn

is repeated across all rows.

The syntax diagram for lclogit2 is as follows:

lclogit2 depvar
[
varlist1

] [
if
] [

in
]
, group(varname) rand(varlist2)

nclasses(#)
[
id(varname) membership(varlist3) constraints(numlist)

seed(#) iterate(#) ltolerance(#) tolerance(#) tolcheck nolog
]

The syntax diagram for lclogitml2 is similar:

lclogitml2 depvar
[
varlist1

] [
if
] [

in
]
, group(varname) rand(varlist2)

nclasses(#)
[
id(varname) membership(varlist3) constraints(numlist)

seed(#) from(init specs) noninteractive options
]

2. As a primer to Train (2008), see Fiebig and Yoo (2019) and Pacifico and Yoo (2013). The former
provides an intuitive description of the surrogate objective function that Bhat’s (1997) EM algo-
rithm uses in lieu of the sample log-likelihood function. The latter provides a short summary of
algebraic operations involved in maximizing the surrogate objective function.
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The indicator ynjt in section 2 refers to each observation on the dependent variable,
depvar. Within a block of data rows associated with consumer n and choice occasion t,
depvar must be equal to 1 in the row describing the alternative that he or she actually
chose and 0 in all the other rows.

Each command has three required options. The required option group(varname)
is identical to the namesake option in clogit, mixlogit, and lclogit and specifies
a numeric variable that identifies distinct choice occasions faced by different decision
makers. In the context of (1), the variable in question tells Stata which J data rows to
use when evaluating the clogit formula inside the large round brackets. The variable
must take a unique numeric value for each distinct pair of n and t, and the value must
be repeated across all J data rows associated with that pair.

The required option rand(varlist2) is similar to the namesake option in mixlogit

and specifies attribute variables whose utility coefficients are assumed to vary from class
to class. Sometimes, users may wish to constrain a subset of utility coefficients to be
identical across all classes. Such constraints can be conveniently requested by using the
optional varlist1 to specify those attributes with class-invariant utility coefficients.3 To
avoid contradiction, do not place a variable in both varlist2 and varlist1. The attribute
vector xnjt in section 2 refers to each observation on varlist2 (and, if specified, varlist1).

Finally, the required option nclasses(#) specifies the number of classes, C, in (3).
In empirical research, it is common practice to choose the preferred number of classes
by estimating an LCL specification repeatedly with different candidate values for C and
inspecting which value optimizes the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). See section 5
for further discussion.

Optional options for lclogit2 include the following:

id(varname) is identical to the namesake option in mixlogit and lclogit and specifies
a numeric identifier variable for decision makers. This variable is expected to identify
which block of data rows is associated with each decision maker n; its value must
vary from decision maker to decision maker but remain constant within all data rows
for the same decision maker. The default is to assume that group() and id() are
identical, which is equivalent to assuming that each decision maker has faced only
one choice occasion (that is, T = 1).

3. When specifying a mixed logit model, users sometimes assume that the coefficient on price is
identical across all decision makers, while the coefficients on all other attributes are normally
distributed across decision makers. As Revelt and Train (1998) have noted, the homogeneous price
coefficient makes it easier for gradient-based numerical maximizers to find a solution and ensures
that the implied WTP for each nonprice attribute has a finite expected value. To estimate an LCL
version of this specification, users may include the price variable in varlist1 and the rest of the
attribute variables in varlist2.
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membership(varlist3) specifies independent variables for the class membership model
in (2), except the constant regressor of 1, which is always assumed to be included.
Together with the constant regressor, each observation on varlist3 makes up zn, the
vector of decision maker n’s characteristics. Within a block of data rows associated
with decision maker n, the numerical values of varlist3 must remain constant across
all rows. The default is to assume that varlist3 is empty; that is, zn includes only
the constant regressor.

constraints(numlist) specifies linear constraints to be applied during estimation. The
constraints must be defined using the Stata command constraint prior to estima-
tion. The default is to impose no such constraints.

When using constraint, note that equation names for the utility coefficients on
varlist1 and varlist2 are Fix and Classc, respectively, where c refers to a particular
class number. Therefore, the coefficient on varname in varlist1 is [Fix]varname.
The coefficient on varname in varlist2 is [Class1]varname for class 1, [Class2]var-
name for class 2, and so on.

seed(#) sets the seed for pseudouniform random numbers used in computing starting
values. See Pacifico and Yoo (2013) for the detailed procedure. The default seed is
c(seed).

iterate(#) specifies the maximum number of iterations. The default is
iterate(1000).

ltolerance(#) specifies the tolerance for the log likelihood. When the relative increase
in the log likelihood over the last five iterations is less than the specified value,
lclogit2 declares convergence. The default is ltolerance(0.00001).

tolerance(#) specifies the tolerance for the coefficient vector. The default is
tolerance(0.0004).

tolcheck requests the use of an extra convergence criterion to reduce the chance of false
declaration of convergence. If this option is used, lclogit2 will declare convergence
when 1) the relative increase in the log likelihood is smaller than ltolerance() and
2) the relative difference in the coefficient vector is smaller than tolerance() over
the last five iterations.

nolog suppresses the display of an iteration log.

As the syntax diagram above shows, many of the optional options for lclogit2 are
also available for lclogitml2. Optional options unique to lclogitml2 are as follows:

from(init specs) is identical to the namesake option of mixlogit (Hole 2007c) and
supplies custom starting values for the utility and membership coefficients, that is,
B and Θ in (3). The default starting values are obtained by applying the same
procedure as what Pacifico and Yoo (2013) describe for lclogit.

noninteractive options refers to extra options for use with ml model in noninteractive
mode; see [R] ml.
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4 Postestimation: lclogitpr2, lclogitcov2, and lclogitwtp2

Both lclogit2 and lclogitml2 are supported by three postestimation commands:
lclogitpr2, lclogitcov2, and lclogitwtp2. For each decision maker, lclogitpr2
predicts choice probabilities associated with each alternative in each choice situation
that he or she has faced, as well as class membership probabilities. lclogitcov2 com-
putes variances and covariances of class-specific utility coefficients β1,β2, . . . ,βC , by
considering them as a discrete random variable with probability masses given by class
membership probabilities πn1(Θ), πn2(Θ), . . . , πnC(Θ). Finally, lclogitwtp2 converts
estimated utility coefficients into implied WTP measures similarly to how Hole’s (2007a)
wtp works on clogit coefficients.

The remainder of this section focuses on the syntax diagram for lclogitwtp2, which
provides a new postestimation tool that is not available for lclogit. The other two
postestimation commands have the same functionalities and syntax diagrams as lclog-
itpr and lclogitcov which support lclogit, apart from the “2” suffix. Pacifico and
Yoo (2013) describe lclogitpr and lclogitcov in detail.

4.1 Syntax for lclogitwtp2

The attribute vector xnjt typically includes a pecuniary attribute, which allows the re-
searcher to estimate a utility coefficient that can be associated with the marginal utility
of money. Often, the pecuniary attribute measures the cost of acquiring a particular
alternative. For example, in Oviedo and Yoo (2017), each alternative is a reforestation
project, and the cost is a required increase in the decision maker’s tax liabilities to fi-
nance that project. In some applications, the pecuniary attribute may measure income
generated by a particular alternative instead. For example, in Doiron and Yoo (2017),
each alternative is a junior nursing job, and the amount of income is salary earned from
that job.

In most nonmarket valuation studies, the index function xnjtβ is assumed to be
linear in the pecuniary attribute. The marginal utility of money is then equal to −1
times the cost coefficient or, alternatively, to the income coefficient itself. Let βk,c be
an entry in βc that is the utility coefficient on attribute k. The WTP for attribute k can
be evaluated as −1×βk,c/βcost,c or βk,c/βincome,c, depending on whether the pecuniary
attribute measures cost or income.4

In the “cost” case, the syntax diagram for lclogitwtp2 is

lclogitwtp2, cost(varname)
[
nonlcom nlcom options

]
Similarly, in the “income” case, the syntax diagram for lclogitwtp2 is

lclogitwtp2, income(varname)
[
nonlcom nlcom options

]
4. Note that the WTP measure is class invariant only when numerator and denominator coefficients

are both class invariant. Even when the numerator (denominator) coefficient is constrained to be
class invariant, the WTP measure varies from class to class as long as the denominator (numerator)
coefficient does.
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The required option cost(varname) or income(varname) identifies the pecuniary
attribute variable, whose coefficient enters the denominator of the WTP formula. When
lclogit2 estimates are active, lclogitwtp2 simply reports the implied WTP measures.
When lclogitml2 results are active, it also acts as a wrapper for Stata’s nlcom com-
mand, which it uses to compute standard errors and confidence intervals for the implied
WTP measures.

The two optional options are relevant only when lclogitml2 results are active:

nonlcom requests that the command skip the nlcom step and report the WTP measures
without test statistics. The default is to execute the nlcom step.

nlcom options refers to options of nlcom; see [R] nlcom.

5 Examples

Just as in clogit, both lclogit2 and lclogitml2 require that the data ynjt, xnjt,
and zn for each distinct triplet of indices {n, j, t} (see section 2 for the notation) be
organized into a separate row in the dataset. As an example, consider transport.dta,
available on the Stata Press website.5 This fictitious dataset has been generated to
imitate a sample of N = 500 decision makers choosing from J = 4 alternative transport
modes (car, public transport, bicycle, or walk) in each of T = 3 choice situations. Each
choice occasion refers to a different time of the year, so the decision maker’s age in
decades (age), income in $10,000s (income), and full- or part-time employment status
(parttime) may vary from occasion to occasion. Each alternative mode is described
by its cost (trcost) in dollars and required travel time (trtime) in hours. Before we
proceed, the contents of trtime will be modified to measure savings in travel time
relative to walking. Following this change, the coefficient on trtime can be interpreted
as the marginal utility of one hour saved in travel time relative to walking.

. use https://www.stata-press.com/data/r16/transport
(Transportation choice data)

. quietly by id t: replace trtime = trtime[4] - trtime[_n]

The first 12 rows of the dataset are displayed below. The variables id, t, and
alt identify decision makers (n = 1, 2, . . . , 500), choice occasions (t = 1, 2, 3), and
alternatives (j = 1, 2, 3, 4), respectively. Each row of choice is ynjt, and each row of
trcost and trtime is xnjt. Decision maker 1 turns out to be someone who traveled by
car in all three occasions. While each row of age, income, and parttime records the
decision maker’s characteristics, it is repeated only within a choice occasion, not across
all data rows associated with the same decision maker. In other words, the row does not
make up zn, and the three variables cannot be included in varlist3 to model membership
probabilities. Instead, users may consider interacting each demographic variable with
trcost and trtime and including the interaction terms in varlist1 or varlist2. As Train

5. This is an example dataset used by Stata 16’s new cmxtmixlogit command, which allows users to
fit mixed logit models for panel data. Compared with Hole’s (2007c) mixlogit, the new command
provides more choices for mixing distributions and Monte Carlo integration methods.
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(2009, chap. 3) explains, including the interaction terms is equivalent to specifying the
utility coefficient on each attribute as a linear function of the demographic variables.

. list in 1/12, sepby(t)

id t alt choice trcost trtime age income parttime

1. 1 1 Car 1 4.14 0.01 3.0 3 Full-time
2. 1 1 Public 0 4.74 -0.29 3.0 3 Full-time
3. 1 1 Bicycle 0 2.76 -0.23 3.0 3 Full-time
4. 1 1 Walk 0 0.92 0.00 3.0 3 Full-time

5. 1 2 Car 1 8.00 0.25 3.2 5 Full-time
6. 1 2 Public 0 3.14 0.27 3.2 5 Full-time
7. 1 2 Bicycle 0 2.56 0.21 3.2 5 Full-time
8. 1 2 Walk 0 0.64 0.00 3.2 5 Full-time

9. 1 3 Car 1 1.76 0.41 3.4 5 Part-time
10. 1 3 Public 0 2.25 0.09 3.4 5 Part-time
11. 1 3 Bicycle 0 0.92 -0.47 3.4 5 Part-time
12. 1 3 Walk 0 0.58 0.00 3.4 5 Part-time

Like clogit, both lclogit2 and lclogitml2 require a variable that identifies all
data rows associated with each distinct pair of decision maker n and choice occasion
t. As the first command line below shows, such a variable can be generated using the
egen command’s group() function. To include alternative-specific intercepts in the LCL

model, we create in the second command line alternative-specific constants. Variable
asc1 is set to 1 in all data rows for car and 0 everywhere else. Variables asc2, asc3, and
asc4 are similarly defined in relation to public transport, bicycle, and walk, respectively.
The last variable will be excluded from the model to achieve identification.

. egen gid = group(id t)

. quietly tabulate alt, generate(asc)

How many classes, C, should LCL allow for? In many empirical studies, including
my own (Yoo and Doiron 2013; Doiron and Yoo 2017, 2020; Oviedo and Yoo 2017),
this question is addressed by repeatedly fitting the same LCL model with different num-
bers of classes and inspecting which number leads to the best model in terms of the
BIC. lclogit2 calculates and stores the fitted model’s BIC in e(bic), facilitating this
specification search.6

6. The command also stores the Akaike information criterion (AIC) in e(aic) and the consistent
Akaike information criterion (CAIC) in e(caic). AIC equals −2 lnL + 2m, where lnL is the
maximized sample log likelihood andm is the total number of estimated parameters, that is, linearly
independent coefficients in B and Θ in (3). BIC and CAIC penalize inclusion of extra parameters
using penalty functions that increase in the number of decision makers, N : BIC = −2 lnL+m lnN
and CAIC = −2 lnL + m(1 + lnN). In my own experience, BIC and CAIC often favor the same
number of classes. AIC almost always prefers more classes than BIC, but I have often found the
convergence of AIC-preferred models dubious: their log-likelihood function is often not concave at
the supposed maximum.
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The lclogit2 example below shows that BIC is 2316.537 with two classes. The
two-class model appears to be an optimal model for this fictitious dataset. While not
reported, raising the number of classes (in ncl()) to three slightly worsens BIC to
2318.831, and raising it further to four results in numerical convergence problems. For
each class c, the output table reports the estimates of utility coefficients βc and mem-
bership probability (that is, class share) πnc(Θ). Users interested in the estimates of Θ
can inspect the full coefficient vector stored in e(b). In the present application, because
zn includes only the constant regressor (that is, varlist3 is empty), πnc(Θ) is the same
across all decision makers. If πnc(Θ) varies from decision maker to decision maker, the
output table will report sample average class shares.

. lclogit2 choice, ncl(2) rand(trcost trtime asc1 asc2 asc3) group(gid) id(id)
> seed(1234)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -1235.2979

(output omitted )

Iteration 38: log likelihood = -1124.0883
Iteration 39: log likelihood = -1124.0881

Latent class model with 2 latent classes

Variable Class1 Class2

trcost -0.421 -1.338
trtime 1.127 0.599

asc1 5.213 4.769
asc2 2.185 2.567
asc3 1.265 0.851

Class Share 0.528 0.472

Note: Model estimated via EM algorithm

. display e(bic)
2316.537

To obtain standard errors for the lclogit2 estimates, users can pass the estimates
through to lclogitml2 as initial values, as shown below. In the lclogitml2 output ta-
ble, equations Class1, Class2, and Share1 correspond to β1, β2, and θ1, respectively.

7

The estimation results are stored in Stata’s memory under the name ML 2 to be recalled
later in other examples.

7. Users can request that the lclogitml2 results be reported in the lclogit2 output table by typing
lclogit2 (without any other input) at the command prompt while lclogitml2 results are active.
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. matrix start = e(b)

. lclogitml2 choice, ncl(2) rand(trcost trtime asc1 asc2 asc3) group(gid)
> id(id) from(start)

Iteration 0: log likelihood = -1124.0881

(output omitted )

Iteration 3: log likelihood = -1124.0873

Latent class model with 2 latent classes

choice Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

Class1
trcost -.4226611 .0742005 -5.70 0.000 -.5680915 -.2772308
trtime 1.118927 .5770978 1.94 0.053 -.0121644 2.250017

asc1 5.213921 .6156628 8.47 0.000 4.007244 6.420597
asc2 2.184848 .5333783 4.10 0.000 1.139446 3.230251
asc3 1.263461 .5262117 2.40 0.016 .2321045 2.294817

Class2
trcost -1.341305 .1165183 -11.51 0.000 -1.569677 -1.112934
trtime .5990337 .1978343 3.03 0.002 .2112856 .9867817

asc1 4.769738 .3333981 14.31 0.000 4.116289 5.423186
asc2 2.570557 .2447134 10.50 0.000 2.090928 3.050187
asc3 .8512455 .1683559 5.06 0.000 .521274 1.181217

Share1
_cons .1174352 .1941178 0.60 0.545 -.2630287 .4978992

. estimates store ML_2

Note that in the present example, lclogitml2 manages to locate a slightly higher
sample log likelihood than lclogit2, even though theoretically the EM algorithm should
have located a local maximum. This type of numerical difference may arise because the
default of lclogit2 is to declare convergence when the relative increase in the log like-
lihood is smaller than ltolerance() (see section 3), whereas lclogitml2 uses Stata’s
gradient-based optimizers, which apply a more strict set of convergence criteria (see the
help file for ml maximize). The tolcheck option of lclogit2, which was not available
for lclogit, requests that the EM algorithm add the relative change in the coefficient
vector as another criterion. Users who favor numerical accuracy over computational
speed may execute lclogit2 with tolcheck to minimize, if not eliminate, the numeri-
cal difference.8

The new postestimation tool lclogitwtp2 allows users to convert the utility coeffi-
cients for Class1 and Class2 into their monetary equivalents or WTP measures. Because
trcost measures the cost of each transport mode, the marginal utility of money is given
by −1 × its coefficient. Thus, lclogitwtp2 must be executed with cost(trcost), in-
stead of income(trcost), as the required option. The output is displayed below and
includes standard errors and confidence intervals produced by nlcom because the active

8. Based on my experience, if users plan on using lclogit2 as a tool to obtain initial values for
lclogitml2, the use of tolcheck is unlikely to alter the final results. Even without this option,
lclogit2 can find a solution that is close to a local maximum, so toggling on tolcheck does not
affect which maximum lclogitml2 finally converges to.
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results are for lclogitml2.9 Had the active results been for lclogit2 instead, only
the first table in the output would have been displayed. The coefficient on trtime in
each class measures how much (in dollars) each person in that class is willing to pay for
one hour saved in travel time relative to walking. To test a hypothesis involving two or
more WTP coefficients, users may execute lclogitwtp2 with nlcom’s post option and
then use the test command.

. lclogitwtp2, cost(trcost)

Willingness-to-pay (WTP) coefficients

WTP for Class1 Class2

trtime 2.647 0.447
asc1 12.336 3.556
asc2 5.169 1.916
asc3 2.989 0.635

Please wait: -nlcom- is calculating standard errors for the WTP coefficients.

C1_trtime: _b[Class1:trtime] / (-1 * _b[Class1:trcost])
C1_asc1: _b[Class1:asc1] / (-1 * _b[Class1:trcost])
C1_asc2: _b[Class1:asc2] / (-1 * _b[Class1:trcost])
C1_asc3: _b[Class1:asc3] / (-1 * _b[Class1:trcost])

C2_trtime: _b[Class2:trtime] / (-1 * _b[Class2:trcost])
C2_asc1: _b[Class2:asc1] / (-1 * _b[Class2:trcost])
C2_asc2: _b[Class2:asc2] / (-1 * _b[Class2:trcost])
C2_asc3: _b[Class2:asc3] / (-1 * _b[Class2:trcost])

choice Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

C1_trtime 2.647337 1.474857 1.79 0.073 -.2433292 5.538003
C1_asc1 12.33594 2.028533 6.08 0.000 8.360084 16.31179
C1_asc2 5.169268 1.391943 3.71 0.000 2.441109 7.897426
C1_asc3 2.989299 1.301158 2.30 0.022 .439076 5.539522

C2_trtime .446605 .1479973 3.02 0.003 .1565356 .7366744
C2_asc1 3.556041 .250291 14.21 0.000 3.06548 4.046603
C2_asc2 1.916459 .150539 12.73 0.000 1.621408 2.21151
C2_asc3 .6346396 .1225004 5.18 0.000 .3945432 .8747359

Both lclogit2 and lclogitml2 allow users to impose any set of linear constraints,
defined by Stata’s constraint command in the usual manner. The constraints may ap-
ply within the same class, as well as between different classes. In contrast, lclogit can
incorporate within-class constraints only and has peculiar syntax requirements for in-
putting the constraints.10 The lclogitml2 example below constrains the coefficient on
trcost to be the same across class 1 and class 2. The output is omitted from reporting
because it is identical in substance to another output example to follow immediately.

9. Hole’s (2007a) wtp allows users to choose from three different approaches to computing confidence
intervals for WTP that have been described in Hole (2007b). By acting as a wrapper for nlcom,
lclogitwtp2 adopts the first of the three approaches, known as the delta method.

10. See Pacifico and Yoo (2013) for further information.
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. constraint 1 [Class1]trcost = [Class2]trcost

. estimates restore ML_2
(results ML_2 are active now)

. matrix start = e(b)

. lclogitml2 choice, ncl(2) rand(trcost trtime asc1 asc2 asc3) group(gid)
> id(id) from(start) constraint(1)

(output omitted )

In a two-class model, constraining a coefficient to be the same across class 1 and
class 2 is equivalent to making that coefficient class invariant. Users can introduce
class-invariant coefficients more conveniently by moving relevant attribute variables from
varlist2 in rand() to varlist1 as illustrated below. The required option rand() and
associated distinction between varlist1 and varlist2 are irrelevant to lclogit. The
older command assumes that all coefficients vary from class to class and expects all
attribute variables to be specified in the position of varlist1.

. estimates restore ML_2
(results ML_2 are active now)

. lclogitml2 choice trcost, ncl(2) rand(trtime asc1 asc2 asc3) group(gid)
> id(id) continue

Iteration 0: log likelihood = -1237.2847 (not concave)

(output omitted )

Iteration 7: log likelihood = -1145.5241

Latent class model with 2 latent classes

choice Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

Class1
trtime .5789143 .1667984 3.47 0.001 .2519954 .9058331

asc1 3.829321 .2540867 15.07 0.000 3.33132 4.327321
asc2 1.998434 .1799878 11.10 0.000 1.645664 2.351203
asc3 .6756294 .1481346 4.56 0.000 .385291 .9659679

Class2
trtime 1.448878 .8711226 1.66 0.096 -.2584905 3.156247

asc1 8.841724 .9494208 9.31 0.000 6.980894 10.70255
asc2 3.434056 .86774 3.96 0.000 1.733316 5.134795
asc3 1.995432 .8943154 2.23 0.026 .242606 3.748258

Share1
_cons .235064 .160667 1.46 0.143 -.0798374 .5499655

Fix
trcost -.9392836 .0506779 -18.53 0.000 -1.038611 -.8399567
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The EM algorithm used by lclogit2 fits an unconstrained model faster than a
more parsimonious model that includes class-invariant coefficients or other types of
between-class constraints on utility coefficients (Fiebig and Yoo 2019).11 As usual, the
ml maximize techniques used by lclogitml2 tend to fit constrained models faster than
unconstrained models, and users may therefore consider the sequence of estimation runs
above as the default approach: using lclogit2 to fit an unconstrained model and then
feeding the unconstrained estimates as starting values to lclogitml2, which imposes
desired constraints. When the constrained maximum is far away from the unconstrained
maximum, the default approach may result in convergence failure. In such cases, users
may let lclogit2 impose the constraints despite the resulting slowdown and exploit
the EM algorithm’s numerical stability to locate the constrained maximum.

The new lclogit2 and lclogitml2 commands take advantage of Mata and can
reduce computer run times considerably relative to their predecessors, especially when
there are many estimated parameters. On a Windows 10 laptop with Intel i5-8250U CPU

and 16 GB RAM, for example, the new commands can fit the unconstrained two-class
model above almost twice as quickly as their predecessors: the lclogit2 run achieves
convergence in about 11 seconds, and the subsequent lclogitml2 run in 9 seconds,
whereas the equivalent lclogit and lclogitml runs take about 24 and 17 seconds,
respectively. The run-time difference becomes more perceptible when the number of
classes is increased to 3: the lclogit2 and lclogitml2 runs take about 75 and 30
seconds, whereas the lclogit and lclogitml runs take about 160 and 70 seconds. Of
course, using Mata does not alter the fact that fitting a finite mixture model like LCL

is a computer-intensive task. lclogit2 and lclogitml2 estimation runs in authentic
applications (as opposed to the present application using an example dataset) may still
take several hours, if not days, of computer time.12

6 Applications to other types of logit models

As explained by Cameron and Trivedi (2005, 498) and reiterated by Yan and Yoo (2019),
the conditional logit (clogit in Stata) formula inside the big parentheses of (1) nests
binary logit (logit) and multinomial logit (mlogit) formulas as special cases. Thus,

11. The EM algorithm fits an unconstrained model by fitting C separate clogit models to compute
parameters β1,β2, . . . ,βC . This class-by-class estimation approach, however, becomes no longer
viable when some constraints apply between different classes. For example, whenever there is at
least one class-invariant coefficient, the EM algorithm must carry out a computationally demanding
task of estimating all C utility coefficient vectors simultaneously. Train (2009, 308) reports a
similar drawback of the Bayesian procedure for fitting mixed logit models; the procedure achieves
convergence much faster when the model involves only random coefficients than when it involves a
combination of random and nonrandom coefficients.

12. Doiron and Yoo (2020) report a four-class latent class model for a sample of 234 individuals making
choices in a collective total of 11,208 occasions. The model specification was more specialized than
LCL because it incorporated a variant of LCL known as latent class heteroskedastic rank-ordered
logit (LHROL) (Yoo and Doiron 2013), but the estimation routine was based on essentially the
same Mata codes as lclogit2 and lclogitml2. On a Windows 7 desktop with Intel i7-4790 CPU
and 32 GB RAM, estimating 291 parameters of the four-class model took 21 hours at the EM
algorithm step and an additional 110 hours at the subsequent gradient-based optimization step
that used technique(nr).
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in principle, users can use clogit to obtain the same estimation results as logit and
mlogit. In practice, this requires reorganization of data beforehand. In the reshape

command’s vernacular, clogit requires that the data be in “long” form, with multiple
rows per each group identified by group(), whereas logit and mlogit require that
the data be in “wide” form, with one row per each group. Adkins (2011) provides
a detailed Stata example showing how to reorganize logit and mlogit data for the
clogit analysis, which he attributes to Cameron and Trivedi (2010).

lclogit2 and lclogitml2 can estimate latent class extensions of logit and mlogit

once the data have been suitably reorganized in accordance with Adkins’s (2011) ex-
ample. Stata 15 introduced a new command, fmm, that can fit latent class extensions
of several baseline models, including logit and mlogit.13 For cross-sectional data
(T = 1), the latent class logit and mlogit models that lclogit2 and lclogitml2 fit
are equivalent to what fmm fits. But fmm cannot fit models for panel data (T ≥ 2) that
consider preference class membership as the decision maker’s time-invariant character-
istic, that is, models that assume that someone from class c has the utility coefficient
vector of that class throughout all time periods or choice occasions.14 lclogit2 and
lclogitml2 can fit such panel models once a variable identifying decision makers has
been specified in the option id().

Some stated preference surveys ask the decision makers to rank order all alterna-
tives from most to least preferred, instead of simply asking them to choose their most
preferred alternative. A popular baseline model for analyzing rank-ordered data is the
rank-ordered logit (rologit) model.15 Suppose that the decision maker rank orders
three different jobs described by salary, availability of on-site parking (1 for abundant
and 0 for limited), and full-time contract status (1 for yes and 0 for no).16 The data or-
ganization example below satisfies rologit’s requirements, and the dependent variable
rank shows that the decision maker’s most preferred job is job A (rank = 3) and least
preferred job is job B (rank = 1), with job C coming in between (rank = 2).17

13. As of Stata 16, fmm cannot fit the LCL model, because it does not support clogit as a component
model. But fmm supports another type of logit model known as ordered logit (ologit). clogit and
ologit are nonnested models, albeit both of them nest logit as special cases: there is no data
reorganization trick that allows users to apply clogit to replicate ologit results. Consequently,
lclogit2 and lclogitml2 cannot estimate latent class extensions of ologit, whereas fmm can.

14. The assumption of time-invariant class membership parallels how unobserved individual hetero-
geneity is handled in continuous mixture models such as random-effects probit (xtprobit) and
panel-data mixed logit (cmxtmixlogit). The latent dependent variable model for xtprobit as-
sumes that the intercept randomly varies across decision makers but remains constant within a
decision maker. The latent dependent variable model for cmxtmixlogit assumes that the utility
coefficients randomly vary across decision makers but remain constant within a decision maker.

15. In Stata 16, rologit was renamed to cmrologit. Because of slight variations to the syntax dia-
grams, my discussion refers to rologit.

16. This example is motivated by Yoo and Doiron (2013) and Doiron and Yoo (2020), who analyze
rank-ordered data on entry-level nursing jobs at Australian hospitals. In the actual data, each
job is described by salary and 11 nonsalary attributes that include, inter alia, parking availability,
full-time contract status, the hospital’s reputation, and opportunities for professional development.

17. The default assumption of rologit is that a higher level of rank indicates a more preferred alter-
native.
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. list, sepby(group)

group rank job salary parking fulltime

1. 1 3 [1] A 1500 1 1
2. 1 1 [2] B 2500 1 0
3. 1 2 [3] C 2000 0 1

As Train (2009, 156–158) points out, rologit is so closely related to clogit that
users may apply clogit to replicate rologit, and users may apply the extensions of
clogit such as mixlogit to estimate the corresponding extensions of rologit. It fol-
lows that users can use lclogit2 and lclogitml2 to fit what Yoo and Doiron (2013)
call the latent class rank-ordered logit model.18 This requires that the rank-ordered
data be reorganized in a way that allows clogit to replicate rologit. Under rologit,
the probability of ranking job A, job C, and job B as best, second-best, and worst,
respectively, is given by a product of two clogit probabilities: the probability of choos-
ing job A from {A, B, C} and that of choosing job C from {B, C}.19 Therefore, in
Train’s vernacular, the rank-ordered data above can be “exploded” into data on two
“pseudochoices”, where the first pseudochoice is made from {A, B, C} and the second
pseudochoice is made from {B, C}. The command block below explodes the rank-
ordered data as suggested and displays the resulting pseudochoice data that satisfy the
data organization requirements of clogit.

. generate choice = [rank == 3]

. expand 2, generate(sbest)
(3 observations created)

. drop if rank == 3 & sbest == 1
(1 observation deleted)

. replace choice = [rank == 2] if sbest == 1
(1 real change made)

. egen gid = group(group sbest)

18. Yoo and Doiron (2013) also describe a variant of latent class rank-ordered logit called LHROL,
which accounts for the notion that decision makers may find it easier (or harder) to tell what
their best alternative is than what their second-best alternative is. A command for estimating
LHROL is available on the Canadian Journal of Economics website for Doiron and Yoo (2020).
The command does not come with any help file, but it shares similar syntax diagrams with lclogit2

and lclogitml2.
19. In general, when there are J alternatives, a rologit probability is given by a product of J − 1

clogit probabilities. The component clogit probabilities are the probability of choosing the best
from all J alternatives; that of choosing the best from J − 1 alternatives excluding the best; that
of choosing the best from J − 2 alternatives excluding the first and second best; and so on.
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. list, sepby(gid)

group rank job salary parking fulltime choice sbest gid

1. 1 3 [1] A 1500 1 1 1 0 1
2. 1 1 [2] B 2500 1 0 0 0 1
3. 1 2 [3] C 2000 0 1 0 0 1

4. 1 1 [2] B 2500 1 0 0 1 2
5. 1 2 [3] C 2000 0 1 1 1 2

Given several pseudochoice data blocks organized as above, clogit, which replicates
rologit, must be executed with the option group(gid) so that Stata can correctly
identify data rows to be used in evaluating each clogit probability. lclogit2 and
lclogitml2 must be executed with the options group(gid) and id(group), where the
variable group in the option id() allows Stata to recognize that the utility coefficients
remain invariant across all pseudochoice situations arising from the same choice situ-
ation. If more than one choice situation is observed per decision maker, id() can be
altered to specify a variable that identifies individual decision makers instead.

There is a well-known variant of rank ordering known as best–worst scaling (BWS)
(Louviere, Flynn, and Marley 2015). In an “object case” BWS task, the decision maker
examines a set of attributes, say, {salary, parking, contract type}, and states which of
those attributes are the most important (best) and least important (worst) to his or
her decision making. A popular baseline model for analyzing object case BWS data is
the maximum-difference (max-diff) logit model. Once its psychological foundations are
stripped away, the max-diff logit model is algebraically identical to clogit, meaning
that users can apply lclogit2 and lclogitml2 to fit what Yoo and Doiron (2013)
call the latent class max-diff logit model. Specifically, when there are K attributes, the
max-diff logit model is algebraically identical to a clogitmodel defined overK×(K−1)
alternatives, where each alternative is a particular two-permutation of the K attributes,
that is, a distinct candidate pair of the best and worst attributes. To facilitate the
max-diff analysis, we may organize the BWS data for the three-attribute example as
follows:

. list, sepby(group)

group choice salary parking contract

1. 1 0 1 -1 0
2. 1 0 1 0 -1
3. 1 0 -1 1 0
4. 1 1 0 1 -1
5. 1 0 -1 0 1
6. 1 0 0 -1 1

In the present example, each data row describes one of the 3 × 2 = 6 candidate
best–worst pairs. An attribute takes a value of 1 in the row where it makes up the
most important or “best” element of the pair and −1 where it makes up the least
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important or “worst” element. The decision maker’s BWS response appears in row 4,
where the dependent variable choice takes a value of 1 and attributes parking and
contract take values of 1 and −1, respectively; the decision maker has stated that
parking is the best attribute and contract type the worst attribute. Given several BWS

data blocks organized in this way, the max-diff logit model can be fit by running a
clogit regression of choice on any K − 1 = 2 out of the K = 3 attributes, where
one attribute is omitted to achieve identification and the option group(group) must be
specified to identify choice situations. lclogit2 and lclogitml2 can be used to extend
the baseline clogit model as usual. Note that the clogit index (xnjtβ in section 2)
for each row is now the best–worst utility difference of the pair that it describes, for
example, βparking − βcontract in row 4. The term “maximum difference” refers to the
assumption that the decision maker chooses the pair that maximizes the best–worst
utility difference.

Another type of BWS known as “profile case” BWS is identical to the object case,
except that each attribute in question is associated with a particular level descriptor.
For example, the decision maker may examine and state the best and worst out of three
attribute levels, {salary of $2,000, limited on-site parking, part-time contract}.20 The
max-diff logit model for this type of response is algebraically identical to clogit too,
and the data can be organized similarly to the object case example. For a full example
of how to organize profile case data, see the Canadian Journal of Economics website for
Doiron and Yoo (2020).

lclogit2 and lclogitml2 assume that the LCL model has been specified in what
Train and Weeks (2005) classify as the “preference space”. Each estimated coefficient
on an attribute is a utility coefficient, and lclogitwtp2 should be used to obtain the
corresponding WTP measure. An alternative approach is to reparameterize the model
in the “WTP space” by specifying the sample log likelihood directly as a function of
the WTP measures. Hole’s (2007c, 2015) mixlogit and mixlogitwtp commands allow
users to fit multivariate normal mixture logit models in the preference space and WTP

space, respectively. The two commands lead to substantively different estimation results
because, as explained by Train and Weeks (2005), multivariate normal utility coefficients
do not imply multivariate normal WTP measures, and vice versa, unless the marginal
utility of money is constant across all decision makers.21

In the context of a finite or discrete mixture logit model, which LCL is, whether
users fit the model in one space or another is less critical. As Oviedo and Yoo (2017)
point out, the set of mass points in a discrete mixing distribution that maximizes the

20. Yoo and Doiron (2013) and Doiron and Yoo (2020) provide further information on identification and
interpretation of the max-diff logit models’ coefficients and their comparisons with the traditional
clogit utility coefficients. Neither the max-diff logit model nor the BWS elicitation method is
our own contribution, though I believe that empirical economists may find our exposition more
accessible than other comparable sources. The statistical and data-collection methods originate
from a series of articles by Louviere, Flynn, and Marley, which is referenced in their book (Louviere,
Flynn, and Marley 2015).

21. A brief explanation for the difference between the preference space and WTP space results would
be that a WTP measure is a ratio of two utility coefficients, and a ratio of two normal random
variables is not a normal random variable.
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sample log-likelihood function is invariant to whether the model is parameterized in
the preference space or the WTP space. Therefore, the WTP measures derived from the
utility coefficients (using lclogitwtp2) are the same as what users would have obtained
if they reparameterized the model to fit the WTP measures directly.
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8 Programs and supplemental materials

To install a snapshot of the corresponding software files as they existed at the time of
publication of this article, type

. net sj 20-2

. net install st0601 (to install program files, if available)

. net get st0601 (to install ancillary files, if available)
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Abstract. Vector autoregression (VAR) estimation is a vital tool in economic
studies. VARs, however, can be dimensionally cumbersome and overparameter-
ized. The vgets command allows for a general-to-specific estimation of VARs—
overcoming the potential overparameterization—and provides tests for Granger
causality, estimates of the long-run effects, and the cumulative impulse–response
of each variable in the system; it also offers diagnostics that facilitate a genuine-
causality interpretation of the Granger causality tests.

Keywords: st0602, vgets, general-to-specific vector autoregressions, Granger causal-
ity, steady-state effects, cumulative impulse–responses

1 Introduction

Since Sims (1980) popularized it, the vector autoregression (VAR) model has proven
to be one of the most successful models for analyzing economic (and noneconomic)
time-series data, offering descriptive analysis of the dynamics, forecasting, structural
inference, and policy analysis. However, because a many-variables, higher-order VAR

tends to be overparameterized—yielding weak inference—a general-to-specific (GETS)
approach has been suggested to improve the inference after VAR (Campos, Ericsson, and
Hendry 2005). Moreover, Asali, Abu-Qarn, and Beenstock (2017) provided additional
estimators of long-run (LR) and steady-state effects that can be calculated after the VAR

or the GETS VAR. Asali and Gurashvili (Forthcoming) use this framework to study the
relationship between discrimination in the labor market and the macroeconomy.

To facilitate this type of analysis, from estimating the original balanced VAR to its
parsimonious GETS version, and inference after each model, I developed the command
vgets, which standardizes the steps in this type of analysis and simplifies the process by
making it easier and less prone to calculation mistakes. The vgets command estimates
the full-specification VAR, arrives at its best-reduced version (GETS), tests for Granger
causality of each variable in the system, and provides estimates of the LR and the
cumulative impulse–response (CIR) effects of each variable for both specifications (the

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC st0602
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full and the GETS). It also provides additional diagnostics and tests that can facilitate
genuine-causality interpretation of the Granger causality tests. The time saved in doing
the analyses with vgets, compared with carrying them out manually, is immeasurable.

Jaeger and Paserman (2008) (henceforth, JP) used the VAR framework to analyze
the cycle of violence in the Israeli–Palestinian conflict. Asali, Abu-Qarn, and Beenstock
(2017) (henceforth, AAB), using the same JP data, but devising the use of GETS spec-
ifications, and offering new steady-state estimators (like the LR kill ratio or the CIR),
overturned previous findings. In this article, I use the JP and AAB studies as examples
of applying the vgets command.

2 Statistical background: VAR, GETS VAR, Granger
causality, and LR effects

To illustrate the method and test statistics, we use the simplest two-variables VAR

system

xt = π1 +

Lx1∑
i=1

α1ixt−i +

Ly1∑
i=1

β1iyt−i + zγ1 + ext

yt = π2 +

Lx2∑
i=1

α2ixt−i +

Ly2∑
i=1

β2iyt−i + zγ2 + eyt

where z is a vector of exogenous control variables. The full specification refers to the
balanced VAR, with the same lag length for all the main variables. The GETS VAR is
the system we get from eliminating some of the insignificant lagged variables in each of
the system equations; this is the so-called near-VAR system. In this case, the GETS VAR

does not have to be balanced, and the lag length with respect to each variable (that is,
Lx1, Ly1, Lx2, Ly2) can be different. We then define the short-run (SR) effect of y on x
as the sum of the coefficients of all the lagged y variables in the x equation; namely,

SRxy =

Ly1∑
i=1

β1i = β1

Likewise, we can define α1, α2, and β2. These effects are grouped in the matrix A:

A =

(
α1 β1

α2 β2

)
The LR effects of one variable on the other is calculated by solving that dependent

variable’s equation for the LR ratios between the variables—all the SR lags being summed
up over all the lags. The LR effect of y on x from the first equation (which is the LR

x/y ratio) is given by

LRxy =
β1

1− α1
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Likewise, the LR y/x ratio from the second equation is given by

LRyx =
α2

1− β2

Finally, the CIR is defined as the relevant element in the matrix:

CIR = (I−A)
−1

For the 2× 2 case above, for example, the CIR of y in the x equation is given by

CIRxy =
β1

(1− α1) (1− β2)− α2β1

Statistical inference is then carried out for the effects in question (SR, LR, and CIR):
the standard errors of these estimates are calculated using the delta method.

The extension to higher-order VARs is straightforward. While estimates of the LR and
CIR effects are always provided for any n-variable VAR, statistical inference is limited
to up-to-four-variables VAR systems because calculating the standard errors for the
different CIR elements in many-variables (≥ 5) VARs is computationally prohibitive.

3 Automatic inference after VAR: vgets

The above steps can, in principle, be applied manually, but that is extremely time
consuming and tedious, and the process is prone to many subtle errors of execution that
are difficult to discover or fix retroactively. The command vgets is aimed at addressing
this need. In addition, it offers diagnostic checks that are essential for the interpretation
of results and the validity of statistical inference after the VAR estimation. The results
of these checks, for example, the absence of serial correlation in the system errors, can
give the Granger causality results a genuine causality interpretation (for example, refer
to the AAB article).

3.1 Syntax

vgets varlist
[
if
] [

, maxlag(#) t(#) exog(varlist) diagnostics quick nois

format(%fmt)
]

3.2 Description

vgets estimates a balanced VAR of the listed variables, with lags of each variable from
1 to maxlag(). It also estimates the GETS VAR system of the given variables, using
a stepwise elimination procedure where the omitted lagged variables are those whose
coefficient’s t statistics are, in absolute value, below the specified level in the t() option.
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The command then reports, for both the full specification and the GETS specification,
Granger causality tests of the different variables, the LR effects (or ratios) of the different
variables, and the CIRs of the different variables. The exogenous variables listed in the
exog() option are not subject to elimination in the GETS procedure.

While the point estimates of the effects are reported for any set of main variables,
statistical inference (that is, robust standard errors and p-values) is calculated and
reported only for systems of two, three, or four variables.

3.3 Options

maxlag(#) specifies the maximum lag length of the main variables in the balanced VAR.
The default is maxlag(1).

t(#) specifies the maximum level of the t statistic at which lagged variables will be
dropped in the GETS procedure. Guided by the Haitovsky (1969) rule, the default is
t(1): lagged variables with absolute t statistic below 1 will be dropped iteratively
to reach the system GETS final specification.

exog(varlist) specifies the list of exogenous or control variables that are not subject to
elimination in the GETS procedure (that is, maintained regardless of their t statistic).
These variables are included in only their current (time t) values and are not subject
to any lag structure.

diagnostics reports diagnostic measures of the residuals in each equation. In partic-
ular, it reports robust Breusch–Godfrey tests of serial correlation (up to the sixth
order), Jarque–Bera asymptotic tests for normality of the residuals in each equa-
tion of the system, skewness and kurtosis of the respective residuals set, and Akaike
information criterion and Bayesian information criterion for model selection.

quick shows only the effects (SR, LR, CIR) matrices, without statistical inference (stan-
dard errors, p-values, tests for Granger causality). This is the default and only
option if the main set of variables includes five or more variables.

nois shows all the underlying regressions, tests, and intermediate steps.

format(%fmt) specifies the display format for coefficients, effects, standard errors, and
p-values.

3.4 Stored results

The command stores the results in r(). The SR effects are stored in the r(SR) matrix
and in the r(getsSR) matrix for the GETS specification. The LR effects (ratios) are
stored in the r(LR) matrix for the full specification and in the r(getsLR) matrix for
the GETS specification. Likewise, the CIR matrix is stored under the name r(CIR) for the
full specification and r(getsCIR) for the GETS specification. If Granger causality tests
are carried out, then the respective test statistics and p-values will be stored under the
scalars r(chiXY) and r(pchiXY), respectively; XY refers to the order of the variables
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in the list varlist, that is, the effect of variable number Y on variable number X. So,
if we type vgets var1 var2 var3, then r(chi32) will represent the test statistic of
Granger causality of var2 on var3. For the GETS specification, these results are stored
under the names r(GchiXY) and r(GpchiXY).

Similarly, the effects, their standard errors, and their p-values for the LR effects and
the CIRs will be stored under the scalars r(LRXY), r(LRseXY), r(LRpXY), r(CIRXY),
r(CIRseXY), and r(CIRpXY) for the full specification. For the GETS specification, the
respective scalars are r(GLRXY), r(GLRseXY), r(GLRpXY), r(GCIRXY),
r(GCIRseXY), and r(GCIRpXY). The matrix r(TABLE) summarizes the results for all
equations in the full specification—Granger causality, LR effect, and CIR of each vari-
able for each equation. The GETS specification results are stored in the matrix r(get-

sTABLE).

3.5 Example

JP provided an interesting use of balanced VARs to study the cycle of violence in the
Middle East. Their conclusion, regarding the absence of a cycle, however, has been
overturned in AAB, who suggested the use of GETS VAR because of the overparame-
terization in the full, balanced specification.1 In the Israeli–Palestinian conflict, the
number of Palestinian and Israeli fatalities in day t are, respectively, palt and isrt. The
full specification of the system is given by

palt = αp,1palt−1 + · · ·+ αp,t−14palt−14 + βp,1isrt−1 + · · ·+ βp,t−14isrt−14

+ ztγp + ept

isrt = αi,1palt−1 + · · ·+ αi,t−14palt−14 + βi,1isrt−1 + · · ·+ βi,t−14isrt−14

+ ztγi + eit

where z is a vector of control, exogenous variables that include dummy variables in-
dicating the weekday, dummy variables indicating the period in the Israeli–Palestinian
context (for example, Oslo accords, Barak government, Sharon government, pre- and
post-September 11), and the length of the barrier built between Israel and the West
Bank.

The first equation of the VAR is called the “Israeli reaction function”, and the second
equation is called the “Palestinian reaction function”. Israel “reacts to violence” if
the lags of Israeli fatalities in the Israeli reaction function Granger-cause Palestinian
fatalities. Likewise, the Palestinian reaction is defined from the second equation.

1. The data used in these studies, and in this example, can be downloaded from http: // qed.econ.
queensu.ca/jae/datasets/asali001/.

http://qed.econ.queensu.ca/jae/datasets/asali001/
http://qed.econ.queensu.ca/jae/datasets/asali001/
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The main findings of JP and AAB can be easily replicated with the vgets command.
For example, reproducing columns 2 and 4 of table 1 from JP, as well as columns (1)
and (3) in both panels of table 1 from AAB, is carried out as follows:

. use intifada_extended_data

. vgets pal_tot isr_tot if date>=14882 & date<=16451, maxlag(14) t(1)
> exog(Period2 Period3 Period4 Period5 Period6 Period7 completed sunday monday
> tuesday wednesday thursday friday) format(%9.3f)

To see the underlying regressions and statistical tests, add the option nois. While
JP refer only to the full specification, AAB refer also to the GETS specification. The
vgets command reports both:

FULL Specification

pal_tot isr_tot
isr_tot pal_tot

GC 24.952 17.974
(pv) 0.035 0.208

LR 1.320 0.094
se 0.435 0.042

(pv) 0.002 0.026
CIR 1.615 0.179
se 0.655 0.096

(pv) 0.014 0.062

GETS Specification

pal_tot isr_tot
isr_tot pal_tot

GC 21.519 13.332
(pv) 0.011 0.064

LR 1.233 0.084
se 0.408 0.041

(pv) 0.003 0.042
CIR 1.523 0.158
se 0.582 0.089

(pv) 0.009 0.075

GC refers to Granger causality, so in the full specification, the own (Israeli) fatali-
ties Granger-cause Palestinian fatalities; that is, Israel reacts to violence, significant at
the 5% level (pv = 0.035), while Palestinians do not react to violence (pv = 0.208).
However, once the GETS (AAB) specification is considered, we see that both sides react
with respective p-values of 0.011 and 0.064. The slight difference between the reported
p-values and those appearing in the original studies is that the vgets command uses the
more efficient system-estimation approach (seemingly unrelated estimation), as opposed
to the equation-by-equation ordinary least squares.
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LR refers to the LR effect. In the current context, the LR effect from the Israeli
reaction function refers to the number of Palestinian fatalities inflicted by Israel per
each Israeli fatality. In the full specification, this is 1.32, and in the GETS specification,
this is 1.23; both are highly statistically significant.

Finally, CIR refers to the CIR, which is the response of one side to the violence of the
other, accounting for the other’s response. These are also statistically significant and
valued at 1.615 and 1.523 for the Israeli reaction function in the full and GETS speci-
fications, respectively. (For the Palestinian reaction functions, the respective estimates
are 0.179 and 0.158.)

Adding the option diagnostics at the end of the command reports all the diagnostic
tests that AAB suggested for testing the performance and interpretation of the VAR in
these contexts, like serial correlation tests of the system residuals, normality tests of the
system residuals, and information criteria for each model. This pertains to the upper
panel of table 1 from AAB. For example, for the full specification of the Israeli reaction
function, the diagnostics output will be

. vgets pal_tot isr_tot if date>=14882 & date<=16451, maxlag(14) t(1)
> exog(Period2 Period3 Period4 Period5 Period6 Period7 completed sunday
> monday tuesday wednesday thursday friday) format(%9.3f) diagnostics

Diagnostics: FULL Specification

pal_tot isr_tot

AR(1) 1.505 0.118
pv 0.220 0.731

AR(2) 1.376 1.104
pv 0.253 0.332

AR(3) 1.436 0.850
pv 0.230 0.467

AR(4) 1.828 0.877
pv 0.121 0.477

AR(5) 1.508 0.718
pv 0.184 0.610

AR(6) 1.277 0.630
pv 0.265 0.706
JB 1.20e+05 1.59e+05
pv 0.000 0.000

Skewness 4.451 6.107
Kurtosis 44.842 50.819

AIC 8264.603 7070.572
BIC 8489.674 7295.643

System AIC: 15329.555. SBIC: 15779.697
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Diagnostics: GETS Specification

pal_tot isr_tot

AR(1) 0.141 0.010
pv 0.707 0.919

AR(2) 0.292 0.083
pv 0.747 0.920

AR(3) 0.209 0.157
pv 0.890 0.925

AR(4) 0.380 0.294
pv 0.823 0.882

AR(5) 0.329 0.303
pv 0.896 0.912

AR(6) 0.279 0.325
pv 0.947 0.924
JB 1.25e+05 1.58e+05
pv 0.000 0.000

Skewness 4.493 6.114
Kurtosis 45.743 50.631

AIC 8245.753 7039.634
BIC 8406.518 7168.246

System AIC: 15279.695. SBIC: 15569.071

FULL Specification

(output omitted )

The absence of serial correlation in the residuals of the first equation, the long spec-
ification of the Israeli reaction function, renders the lagged variables weakly exogenous
and therefore suggests that the Granger causality (from own Israeli fatalities to Pales-
tinian fatalities) that we found earlier (χ2 = 24.95, p-value = 0.035) can be interpreted
as genuine causality. The same can be said about the Palestinian reaction function.

4 Conclusion

The VAR model has proven to be a useful and successful model for describing the dy-
namics of time-series data, offering accurate forecasting and structural inference and
providing solid grounds for policy analysis. Nonetheless, the literature has argued for
more parsimonious and thus more accurate specifications that do not suffer from over-
parameterization by applying the theory of reduction (Campos, Ericsson, and Hendry
2005). AAB have shown that using a GETS approach to the VAR analysis is important,
leading not only to more accurate inference but also to actually overturning findings
that are based on the fully specified VAR.

The command vgets that I present here streamlines the process of working with
VARs and GETS VARs and carrying out statistical inference from these models, like
studying the Granger causality of the different variables and their steady-state LR effects
and CIRs. It also provides statistical tests whose results might render the found Granger
causality genuine.
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5 Programs and supplemental materials

To install a snapshot of the corresponding software files as they existed at the time of
publication of this article, type

. net sj 20-2

. net install st0602 (to install program files, if available)

. net get st0602 (to install ancillary files, if available)
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Abstract. Self-reported survey data are often plagued by the presence of heap-
ing. Accounting for this measurement error is crucial for the identification and
consistent estimation of the underlying model (parameters) from such data. In
this article, we introduce two commands. The first command, heapmph, estimates
the parameters of a discrete-time mixed proportional hazard model with gamma-
unobserved heterogeneity, allowing for fixed and individual-specific censoring and
different-sized heap points. The second command, heapop, extends the frame-
work to ordered choice outcomes, subject to heaping. We also provide suitable
specification tests.

Keywords: st0603, heapmph, heapop, discrete-time duration model, mixed pro-
portional hazards model, ordered choice model, heaping, measurement error

1 Introduction

A problem frequently encountered in survey data is the abnormal concentration of
reported observations at certain values of the outcome variable. Examples include re-
ported dates of death in neonatal mortality data (Arulampalam, Corradi, and Gutknecht
2017, ACG from now on), age of starting and quitting cigarette smoking (Forster and
Jones 2001), or self-reported consumption expenditure data (Pudney 2008). One of
the main reasons for such concentration, often referred to as heap points, is rounding.
Correctly identifying and accounting for the rounding behavior is crucial for consistent
estimation of and valid inference on the parameters of the underlying model of inter-
est. ACG discusses identification and estimation of popular duration and ordered choice
models, in the presence of heaping, using maximum likelihood procedures.

In this article, we introduce the command heapmph to estimate the underlying pa-
rameters in the case of a discrete-time mixed proportional hazard (MPH) (Cox 1972)
duration model as proposed in ACG. More specifically, this command estimates a semi-

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC st0603
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parametric baseline hazard function in the presence of heaping of observations at certain
durations, and gamma-distributed unobserved heterogeneity (frailty). In the accompa-
nying heapop, we extend the framework to an ordered choice model, allowing for the
presence of heaping points.

As shown in ACG, when some of the parameters lie on the boundary of the parameter
space, the limiting distribution of the estimator is no longer a normal distribution, and
more complicated subsampling procedures are required for inference. Hence, we also
provide two specification tests. The first one tests for the absence of heaping effects in
the model. The second specification test examines whether all heaping parameters lie
inside the parameter space, which in turn will allow for inference based on asymptotic
normality. We use the so-called M out of N bootstrap method to calculate the standard
errors. These tests provide a set of tools that enable applied researchers to verify the
validity of different model specifications.

In appendix A, we show how the heapmph command can be used to test for a shift in
the heaping probability and baseline parameters because of a policy or regime change,
while in appendix B we outline similar examples for heapop. Finally, in appendix C,
we formally link the proportional hazard (PH) model to the type I extreme value (EV)
ordered choice model (Han and Hausman 1990), outlining the implications for the in-
terpretation of the parameters.

2 MPH model with “heaping”

2.1 Specification

We start with the MPH model for the unobserved true durations in continuous time and
parameterize this for individual i as

λi(τ
∗|zi, ui) = λ0(τ

∗) exp(z′iβ + ui) (1)

where λ0(τ
∗) is the baseline hazard at time τ∗, ui is the individual unobserved hetero-

geneity (frailty), and zi is a set of time-invariant covariates. In most empirical studies,
time is observed on a discrete scale. We therefore assume that a continuous duration
τ∗i ∈ {τ, τ + 1) is recorded as τ , where τ denotes a discrete time period, so that the
sample of (discrete) durations is given by τi for i = 1, . . . , N . The discrete-time hazard
for our model can then be written as

hi(τ |zi, ui) =Pr (τ∗i < τ + 1|τ∗i ≥ τ, zi, ui)

=1− exp{−
∫ τ+1

τ

λi(s|zi, ui)ds}

=1− exp
[
− exp{z

′

iβ + γ(τ) + ui}
]

where γ(τ) = ln
∫ τ+1

τ
λ0(s)ds. However, because of misreporting, the researcher does

not observe τi directly, but ti, a potentially mismeasured version of it.
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More specifically, the form of misreporting we address is referred to as “heaping” in
the literature and describes the phenomenon of observing an over- and underreporting
of failures at certain time periods. We briefly list informally the set of assumptions for
the derivation of the estimator and its properties here and refer the readers to ACG

for further details on the assumptions and identification results.1 Based on the neona-
tal mortality illustration from ACG, we also illustrate our command using a simulated
dataset based on ACG.

Assumptions

A1 Excessive concentrations of reported failures occur at time periods that are mul-
tiples of a positive integer. This implies equal distance between the heap points.
In most of the empirical applications where we see heaping because of rounding,
we often see the distance between heaping points to be the same. This is the sce-
nario heapmph uses.2 There is no heaping at time zero. This is not an unrealistic
assumption, because one would expect survey respondents to know whether the
discretized duration was a zero. Following ACG, our illustration also assumes the
heaping to be at points that are multiples of 5.

A2 To identify the baseline hazard from possibly misreported observations, we need
to impose a structure on the heaping process. In the illustration provided here,
we assume that one period to the right and to the left of each heap point are
associated with that heap. We denote the maximum number of time periods that
a duration can be rounded to as r, and in this example r = 1. That is, we assume
that the duration points 4, 9, and 14, will be rounded up, while 6, 11, and 16 will
be rounded down to 5, 10, and 15, respectively.

A3 All heaping is to observed duration points only. In our example, this implies that
the heaping is to the points 5, 10, and 15 only, because we assume that the outcome
variable is censored at 18 days. The maximum number of heaps is assumed to be
j, and in our example j =3.

A4 The censoring is exogenous, and the censored observations are correctly reported.

A5 Whenever the true duration falls onto one of the heaping points, it will be correctly
reported. However, whenever the duration falls onto the nonheaping points, it is
assumed to be either correctly reported or rounded (up or down) to the nearest
heaping point. Let p1, p2, etc., denote the corresponding rounding up probabilities
when a true duration is lower by one, two, etc., units from the nearest heaping
point. Similarly, let q1, q2, etc., denote the rounding down probabilities when a
true duration is higher by one, two, etc., units from the nearest heaping point. In
our illustration, a reported duration of, say, 10 days includes true durations of 11
(9) days, which have been rounded down (up) to 10 days (see figure 1). Hence,

1. Note that ACG discusses a more general setup that can accommodate more complex heaping
mechanisms.

2. Note that the theoretical setup can in principle be straightforwardly amended to allow for
nonequally spaced heaping points; see ACG.
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p1 is the probability that a true duration of 9 will be rounded up to 10 days.
Analogously, q1 is the probability that a true duration of 11 will be rounded down
to 10 days.

A6 There exists a segment in the baseline hazard that is constant from time period k
and includes a known true value (that is, there is no misreporting at this value).
In our example, we assume k = 12.

Heuristically, the assumption that the hazard is constant over a set of time periods,
which includes (at least) a known true value, enables us to uniquely identify the γ pa-
rameter associated with this correctly reported time period as well as the parameters of
the heaping process, that is, the ps and the qs, in this region, from the observed data.
Subsequently, we can use these identified probability parameters to pin down the rest
of the baseline and other hazard parameters. See figure 1.
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notes: (i) This stylized example allows the heaps at periods 10 and 15. (ii) DH is the set of the

reported durations on the heaping points. DH−1 stands for the set of reported duration points that are

one period below the nearest heaping point. Similarly, DH+1 stands for the set of reported durations

that are one period above the nearest heaping point. Dτ refers to the correctly reported durations.

(iii) The rounding probabilities of heaping are p1 and q1 for DH−1 and DH+1 , respectively. (iv)

The constant part of the baseline hazard starts from period 12. By the asymmetric heaping, the

constant baseline hazard parameters {γt = ln
∫ t+1
t λ0(s)ds} are at different levels for periods (12, 15)

and (15, 17). (v) In the output table in section 5.2, gamma8, gamma9,. . . , gamma11 correspond to the

baseline hazard in periods 8, 9, . . . , 11, respectively. gamma12 corresponds to the constant baseline

hazard during periods (12, 15). gamma13 is for period (15, 17) and gamma14 is for the period 17. The

period 18 in this example is the right-censoring date.

Figure 1. Stylized example

2.2 Maximum likelihood estimation

Before writing down our likelihood function, we first define some notation.

Let θ = {β′,γ′}′ with γ = {γ(0), γ(1), . . . , γ(τ − 1)}′, τ be some finite, positive
integer, and (τ − 1) represent the uncensored maximum observed time period. Define
the probability of survival at least until time period τ < τ in the absence of misreporting
as
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Si (τ |zi, ui,θ) =Pr (τi ≥ τ |zi, ui,θ)

=

τ−1∏
s=0

exp [− exp{z′iβ + γ(s) + ui}]

=

τ−1∏
s=0

exp [−vi exp{z′iβ + γ(s)}]

where vi ≡ exp(ui) and ui is the unobserved heterogeneity.

The probability for an exit event in τi < τ is

fi (τ |zi, ui,θ) =Pr (τi = τ |zi, ui,θ)

=Si (τ |zi, ui,θ)− Si (τ + 1|zi, ui,θ)

=

τ−1∏
s=0

exp [−vi exp{z′iβ + γ(s)}]−
τ∏

s=0

exp [−vi exp{z′iβ + γ(s)}]

fi (τ |zi, ui,θ) in the above equation denotes the probability of a duration equal to τ
when there is no misreporting. However, because of the rounding, heaped values are
overreported, while nonheaped values are underreported, and this needs to be accounted
for when constructing the likelihood function (see below).

Henceforth, let
φi (t|zi, vi,θ) = Pr (ti = t|zi, vi,θ)

with ti denoting the discrete-reported duration.

The likelihood contributions depend on the following four cases:

(I) For correctly reported durations, φi (t|zi, vi,θ) = fi (t|zi, vi,θ). This will include
the duration point discussed in assumption A3 earlier. Depending on the application,
there might be other points, too.

(II) For reported durations that are l = 1, 2, etc., points below the nearest heaping
point, φi (t|zi, vi,θ) = (1 − pl)fi (t|zi, vi,θ), because pl refer to the probabilities of
rounding up.

(III) Similar to (II), for reported durations that are l = 1, 2, etc., points above the
nearest heaping point, φi (t|zi, vi,θ) = (1 − ql)fi (t|zi, vi,θ), because ql refer to the
probabilities of rounding down.

(IV) Finally, for reported durations on the heaping points,

φi (t|zi, vi,θ) =
∑
l

plfi (t− l|zi, vi,θ) +
∑
l

qlfi (t+ l|zi, vi,θ) + fi (t|zi, vi,θ)

In summary, there are four different probabilities of exit events depending on the
nature of the true duration.
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We next write down the corresponding unconditional probabilities under a set of as-
sumptions on the unobserved heterogeneity vi. More specifically, we impose the follow-
ing assumptions on the properties and the distributional form of vi, which are standard
in the duration literature:

(i) vi is identically and independently distributed over i and is also independent of zi;

(ii) vi follows a Gamma distribution with unit mean and variance σ.3

The unconditional probabilities under the above assumptions, in case (I) above are
given by∫

φi (t|zi, v,θ) g(v;σ)dv =

∫
Pr (τi = t|zi, v,θ) g(v;σ)dv

=

∫
Si (t|zi, v,θ) g(v;σ)dv −

∫
Si (t+ 1|zi, v,θ) g(v;σ)dv

=

(
1 + σ

[
t−1∑
s=0

exp{z′iβ + γ(s)}

])−σ−1

−

(
1 + σ

[
t∑

s=0

exp{z′iβ + γ(s)}

])−σ−1

where the last equality uses the fact that there is a closed-form expression under the
Gamma density assumption for v (for example, see Meyer [1990, 770]). Moreover,
because the integral is a linear operator, the probabilities for the cases (II) to (IV) can
be derived accordingly.

Our next goal is to obtain consistent estimators for θ = (θ′, σ, p1, . . . , pr, q1, . . . , qr)
′

from the possibly misreported durations. Before setting up the likelihood function, we
introduce censoring into our setup.

Let ci be an indicator equal to one if the observation is uncensored and zero other-
wise. It is assumed that durations are censored at a fixed time τ that exceeds the points
that are rounded and is not one of the heaping points. Assuming that censoring is inde-
pendent of the heaping process and the durations, we have the following unconditional
likelihood contributions.4

The likelihood function for the observed sample is

LN (θ) =

N∏
i=1

∫ {
φi(t|zi, v)ciSi(t|zi, v)(1−ci)

}
g(v;σ)dv

3. The assumption of Gamma distribution for vi gives us a closed-form expression for the unconditional
probabilities. While the choice of the Gamma distribution might appear overly restrictive at first
sight, we note that this can often be rationalized theoretically (Abbring and van den Berg 2007).
In addition, findings by Han and Hausman (1990) as well as Meyer (1990) suggest that estimation
results for discrete-time PH models, where the baseline is left unspecified, display little sensitivity
to alternative distributional assumptions.

4. For ease of exposition, we have assumed a constant censoring point (type I censoring; Cox and
Oakes [1984]). However, the program allows the censoring points to vary over i.
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and so

lN (θ) = lnLN (θ) =

N∑
i=1

ln

∫ {
φi(t|zi, v)ciSi(t|zi, v)(1−ci)

}
g(v;σ)dv

Given the definition of φi(t|zi, v) and cases (I) through (IV), it is clear that the (log)
likelihood function downweights the contribution of heaped durations and overweights
the contribution of nonheaped durations.

Under the assumptions provided in ACG, we see that the limiting distribution of the
estimator depends on whether some heaping probability parameters lie on the boundary
of the parameter space, that is, whether one or more of the “true” probability parameters
are equal to zero. In this case, the limiting distribution is no longer normal because the
information matrix is not block diagonal in general but takes a different form. We use
the M out of N bootstrap method to derive the asymptotic standard errors. Details
are provided in ACG.

3 Ordered probit model with heaping: Specification and
estimation

In general, there are many observed discrete outcomes (other than durations) that can
exhibit heaping. For instance, survey data on the number of doctor visits or on cigarette
consumption in a given period of time is often subject to this phenomenon. Here we
discuss the estimation of an ordered probit model allowing for heaping. In appendix C,
we provide a discussion on the link between the discrete duration model derived from
the PH specification and the ordered choice model. To keep notational clutter to a
minimum, we do not explicitly show the conditioning set in what follows.

Consider the following latent-variable model representation of an ordered choice
model,5

y∗i = z′iβ
† + εi

where y∗i represents the latent outcome, zi stands for the vector of regressors, and β† is
the vector of coefficients. Also, let the cumulative probability function of the error term
εi be standard normal, denoted by Φ(·).6 Assume we have an ordered discrete outcome
variable coded as yi ∈ {0, . . . , J}. That is, we have

yi = j if and only if κj < y∗i = z′iβ
† + εi < κj+1

where κ0, . . . , κJ are the threshold parameters that divide the real line into a finite
number of intervals. Here we have assumed the normalizations κ0 = −∞, κJ+1 = +∞,

5. Supplementary material provided in ACG sketches the key identification conditions required for
the estimation of this model when heaping is present in the data. A class of ordered choice
models, known as generalized ordered choice models, extends the standard model in different ways
to incorporate unobserved heterogeneity (Greene 2014). Our command fits the standard ordered
probit model with heaping but without unobserved heterogeneity.

6. In principle, other distributions for εi can be chosen. For example, a logistic distribution for εi will
lead to an ordered logit model.
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and κj < κj+1. In addition, note that we require a scale normalization, so zi may not
contain a constant. For any j ∈ {0, . . . , J}, the probabilities of interest are given by

Pr(yi = j) = Pr(κj < y∗i < κj+1)

= Pr(κj − z′iβ
† < εi < κj+1 − z′iβ

†)

= Φ(κj+1 − z′iβ
†)− Φ(κj − z′iβ

†) (2)

In the presence of heaping data, the term Pr(yi = j) depends on the four cases:

(I) For correctly reported outcomes, Pr(yi = j) = Φ(κj+1 − z′iβ
†)− Φ(κj − z′iβ

†).

(II) For reported outcomes that are l = 1, 2, etc., points below the nearest heaping
point, Pr(yi = j) = (1− pl){Φ(κj+1 − z′iβ

†)− Φ(κj − z′iβ
†)}.

(III) Similar to (II), for reported outcomes that are l = 1, 2, etc., points above the
nearest heaping point, Pr(yi = j) = (1− ql){Φ(κj+1 − z′iβ

†)− Φ(κj − z′iβ
†)}.

(IV) Finally, for reported outcomes on the heaping points,

Pr(yi = j) =
∑
l

pl{Φ(κj+1 − z′iβ
†)− Φ(κj − z′iβ

†)}

+
∑
l

ql{Φ(κj+1 − z′iβ
†)− Φ(κj − z′iβ

†)}

+{Φ(κj+1 − z′iβ
†)− Φ(κj − z′iβ

†)}

Note that when the outcome is duration data and for right-censored data at yi = τ ,
the likelihood function can be written as

LN (θ†) =

N∑
i=1

{
τ−1∑
j=1

Pr(yi = j)}dij ·ci{1− Φ(κτ − z′iβ
†)}(1−ci)

where θ† = (β†′ ,κ′, p1, . . . , pr, q1, . . . , qr)
′ and dij is an indicator equal to one when

ti = j and zero otherwise.

4 Testing for “heaping”

As pointed out in section 2.2, if some of the heaping probability parameters lie on the
boundary of the parameter space, the asymptotic distribution of the estimator is no
longer normal. In addition, inference becomes more complicated, because subsampling
methods are used to derive the asymptotic standard errors. In the following, we discuss
two specification tests: first, a test to detect whether heaping matters in a statistical
sense (Hπ1); second, if heaping matters, a test to discriminate between the general case
that allows for probability parameters on the boundary and the special case without
parameters on the boundary (Hπ2). That is, while the first test helps to determine
whether the specified heaping model is indeed preferred over a standard model that
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does not account for heaping, the second test allows one to decide whether inference, in
fact, ought to be based on subsampling methods.

Thus, collecting all heaping parameters in the vector π with π = (p1, . . . , pr, q1, . . . ,
qr)

′ and θ = (θ′, σ,π′)′, the first test examines the existence of heaping effects through

Hπ1

Hπ1
0 : p1 = · · · = pr = q1 = · · · = qr = 0

versus
Hπ1

A : pl > 0 or ql > 0 or both

for some l = 1, . . . , r. The above hypothesis Hπ1
0 can be tested through a standard

likelihood-ratio (LR) test (ACG).

The second specification test examines whether all heaping parameters lie inside the
parameter space, which in turn allows inference based on asymptotic normality. That
is, the null hypothesis of the test is that at least one rounding parameter is equal to
zero versus the alternative that none is zero (and thus no boundary problem exists).
Therefore, if we reject this hypothesis, we can make inference based on standard normal
critical values, while if we fail to reject, we ought to rely on subsampling methods for
inference.

Formally, let H
(j)
p,0 : pj = 0, H

(j)
p,A : pj > 0, and let H

(j)
q,0 ,H

(j)
q,A be defined analogously.

Our objective is to test the following hypotheses,

Hπ2

Hπ2
0 =

(
∪r
j=1H

(j)
p,0

)
∪
(
∪r
j=1H

(j)
q,0

)
versus

Hπ2

A =
(
∩r
j=1H

(j)
p,A

)
∩
(
∩r
j=1H

(j)
q,A

)
so that under Hπ2

A all p’s and q’s are strictly positive. To discriminate between Hπ2
0

and Hπ2

A , we apply the intersection-union principle (IUP); see, for example, chapter 5
in Silvapulle and Sen (2005). According to the IUP, we reject Hπ2

0 at level α only if all

single null hypotheses H
(j)
p,0 and H

(j)
q,0 are rejected at level α.

We now introduce a rule to discriminate between Hπ2
0 and Hπ2

A .

Rule IUP-PQ: Reject Hπ2
0 , if maxj=1,...,r{PVp,j , PVq,j} < α and do not reject other-

wise.

Thus, as pointed out above, if one rejects Hπ2
0 , the inference can be based on asymp-

totic normality, while failure to reject Hπ2
0 requires the use of subsampling methods as

outlined before.

5 Command implementation

As discussed in the earlier section, if one or more of the probability parameters lie on
the boundary of the parameter space, the asymptotic distribution of the estimator is no
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longer normal. We provide two tests that can be used to detect this. Hence, the output
provides the usual asymptotic standard errors along with the standard errors calculated
using the M out of N bootstrap method, where M denotes an integer strictly smaller
than N (see ACG).

5.1 Data

We illustrate the use of the heapmph and heapop commands using generated ACG data
based on 250 observations drawn randomly from the original sample used in ACG. More
specifically, we retain two covariates of these observations that were found to be sig-
nificant: mother’s age at the time of birth (age m) and mother’s years of schooling
(school m). Our outcome variable duration, which is the time of death of the child
measured in days if the child died within the first 17 days, is generated using these two
covariates within the ordered choice model framework as detailed next. All observations
where the child survived for longer than 18 days are treated as censored.7

The latent dependent variable y∗i in the ordered choice model framework is generated
according to

y∗i = 0.1 age mi − 0.1 school mi + εi for i = 1, . . . , 250

We use two different schemes to generate εi for demonstrating heapmph and heapop

commands, respectively. Note, as shown in appendix C, the Cox’s PH model is equivalent
to the ordered choice model where the underlying error term in the latent-variable model
is type I EV distributed. The threshold parameters κ are then generated in terms of
parameters γ (see appendix C).8 In detail:

(i) For the heapmph command, we characterize a PH model data example by gen-
erating i.i.d. εi from a type I EV distribution. The baseline gamma parameters are
set as follows: exp{γ(t)} = 0.3 for t = 0, 1, 2, 3, exp{γ(t)} = 0.6 for t = 4, . . . , 7,
exp{γ(t)} = 1.2 for t = 8, . . . , 11, exp{γ(t)} = 2.5 for t = 12, . . . , 15, exp{γ(16)} = 8,
and exp{γ(17)} = 10. The dataset created according to this scheme is enclosed in the
package and named heap demonstration2.dta.

(ii) For the data example used to demonstrate heapop, we draw εi from a standard
normal distribution. We set the gamma parameters for heapop as follows: exp{γ(t)} =
0.6 for t = 0, 1, . . . , 11, exp{γ(t)} = 1.5 for t = 12, . . . , 15, exp{γ(16)} = 1.8, and
exp{γ(17)} = 3. In the heap package, the dataset generated following this scheme is
named heap demonstration.dta.

7. Please refer to ACG for details of the survey and the original sample used in ACG.
8. exp{κ(t)} = exp{−δ(t)} = exp{γ(0)}+ · · ·+ exp{γ(t− 1)}.
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Note that we keep the function flat from period 12 to 15. The discrete duration
variable without heaping, for each observation i = 1, 2, . . . , 250, for these models is then
generated using the cutoff points as

durationi = t if y∗i ∈ {δt, δt+1) for t = 0, . . . , 18

where we assume δ0 = −∞ and δ19 = ∞ for the normalization.

Finally, we add the following heaping pattern to the dependent variable: the duration
points 4, 9, and 11 are rounded up to 5, 10, and 15, respectively, with probability 0.7, and
the duration points 6, 11, and 16 are rounded down to 5, 10, and 15, respectively, with
the same probability, 0.7. Hence, the heaping probability parameters are p1 = q1 = 0.7.
Algebraically, the actual observed duration variable duration is generated by

ui ∼ Uniform[0, 1]

durationi = 5 if durationi = 4 and ui < 0.7

durationi = 5 if durationi = 6 and ui < 0.7

durationi = 10 if durationi = 9 and ui < 0.7

durationi = 10 if durationi = 11 and ui < 0.7

durationi = 15 if durationi = 14 and ui < 0.7

durationi = 15 if durationi = 16 and ui < 0.7

We have not included the unobserved heterogeneity in the generation of the above data.
Figure 2 plots the histograms of both the observed duration variable with heaping and
the true duration variable without heaping as generated from the ordered probit model.
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notes: (i) The upper graph plots the unobserved true duration variable without the heaping pattern.

(ii) The lower graph presents the observed duration variable. In this example, duration points 4, 9, and

14 are rounded up to 5, 10, and 15, respectively, with probability 0.7. Duration points 6, 11, and 16 are

rounded down to 5, 10, and 15, respectively, with the same probability 0.7. (That is, p1 = q1 = 0.7.)

(iii) The right-censoring date is the period 18 in these data.

Figure 2. Histograms of the duration variable in the example data for demonstrating
the heapmph command (see section 5.1)

5.2 The heapmph command

This section describes the implementation of the heapmph command for the MPH model.

Basic syntax

The basic syntax of the heapmph command follows the standard command form:

heapmph depvar varlist
[
if
] [

in
] [

, censor(integer) vcensor(varname)

hstar(integer) jbar(integer) kbar(integer) rbar(integer) detail

rep(integer)
]
moon(real)
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where depvar stands for the dependent variable and varlist may contain the specified
covariates. In this article, we demonstrate the usages of the heap package with exam-
ples and then explain a few other available options. We do not provide an exhaustive
explanation of all the available options and thus refer the interested user to the help
files included in the package.

Model estimation

As discussed in section 5.1, the analysis is restricted to modeling the hazard rate during
the first 18 days after birth because the reported number of deaths is smaller after
this period (see ACG). We therefore add the censor(18) option to the command to fix
the right-censoring period for each observation at 18. By default, the heap command
assumes that the right-censoring period is the largest value of the dependent variable
in the chosen sample. Instead of using the fixed right-censoring, we can also allow for
person-specific censoring points for each observation (see section 5.4). We also provide
a command to test for policy effects (see appendix B).

We next detail the values used for the four compulsory options to define the pattern
of heaping in our example.

1. Because we have generated the data with heaps at days 5, 10, and 15, we define
the starting period (h∗) of 5 using the option hstar(5). The assumption is that
the heaping occurs at points that are multiples of h∗.

2. We set option jbar(3) (that is, j = 3) to indicate that there is a maximum of
three heaping points prior to the censoring point (see point 1 above).

3. As illustrated in our stylized example (figure 1), the rounding probabilities are p1
and q1, respectively. Hence, with the number of heaping probabilities, we have
the maximum number of time periods that a duration can be rounded to denoted
as r = 1. This is set by the option rbar(1) in the command.

4. The constant part of the baseline hazard enables us to identify the parameters of
the heaping process. In this example, we set the time period after which the hazard
is constant equal to 12 (k). Also, we assume that the heaping is asymmetric,
which suggests that constant baseline hazard parameters are at different levels for
periods {12, 13, 14, 15}.9 In the command, the starting period of the flat segment
can be defined by adding the option kbar(12).

9. See assumption H (iii) in ACG.
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Example

We choose duration as the dependent variable and age m and school m as the
covariates. We request Stata implement the command using the following code:10

. use heap_demonstration2

. heapmph duration age_m school_m, censor(18) hstar(5) jbar(3) kbar(12) rbar(1)
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%

Initial temperature: 1 Final temperature: 0.000000010
Consecutive rejections: 10 Number of function calls: 35,277
Total final loss: 626.285 Observations: 250

MooN bootstrap will take approximately 26 minutes (100 replicates).
(each dot . indicates one replication)

1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
.................................................. 100

Bootstrap Std. Normal Bootstrap
Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

exp(gamma)
gamma0 .3057518 .0735412 4.16 0.000 .2955595 .3159441
gamma1 .1539733 .0485058 3.17 0.002 .1472508 .1606959
gamma2 .2757727 .0833442 3.31 0.001 .2642218 .2873236
gamma3 .244938 .0663895 3.69 0.000 .2357369 .2541391
gamma4 .2434391 .3819543 0.64 0.524 .1905029 .2963752
gamma5 .5821127 .517579 1.12 0.261 .5103799 .6538455
gamma6 .5240925 .9355118 0.56 0.575 .3944372 .6537478
gamma7 .5396087 .1250595 4.31 0.000 .5222763 .556941
gamma8 1.012341 .2346417 4.31 0.000 .9798218 1.044861
gamma9 .6691035 1.008273 0.66 0.507 .529364 .808843

gamma10 1.239431 .7855968 1.58 0.115 1.130553 1.348309
gamma11 1.046086 1.855192 0.56 0.573 .7889691 1.303202
gamma12 1.73946 .7507658 2.32 0.021 1.635409 1.843511
gamma13 3.974719 5.473584 0.73 0.468 3.216119 4.733319
gamma14 6.835998 2.162892 3.16 0.002 6.536237 7.13576

sigma
sigma .0000838 .0041016 0.02 0.984 -.0004847 .0006522

beta
age_m -.087153 .0098087 -8.89 0.000 -.0885124 -.0857936

school_m .1161123 .0108713 10.68 0.000 .1146056 .117619

prob_left
p1 .6780751 .3751911 1.81 0.071 .6260763 .730074

prob_right
q1 .6848905 .9971728 0.69 0.492 .5466894 .8230916

10. Note that the results shown are from Stata/SE; small numerical differences may arise in Stata/MP.
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The command first employs a single simulated annealing SA algorithm (see sec-
tion 5.5.3 of ACG) to solve for the point estimates. The M out of N bootstrap procedure
is then conducted to yield the standard errors. Note also that the 95% bootstrap con-
fidence interval is constructed using the 2.5% and the 97.5% quantile of the empirical
bootstrap distribution. The output table consists of five panels. The panel exp(gamma)
reports the estimates of functions of the baseline hazard parameters (see section 5.1
and appendix C). Note again that we set the baseline hazard parameters γ to be con-
stant over periods {12, 13, 14, 15}. Hence, the number of baseline hazard parameters we
estimate is 18 − 3 − 1 = 14. Specifically, gamma0, gamma1,. . . , gamma11 in the output
table correspond to functions of the baseline hazard in period 0, 1, . . . , 11, respectively.
gamma12 corresponds to the flat baseline hazard during periods {12, 13, 14, 15}. gamma13
is for period 16, and gamma14 is for the period 17.

Panel sigma displays the estimate of σ, which is the variance of the gamma-distrib-
uted unobserved heterogeneity variable vi, and panel beta is for the estimates of the
covariate coefficients. In panels prob left and prob right, we report the estimated
heaping probabilities p1 and q1. The value of the sigma coefficient can be seen to be very
close to zero numerically. This does not come unexpected, because the data-generating
process does not feature any unobserved heterogeneity.11

Testing for the presence of heaping effects

This command provides a subroutine to test null hypothesis via the LR test described
in remark 4.2 in section 4 of ACG and briefly discussed in section 4 in this article. We
provide a test that can be implemented by adding an option (testpi1) to the main
command; see help heap tests for details. testpi1 tests the null hypothesis (Hπ1

0 )
that all heaping probability parameters are zero, and the alternative (Hπ1

A ) is that at
least one heaping probability parameter is greater than zero. Applying the IUP, we
could test the null hypothesis (Hπ2

0 ) that at least one heaping probability parameter is
equal to zero, and the alternative (Hπ2

A ) is that none is zero.

11. To test this formally, note that this is a test for a parameter on the boundary that requires an
adjustment of the critical value or the p-value. Alternatively, for a formally valid LR test, see
Gutierrez, Carter, and Drukker (2001).
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Example

To test for the presence of heaping effects under the model specification described
in the last subsection, we can simply add the testpi1 option to the command:

. heapmph duration age_m school_m, censor(18) hstar(5) jbar(3) kbar(12) rbar(1)
> testpi1
-- Estimating the coefficients under the null (H0) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%
-- Estimating the coefficients under the alternative (H1) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%

MooN bootstrap will take approximately 45 minutes (100 replications).
(each dot . indicates one replication)

1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
.................................................. 100

H0: all heaping probability parameters are zero
H1: at least one heaping probability parameters is greater than zero

[ The Bootstrap Critical Values ]
QLR Statistic 10% 5% 1%

24.981152 25.4834 25.5324 26.1653

The output table reports the test statistic along with the corresponding bootstrapped
critical values at 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.12 In this example, we fail to reject the null
hypothesis at the 10% significance level, which suggests that there is no clear evidence
of heaping.

In addition, we employ the IUP rule to test the null that at least one heaping prob-
ability parameter is equal to zero (Hπ2

0 ). In detail, we sort the p-values of all heaping
parameters (p1 and q1) displayed in the regression output. The largest p-value is 0.492
in our example, so we do not reject the null at any conventional significance level; hence,
we have to continue to use the M out of N subsampling scheme. Otherwise, if the null
hypothesis was rejected, one could simply do inference based on the standard normal
distribution.

12. heapmph stores the 1st, 5th, 10th, 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles of the bootstrap empirical
distribution function in e(). See help heap tests for details.
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5.3 The heapop command for the ordered probit model with heaping

Basic syntax

The syntax and corresponding options of command heapop are identical to those of the
heapmph command (see section 5.2).

Model estimation

The heapop command fits an ordered probit model with heaping and can be also em-
ployed to deal with the duration outcome data. The heapop command also requires four
compulsory options to define the pattern of heaping, that is, kbar(), jbar(), hstar(),
and rbar(), as introduced in section 5.2 for the heapmph command. In the case of or-
dered choice or count data, the censor() option can be used to indicate the maximum
number of possible choices or counts. If censor() is left unspecified, Stata by default
uses the maximum value of the dependent variable as censor().

This section attaches example usages of the heapop command under the same spec-
ification of the heaping pattern as used in section 5.2.

We first request Stata implement the heapop command to fit the model:
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Example

. use heap_demonstration

. heapop duration age_m school_m, hstar(5) jbar(3) kbar(12) rbar(1)
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%

Initial temperature: 1 Final temperature: 0.000000010
Consecutive rejections: 45 Number of function calls: 34,215
Total final loss: 593.206 Observations: 250

MooN bootstrap will take approximately 25 minutes (100 replicates).
(each dot . indicates one replication)

1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
.................................................. 100

Bootstrap Std. Normal Bootstrap
Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

exp(gamma)
gamma0 .2721881 .075306 3.61 0.000 .2617512 .282625
gamma1 .3747939 .0963867 3.89 0.000 .3614354 .3881524
gamma2 .4633893 .1222535 3.79 0.000 .4464458 .4803327
gamma3 .4146261 .1156667 3.58 0.000 .3985955 .4306567
gamma4 .3467341 .6549929 0.53 0.597 .2559567 .4375114
gamma5 .5220416 .3889637 1.34 0.180 .4681339 .5759492
gamma6 .4701779 .9988004 0.47 0.638 .3317512 .6086046
gamma7 .3721548 .1083006 3.44 0.001 .3571451 .3871645
gamma8 .6864175 .1918713 3.58 0.000 .6598255 .7130095
gamma9 .694045 1.225619 0.57 0.571 .5241829 .8639071

gamma10 .6801856 .5940031 1.15 0.252 .597861 .7625103
gamma11 .3868165 .8571374 0.45 0.652 .2680233 .5056097
gamma12 .8342315 .5854894 1.42 0.154 .7530868 .9153762
gamma13 1.68294 2.923839 0.58 0.565 1.277717 2.088163
gamma14 1.991177 .6263514 3.18 0.001 1.90437 2.077985

beta
age_m -.0854586 .010742 -7.96 0.000 -.0869474 -.0839699

school_m .0968189 .0027978 34.61 0.000 .0964311 .0972066

prob_left
p1 .7011283 .4484472 1.56 0.118 .6389767 .7632799

prob_right
q1 .6718045 1.121392 0.60 0.549 .5163875 .8272215

Unlike the table in section 5.2, this table consists of only four panels because no un-
observed heterogeneity parameter has been estimated. Standard errors and bootstrap
confidence intervals are constructed as before in section 5.2. The first panel contains
again the estimated baseline parameters (exp(gamma); see section 5.2 for the specifica-
tion), while panel two provides estimates of the β coefficients. Note that the numerical
differences in the β coefficient estimates are likely to stem from the omission of un-
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observed heterogeneity and the different functional form in this specification. Finally,
panel three and four contain the estimated heaping probabilities, which can both be
seen to be statistically insignificant.

Testing for the presence of heaping effects

Example

To test for the presence of heaping effects (Hπ1), we use this code:

. heapop duration age_m school_m, hstar(5) jbar(3) kbar(12) rbar(1) testpi1

-- Estimating the coefficients under the null (H0) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%
-- Estimating the coefficients under the alternative (H1) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%

MooN bootstrap will take approximately 45 minutes (100 replications).
(each dot . indicates one replication)

1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
.................................................. 100

H0: all heaping probability parameters are zero
H1: at least one heaping probability parameters is greater than zero

[ The Bootstrap Critical Values ]
QLR Statistic 10% 5% 1%

25.995373 26.2054 26.2146 26.2384

As in the previous section, we cannot reject the nullHπ1
0 at any conventional level and

thus proceed to test Hπ2
0 via the IUP rule. More specifically, we sort again the p-values

of all heaping parameters (p1 and q1) displayed in the regression output. Because the
largest p-value is 0.549, we do not reject the null at any conventional significance level
and continue to use M out of N subsampling for inference.
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5.4 Further options

Here we elaborate on a few additional options, which are available for both commands
heapmph and heapop.

Bootstrap options

The rep(integer) option allows users to specify the number of M out of N bootstrap
replications for calculating the standard errors. The default value is set at 100. In the
example shown in section 5.2, it takes 26 minutes to run 100 bootstrap iterations in
Stata/SE 15 (64-bit) on a desktop computer with the Intel i7 quad-core processor with
4.0 GHz.

When choosing the M in the M out of N bootstrap, users can set the option
moon(real) to select the share of M observations to be randomly drawn from the sample
of size N . Bickel and Sakov (2008) provide an in-depth discussion on the choice of the
M parameter. The heap packages, by default, set moon() at 0.8 so that in each MooN
bootstrap iteration, 80% of the original sample is randomly kept.

Optimization

The provided commands implement the SA algorithm to maximize the likelihood func-
tion of the model. The SA method, proposed by Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi (1983),
is a popular local search algorithm for stochastically approximating the global optimum
of a given objective function. The review of the algorithm and its technical details
can be found in Dowsland and Thompson (2012), for example. The SA algorithm is
particularly useful for our model and may be preferable to the conventional Newton al-
gorithm, because SA is better at locating global maximum when the likelihood function
is complex, as in our case.

The heap package contains the Mata function for the SA method of Kirkpatrick,
Gelatt, and Vecchi (1983). In this function, we have designed 10 options for users
to control settings of the SA algorithm. For instance, sa verbosity(integer) allows
one to set the maximum number of total iterations (the default is 8,000), and the
sa stopTemp(real) option allows one to set the temperature at which to stop the search-
ing algorithm (the default is 1 × 10−8). The full details about the settings are listed
in help heap annealing. Besides, the seed state for initializing the random-number
generator is set to 1,000 by default and can be adjusted in the seed(real) option.13

13. Another user-written function is “simann”. We have not used this because we did not know how
the function actually performed: the author did not disclose the source code of this function.
Additionally, the command was not flexible enough, because some of the parameters were fixed
in the “simann” function. One of the authors (Zizhong Yan) has programmed a more flexible SA
function (based on the Matlab’s SA function) for our heaping command.
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Display options

For diagnosing and monitoring purposes, we provide the following two options to display
the intermediate command outputs. First the detail option can be used to display a
summary of heaping model specifications and produce a table only for point estimates
before conducting the bootstrap. Second, the sa verbosity(integer) option can be
set to 1 for producing the final report of the SA and set to 2 for further displaying the
temperature changes in each iteration. The default value of this option is zero, which
suppresses all output.

Different censoring points for each observation

The option for variable censoring is vcensor(varname), where varname is a dummy
variable that equals 1 if the observation is complete and 0 if the observation is right-
censored.

Let uncensor dummy stand for a period-specific censoring indicator variable, where
uncensor dummy=1 if the observation’s spell is complete and uncensor dummy=0 if the
spell is right-censored. For example, we randomly generate uncensor dummy from a
Bernoulli(0.1) distribution and apply the heapmph command:

. use heap_demonstration2

. generate byte uncensor dummy = runiform() < 0.1

. heapmph duration age m school m, vcensor(uncensor dummy) hstar(5) jbar(3)
> kbar(12) rbar(2)

Note that if neither vcensor(varname) nor censor(integer) is specified, the com-
mand by default will fix the right-censoring point at the maximum value of the depen-
dent variable in the usable sample.

6 Conclusion

Discrete-time duration models are very popular among researchers. The command
heapmph allows the estimation of a discrete time MPH model, when the observed discrete
durations exhibit abnormal concentrations at certain duration points. An accompanying
command heapop, allows for heaping in an ordered probit model. The underlying
assumptions and the identification strategy used are discussed fully in ACG.
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8 Programs and supplemental materials

To install a snapshot of the corresponding software files as they existed at the time of
publication of this article, type

. net sj 20-2

. net install st0603 (to install program files, if available)

. net get st0603 (to install ancillary files, if available)
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A Estimating the policy effect

In this appendix, we discuss an additional feature of the commands heapmph and heapop

that allows the user to test for a shift in the baseline hazard in the duration model or
the threshold parameters in the ordered probit model, and the reporting probabilities,
perhaps because of a change in a binary variable.14 For example, one might be interested
in the analysis of the effects of a certain policy change on duration outcomes, and the
binary indicator will then take the value of one for treated individuals. ACGs main focus,
for example, was on whether the Janani Siraksha Yojana program in India had any effect
on neonatal mortality, as well as on women’s reporting behavior. The hypothesis was
that more accurate records are available on average, compared with before, because the
program encouraged women to deliver babies in health facilities.

The treat(varname) option of heapmph and heapop (see help heap treat) allows
the user to account for the effect of a policy change on duration outcomes where varname
is the name of the binary indicator variable. The treatment indicator variable is the
actual treatment status for the 250 children randomly chosen from the original ACG

dataset, and as reported in table 1, 13.2% of the children in our sample were born during
the treatment period. Because the dataset used here is the same as that discussed in

14. Similar tests can also be carried out in the ordered probit model, where the treatment is allowed
to shift the gamma parameters and also the misreporting probabilities. To save space, we do not
report an example using the heapop command here.

https://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/research/publications/working-papers/iser/2008-09
https://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/research/publications/working-papers/iser/2008-09
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section 5.2, we would expect to not reject the null hypothesis of zero treatment effects
on the gamma parameters and the misreporting probabilities.

Table 1. Summary statistics for the variables used in the illustration of the heapmph
command

Variable Mean (SD)

Number of days of survival of the children, exclud- 8.873
ing the censored observations (4.828)

Proportion of censored observations at 18 days 0.244
(0.430)

Age of mother at the birth of the child, in years 24.060
(5.120)

Mothers education, in years 3.248
(4.135)

Proportion of children who were born during the 0.132
treatment period (0.339)

Total number of children 250

note: See section 5.1 for the model that generated these data.

Example

In the data example used in this article, the jsy dummy variable is the indicator for
whether the Janani Siraksha Yojana program was in place at the time of birth of the
child. Taking the example of the heapmph command, we code the following:

. use heap_demonstration2, clear

. heapmph duration age_m school_m, treat(jsy_dummy) censor(18) hstar(5) jbar(3)
> kbar(12) rbar(1)
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%

Initial temperature: 1 Final temperature: 0.000000010
Consecutive rejections: 252 Number of function calls: 14,911
Total final loss: 509.181 Observations: 250

MooN bootstrap will take approximately 18 minutes (100 replicates).
(each dot . indicates one replication)

1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
.................................................. 100
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Bootstrap Std. Normal Bootstrap
Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

exp(gamma)
gamma0 .1229606 .4263486 0.29 0.773 .0638716 .1820495
gamma1 .0386019 .2927666 0.13 0.895 -.0019735 .0791773
gamma2 .1268302 .3835026 0.33 0.741 .0736794 .1799809
gamma3 .1383078 .3970532 0.35 0.728 .083279 .1933366
gamma4 .0875479 .5449995 0.16 0.872 .0120148 .1630809
gamma5 .0173866 2.212301 0.01 0.994 -.2892226 .3239959
gamma6 .5470309 2.963335 0.18 0.854 .1363337 .9577282
gamma7 .3435419 .733828 0.47 0.640 .2418385 .4452453
gamma8 .6535276 1.153605 0.57 0.571 .4936461 .813409
gamma9 .2636071 2.474182 0.11 0.915 -.0792969 .6065112

gamma10 .2316901 3.614136 0.06 0.949 -.2692036 .7325839
gamma11 1.36546 4.803913 0.28 0.776 .6996713 2.031248
gamma12 1.093716 2.02697 0.54 0.589 .8127926 1.37464
gamma13 3.628725 10.84573 0.33 0.738 2.125584 5.131866
gamma14 12.31933 16.26165 0.76 0.449 10.06558 14.57308

exp(gamma_tr)
gamma_treat0 1.756707 1.980838 0.89 0.375 1.482177 2.031237
gamma_treat1 1.315527 2.658768 0.49 0.621 .9470402 1.684013
gamma_treat2 1.342548 1.891511 0.71 0.478 1.080398 1.604698
gamma_treat3 .9620915 2.02116 0.48 0.634 .681973 1.24221
gamma_treat4 1.401458 3.599703 0.39 0.697 .9025645 1.900351
gamma_treat5 1.691805 3.873919 0.44 0.662 1.154907 2.228703
gamma_treat6 1.808029 3.684712 0.49 0.624 1.297354 2.318704
gamma_treat7 .5005411 1.533699 0.33 0.744 .2879813 .7131009
gamma_treat8 .6602585 1.314985 0.50 0.616 .4780109 .8425061
gamma_treat9 .0465493 6.273625 0.01 0.994 -.8229308 .9160294
gamma_tre~10 .5768342 4.701807 0.12 0.902 -.0748031 1.228471
gamma_tre~11 .8627947 3.274777 0.26 0.792 .4089338 1.316656
gamma_tre~12 1.450397 2.087993 0.69 0.487 1.161016 1.739778
gamma_tre~13 -.4097875 5.926568 -0.07 0.945 -1.231168 .411593
gamma_tre~14 -2.876843 3.571297 -0.81 0.421 -3.371799 -2.381886

sigma
sigma .1412589 .834647 0.17 0.866 .0255827 .2569351

beta
age_m -.0607541 .1016391 -0.60 0.550 -.0748406 -.0466677

school_m .1220928 .24783 0.49 0.622 .0877453 .1564403

prob_left
p1 .5884231 1.075745 0.55 0.584 .4393325 .7375137

prob_right
q1 .8144293 2.117911 0.38 0.701 .5209018 1.107957

prob_left_treat
p1D -.3078594 2.353369 -0.13 0.896 -.6340198 .0183009

prob_right_tr~t
q1D .9277816 .4917421 1.89 0.059 .8596296 .9959336
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The specifications of the heaping pattern is the same as the one in section 5. This out-
put table has the same format as the output table in section 5.2. In particular, the panel
exp(gamma treat) in this table reports the estimated baseline parameters for the treat-
ment group units (that is, exp{γ(2)(1)}). Panel prob left treat presents the estimated

change of the heaping probabilities (p
(2)
1 ) of the treatment group. prob right tr~t re-

ports (q
(2)
1 ) of the treatment group.

Testing hypotheses

When estimating the policy effect, the heapmph command provides two options for
testing hypotheses as follows.

Test for the changes in the reporting behavior after the policy introduction

As outlined in section 5 of ACG, first we would like to rule out that changes in the
reporting behavior (as a result of the policy introduction) confound any observable
effect of the program. Therefore, we start by testing Hπ3 , which under the null (Hπ3

0 )

postulates that all deviations p
(2)
1 and q

(2)
1 are jointly equal to zero.

Example

For instance, we could use the testpi3 option (see help heap tests for details):

. heapmph duration age_m school_m, treat(jsy_dummy) censor(18) hstar(5) jbar(3)
> kbar(12) rbar(1) testpi3
-- Estimating the coefficients under the null (H0) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%
-- Estimating the coefficients under the alternative (H1) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%

MooN bootstrap will take approximately 38 minutes (100 replications).
(each dot . indicates one replication)

1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
.................................................. 100

H0: treatment has not changed the exit probability
H1: over at least one period the exit probability decreased

[ The Bootstrap Critical Values ]
QLR Statistic 10% 5% 1%

22.797652 115.5279 160.6586 276.2059
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Here, in this illustration, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that there is no change
in the heaping probability parameters after the policy introduction, at the 10% level.

Test for whether the treatment has changed the exit probability

The heapmph command provides the testgamma2 option (see help heap tests for de-
tails) to test for the null hypothesis (Hγ2

0 ) that treatment has not changed the exit
probability (for example, the probability the event happens) in any of the first (τ − 1)
periods against the alternative (Hγ2

A ) that over at least one period the exit probability
decreased. For the technical details of this test, see section 5 of ACG.

Example

In Stata, we code the following:

. heapmph duration age_m school_m, treat(jsy_dummy) censor(18) hstar(5)
> jbar(3) kbar(12) rbar(1) testgamma2
-- Estimating the coefficients under the null (H0) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%
-- Estimating the coefficients under the alternative (H1) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%

MooN bootstrap will take approximately 28 minutes (100 replications).
(each dot . indicates one replication)

1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
.................................................. 100

H0: no change in the heaping probability parameters after the policy (treatment)
introduction

H1: a change in at least some rounding parameters

[ The Bootstrap Critical Values ]
QLR Statistic 10% 5% 1%

101.96437 241.9557 272.1655 306.3246

From the output tables, we find that the null of Hγ2

0 cannot be rejected at a 10%
significance level.
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B Policy analysis: Using the heapop command

Example

One might be interested in using the ordered probit model to estimate the effects of
a certain policy change on the heaping probabilities. We code the following:

. use heap_demonstration, clear

. heapop duration age_m school_m, treat(jsy_dummy) hstar(5) jbar(3) kbar(12)
> rbar(1)
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%

Initial temperature: 1 Final temperature: 0.000000010
Consecutive rejections: 0 Number of function calls: 17,079
Total final loss: 580.834 Observations: 250

MooN bootstrap will take approximately 19 minutes (100 replicates).
(each dot . indicates one replication)

1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
.................................................. 100

Bootstrap Std. Normal Bootstrap
Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

exp(gamma)
gamma0 .2201253 .1222564 1.80 0.072 .2031814 .2370692
gamma1 .3234947 .1733278 1.87 0.062 .2994727 .3475167
gamma2 .373393 .2060417 1.81 0.070 .3448371 .4019489
gamma3 .2748416 .1529418 1.80 0.072 .2536449 .2960382
gamma4 .1865983 .5957995 0.31 0.754 .1040247 .2691719
gamma5 .4966012 .6241665 0.80 0.426 .4100962 .5831063
gamma6 .3905122 .940318 0.42 0.678 .2601907 .5208336
gamma7 .4948187 .3479875 1.42 0.155 .4465901 .5430473
gamma8 .5846685 .3741055 1.56 0.118 .5328202 .6365169
gamma9 .3797094 1.122963 0.34 0.735 .2240747 .5353441

gamma10 .6438094 .7899548 0.81 0.415 .5343273 .7532916
gamma11 .5438619 1.104397 0.49 0.622 .3908003 .6969236
gamma12 .619283 .9040273 0.69 0.493 .4939912 .7445748
gamma13 1.587706 4.084947 0.39 0.698 1.021561 2.153851
gamma14 1.736305 1.103575 1.57 0.116 1.583357 1.889252
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exp(gamma_tr)
gamma_treat0 -.0277171 3.423028 -0.01 0.994 -.5021246 .4466905
gamma_treat1 .4552177 2.410112 0.19 0.850 .1211932 .7892421
gamma_treat2 1.580163 1.246502 1.27 0.205 1.407406 1.752919
gamma_treat3 2.63764 1.641752 1.61 0.108 2.410105 2.865175
gamma_treat4 2.118725 2.607281 0.81 0.416 1.757375 2.480076
gamma_treat5 .1418619 1.802993 0.08 0.937 -.1080202 .391744
gamma_treat6 1.270889 2.182315 0.58 0.560 .9684354 1.573342
gamma_treat7 -2.791271 5.147388 -0.54 0.588 -3.504663 -2.07788
gamma_treat8 .4949781 .6722757 0.74 0.462 .4018055 .5881508
gamma_treat9 .2580867 5.021704 0.05 0.959 -.4378859 .9540594
gamma_tre~10 .8517118 3.613198 0.24 0.814 .350948 1.352476
gamma_tre~11 -.5838686 5.963755 -0.10 0.922 -1.410403 .2426656
gamma_tre~12 1.044385 .7260383 1.44 0.150 .9437617 1.145009
gamma_tre~13 .388965 3.01887 0.13 0.897 -.029429 .8073589
gamma_tre~14 .391813 .4705357 0.83 0.405 .3266001 .457026

beta
age_m -.075491 .0198171 -3.81 0.000 -.0782375 -.0727445

school_m .0978651 .0102829 9.52 0.000 .09644 .0992903

prob_left
p1 .5402499 .4846781 1.11 0.265 .4730769 .6074228

prob_right
q1 .7557395 2.360927 0.32 0.749 .4285317 1.082947

prob_left_treat
p1D .1991267 1.050912 0.19 0.850 .0534778 .3447756

prob_right_tr~t
q1D -.5226667 2.121365 -0.25 0.805 -.816673 -.2286605

Like heapmph, the heapop command provides two options for testing hypotheses for
the policy analysis.
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Example

First, to test for the changes in the reporting behavior after the policy introduction
(Hπ3), one can code the following:

. heapop duration age_m school_m, treat(jsy_dummy) hstar(5) jbar(3) kbar(12)
> rbar(1) testpi3
-- Estimating the coefficients under the null (H0) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%
-- Estimating the coefficients under the alternative (H1) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%

MooN bootstrap will take approximately 33 minutes (100 replications).
(each dot . indicates one replication)

1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
.................................................. 100

H0: treatment has not changed the exit probability
H1: over at least one period the exit probability decreased

[ The Bootstrap Critical Values ]
QLR Statistic 10% 5% 1%

-2.3731951 1.9105 2.3122 4.7291
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Example

Second, we test whether the treatment has changed the exit probability (Hγ2):

. heapop duration age_m school_m, treat(jsy_dummy) hstar(5) jbar(3) kbar(12)
> rbar(1) testgamma2
-- Estimating the coefficients under the null (H0) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%
-- Estimating the coefficients under the alternative (H1) --
Coefficients estimation in progress (% finished approx.): 0%....1%........10%
...................20%................30%................40%.................50%
..............60%.................70%................80%..................90%
.....................100%

MooN bootstrap will take approximately 34 minutes (100 replications).
(each dot . indicates one replication)

1 2 3 4 5
.................................................. 50
.................................................. 100

H0: no change in the heaping probability parameters after the policy (treatment)
> introduction
H1: a change in at least some rounding parameters

[ The Bootstrap Critical Values ]
QLR Statistic 10% 5% 1%

22.219006 25.1267 26.0856 27.8067

C Proportional hazard model as an EV ordered choice
model

In this appendix, we outline how the (continuous time) PH model can be represented as
a type I EV ordered choice model. This discussion draws heavily from Han and Hausman
(1990).

As in (1), denote the conditional hazard (without unobserved heterogeneity) by

λi(τ
∗|zi) = λ0(τ

∗) exp(z′iβ)

and let F (·) and S(·), respectively, be the distribution and survivor functions of our
duration variable τ∗ specified in continuous time. Using the discretized duration variable
and the relationship between a hazard function and the survivor function, we note the
probability of observing an uncensored duration of τ ∈ {1, . . . , τ − 1} in the PH model
is
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Pr (τi = τ) = Si (τ)− Si (τ + 1) = Fi (τ + 1)− Fi (τ)

= exp{−
∫ τ

0

λi(τ
∗|zi)dτ∗} − exp{−

∫ τ+1

0

λi(τ
∗|zi)dτ∗}

= exp{− exp(δτ+1 + z′iβ)} − exp{− exp(δτ + z′iβ)} (3)

Here δτ denotes the log of the integrated baseline hazard given by

δτ = ln

∫ τ

0

λ0(s)ds, τ = 1, . . . , τ − 1

The relationship between these and the baseline hazard function parameters we saw
earlier is given by

exp(δτ ) =

∫ τ

0

λ0(τ
∗)dτ∗ =

∫ 1

0

λ0(τ
∗)dτ∗ + · · ·+

∫ τ

τ−1

λ0(τ
∗)dτ∗

= exp{γ(0)}+ exp{γ(1)}+ · · ·+ exp{γ(τ − 1)}

We next replace the assumption for the distribution of εi in (2) with a type I EV

distribution to obtain

Pr(τi = τ) = Pr(κτ ≤ y∗i < κτ+1)

= exp{− exp(κτ+1 − z′iβ
†)} − exp{− exp(κτ − z′iβ

†)} (4)

Comparing (3) with (4), we note that β = −β†. That is, a variable that has an
effect of increasing the exit rate (hazard) will obviously have a decreasing effect on the
duration. The ordered outcome model links neatly to the underlying hazard model in
the case of the PH specifications. There is no one-to-one relationship between these two
in other models such as the ordered probit or the ordered logit.

In summary, the ordered choice model derived by assuming a type I EV distribution
for the underlying latent-variable equation error εi is equivalent to the discrete duration
model derived from a continuous time PH model.
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Abstract. In this article, we introduce the commands twexp and twgravity, which
implement the estimators developed in Jochmans (2017, Review of Economics
and Statistics 99: 478–485) for exponential regression models with two-way fixed
effects. twexp is applicable to generic n×m panel data. twgravity is written for
the special case where the dataset is a cross-section on dyadic interactions between
n agents. A prime example is cross-sectional bilateral trade data, where the model
of interest is a gravity equation with importer and exporter effects. Both twexp

and twgravity can deal with data where n and m are large, that is, where there
are many fixed effects. These commands use Mata and are fast to execute.
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1 Introduction

The exponential regression model finds wide application in the analysis of nonnegative
outcomes such as count data. This model has also shown itself to be an attractive
alternative to the log-linearized regression model. Indeed, following Santos Silva and
Tenreyro (2006), constant-elasticity models are now routinely fit from data in levels
rather than logarithms. In this article, we present two new commands to estimate
exponential regressions with two-way fixed effects.

We consider double-indexed data on a nonnegative outcome, yij , and a p-vector of
regressors, xij . The command twexp is designed to estimate the slope vector γ in the
n×m panel model

yij = e(αi + βj + x>
ijγ) εij E(εij |x11, . . . ,xnm) = 1 (1)

where i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . ,m, and we let e(a) := exp(a). Here αi and βj are
fixed effects, and εij is a latent disturbance. A slight variation to this is a cross-sectional
dataset in which we observe outcomes and regressors for the n× (n− 1) pairwise inter-
actions between agent i = 1, . . . , n and j 6= i. This is different from the panel-data case
because here we do not observe yii and xii. The command twgravity is designed to
handle this case. Its name is derived from the leading example of such an application
being the estimation of a gravity equation from a cross-section of bilateral trade flows.
Here the outcome is the directed trade flow from i to j, the regressors are measures of
distance or (dis)similarity between i and j, and αi and βj are exporter and importer
effects, respectively.

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC st0604
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The most popular estimator of (2) is the pseudo-maximum-likelihood estimator
(PMLE) that arises from treating the yij as conditionally independent Poisson variates.
If we introduce the shorthand

uij(αi, βj ,γ) := yij − e(αi + βj + x>
ijγ)

the PMLE solves the p first-order conditions for γ,

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

xij uij(αi, βj ,γ) = 0

jointly with the n+m first-order conditions for the effects α1, . . . , αn and β1, . . . , βm,

m∑
j=1

uij(αi, βj ,γ) = 0 i = 1, . . . , n

n∑
i=1

uij(αi, βj ,γ) = 0 j = 1, . . . ,m

Subject to a suitable normalization on the fixed effects, such as
∑n

i=1 αi =
∑m

j=1 βj .
Despite the presence of the growing number of nuisance parameters, the estimator of
γ is consistent and has a correctly centered limit distribution either when n is large
and m is small or when both n and m are large (and of a similar magnitude). Details
on the theoretical properties are available in Wooldridge (1999) and Fernández-Val and
Weidner (2016).

The pseudo-Poisson approach suffers from two drawbacks. The first is numerical.
Indeed, the large number of fixed effects implies that a simple approach that combines,
say, poisson with n + m dummy variables will be infeasible in many datasets. The
commands poi2hdfe (Guimarães 2016) and ppmlhdfe (Correia, Guimarães, and Zylkin
2019) are designed especially to deal with this problem and are useful alternatives
here. The second drawback is that the plug-in estimator of the covariance matrix of
the above moment conditions is severely biased. The origin of the problem is again
the estimation of the incidental parameters. Indeed, calculating the covariance matrix
requires estimating terms involving

uij(αi, βj ,γ)
2

which requires estimates of the fixed effects. These are both numerous and estimated
with low precision, creating an incidental parameter bias in the estimated covariance
matrix. The bias can be severe, as evidenced by the simulation results in Egger and
Staub (2016), Jochmans (2017), and Pfaffermayr (2019). The practical implication of
this is that the standard errors will usually not be an accurate reflection of the statistical
precision of the parameter estimates. Often, they will be too small. Consequently, the
reported confidence interval will be too narrow, and test procedures will overreject under
the null.
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Equation (2) is an important member of the class of multiplicative error models.
For such models, moment conditions have been derived that are free of fixed effects
(Charbonneau 2013; Jochmans 2017). They allow inference on γ to be separated from
estimation of α1, . . . , αn and β1, . . . , βm. twexp and twgravity implement estimators
based on these moments. Both commands are designed to be computationally efficient
and are fast to implement. Hence, our commands should be a useful addition to the
toolbox of empirical researchers working with count data and trade data. Furthermore,
because the whole problem is free of nuisance parameters, the standard errors do not
suffer from an incidental parameter bias.

2 Moment conditions and estimators

Consider (2) under the assumption that the errors are (conditionally) mutually inde-
pendent. Then, using

E

{
yij

e(x>
ijγ)

∣∣∣∣∣x11, . . . ,xnm

}
= e(αi + βj)

for all (i, j), we have

E

{
yij

e(x>
ijγ)

yi′j′

e(x>
i′j′γ)

− yij′

e(x>
ij′γ)

yi′j
e(x>

i′jγ)

∣∣∣∣∣x11, . . . ,xnm

}
= 0 (2)

for all i, i′ and j, j′. This (conditional) moment condition for γ is free of incidental
parameters. Equation (2) implies unconditional moment conditions that can form the
basis of a method of moment estimator of γ. Our commands implement two of these
estimators.

The first estimator, which we dub generalized method of moments (GMM1) below,
uses the levels of the covariates, xij , as instruments. It is the solution to

s1(γ) :=

n∑
i=1

n∑
i′=1

m∑
j=1

m∑
j′=1

xij

{
yij

e(x>
ijγ)

yi′j′

e(x>
i′j′γ)

− yij′

e(x>
ij′γ)

yi′j
e(x>

i′jγ)

}
= 0

This is a system of p equations and is therefore just identified.1 Consequently, the
estimator is

γ̂1 := argmin
γ

s1(γ)
>s1(γ)

1. As written here, the moment equations of GMM1 can be set arbitrarily close to zero when the
regressors are all nonnegative by setting one of the elements of γ to be arbitrarily large. This
can be resolved by transforming all regressors into deviations from their overall mean. Doing so
does not alter the roots of the original estimating equation. Both of our commands perform this
normalization by default.
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Under suitable regularity conditions, γ̂1 is consistent and asymptotically normal. Its
asymptotic variance has a sandwich form and can be estimated as Q−1

1 V 1Q
−>
1 , where

Q1 := −
n∑

i=1

n∑
i′=1

m∑
j=1

m∑
j′=1

xij

{
yijyi′j′(xij + xi′j′)

>

e(x>
ij γ̂1)e(x>

i′j′ γ̂1)
− yij′yi′j(xi′j + xij′)

>

e(x>
ij′ γ̂1)e(x

>
i′j γ̂1)

}

is the Jacobian of the empirical moments evaluated at the point estimator, and the
variance of the moments is estimated by

V 1 :=
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

vijv
>
ij

where we define the p-vector vij as

4
∑
i′ 6=i

∑
j′ 6=j

{(xij − xij′)−(xi′j − xi′j′)}

{
yij

e(x>
i′j γ̂1)

yi′j′

e(x>
ij′ γ̂1)

− yij′

e(x>
ij γ̂1)

yi′j
e(x>

i′j′ γ̂1)

}

The use of V 1 is needed to handle the fact that each observation appears in many of
the summands that make up s1(γ).

The second estimator we implement, GMM2, is

γ̂2 := argmin
γ

s2(γ)
>s2(γ)

which is of the same form as γ̂1 but solves the empirical moment equations

s2(γ) :=

n∑
i=1

n∑
i′=1

m∑
j=1

m∑
j′=1

xij

{
yij

e(−x>
i′jγ)

yi′j′

e(−x>
ij′γ)

− yij′

e(−x>
ijγ)

yi′j
e(−x>

i′j′γ)

}
= 0

The large-sample behavior of this estimator parallels that of γ̂1. The matrices Q2 and
V 2 needed to estimate the variance of the limit distribution are readily obtained. We
omit further details here for brevity. Other possible estimators can be derived from the
conditional moment conditions above. Motivations for the estimators considered here
are given in the supplementary material to Jochmans (2017).

The choice between the two estimators depends on the application at hand. The
simulation results in Jochmans (2017) show that GMM2 tends to be more efficient than
GMM1 in designs where the conditional variance increases with the conditional mean,
while GMM1 is relatively more precise in the other situations. In extensive numerical
work, we have found that GMM1 is extremely stable, making it reliable. When the linear
index x>

ijγ can take on large values, the objective function of GMM2 can have multiple
local maximums and regions over which it is fairly flat. This can be understood by noting
that s2(γ) can be obtained from s1(γ) by multiplying through the latter’s summand
with e{(xij + xi′j′ + xi′j + xij′)

>γ}. This complicates numerical optimization using
gradient-based methods such as the Newton algorithm that we use. Our code checks
whether a global optimum has been reached by verifying whether the empirical moments
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are (up to tolerance) equal to zero at the solution and gives a warning if not. If this
happens, we suggest to experiment with different starting values or to switch to GMM1

instead.

The large number of terms in s1(γ) and s2(γ) may suggest that evaluation of the
objective function is time consuming, making estimation and inference based on them
infeasible in large datasets (see, for example, the discussion in Egger and Staub [2016]).
This is not the case. Careful inspection and subsequent rearrangement of terms reveals
that evaluation of these equations is immediate in any matrix-based language (here,
Mata). Additional details on this are provided in the appendix. The same is true for
the Jacobian matrices Q1 and Q2 as well as for the variance estimators V 1 and V 2.
twexp and twgravity are written for balanced datasets. Implementation of our efficient
computations would require adjustment to deal with gaps in the data. The exact form
of the adjustment depends on the pattern of missingness of the data and is therefore
not easily programmed in a generic manner. Note that merely dropping observations
for which information is missing is not sufficient. This is because of the structure of the
empirical moments, where each summand depends on quadruples of observations. One
may, of course, decide to use brute force evaluation of the criterion in such cases.

3 The twexp and twgravity commands

3.1 Command: twexp

The command twexp is designed for (balanced) n×m panel datasets.

Syntax

twexp has the following syntax:

twexp varlist
[
if
] [

in
]
, indn(varname) indm(varname) model(option)[

initial(vec)
]

Options

indn(varname) declares the cross-sectional dimension of the panel. indn() is required.

indm(varname) declares the time-series dimension of the panel. indm() is required.

model(option) determines whether GMM1 or GMM2 is implemented. model() is required.

initial(vec) specifies the starting value for the numerical optimization; the default is
the zero vector.
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Output

A table in standard layout reports point estimates, standard errors, z statistics, p-values
for the null that the coefficient in question is equal to zero, and 95% confidence intervals
for each of the coefficients. The vector of point estimates and their estimated covari-
ance matrix can be recovered by typing matrix list e(b) and matrix list e(V),
respectively.

3.2 Command: twgravity

The command twgravity is designed for a cross-section on dyadic interactions between
n agents. Agents do not interact with themselves, so yii and xii are not defined. This is
like a panel model with m = n−1. In the vectors and matrices defined in section 2, this
requires modifying only the range over which the sums go. To evaluate the criterion
function efficiently, however, additional intervention is needed (see the discussion on
gaps in the previous section). Therefore, we provide a different command to deal with
this case.

Syntax

twgravity has the same syntax as twexp:

twgravity varlist
[
if
] [

in
]
, indn(varname) indm(varname) model(option)[

initial(vec)
]

Options

indn(varname) identifies the first agent in the dyad. indn() is required.

indm(varname) identifies the second agent in the dyad. indm() is required.

model(option) determines whether GMM1 or GMM2 is implemented. model() is required.

initial(vec) specifies the starting value for the numerical optimization; the default is
the zero vector.

Output

The screen output has the same form as before.
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4 Examples

4.1 Patents and R&D

We illustrate the use of twexp by looking at the relationship between the number of
patent applications and R&D expenditure. We use the data of Hall, Griliches, and
Hausman (1986). The data can be downloaded from the companion website of the
Cameron and Trivedi (2005) textbook;2 however, they are not in Stata format. We load
them into Stata by typing the following set of commands:

infile CUSIP ARDSSIC SCISECT LOGK SUMPAT LOGR70 LOGR71 LOGR72 LOGR73 ///
LOGR74 LOGR75 LOGR76 LOGR77 LOGR78 LOGR79 PAT70 PAT71 PAT72 ///
PAT73 PAT74 PAT75 PAT76 PAT77 PAT78 PAT79 ///
using "http://cameron.econ.ucdavis.edu/mmabook/patr7079.asc"

* Use observation number as an identifier, not just CUSIP
generate id = _n
label variable id "id"

reshape long PAT LOGR, i(id) j(year)

The dataset is a balanced panel on 346 firms and spans the period 1970–1979; note that
Cameron and Trivedi (2005) drop all observations for the period 1970–1974, but we do
not. For each firm, we have data on the number of patents applied to (PAT) in each year
(and were eventually granted) as well as the log of the amount (in 1972 U.S. dollars)
spent on R&D during each year (LOGR). A summary of these data is as follows:

. summarize PAT LOGR

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

PAT 3,460 36.28439 74.46563 0 608
LOGR 3,460 1.229807 1.970524 -3.84868 7.06524

It is well established that it is important to control for firm-specific heterogeneity
by including firm fixed effects (Hausman, Hall, and Griliches 1984). It also seems
important to include a set of time dummies in the specification. These allow to control
for aggregate shocks that affect all firms, such as the state of the economy and overall
technological progress over time.

Estimating a two-way exponential regression of PAT on LOGR by means of GMM1 is
done by typing

. twexp PAT LOGR, indn(id) indm(year) model(GMM1)

which yields the following output:

Number of obs = 3460

PAT Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

LOGR .4084421 .0457615 8.93 0.000 .3187521 .498133

2. http://cameron.econ.ucdavis.edu/mmabook/mmaprograms.html

http://cameron.econ.ucdavis.edu/mmabook/mmaprograms.html
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The estimator GMM2 is computed by changing the model() option. For efficiency, we
let the optimization start at the point estimate obtained by GMM1. To do so, we first
type matrix start = e(b) and next type

. twexp PAT LOGR, indn(id) indm(year) model(GMM2) initial(start)

The output for GMM2 is

Number of obs = 3460

PAT Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

LOGR .3241356 .0635514 5.10 0.000 .1995772 .448694

4.2 International trade

We use the model and data of Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006) to illustrate the use of
twgravity. The dataset can be downloaded from http://personal.lse.ac.uk/tenreyro/
lgw.html. The data are a cross-section on bilateral trade flows between 136 coun-
tries. The outcome variable is bilateral trade measured in thousands of U.S. dollars
(trade). The regressors are all measures of distances between the importing and ex-
porting country. They are (the logarithm of) geographical distance (ldist) and a set
of dummies that aim to capture other factors of relatedness. These indicators include
whether countries i and j share a common border (border), speak the same language
(comlang), have a colonial history (colony), and take part in a common free-trade
agreement (comfrt wto). For each observation, the variables s1 im and s2 ex identify
the importer and exporter, respectively.

. summarize trade ldist border comlang colony comfrt_wto

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

trade 18,360 172129.5 1829058 0 1.01e+08
ldist 18,360 8.785508 .7416775 4.876723 9.898691

border 18,360 .0196078 .1386522 0 1
comlang 18,360 .209695 .407102 0 1
colony 18,360 .1704793 .3760636 0 1

comfrt_wto 18,360 .0250545 .1562948 0 1

Fitting this model by GMM1 is done by typing

. twgravity trade ldist border comlang colony comfrt wto,
> indn(s2 ex) indm(s1 im) model(GMM1)

http://personal.lse.ac.uk/tenreyro/lgw.html
http://personal.lse.ac.uk/tenreyro/lgw.html
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which completes in 0.81 seconds (using Stata/MP 15.1 on a MacBook 1.4 HGz Intel
Core i7 with 16 GB RAM). The following output is reported:

Number of obs = 18360

trade Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

ldist -.8165761 .0629112 -12.98 0.000 -.9398798 -.6932725
border .4873677 .1361165 3.58 0.000 .2205844 .7541511

comlang .2594789 .1300016 2.00 0.046 .0046804 .5142773
colony .1648687 .1461561 1.13 0.259 -.121592 .4513294

comfrt_wto .3064196 .1250841 2.45 0.014 .0612592 .55158

Changing the estimator used to GMM2 is done by typing

. twgravity trade ldist border comlang colony comfrt wto, indn(s2 ex)
> indm(s1 im) model(GMM2)

which terminates after 1.85 seconds with the following output:

Number of obs = 18360

trade Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

ldist -.7509313 .0567805 -13.23 0.000 -.8622191 -.6396436
border .1490604 .0771748 1.93 0.053 -.0021994 .3003202

comlang .4909294 .0929732 5.28 0.000 .3087052 .6731536
colony .2128996 .1212684 1.76 0.079 -.0247821 .4505813

comfrt_wto .3298556 .1249293 2.64 0.008 .0849987 .5747126

These results correspond to those reported in table 5 of Jochmans (2017). To appreciate
the computational speed, note that estimation by PMLE takes just under 16 seconds
when using poisson with dummies, 3.87 seconds when using poi2hdfe, and 1.65 seconds
when using ppmlhdfe.

5 Simulations

We use simulated data to further illustrate twgravity. The simulation design has two
binary regressors. They are independent and take on the value 1 with probability 0.05
and 0.50, respectively. This makes the first regressor sparse. The coefficient on each
regressor is set to unity. All fixed effects are set to zero, and errors are drawn from a
lognormal distribution such that their logs follow a standard normal distribution. The
regressors are drawn once and held fixed across the 5,000 Monte Carlo replications.
The errors are redrawn in each replication. The sample size was set to n = 25, yielding
25 × 24 = 600 observations at the dyad level. Simulation results for a variety of other
designs and different sample sizes are reported in Jochmans (2017).

The first table below contains summary statistics for the three point estimators
considered. BGMM11 refers to the GMM1 point estimator of the first coefficient, and
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BGMM12 refers to the GMM1 point estimator of the second coefficient. This naming
convention is also used for GMM2. BPPML1 and BPPML2 refer to the PMLE point estimates.

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

BGMM11 5,000 .953764 .3346802 -.1216463 2.540329
BGMM12 5,000 1.003491 .1110953 .5393732 1.390769

BGMM21 5,000 .9460279 .36222 -.2998988 2.453766
BGMM22 5,000 1.001544 .1135412 .5496131 1.409317

BPPML1 5,000 .9445918 .3467463 -.2373147 2.217537
BPPML2 5,000 1.004687 .1137106 .5445971 1.429689

All estimators perform well. The average computational efforts for GMM1, GMM2, and
PMLE (each starting at a vector of zeros) were 0.1414 seconds, 0.1435 seconds, and
0.1780 seconds, respectively.

The next table provides corresponding summary statistics for the estimated standard
errors for each estimator.

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

SEGMM11 5,000 .2984875 .0786237 .1422011 .8047855
SEGMM12 5,000 .1110947 .0141867 .0819313 .2545835

SEGMM21 5,000 .3194803 .0833841 .1409411 .7742554
SEGMM22 5,000 .1154775 .0177122 .0819291 .4200313

SEPPML1 5,000 .2365674 .0474963 .1213987 .5143403
SEPPML2 5,000 .1022817 .0124813 .0767165 .2225853

It is of interest to compare the Monte Carlo standard deviation (in the previous ta-
ble) with the average standard error (in the current table). The ratio of the latter
to the former is considerably below unity for PMLE. Thus, the standard errors for the
pseudo-Poisson estimator are too small, on average.

6 Conclusion

We have introduced two new commands, twexp and twgravity, for exponential regres-
sion models with two-way fixed effects. These estimators are based on Jochmans (2017).
They are fast to compute, even in large datasets, and yield reliable standard errors for
inference.
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8 Programs and supplemental materials

To install a snapshot of the corresponding software files as they existed at the time of
publication of this article, type

. net sj 20-2

. net install st0604 (to install program files, if available)

. net get st0604 (to install ancillary files, if available)
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A Appendix

Additional computational details for GMM1

Fix the value of γ and introduce the shorthands eij := e(x>
ijγ) and uij := yij/eij . First,

consider the pure panel-data case. The (symmetrized) moment conditions for GMM1 are

s1(γ) =

n∑
i=1

n∑
i′=1

m∑
j=1

m∑
j′=1

xij {uijui′j′ − uij′ui′j}

Note that
n∑

i=1

n∑
i′=1

m∑
j=1

m∑
j′=1

xij uijui′j′ =

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

xijuij

n∑
i′=1

m∑
j′=1

ui′j′ =

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

xij(uiju)

where u :=
∑n

i′=1

∑m
j′=1 ui′j′ is the grand mean of the uij . Likewise,

n∑
i=1

n∑
i′=1

m∑
j=1

m∑
j′=1

xij uij′ui′j =

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

xij

n∑
i′=1

ui′j

m∑
j′=1

uij′ =

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

xij(ui·u·j)

where ui· :=
∑m

j′=1 uij′ and u·j :=
∑m

i′=1 ui′j are the means taken with respect to each
of the two dimensions of the data. Consequently,

s1(γ) =

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

xij {uiju− ui·u·j}

which is fast to evaluate in any matrix-based language. Expressions for the Jacobian
matrix Q1 and for vij follow in the same manner. All these expressions are used in the
implementation of twexp.

In twgravity, self links are ruled out; that is, the observations yii,xii are not in the
data. In this case, the empirical moments for GMM1 become

s1(γ) =

n∑
i=1

∑
i′ 6=i

∑
j 6=i,i′

∑
j′ 6=i,i′,j

xij {uijui′j′ − uij′ui′j}

https://doi.org/10.1162/rest.88.4.641
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0304-4076(98)00033-5
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0304-4076(98)00033-5
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Note the change in the range of the sums. It is convenient to define yii = 0 and xii = 0.
Then, in the same way as before,

n∑
i=1

∑
i′ 6=i

∑
j 6=i,i′

∑
j′ 6=i,i′,j

xijuijui′j′ =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xijuij(u− u·i − uj· + uji)

and
n∑

i=1

∑
i′ 6=i

∑
j 6=i,i′

∑
j′ 6=i,i′,j

xijui′juij′ =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xij(ui·u·j − ǔij)

where ǔij :=
∑n

i′=1 uii′ui′j . Consequently, in this case, we have

s1(γ) =
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

xij {uiju− ui·u·j} −
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

xij{uij(u·i + uj· − uji)− ǔij}

The additional term on the right-hand side compared with the corresponding expression
above is a correction term for the absence of self links in the data. The Jacobian matrix
and the covariance matrix of the moment conditions can again be obtained similarly.

Additional computational details for GMM2

Fix the value of γ and introduce the shorthand eij := e(x>
ijγ). First, consider the pure

panel-data case. The (symmetrized) moment conditions for GMM2 are

s2(γ) =

n∑
i=1

n∑
i′=1

m∑
j=1

m∑
j′=1

xij {yijyi′j′ei′jeij′ − yij′yi′jeijei′j′}

Here, defining the n×m matrices (Y )ij := yij and (E)ij := eij , we can compactly write

xijyij

n∑
i′=1

m∑
j′=1

ϕij′yi′j′ϕi′j = xijyij(EY >E)ij

xijeij

n∑
i′=1

m∑
j′=1

yij′ei′j′yi′j = xijeij(Y E>Y )ij

Note that the terms on the right-hand side here are quadratic forms in E and Y . Hence,

s2(γ) =

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

xij

{
yij (EY >E)ij − eij(Y E>Y )ij

}
which is again immediate to compute in any matrix-based language. When self links
are ruled out—again defining yii = 0 and xii = 0 and now also setting eii = 0—no
further modification is needed for GMM2.
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Abstract. A previous column (Cox, 2009, Stata Journal 9: 137–157) gave a
review of methods for working rowwise in Stata. Here rows means observations
in a dataset, and the concern is calculations in each observation with a bundle of
variables. For example, a row mean variable can be generated as the mean of some
numeric variables in each observation.

This column is an update. It is briefly flagged that official Stata now has
rowmedian() and rowpctile() functions for egen. The main focus is on returning
which variable or variables are equal to the maximum or minimum in a row. The
twist that requires care is that two or more variables can tie for minimum or
maximum. That may entail a decision on what is to be recorded, such as all of
them or just the first or last occurrence of an extreme.

Keywords: pr0046 1, rows, functions, minimum, maximum, median, loops, egen

1 Introduction

The main data structure of Stata is asymmetric: rows of a dataset define observations,
and columns define variables. The great majority of Stata commands, starting with
workhorses like summarize, regress, and graph, are designed to work with that struc-
ture. Such a structure is not eccentric; it has long been regarded as standard or at least
default across many statistical programs. Despite that, there has recently been much
fuss in some quarters about the benefits of this model, as if they were novel. References
are suppressed on this point to protect the innocent and the guilty alike.

Other way round, in a previous column (Cox 2009) I reviewed a variety of ideas and
methods for working rowwise. Perhaps the most valuable single suggestion, which is
repeated here but not elaborated beyond this paragraph, is that the impulse to work
rowwise may signal that your dataset layout (format, if you wish) is not ideal for Stata
purposes. Often on Statalist and elsewhere, people have panel or longitudinal data in
a wide layout in which observations define individuals (patients, firms, countries, sites,
etc.) and different variables define various properties at different times. The answer
here is usually to reshape long so that times as well as identifiers define observations.

This column is an update on that previous column. First, it is easy and congenial to
flag that official Stata added rowmean() and rowpctile() functions to egen in Stata 11
in 2009, just a few months after the column was published. Section 5 of the column
discussed an egen function for a row median written by me. That section 5 may retain

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC pr0046 1
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some interest, but in practice users naturally should reach for the official functions
(unless, exceptionally, they are on Stata 9 or 10).

I assume that you are broadly familiar with loops in Stata. If you are not, and in
any case, the previous column (Cox 2009) may be worth reading first, at least briskly.

2 Which variables hold the extremes in a row?

The remainder of this column focuses on a single class of problems, studiously avoided
earlier. Suppose within an observation, variables x1, x2, and x3 have values 3.14159, 7,
and 42, respectively. Which variable holds the minimum? Clearly x1. Which holds the
maximum? Clearly x3. The problem is trivial in this and many other examples, and it
is not too difficult to code for such problems.

You can imagine what comes next. What do we do if there are ties? When one
fills in surveys, particularly when people are asked to give opinions or beliefs on integer
scales, ties are not just common but highly likely. It seems that some people even give
the same response (say, 3 3 3 . . . ) on purpose, perhaps out of boredom or as a personal
protest of some kind. Here we bite the bullet, grasp the nettle, and seize the bull by its
horns and show how to program return of variable names even if ties are present.

As a sandbox dataset, we use what appear to be some real data on percent marks
(grades, if you prefer) for a group of students on five mathematics examinations in
an unnamed institution in an unnamed year. The anonymity here is all to the good.
The data are from Mardia, Kent, and Bibby (1979, 3–4) and have been used by many
statistically minded writers, typically for purposes or with methods much more subtle
than in this column.

In essence, even if we used the functions max() or min() to find the maximum or
the minimum, we still need to loop over the variables to find precisely which variable or
variables are equal to either, so we might as well loop in the first place. Similarly, those
familiar with rowsort and rowranks (Cox 2009) might be tempted to start there, but
the approach here is more direct.
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The dataset can be read in from the media for this column.

. use mathsmarks

. describe

Contains data from mathsmarks.dta
obs: 88

vars: 5 27 Jan 2020 18:32

storage display value
variable name type format label variable label

mechanics byte %10.0g
vectors byte %10.0g
algebra byte %10.0g
analysis byte %10.0g
statistics byte %10.0g

Sorted by:

Evidently, we have splendidly evocative variable names like mechanics and statistics,
rather than tediously unoriginal names like x1 and x2.
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Figure 1. Distributions of the sandbox dataset. Quantiles, median and quartile boxes,
and extra reference lines showing means.

No harm comes from looking at a graph. Figure 1 is a quantile-box plot (Parzen
1979). Each set of marks is plotted in ascending order (a quantile plot) with cumulative
probability scales implicit on the horizontal axis. Boxes show median and quartiles, as
in a conventional box plot. Plotting all the data points underlines the key point about
such a box: 50% of the data points for each variable lie within each box (and so 50% lie
outside). Finally, horizontal reference lines show the mean for each variable. The details
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of how to get such a plot are suppressed for a forthcoming column. Anyone intrigued
by the result can download the program and help file using (Cox 2003)

. ssc install stripplot

Apart from allowing the usual kind of assessment of the distributions here—very
simply, the variables are well behaved and, as advertised, percent marks—the graph
serves as propaganda for a point of view. There is often, especially with small or
modest datasets, scope for showing all the data without making the display too busy
or too complex.

Here is a chunk of code confronting the ties issue that will be followed by commentary.

. generate which_max = ""
(88 missing values generated)

. generate which_min = ""
(88 missing values generated)

. generate max = -1

. generate min = 101

. foreach v of var mech-stat {
2. replace which_max = "`v´" if `v´ > max
3. replace which_max = which_max + " `v´" if `v´ == max
4. replace max = `v´ if `v´ > max
5. replace which_min = "`v´" if `v´ < min
6. replace which_min = which_min + " `v´" if `v´ == min
7. replace min = `v´ if `v´ < min
8. }

The general logic is first to initialize variables to hold the minimum and maximum
values and the names of the variables in which they occur. Taste can supervene here in
detail. Some people would use the name and values of the first variable in the loop, on
the grounds that they could hold the minimum, the maximum, or both; and if they do
not, we will change our minds accordingly. Remember that in different observations, a
particular variable may hold both row minimums and row maximums; remember also
that the loop rowwise includes implicitly a loop across observations. I have no feelings or
recommendations against using the first name or the first value in initialization. Indeed,
it is my practice sometimes, as a matter of caprice.

Caprice or not, a flag should be waved vigorously here. A float storage type, the
default, works fine for this example for new variables. The original data are stored as
byte, as describe told us. In other problems, be careful to think about whether a
double or long is needed.
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Here the code deliberately uses impossible values to initialize. We know that the
marks range from 0 to 100 in principle and a quick plot, such as figure 1, or a summarize
confirms that no marks occur outside that range. So, −1 as an initial value for maximum
is safe because we expect to find at least one higher value. Similarly, 101 is safe for
minimum because we expect to find at least one lower value. But why, you may ask,
not use, say, 0 and 100 as initial values? There is not much in it, but I have sometimes
found that initializing with impossible values makes logic bugs a little easier to catch.
If the initial values are unchanged by a look at the data, either the data are not as
expected or the code is.

The overarching logic inside the loop has one theme. If the value we are looking at
now is greater than the maximum so far, it is the new maximum. Symmetrically, if the
value we are looking at now is less than the minimum so far, it is the new minimum.

The tricky detail inside the loop concerns the handling of ties. If the value we are
looking at now is as extreme as any seen yet, so equal to the maximum or minimum
so far, then we add its name to the name or names we have stored so far. Again, this
addition does or does not occur within individual observations, depending on the values
of the variables.

Note a crucial tiny point: two or more variable names should be separated by spaces.
Other punctuation such as commas is not of order but may not be so convenient. We
need not worry about being forced into a dead end with no retreat, because a fresh
minimum or maximum will lead to overwriting the names tentatively stored.

I would slap a quietly on the entire loop, once I am happy that it is working.
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Let’s look at the results.

. tab1 which_max which_min

-> tabulation of which_max

which_max Freq. Percent Cum.

algebra 19 21.59 21.59
analysis 17 19.32 40.91

analysis statistics 1 1.14 42.05
mechanics 7 7.95 50.00

mechanics algebra 1 1.14 51.14
mechanics vectors 1 1.14 52.27

statistics 13 14.77 67.05
vectors 28 31.82 98.86

vectors algebra 1 1.14 100.00

Total 88 100.00

-> tabulation of which_min

which_min Freq. Percent Cum.

algebra 1 1.14 1.14
algebra analysis 1 1.14 2.27

analysis 12 13.64 15.91
mechanics 34 38.64 54.55

mechanics vectors 2 2.27 56.82
mechanics vectors statistics 1 1.14 57.95

statistics 33 37.50 95.45
vectors 4 4.55 100.00

Total 88 100.00

The results are not too complicated. Four students had two subjects at which they
were equally good, and four had two or three subjects at which they were equally bad.
Knowing that ties are uncommon, we might be confident at setting aside the ties and
focusing on rank order. Because the which* variables are string, and spaces were used
for separation, a convenient function for finding single subjects is wordcount(). Stata’s
rule that variable names must be single words frustrates some goals but provides the
needed simplicity for this purpose. wordcount() is in my personal list of functions
experienced users should know (Cox 2011). As alluded to earlier, commas or other
punctuation apart from spaces do not allow this simple device.

. tabulate which_max if wordcount(which_max) == 1, sort

which_max Freq. Percent Cum.

vectors 28 33.33 33.33
algebra 19 22.62 55.95

analysis 17 20.24 76.19
statistics 13 15.48 91.67
mechanics 7 8.33 100.00

Total 84 100.00
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. tabulate which_min if wordcount(which_min) == 1, sort

which_min Freq. Percent Cum.

mechanics 34 40.48 40.48
statistics 33 39.29 79.76

analysis 12 14.29 94.05
vectors 4 4.76 98.81
algebra 1 1.19 100.00

Total 84 100.00

It looks bad for mechanics and statistics. Teachers (some of us) and past or present
students (all of us) know the Law of Interpreting Exam Results: it is always the teachers’
fault. Good marks? The teaching was too elementary, the exam was too easy, or you
were lucky that so many smart students chose your class. Bad marks? The teaching
was poor or the exam was too hard. Naturally, there are no students who are not smart.

Back to the problem: let’s imagine a variant in which we are happy to record the
maximum or maximum the first time it occurs. There might be some rationale for
this, say, that variables have some time order and “first occurrence” is intrinsically
interesting. Or it is just a variant on the problem, and we are thinking through the
logic of the code.

The code is simpler, and we will not show results here, partly to save space and
partly because there is no information that the variables in the example dataset have
any kind of natural order. The initializations are the same; it is just the loop that
differs.

. foreach v of var mech-stat {
2. replace which_max = "`v´" if `v´ > max
3. replace max = `v´ if `v´ > max
4. replace which_min = "`v´" if `v´ < min
5. replace min = `v´ if `v´ < min
6. }

In other words, the idea that the first variable met is the only variable that counts
means that we ignore ties, ties being with a maximum or minimum previously observed.

As a final flourish, what about the opposite problem, in which only the last occur-
rence is remembered?

. foreach v of var mech-stat {
2. replace which_max = "`v´" if `v´ >= max
3. replace max = `v´ if `v´ > max
4. replace which_min = "`v´" if `v´ <= min
5. replace min = `v´ if `v´ < min
6. }

Here we overwrite names if we see a new instance of the maximum or minimum
so far. Hence, we exit the loop with the last occurrence of a maximum or minimum
recorded as the only occurrence remembered with a name.
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3 Conclusion

Apart from the belated update flagging the introduction of egen functions rowmedian()
and rowpctile() in Stata 11, this column has focused on one further problem. We wish
to record not just the row maximum and row minimum across a bunch of numeric vari-
ables but also the variables in which they occur. The aim calls for a loop across variables,
use of string variables to store the results, and careful attention to the possibility of tied
values.
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Stata tip 136: Between-group comparisons in a
scatterplot with weighted markers
Andrew Musau
Inland School of Business & Social Sciences
INN University
Lillehammer, Norway
andrew.musau@inn.no

Scatterplots are a convenient tool to represent the relationship between two contin-
uous variables. Often, it is necessary to classify this relationship according to values
of a third categorical variable. There are several ways to do this (see, for example,
Cox [2005]). Here we consider a variation of these graphs, sometimes referred to as
bubbleplots, where an additional dimension of the data is represented in the size of the
markers. In Stata, one can create such a graph by explicitly specifying a weight in the
standard scatterplot syntax (see [G-2] graph twoway scatter). As an example, we
will use auto.dta. Suppose we want to create a scatterplot of mileage and weight with
markers weighted by repair record. Suppose further that we want to compare domestic
(American) and foreign cars. A problem arises if we do not observe all values of the
weighting variable in each of the groups defined by the categorical variable. Consider a
cross-tabulation of repair record and car type.1

. sysuse auto
(1978 Automobile Data)

. tabulate rep78 foreign

Repair
Record Car type

1978 Domestic Foreign Total

1 2 0 2
2 8 0 8
3 27 3 30
4 9 9 18
5 2 9 11

Total 48 21 69

All five values of repair record are observed for domestic cars, whereas two values
are not present for foreign cars. A comparison of scatterplots of mileage and weight
with markers weighted by repair record for all cars in the dataset and for groups defined
by car type results in the pair of graphs shown in figure 1.

. twoway (scatter mpg weight [aweight = rep78], mcolor(black)
> msymbol(smcircle_hollow) text(31 2400 "2", color(black))
> text(41 2240 "1", color(black)) text(18 2550 "4", color(black))
> text(21 2330 "3", color(black)) scheme(sj) legend(on order(1 "All cars")))

1. I thank an anonymous referee for suggesting improvements to the presentation of the problem and
proposed solutions.

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC gr0084
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. twoway (scatter mpg weight [aweight = rep78] if foreign==0, mcolor(gs5)
> msymbol(smcircle_hollow))(scatter mpg weight [aweight = rep78] if foreign==1,
> mcolor(gs11) msymbol(smcircle_hollow)
> legend(order(1 "American" 2 "Foreign") row(1))
> text(31 2350 "2", color(black)) text(41 2190 "1", color(black))
> text(18 2560 "4", color(black)) scheme(sj) text(21 2280 "3", color(black)))
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Figure 1. Scatterplot with all values of the weighting variable not present in each group

The size of the weighted markers corresponding to foreign cars is smaller on the
graph on the right-hand side, as can be seen from the selection of markers numbered in
figure 1. The issue is that Stata internally rescales the weights within groups, thereby
precluding between-group comparisons. Note that the problem also arises if the graphs
are created with the commonly used by() option.

. twoway scatter mpg weight [aweight = rep78], by(foreign, total)
> mcolor(gs5 gs11) msymbol(smcircle_hollow smcircle_hollow)
> legend(order(1 "American" 2 "Foreign") row(1))
> text(31 2350 "2", color(black)) text(41 2190 "1", color(black))
> text(18 2560 "4", color(black)) text(21 2280 "3", color(black))
> scheme(sj)

The top panel of figure 2 resembles figure 1, while the bottom panel illustrates
the two proposed solutions. The first solution is to add “pseudo-observations” to the
dataset to ensure that all values of the weighting variable are present in each group of the
categorical variable. However, an ensuing concern is that these extra observations will
distort the resulting graph. Fortunately, this is not the case if the added observations are
missing values for the continuous variables. The command fillin (see [D] fillin) allows
us to achieve this by adding observations with missing data so that all interactions of
car type and repair record exist.

. fillin foreign rep78
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A cross-tabulation of repair record and car type will now confirm that each group
of the latter includes all values of the former. The second proposed solution, drawing
on Cox (2005), is to use the command separate (see [D] separate). The underlying
mechanics between both approaches are basically the same. For each variable, separate
produces missing values in the continuous variable in all but one group, yet the weights
are rescaled based on all observations.

. separate mpg, by(foreign)

(output omitted )

. twoway scatter mpg? weight [aweight = rep78], mcolor(gs5 gs11)
> msymbol(smcircle_hollow smcircle_hollow)
> legend(order(1 "American" 2 "Foreign") row(1))
> text(31 2350 "2", color(black)) text(41 2190 "1", color(black))
> text(18 2560 "4", color(black)) text(21 2280 "3", color(black))
> scheme(sj)
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Figure 2. Scatterplots before and after implementing suggested solutions

In summary, the fillin approach adds observations to the dataset corresponding
to the number of nonexistent values of the weighting variable across groups defined by
the categorical variable. On the other hand, the separate approach adds variables to
the dataset corresponding to the number of groups in the categorical variable. While
extra observations created by fillin do not distort the graph, they can distort other
analyses (for example, as illustrated by the proposed cross-tabulation) and should be
deleted once the graphs are created. These are marked by the fillin variable, which
should be used to revert to the original dataset. For separate, the added variables may
subsequently be deleted, but their presence in the dataset does no harm. If you use
the if qualifier in the graph twoway command, you should use the separate approach
because the syntax is shorter. On the other hand, if you are creating graphs by groups
defined by the categorical variable, you should use the fillin approach because you can
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use the by() option. To achieve the same result using the separate approach, you would
need to create one graph at a time and thereafter use the command graph combine

(see [G-2] graph combine) to merge these graphs. Finally, in terms of efficiency,
because of maximum size limits, it would appear that adding variables to the dataset is
costlier than adding observations.2 However, because only a few groups can reasonably
be differentiated in the scatterplot with weighted markers, comparing the approaches
practically, this difference matters little. Therefore, preference for one over the other is
a matter of taste.

Reference
Cox, N. J. 2005. Stata tip 27: Classifying data points on scatter plots. Stata Journal
5: 604–606. https://doi.org/10.1177/1536867X0500500412.

2. In Stata/SE 16, for example, the current maximum limit for observations is approximately
2,147 million compared with only 32,767 for variables.

https://doi.org/10.1177/1536867X0500500412
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Stata tip 137: Interpreting constraints on slopes of
rank-deficient design matrices
Demetris Christodoulou
University of Sydney
Sydney, Australia
demetris.christodoulou@sydney.edu.au

A rank-deficient design matrix of explanatory variables X is not of full-column rank
when there is one or more linear dependencies, meaning that X′X is singular and its
inverse does not exist; thus, there is no unique solution to b = (X′X)

−1
X′y. Rank

deficiency is sometimes referred to as “perfect collinearity”.

There are two ways to enable the use of X in regression analysis. If there is one linear
dependency, then the standard approach is to reduce the dimension of X by identifying
a zero-parameter constraint on one of its columns. This is the default treatment in
Stata and other software, that is, to arbitrarily remove one column of X.

The alternative approach is to expand X by adding an extra column through the
identification of a linear constraint across the parameters. Then, X can be used in
constrained least squares via the Stata command cnsreg. Both approaches yield the
same fully identified model, but the interpretation of their estimated coefficients depends
entirely on the imposed constraint.

Much of the relevant econometric literature focuses on the identification of rank-
deficient matrices of mutually exclusive binary variables and the interpretation of their
intercepts, a problem so ubiquitous and well understood that it has earned its collo-
quial moniker of “dummy variable trap”. The interpretation of constrained intercepts
is indeed elementary because it is a simple matter of weighted constants.

However, as I discuss in Christodoulou (2018), a more rigorous discussion on the
effect on slope coefficients of a rank-deficient X seems to evade the literature. When b
involves slope coefficients, the reduction of X by imposing zero-parameter constraints
or the expansion of X by imposing linear constraints amounts to an imposition of
a structural relation on the parameters to be estimated. The interpretation of the
constrained slopes then becomes conditional on the validity of the structural constraint.

Consider the question of how capital investment in operating assets affects sales
revenue in fixed asset-intensive firms. Companies with high stakes in tangible assets rely
on capital investment to boost revenue, but the more the assets are used in operations,
the more their value is depleted and needs to be replenished. The economic transactions
describing this relation are captured by the accounting identity

ppeit−1 + cpxit − depit ≡ ppeit (1)

or equivalently stated as ∆ppeit ≡ cpxit+1−depit+1, where ppet is the stock in property
plant and equipment, cpxt+1 is new capital expenditure, and dept+1 is depreciation plus
other events that may deplete assets, such as the sale of assets. Naturally, increases in

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC st0605
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capital stock are expected to bring more sales. Indeed, one could argue that the variation
in the period’s sales could be explained by the average capital investment used from t
to t+ 1.

The following simple simulation generates data that describe this scenario:

. set type double

. set seed 1234

. set obs 10000
number of observations (_N) was 0, now 10,000

. generate id = _n

. generate ppe0 = rnormal(4.5,1)

. generate cpx1 = ppe0*0.08 + rnormal(0.5,0.2)

. generate dep1 = (ppe0+cpx1)*0.06 + rnormal(0.3,0.1)

. generate ppe1 = ppe0 + cpx1 - dep1

. generate sales = 0.25 + ((ppe0+ppe1)/2)*0.1 + rnormal(0,0.1)

The parameters of the random normal distributions are selected so that they ap-
pear somewhat realistic, considering that these are a result of log-transformations from
originally log-normally distributed variables.

Let’s say that someone is interested in learning how much revenue would change if
a company decides to spend more in new capital expenditure and, at the same time,
how depletion would affect sales, conditional of course on the capital investment stock.
Then, the variation of sales revenue could be written as a function of the structural
relation of (1) plus a random-error term:

salesit = a+ b1ppeit−1 + b2cpxit + b3depit + b4ppeit + εit (2)

Given the rank deficiency in X, Stata will estimate this regression by imposing a
zero-parameter restriction to one of the explanatory variables and also issue a warning
that a variable was omitted because of perfect collinearity:

. regress sales ppe0 cpx1 dep1 ppe1, noheader
note: dep1 omitted because of collinearity

sales Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

ppe0 .0500818 .0095262 5.26 0.000 .0314086 .068755
cpx1 .0073934 .0106667 0.69 0.488 -.0135154 .0283023
dep1 0 (omitted)
ppe1 .0470199 .0100562 4.68 0.000 .0273077 .0667321

_cons .2559735 .0060155 42.55 0.000 .2441819 .2677651

Stata decided to drop the variable dep1, but this could have been another explana-
tory variable; for example, changing the seed to 1235 would drop cpx1. The inter-
pretation of the remaining estimated slope parameters depends on the validity of the
zero-parameter restriction on b3 = 0 on dep1, a highly doubtful assumption even with
real data. Let’s see what happens when we estimate all competing specifications with
zero-parameter constraints, that is, each time omitting one explanatory variable:
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. quietly regress sales cpx1 dep1 ppe1

. estimates store ppe0_0

. quietly regress sales ppe0 dep1 ppe1

. estimates store cpx1_0

. quietly regress sales ppe0 cpx1 ppe1

. estimates store dep1_0

. quietly regress sales ppe0 cpx1 dep1

. estimates store ppe1_0

. estimates table ppe0_0 cpx1_0 dep1_0 ppe1_0, se(%5.4f) stats(rmse ll)

Variable ppe0_0 cpx1_0 dep1_0 ppe1_0

cpx1 -.04268835 .00739343 .05441336
0.0055 0.0107 0.0051

dep1 .05008178 .00739343 -.04701994
0.0095 0.0107 0.0101

ppe1 .09710171 .05441336 .04701994
0.0012 0.0051 0.0101

ppe0 .04268835 .05008178 .09710171
0.0055 0.0095 0.0012

_cons .25597348 .25597348 .25597348 .25597348
0.0060 0.0060 0.0060 0.0060

rmse .09990187 .09990187 .09990187 .09990187
ll 8848.2841 8848.2841 8848.2841 8848.2841

legend: b/se

Note how the magnitudes of the estimated slopes switch place depending on the vari-
able that is omitted from estimation. This is because each restriction sways estimation
so that the collection of all estimated slopes remains parallel to the null vector that de-
scribes the linear dependency (for an illustration, see figure 1 in Christodoulou [2018]).
This sort of behavior makes any discussion on marginal effects entirely meaningless.

Such ad hoc imposed constraints, whose only purpose is to enable mere estimation,
are dangerous practices when applied on rank-deficient design matrices involving slope
coefficients. A zero-parameter restriction on a slope suggests a zero marginal effect, and
in this case such restrictions are simply untenable.

Another way to enable estimation is to expand X by imposing a linear constraint
that specifies a structural relation across all parameters. For example, one could suggest
that (2) behaves like a homogeneous function of some degree. The structure of the data
does not allow us to estimate which degree this is, so we need to assume the degree
as a constraint. We could claim that the slope coefficients add to some fixed c, thus
effectively imposing a homogeneous function of degree c, meaning that a fixed change
in all independent variables would change the dependent variable by that value raised
to the power of c.

For example, for c = 0, a fixed change would result in no change in the dependent
variable. For c = 1, a fixed change would result in a linear change in the dependent
variable, or what the economists call a “constant return to scale” within the right
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context; for c < 1, we have decreasing returns to scale, and for c > 1 we have increasing
returns to scale. Consider the following examples:

. constraint define 1 ppe0 + cpx1 - dep1 - ppe1 = 0

. quietly cnsreg sales ppe0 cpx1 dep1 ppe1, collinear constraint(1)

. estimates store c0

. constraint define 1 ppe0 + cpx1 - dep1 - ppe1 = 0.75

. quietly cnsreg sales ppe0 cpx1 dep1 ppe1, collinear constraint(1)

. estimates store c0p75

. constraint define 1 ppe0 + cpx1 - dep1 - ppe1 = 1

. quietly cnsreg sales ppe0 cpx1 dep1 ppe1, collinear constraint(1)

. estimates store c1

. constraint define 1 ppe0 + cpx1 - dep1 - ppe1 = 1.25

. quietly cnsreg sales ppe0 cpx1 dep1 ppe1, collinear constraint(1)

. estimates store c1p25

. estimates table c0 c0p75 c1 c1p25, se(%5.4f) stats(rmse ll)

Variable c0 c0p75 c1 c1p25

ppe0 .04746796 .23496796 .29746796 .35996796
0.0028 0.0028 0.0028 0.0028

cpx1 .00477961 .19227961 .25477961 .31727961
0.0045 0.0045 0.0045 0.0045

dep1 .00261382 -.18488618 -.24738618 -.30988618
0.0073 0.0073 0.0073 0.0073

ppe1 .04963375 -.13786625 -.20036625 -.26286625
0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031

_cons .25597348 .25597348 .25597348 .25597348
0.0060 0.0060 0.0060 0.0060

rmse .09990187 .09990187 .09990187 .09990187
ll 8848.2841 8848.2841 8848.2841 8848.2841

legend: b/se

The option collinear tells Stata to keep perfectly collinear variables, thus ensuring
reporting of all estimated coefficients.

Note how the addition of all estimated slopes is always the same, at b̂1+ b̂2+ b̂3+ b̂4 =
0.10449514, regardless of the imposed constraint. This is the same constant to the
addition of the coefficients as with the estimates with zero-parameter constraints, as
above. Regardless of the constraint, the coefficients must add up to the same constant.

The coefficients are simply scaled up or down by a fixed amount as c changes.
This means that because the constraints are needed for identification, the rank-deficient
nature of the data does not allow one to say which structural constraint is most appro-
priate. One must assume it.

The model with the homogeneous function of degree zero, with c = 0, can also be
fit using the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse (for example, see Mazumdar, Li, and Bryce
[1980]; Searle [1984]), using the pinv() Mata function as follows:
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. mata:
mata (type end to exit)

: y = st_data(.,("sales"))

: X = st_data(., ("ppe0" ,"cpx1", "dep1", "ppe1"))

: n = rows(X)

: X = X,J(n,1,1)

: XpXi = pinv(quadcross(X,X))

: b = XpXi*quadcross(X,y)

: end

. mata: transposeonly(b)
1 2 3 4 5

1 .0474679606 .0047796107 .0026138174 .0496337539 .2559734849

These are identical coefficients to those reported in the table just above under the
heading c0, in that order. Using the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse, we can recover every
other solution that is parallel to the null vector. Given that there are four coefficients,
k = 4, then the imposition of an assumed degree for the homogeneous function c must
be equally allocated across the k coefficients. For instance, for k = 0.75, it holds that

. mata: b[1] + 0.75/4, b[2] + 0.75/4, b[3] - 0.75/4, b[4] - 0.75/4
1 2 3 4

1 .2349679606 .1922796107 -.1848861826 -.1378662461

and similarly for any other c. Similarly, because the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse
gives the solution for c = 0, we could use this result to see what would be the set of
estimates for any given zero-parameter restriction. Here is the case of the zero-parameter
restriction on the coefficient of ppeit−1, which is the same as that reported in the first
column of the first estimates table above:

. mata: b[1] - b[1], b[2] - b[1], b[3] + b[1], b[4] + b[1]
1 2 3 4

1 0 -.0426883499 .050081778 .0971017145

Finally, an important note about standard errors—they remain the same across all
specifications. As shown in Greene and Seaks (1991), the individual standard errors
of regressions involving rank-deficient design matrices are no longer informative. We
cannot speak of coefficient-specific statistical significance. For example, in the first
table of estimates reported, the coefficient on cpx1 appears as statistically insignificant
with a p-value of 0.488. This standard-error estimate is of course nonsensical, given the
nature of the simulated data. In specifications with rank-deficient design matrices, we
can speak only about the fit of the overall model, as in the root mean squared error and
the estimated log likelihood, which remain identical regardless of the type of constraint.
There is no such thing as coefficient significance.
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In Christodoulou and McLeay (2014, 2019), we use Stata to explain how this lack of
insight has proven to be an acute problem in financial research that relies on inputs from
the rank-deficient accounting data matrix of articulated financial statements. Account-
ing data, governed by a double-entry data-generating process whereby a transaction
is recorded twice, is purposefully designed to be rank deficient of order one. This is
a matter of structural nonidentification and requires the additional specification of a
suitable constraint to enable estimation. If the constraint is arbitrarily imposed, then
inference is entirely useless.
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Stata tip 138: Local macros have local scope
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1 Introduction

Stata programs, usually, and other Stata code chunks, commonly, use local macros. This
tip focuses on a common misunderstanding of how local macros work. The executive
summary is given in the title.

The best introduction to local macros remains material in [U] 18 Programming
Stata, but the tip is written to be self-contained as far as possible.

2 What is a macro?

The term macro has various meanings, even within programming, let alone beyond. In
some software, it has informal or even formal meaning as indicating a routine or script,
typically containing a series of instructions or statements in that software. Be that as
it may, in Stata a macro is a named container whose contents are text. A macro is just
one item, although occasionally that item may be very large.

Stata’s use of macros is not unusual, either. It is akin in spirit to other languages,
particularly languages like C or those in the Unix tradition (Kernighan and Pike 1984;
Kernighan and Ritchie 1988).

Macros in Stata have two flavors, global and local. Part of the misunderstanding
discussed here is not realizing that those names are not just arbitrary jargon but explain
the scope of the macro, namely, how widely it will be understood. We will get to the
nub of the problem, slowly but surely, by looking at global macros first.

3 Global macros—and their limitations

Suppose you are working with Stata’s auto data,

. sysuse auto
(1978 Automobile Data)

and you want to think of those variables that measure various size characteristics as one
group. You can put their names into a global macro with

. global size "headroom trunk weight length displacement"

c© 2020 StataCorp LLC dm0102
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The text within " " has been copied as contents to the global macro just created with
the name size. That allows you to type $size anywhere in your code knowing that
Stata will use the definition of the macro to replace the macro name, size, with its
contents, a string including various variable names. So you might be interested in a
regression predicting car price as a response, contained in the variable price. Typing

. regress price $size

(output omitted )

would save you typing out those variable names again or even selecting them individually
otherwise.

The key here: When Stata sees that command, the reference to the global macro
size will be evaluated, meaning that the macro name will be replaced by its contents
so that the rest of Stata will see

. regress price headroom trunk weight length displacement

(output omitted )

Note the syntax detail: the dollar sign $ flags that a global macro name follows.

Here is another example. Suppose we want to obtain and hold the median price for
some purpose, say, to split prices into those above and below the median or to use it in
preparing a graph. For that, we could do

. summarize price, detail

(output omitted )

. global median_price = r(p50)

. display "$median_price"
5006.5

If you are thinking that 5006.5 looks like a number, you are naturally right, but that
is not a problem or an exception. The definition that macros hold text still holds: text
being entirely or partially composed of numeric characters is fine. The rest of Stata will
make its own judgments according to what it sees once the macro contents have been
substituted.

A little analogy that may help is to think that a macro is a kind of bag or box in
which text is stored, just as you might put a pen or some other possession in a bag or
box for safekeeping. Once you have taken the text out of the bag or box, its ever having
been inside has no implications for how it is used.

Where might a global macro be used? Within one or more of the following:

1. an interactive session in which commands are typed in the Command window,

2. a do-file you run,

3. code you run from a Do-file Editor, or

4. a program you write or use.
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This may sound good, but it is not as good as it may sound. The sales pitch is that
you can make one convenient definition of a global macro, and it will be understood
everywhere you use that global macro. But that universal visibility might go horribly
wrong. Commands can call other commands, do-files can call commands, and do-files
can call other do-files. And yet other things can happen in code. In any of these ways,
if you define a global macro, you unwittingly may undermine some other code that uses
the same global macro name. Stata does not know or care who wrote that code, or
when, and does not discriminate in any way. If you ask for global scope, then global
scope is what you get.

You may think of work-arounds. One is just to use macro names so bizarre that
in practice no one else can possibly have used them before, including yourself in some
previous state of existence. But I do not want to have to use bizarre names. I guess
that you really do not want that obligation either. Concise but evocative names are
always valuable, and you do not want to have to ensure that a name differs from any
already in use.

4 Local macros

So, to cut to the chase, the answer is to use local macros. Local macros have local
scope (only). Shortly, we will spell out precisely what that means. But the aim is to
be always safe, and never sorry. You are completely in charge of how that local macro
is used. You are guaranteed that fears and worries about whether you used that name
somewhere else—or more crucially whether someone else did in his or her code that you
are using—are utterly groundless.

Otherwise, local macros are just like global macros. They contain text. That text
may include numeric characters. What is crucial is what the rest of Stata does when
the contents of local macros are revealed by evaluation.

So, if I wrote interactively

local size "headroom trunk weight length displacement"

then now I can refer to that local macro interactively in the same session, just as I could
refer to a global macro. I could issue a regression command,

regress price `size´

or any other appropriate command,

summarize `size´

pca `size´

I can also use a definition given in a do-file later in that do-file.
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There is always a downside. Here is where being “local” bites. Local means local
scope, so in particular:

• A local macro defined in an interactive session is not visible in a do-file or to the
code you are running from a Do-file Editor (which may he held in some kind of
temporary file). And all of those limits apply in reverse. More generally, each of
those is a separate place and a local macro defined in one is not visible in any of
the others.

• Perhaps surprisingly: If you choose to run just chunks of code (which may be as
short as individual lines of code) selected from a larger section in a Do-file Editor,
“local” now means within the same chunk of code. It is not enough that a local
macro was defined earlier in the window. The definition must be included in the
chunk being run. When this bites, caution on the part of the user is not being
rewarded. You may be feeling your way through some code, perhaps checking
what happens at each step in a long process, or some of your code may have been
revised and part of the analysis is being repeated in slightly different form. Style
of working, however, has no implications. The question is only whether the (last)
macro definition, the local command defining the macro, is visible within the
same code chunk.

I close with two further comments.

What happens when the definition of a local macro is not visible?

It is as if that local macro did not exist. Hence, references to that local macro are
replaced with empty strings. Otherwise put, the reference is just blanked out. The
consequence is not necessarily illegal code. The consequence is unlikely, however, to be
what you want. Suppose, for example, that the definition of local macro size were not
visible, because it is not within the chunk of code being run. In that circumstance,

regress price `size´

is just interpreted as

regress price

That is legal: the instruction is to fit a regression to price alone. The result is just a
regression fit in which the mean of price will be returned as intercept. No predictors
will appear in the model because none were supplied. As another example,

summarize `size´

is just interpreted as

summarize

if the definition of the local macro is not visible. Again, that is legal: it means summarize
all variables, which will work so long as there are some variables to summarize.
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An exercise if you want one: what would happen if Stata saw only the bare command
pca?

Referring to a local macro that does not exist is not itself a syntax error. The
consequence may be, as above, something legal, which is not what you want. Or it may
be something that is illegal for different reasons. Such subtleties can mean that a bug
is hard to find, but being aware of this pitfall is a good start.

Why is the division between local and global so sharp? Are there not intermediate
cases?

Indeed, sometimes a Stata user wants a combination of local and global approaches
for good reasons, typically that a bundle of definitions makes sense for all the code files
for a particular project. The include command is designed for these situations. For
more detail, see [P] include or Herrin (2009).
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dm0048 4: Finding variables. N. J. Cox. Stata Journal 15: 605; 12: 167; 10: 691; 10:
281–296.

New options include columns() to find variables according to column position in
the dataset, so, for example, columns(1 -1) finds the first and last variables in the
dataset; and four new options to find variables with specified text in value labels, or
specified numbers of value labels, either defined as value labels or used within the
data. Options to do with value labels used within the data can be combined with
if or in, or both.

Note: The previously implemented option vallabeltext() works as previously doc-
umented but, from this version on, is no longer documented. Two of the new options
concerning value labels make more precise what is being sought.

st0521 1: Assessing the health economic agreement of different data sources. D. Gal-
lacher and F. Achana. Stata Journal 18: 223–233.

Following requests from users, the heabps command has been improved in two ways.
First, the scatterplot of the cost-effectiveness estimates now allows the optional
addition of the willingness-to-pay threshold, giving the user a visual representation
of whether simulations fall above or below the threshold. Second, additional options
have been added so that the user can customize the appearance of each twoway
object that is included in the final plot. The color, shape, and size of all markers
and lines are all now customizable to suit the user’s preference.

st0578 1: Assessing medication adherence using Stata. A. Linden. Stata Journal 19:
820–831.

The id() and drug() options were changed to require numeric variables.

st0581 1: vcemway: A one-stop solution for robust inference with multiway clustering.
A. Gu and H. I. Yoo. Stata Journal 19: 900–912.

The vcemway command may result in a display error when it is combined with max-
imum likelihood-based programs in Stata 16 (it works fine in Stata 13, 14, and 15).
This has been fixed.
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